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PREFACE

This dissertation has three main aims. One aim is to explore the relation-
ship between evolved cognitive biases and the formal bodies of knowledge
of mathematics and science. How are humans able to obtain this knowl-
edge given inherent limitations in their cognition? Are features of the
evolved human cognitive architecture continuous with concepts in math-
ematics and science? A second aim is to examine the role that external-
ized cognition plays in the development of such bodies of knowledge. As
will be argued, the relationship between the human mind and the exter-
nal environment is not a one-way tra�c from preconceived concepts to
external storage of information through symbolic notation systems, but
rather, a two-way interaction, where symbols and artifacts can be seen
as constitutive of mathematical and scientific concepts. A third aim of
the dissertation is to explore the implications of a naturalistic philosophy
of science for the justification of scientific beliefs. If scientific beliefs are
indeed subject to cognitive biases, are we at all justified in holding them?

I will concentrate on two aspects of systematic knowledge acquisition:
the relationship between our intuitive understanding of numerosities and
culturally developed mathematical concepts, such as number theory and
algebra (chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5), and the tension between evolved cog-
nitive biases and scientific understanding, especially in the life sciences
(chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9).

The introductory chapter 1 reviews the implications of cognitive sci-
ence for naturalistic approaches to mathematical and scientific knowledge
acquisition. I start with two puzzling observations. First, mathematical
and scientific practice are both far more intricate and e�cient than the
experimental evidence on human cognition would lead one to believe.

xvii



xviii PREFACE

How is it that scientists seem to be able to overcome the biases that peo-
ple normally are subject to? Second, mathematical and scientific practice
do not square well with norms on proper reasoning that have been put
forward in philosophy of science. Next, I review attempts to characterize
scientific beliefs. The final part of the chapter surveys theories of discon-
tinuity and continuity between scientific and everyday reasoning. I argue
that mathematical and scientific practice are forms of cognition in the
wild, i.e., human cognition as it occurs outside of the laboratory, that is
to say, extended and collective.

The remainder of the dissertation consists of two parts. Part I con-
siders mathematical practice, focusing on number theory, its relationship
with our intuitive number sense and the role of the extended mind in
the development of mathematical concepts. Chapter 2 begins our quest
for the naturalistic origins of mathematical concepts by considering in-
nate knowledge. Many ancient and early modern philosophers have relied
on the concept of innate knowledge in order to understand the origin of
mathematical concepts and to justify them. Indeed, the earliest discus-
sions of nativism, such as Plato’s Meno (ca. 380 B.C.E. [2000]), rely on
mathematical examples. Yet the concept of innateness has not fared well
in contemporary philosophy of mathematics. This chapter will examine
the concept of innateness as it is currently being employed in developmen-
tal psychology. Focusing on the case of infant arithmetic, we will see how
developmental psychologists infer innateness by attempting to rule out
explanations in terms of learning. In other words: they infer that basic
arithmetical skills in infants are innate, because there is no plausible ex-
planation for this ability as a result of learning. However, we will also see
that the relationship between innate numerical skills and mathematical
knowledge is less straightforward than early philosophers proposed: the
numerical capacities that infants exhibit do not easily map onto formal
numerical concepts.

Chapter 3 attempts to flesh out the relationship between intuitive nu-
merical cognition and culturally transmitted numerical concepts. As will
be suggested in this chapter, there is solid evidence for evolved, domain-
specific numerical skills that humans share with other animals. Relying
on the epidemiology of representations (a model of cultural evolution
developed by the cognitive anthropologist Dan Sperber, 1985, 1996), I
will argue that this unlearned number sense constrains and guides the
cultural transmission of numerical concepts, focusing on the positive in-
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tegers, zero and the negative numbers. The upshot of this examination
is that although positive integers do not map exactly onto intuitive nu-
merical representations, they are nevertheless more intuitive and easier
to represent than zero, and especially than the negative numbers.

In chapter 4, I consider the role of external media in the construction
of natural numbers. I consider two versions of the extended mind thesis.
The first, proposed by Clark and Chalmers (1998), argues that represen-
tations need not be stored internally in order to be involved in cognition.
In this view, much of human cognition is hybrid, involving an interplay
between the brain and external resources. Important in this version of
the extended mind is the parity argument, i.e., the claim that there is
a functional isomorphism between internal and external representations
(e.g., a notebook would be functionally isomorphic to long term mem-
ory). The second, proposed by Merlin Donald (1991), goes a step further
by arguing that external cognitive resources not only complement, but
also alter our cognitive architecture. Here, there is no parity required
between internal and external cognition. In this chapter, I apply both
models to an examination of the development of natural numbers. The
use of external resources such as number words, body parts, tallies and
tokens, numerical notation systems and gestures influences the way we
internally compute natural numbers, indicating a strong interaction be-
tween internal and external resources in the representation of numbers.

Chapter 5 continues the investigation of the interaction between in-
ternal and external cognitive resources by considering the epistemic role
of mathematical symbols. In this chapter, we will see how mathemat-
ical symbols are more than a way to externalize internally represented
concepts; rather, they are to an important extent constitutive of math-
ematical concepts. Historically, this is especially the case for concepts
that are not easy to grasp or that were regarded as unintelligible, such as
negative or complex numbers. This chapter concludes by examining the
role of symbols in the development of algebra in three di↵erent cultures:
the medieval Islamic world, imperial China and early modern Europe.
This examination suggests that the way algebraic ideas were expressed
symbolically was more than a mere format to represent internally held
mathematical thoughts—rather, these notation systems did exert a pro-
found influence on the subsequent development of mathematical ideas
within these cultures.

In part II, I shift my attention from mathematics to scientific prac-
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tice, with a focus on the life sciences. Chapter 6 discusses the role of early
emerging, stubborn, intuitive ontological assumptions in scientific under-
standing. After a brief review of the developmental and neuroscientific
evidence for intuitive ontologies that structure human understanding, we
will see how these assumptions continue to play a role in folk knowledge.
Historical evidence of the development of physics and biology will indi-
cate that intuitive ontologies have played a significant role in fostering
intuitions that lie at the basis of past theories in these disciplines. This
chapter looks at recent theories in paleoanthropology and comparative
psychology. As will be argued, intuitive ontologies continue to inform
concepts and ideas in these disciplines.

Chapter 7 discusses the role of intuitive ontologies in scientific cre-
ativity, and considers the productive role of analogies and metaphors as
a way to surmount their constraining e↵ects. This chapter begins with
an outline of the cognitive psychological literature on structured imagi-
nation, indicating that human creativity is constrained by prior expec-
tations, generated both by existing concepts and more deeper-lying in-
tuitive ontological assumptions. Such assumptions played an important
role in historical scientific practice, as is exemplified, amongst others, by
the role of intuitive vitalism in classical and medieval physiology. It will
be shown that distant analogies, in which target and source domain are
widely divergent, play a crucial role in scientific creativity. Examples
from early modern physiology, evolutionary biology and theories in evo-
lutionary psychology and cognitive archeology will illustrate the role of
distant analogies in scientific understanding.

The next two chapters discuss the implications of naturalistic philos-
ophy of science for the justification of scientific beliefs. In the light of
stubborn intuitive ontological assumptions and human cognitive limita-
tions, are scientific beliefs at all justified? In chapter 8, we will argue
that even if intuitive biases were to play a detrimental role in scientific
theory formation, these biases can be mitigated through collective scien-
tific practice. Drawing on a game theoretical model, we will show how
a rich diversity of inferences within a community of interacting scientists
increases the probability that theories that are more truth-approximating
will be chosen over time. The historical example of models on the trans-
mutation of species, formulated during the late 18th century and the first
decades of the 19th century, illustrates this model in a quantitative man-
ner. In this chapter, as in the previous one, it also becomes clear that
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scientific progress is not inevitable, but that it depends critically on the
right cultural circumstances.

Chapter 9 provides a broad, theoretical analysis of evolutionary ar-
guments, which justify beliefs through their evolutionary origin, and evo-
lutionary debunking arguments, which cast doubt on such beliefs on the
same grounds. We will see how subtle di↵erences in assumptions about
the connection between truth and e�ciency in mental representations can
account for the radically di↵erent conclusions reached by evolutionary
arguments and evolutionary debunking arguments. This chapter reviews
and extends responses to criticisms of earlier evolutionary arguments. Fi-
nally, we consider the role of external media in scientific practice, which
has hitherto been neglected in evolutionary arguments. The case of tem-
perature will illustrate how justifiable knowledge can be obtained through
a judicious use of external media, even though human thermoreception is
biased and inaccurate.

Chapter 10 discusses some tentative conclusions that can be drawn
from the research presented here. It will argue that a naturalistic philos-
ophy of science should not be a “philosophy of the gaps”, where philoso-
phy is a mainly descriptive activity that is subservient to furthering the
knowledge we already obtained through science or mathematics, or that
merely speculates about what science has not yet uncovered. Rather, I
will conclude that philosophy enables us to obtain knowledge about the
nature of our scientific beliefs that are not easily discovered through sci-
entific investigation alone, and that it allows us to draw conclusions that
are further-reaching than would be possible within a strictly scientific
framework.





CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Two puzzles on scientific knowledge

1.1.1 Naturalism and knowledge acquisition

Science has known a staggering and explosive growth over the past five
centuries. Even those who are skeptical about the extent to which science
provides us with a true picture of the world (especially in its postulation
of unobservables) are impressed by its instrumental value, in particu-
lar its ability to provide predictions and explanations of the observable
world. Mathematical knowledge has played an important role in this
development by providing surprisingly e�cient formulations to look into
and organize empirical phenomena as well as by being a source of sci-
entific creativity. An as yet unanswered question in cognitive science is
how agents like us, limited in our cognitive capacities, and subject to
various biases and limitations, are able to obtain these sophisticated and
useful bodies of knowledge. If Paul (Corinthians I, 13:12) is correct, and
we are only able to see the world “through a mirror darkly”1, how is
mathematical and scientific knowledge as we know it possible? A number
of cognitive scientists and philosophers (e.g., Carruthers, 2006; Mithen,

1“Mirror” is sometimes also translated as lens or glass. The original Greek ‡n
a»n–gmati (en ainigmati) can be translated as “darkly” or “in an obscure image.” In
Antiquity, Corinth was famed for its production of bronze mirrors, which produced a
darkened and somewhat distorted image (Mattusch, 2003).

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1996; Pinker, 1997) regard scientific knowledge as one of the hallmarks
of our species. If they are correct, elucidating the nature of science and
mathematics will not only have implications for our understanding of sci-
entific and mathematical knowledge, but also for more general theories
regarding human cognition.

Since the second half of the 20th century, an increasing number of
philosophers (see e.g., the essays collected in Callebaut, 1993, for a fairly
representative selection of well-known contemporary naturalistic philoso-
phers) have taken up a naturalistic position in epistemology and philoso-
phy of science. According to this philosophical program, human reasoning
processes do not have a special status in the natural, causal order, but
are fully part of it. To understand human knowledge acquisition, we need
to elucidate the evolved cognitive underpinnings that lie at its basis. As
W. V.O. Quine (1969a, 82) put it, “Epistemology, or something like it,
simply falls into place as a chapter of psychology and hence of natural sci-
ence. It studies a natural phenomenon, viz., a physical human subject.”
For naturalists, epistemological questions should be addressed using the
results and methods of the empirical sciences. To understand the world,
and to see how humans as epistemic agents fit within it, we need both
scientific theories of the nature of the world and psychological theories
on human cognition. Naturalists do not exclude mental states and pro-
cesses from their ontology. Rather, they take psychological studies of the
scope and limits of human reasoning to adjust their normative demands
to what people can achieve epistemically (e.g., Code, 1996). In the words
of Hilary Kornblith (1994, 43), “We must now try to explain how crea-
tures with the faculties cognitive science tells us we have could come to
understand the kind of world which the sciences generally tell us that we
inhabit.”

Naturalistic philosophers can glean a great deal from cognitive science,
which includes a wide range of disciplines such as developmental psy-
chology, cognitive psychology, comparative psychology, computer science,
and cognitive neuroscience. In a sense, cognitive science and naturalized
philosophy of science are similar in their methodology and metaphysical
picture of human cognition. Both rely on findings from empirical disci-
plines to inform their views on how humans gain knowledge of the world
(Kertész, 2004). The cognitive science of science (see, e.g., the papers col-
lected in Carruthers, Stich, & Siegal, 2002) studies the mental processes
that come into play when people reason about particular scientific subject
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matters (e.g., biology, chemistry), the ways of reasoning that underlie sci-
entific practice (e.g., causal reasoning, abductive inferences), the creative
processes involved in scientific discovery and innovation, interactions be-
tween scientists, and the nature of scientific understanding. The scope
of the cognitive science of science is very broad, as scientific reasoning
seems to draw on many aspects of everyday cognitive processes (Dunbar
& Fugelsang, 2005).

The basic questions that the cognitive science of science sets out to an-
swer are also the main questions that lie at the heart of this dissertation:
how are humans able to acquire scientific and mathematical knowledge?
To what extent are scientific and everyday reasoning similar or di↵erent
from each other? As we shall see in the next subsections, philosoph-
ical reflection on findings from cognitive science has given rise to two
puzzling observations. First, in their mathematical and scientific prac-
tice, humans apparently do better than we might expect on the basis of
the limitations and biases that cognitive psychological studies have un-
covered. Second, scientific practice does not conform well to norms put
forward by epistemologists and philosophers of science, as it frequently
relies on haphazard, seemingly spurious forms of inference and reasoning.
It would appear that at present, neither philosophy of science nor current
cognitive science adequately capture the intricacies and peculiarities of
mathematical and scientific knowledge acquisition.

1.1.2 Puzzle 1: The boundedness of human reasoning

Over the past 30 years, cognitive scientists have investigated diverse as-
pects of human cognition, including how we detect causality, how we make
inductive and deductive inferences, how we provide explanations, how we
solve mathematical problems, and how we engage in scientific practice.
The upshot of all these investigations seems to be that human cognition
is bounded, and that it is highly susceptible to various biases and errors.
The biased and bounded nature of human reasoning was first discovered
in empirical studies of economic behavior, where there is a discrepancy
between rational behavior (defined as behavior that yields the highest
utility) and the economic decisions that humans actually make. As early
as the 1950s, the economist Herbert Simon (1956) argued that human
behavior cannot adequately be described as rational, where rationality is
defined by the basic axioms of utility theory. Contrary to what these ax-
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ioms predict, humans do not always choose the best action in accordance
with their desires, and sometimes even violate their own preferences (e.g.,
Fehr & Gächter, 2002; Henrich et al., 2005). Recent empirical studies with
capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella) indicate that nonhuman animals share
some of our human biases, such as an aversiveness to risk and loss that
can lead to suboptimal decisions (Chen, Lakshminarayanan, & Santos,
2006).

Humans also do not conform to standards of rationality as set by
Bayesian probability theory. Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky (1982), for
example, brought to light systematic frailties of human reason, in the
form of persistent biases and errors, such as a disregard for base rates, or
the infamous conjunction fallacy. In this fallacy, subjects judge that the
probability of a conjunction of two properties is higher than the proba-
bility of either of those properties. For example, they think that a young,
outspoken, well-educated woman is more likely to be a feminist bank-
teller than a bank-teller, violating the inclusion rule in the probability
calculus, i.e., P (A&B)  P (A) (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Although
people with training in statistics or mathematics are less liable to make
nonnormative probability estimates, research shows that their training
does not eliminate intuitive biases. Undergraduates with a basic train-
ing in statistics also exhibit biases present in laypeople when they are
confronted with di�cult problems in probability (Shimojo & Ichikawa,
1989). Just like visual illusions are hard to resist, our naive probability
intuitions seem stubborn and robust.

Human reasoning is at odds with normative assumptions commonly
held by analytic philosophers. Experimental investigations indicate that
folk epistemological notions deviate from analytic epistemological con-
cepts (see e.g., Spicer, 2010, for a review). To give but one example,
Gettier (1963) argued that not all justified true beliefs are knowledge. A
typical Gettier-style counterexample for knowledge as justified true be-
lief is the following (taken from the experimental philosophical study by
Weinberg, Nichols, & Stich, 2001): Bob has a friend, Jill, who has driven
a Buick for many years. Bob therefore thinks that Jill drives an American
car. He is not aware, however, that her Buick has recently been stolen,
and he is also not aware that Jill has replaced it with a Pontiac, which
is a di↵erent American car brand. Does Bob really know that Jill drives
an American car, or does he only justifiably believe it? Most western
subjects, like Gettier (1963), believe that Bob does not know that Jill
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drives an American car. However, Weinberg et al. (2001) found that a
majority of East-Asian participants think that Bob does know. This in-
dicates that intuitions of analytic philosophers on what does or does not
count as knowledge are not universally endorsed.

As we shall see in chapter 6, humans across cultures have fairly robust
folk theories regarding their physical, social and biological surroundings,
and these folk theories di↵er from received scientific knowledge in the
domain of physics, psychology and biology. For example, in the domain
of intuitive physics, adults systematically deviate from scientific theories
when they have to predict a trajectory of an inanimate object in mo-
tion. A majority erroneously thinks that a ball, launched by a sling will
continue to fly in a spiral trajectory (McCloskey, Caramazza, & Green,
1980); most also believe that an object dropped by a running person will
fall straight down to the ground (McCloskey, Washburn, & Felch, 1983).
These errors are not due to a lack of schooling, since all participants had
an education in Newtonian physics at least at the high school level, and
some even at the undergraduate level. Moreover, under conditions of
speeded judgment, where subjects have to make very quick predictions
regarding the trajectory of inanimate objects, even professional physi-
cists give responses that are more in accordance with intuitive physics
than with Newtonian mechanics (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001).

What are we to make of these systematic deviations of human cogni-
tion from what is considered to be normative in economics, probability
theory, epistemology or physics? A straightforward conclusion, defended
by Kahneman and Tversky (1996), is that humans su↵er from persis-
tent and deep cognitive illusions: the way our brains process information
systematically leads to errors and biases. If true, this should have con-
siderable implications for the justification of scientific and other beliefs.
Some philosophers of mind, such as Stephen Stich (1990), have argued on
the basis of this literature that natural selection does not privilege truth-
conducive beliefs or reliable belief-forming mechanisms, citing pleiotropy,
genetic drift, and the unpredictability of mutations as possible causes for
the suboptimality of our cognitive systems (see chapter 9 for a detailed
discussion). If this conclusion is correct, we are left with an apparent
paradox. Naturalized epistemology argues that philosophy should be con-
tinuous with scientific knowledge. As naturalistic philosophers, we should
trust the best current scientific theories. However, cognitive science seems
to indicate that human reasoning is subject to errors and biases, so we
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are left with little guarantee for the reliability of these theories. Thus, as
Alvin Plantinga (1993, 2000) has argued, it seems that the naturalistic
position is incoherent: why should we trust our best scientific theories, if
these are products of an unreliable and bias-ridden cognitive apparatus?
Chapters 8 and 9 will look in more detail at Plantinga’s evolutionary
argument against naturalism, and will indicate that naturalists are not
compelled to accept Plantinga’s conclusion, as cultural mechanisms can
and do correct for considerable cognitive biases. Moreover, as will be ar-
gued in chapter 9, making sweeping conclusions about human rationality
on the basis of cognitive psychological experiments may be unwarranted.
If human reasoning were incorrigibly biased, how could cognitive psy-
chologists even recognize these mistakes, or if they did, why would we be
interested in them?

Some authors have argued that many forms of fallacious reasoning
that have been proposed in cognitive psychology are in fact not falla-
cies, and that the paradox of human rationality is only an apparent one.
Gerd Gigerenzer (e.g., Gigerenzer & Ho↵rage, 1999), for example, has
proposed that the conjunction fallacy and other fallacies occur because
the questions are not posed in an ecologically valid way: subjects perform
better if questions about probabilities are not presented in terms of single
phrases, but are rephrased in terms of frequencies. Similarly, the evolu-
tionary psychologists Leda Cosmides and John Tooby (1996) have argued
that there are strong selective pressures on human and other animal ner-
vous systems to detect statistical correlations within their environment
and to reason correctly under the right conditions. For example, they
appeal to an evolved cheater detection module to explain why people
do better on the Wason selection task2 when it is presented as a social
situation that involves norm violation than when it is posed as an ab-
stract problem involving symbols (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992). However,
other cognitive psychologists (e.g., Tentori, Bonini, & Osherson, 2004)
have argued that Gigerenzer’s and Cosmides and Tooby’s rephrasings of
probability problems already give participants part of the solution, so

2The Wason selection task in its best known abstract form involves four cards, with
E, K, 4 and 7 printed on them. Participants need to turn over some of the cards to
check whether the following rule is obeyed: “If there is a vowel on one side, then there
is an even number on the other side.” Most subjects perform poorly at this task: they
correctly take E, but incorrectly take 4 instead of 7. When the problem is phrased as a
situation where subject need to check drinks or IDs to check the rule “only those who
are over 18 can drink alcohol”, subjects do much better.
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that they do not demonstrate that subjects can solve such problems. As
we will see later, there are good reasons to believe that human reasoning
is not always truth-conducive (chapters 6 and 9), and that humans are
subject to cognitive limitations (chapters 3 and 8).

A third way to interpret the cognitive psychological research on human
rationality is to call its experimental procedures into question. Henrich,
Heine, and Norenzayan (2010) have criticized the almost exclusive fo-
cus on so-called standard populations in cognitive psychological studies.
These subjects are typically undergraduate college students from North
America and Europe, and thus do not present a balanced sample of hu-
man reasoning across cultures. Such populations are fairly atypical; in
Henrich et al.’s (2010) terminology, they are WEIRD: White, Educated,
from Industrialized Rich and Democratic nations. Next to this, many
studies of human reasoning are conducted within an explicitly normative
framework. As Elqayam and Evans (in press) argue, normativism trig-
gers a host of research biases in psychological research, in particular, it
makes a fallacious ought–is inference, where classical logic and standard
probability theory are viewed as the golden standard against which all
human reasoning is to be set.

Jennifer Nagel (in press) observed that the aforemementioned study
by Weinberg et al. (2001) does not adequately control for lurking vari-
ables, such as the fact that the (self-identified) East-Asian participants
are less likely to be humanities majors than the western participants3.
Also, the vignettes used in the study were not culture-neutral: it is eas-
ier for an American student to make the inference that a Buick is an
American car, for example. Indeed, Nagel’s own studies that involved
di↵erent vignettes with Gettier cases, justified true belief cases, and ordi-
nary knowledge, showed no statistically significant di↵erences in intuitions
when gender or ethnicity were taken as independent variables.

In this dissertation, I will argue that a proper understanding of human
knowledge acquisition should take into account the embedded, embodied
and collective nature of reasoning. Much of our scientific and mathe-
matical reasoning relies on cultural sca↵olding, including an extensive
use of the external environment (chapters 4, 5 and 9), and a reliance
on epistemic tools like analogies and metaphors (chapter 7). Moreover,

3The survey was conducted at Rutgers University. In American universities, Asian
students are twice as likely to major in engineering or biology compared to their Amer-
ican peers.
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scientific knowledge is crucially a product of interacting minds (chapter
8). These aspects of human reasoning are usually not investigated in
controlled psychological experiments. Due to their highly idealized ex-
perimental procedures, empirical studies of human reasoning do not, and
cannot, uncover the full range of human rationality.

1.1.3 Puzzle 2: Scientific reasoning

Nancy Nersessian (1999) has highlighted a discrepancy between models of
scientific reasoning, as proposed by philosophers of science, and scientific
reasoning as it actually occurs. In standard philosophical accounts, rea-
soning proceeds by applying deductive and inductive algorithms to spe-
cific propositions. However, scientific reasoning usually does not proceed
in this way. Let us take as an example the extensive use of analogies,
a topic that will be the focus of chapter 7. Scientists have formulated
new theories on the basis of rather tenuous analogies. Examples include
Kepler’s formulation of a precursor of gravity (vis motrix) through an
analogy with light, and Darwin’s evolutionary theory, which was concep-
tualized by use of a variety of analogies, such as one from the artificial,
human selection of varieties in plants and animals to undirected selection
in nature. Analogies are not only found in crucial instances of scientific
discovery, but also in day-to-day scientific practice. Alison Wylie (1985)
has highlighted the importance of analogies in archeology, such as the
analogy from present-day hunter-gatherers to past cultures that underlie
interpretations of prehistoric archeological sites. Kevin Dunbar (1997)
has investigated how analogies based on well-known viruses are routinely
used to infer unknown properties of newly discovered viruses in molecular
biological laboratories.

Despite its prominence in scientific practice, analogical reasoning does
not enjoy a high status in philosophy. Hume (1779) criticized analogy as
a very weak form of argument, for example, when it is used by natural
theologians to infer design in nature4. Rudolph Carnap (1945, 299), a bit
more charitably, claimed that “reasoning by analogy, although admissible,

4Hume is more tolerant of analogies in his Treatise of human nature; but here too, he
thinks they should be used with caution, as the resemblance between target and source
domains in analogies is a matter of degree, and it is di�cult to establish independently
whether the resemblance is relevant for the argument one is making (Hume, 1739 [2001],
book 1, §12).
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can yield only rather weak results.” But if analogy is such a weak form
of argumentation, why do scientists resort to it so frequently?

Understanding and intelligibility likewise seem to play a central role
in mathematical and scientific reasoning, but they have received little at-
tention in the philosophical literature (for recent accounts, see De Regt
& Dieks, 2005; Dear, 2006). For example, as will be argued in chapter
3, negative numbers were introduced relatively late in western mathe-
matics because they were perceived as unintelligible. In chapter 6, we
will see how essentialist intuitions and a human–nonhuman distinction
have played a role in the development and reception of theories of hu-
man evolution. Understanding is, undeniably, a crucial part (some, e.g.,
De Regt & Dieks, 2005, even argue a central part) of scientific practice, if
only because science has inherited the natural philosophical quest for an
accurate and intelligible picture of the world (Dear, 2006). Yet is it pre-
cisely this qualitative nature that makes scientific understanding di�cult
to incorporate in philosophy of science.

This deviation of scientific reasoning from standards of reasoning in
philosophy led the logical empiricists to the pessimistic conclusion that
there is no logic of discovery, leading to a neglect of the context of dis-
covery and an almost exclusive focus on the context of justification. As
Callebaut (1993, 72) has it, philosophy of science in the wake of the logi-
cal empiricists has been a rationally reconstructed philosophy of physics,
thinly disguised as a general philosophy of science. Philosophy of biology,
chemistry, and the social sciences have only recently begun to flourish,
and philosophers have long struggled with the status of scientific theories
that do not posit exceptionless laws, such as evolutionary theory (see for
example, Stamos, 1996, on Popper’s di�culties with evolutionary the-
ory). The incorporation of sociological and historical findings has been
critical for naturalistic approaches in philosophy of science. However, a
lasting legacy of logical empiricism seems to be that most approaches in
philosophy of science continue to regard analogies, discussions following
disagreement between scientists, thought experiments, and other unsys-
tematic forms of reasoning as epiphenomena, as mere colorful window-
dressing, which could in principle be excised from the scientific discovery
process altogether (Nersessian, 1999). Yet, as we shall see throughout this
dissertation, the current cognitive science of science seems to indicate that
such forms of reasoning may in fact be central to scientific practice.

We can see a similar discrepancy between actual mathematical prac-
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tice and post-Kantian foundationalist programs that attempted to ground
mathematical concepts and propositions in a secure and limited axiomatic
system. This is also the case for recent naturalistic philosophy of mathe-
matics. For example, Penelope Maddy has argued that mathematics need
not derive its justification from anything extrinsic to mathematical prac-
tice, such as its applicability to the empirical sciences: mathematicians
are not answerable to “any extra-mathematical tribunal and not in need
of any justification beyond proof and the axiomatic method” (Maddy,
1997, 184). Still, Maddy does not take actual mathematical practice as
a starting point, but an idealized and highly abstracted mathematical
practice, as she focuses on “inexorable deductive logic, the stu↵ of proof,
and the set theoretic axioms” (Maddy, 1997, 1). But actual mathemati-
cal practice is much broader; intuitions and high-level ideas play a crucial
role in it. In his reflections on mathematical practice, William Thurston
remarks:

Mathematical knowledge can be transmitted amazingly fast
within a subfield. When a significant theorem is proved, it
often (but not always) happens that the solution can be com-
municated in a matter of minutes from one person to another
within the subfield. The same proof would be communicated
and generally understood in an hour talk to members of the
subfield [. . . ] When people are doing mathematics, the flow of
ideas and the social standard of validity is much more reliable
than formal documents. People are usually not very good in
checking formal correctness of proofs, but they are quite good
at detecting potential weaknesses or flaws in proofs (Thurston,
2006, 43, 46).

It is clear that the mathematicians involved in this rapid di↵usion of in-
formation (“in a matter of minutes”) do not have the time to check the
proof in detail. Rather, as Geist, Löwe, and Van Kerkhove (2010) have
indicated, mathematicians rely mainly on trust and testimony when as-
sessing the correctness of a proof, and less on the technical details of the
proof itself. Their questionnaire-based study, which probed refereeing
practices in international mathematical journals, found that editors re-
quest a thorough and detailed review when the paper contains potentially
interesting results from a less known author, whereas when the author is
a well-known mathematician, they decide that “almost nothing needs to
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be checked” (Geist et al., 2010, 165).
This brings us to the second dilemma of the cognitive science of sci-

ence. In subsection 1.1.1, we saw how scientific knowledge deviates from
experimental psychological studies of reasoning: scientists, when engaged
in scientific practice, perform better than the heuristics and biases dis-
played by participants in such experiments. Here, we see that scientific
reasoning does not conform to the standards imposed by philosophers
of science and logicians. Although a logic of scientific discovery has not
yet been formulated, we can try to provide characterizations of scientific
discovery that are more empirically informed, and that yield novel in-
sights into the nature of scientific knowledge. Given the importance of
creativity, understanding and other psychological factors in mathematical
and scientific knowledge acquisition, a naturalized philosophy of science
should take into account discovery processes. As we shall see in this dis-
sertation, in some cases such empirical investigations do have implications
for the justification of scientific beliefs. Chapters 5 and 9 indicate that
the use of external media, such as written symbols or measuring devices
increases the reliability and robustness of mathematical and scientific in-
ferences. In chapter 8 we will see with the help of a formal model that
the number of scientists within a scientific community and the degree to
which their intuitions and inferences di↵er from each other are positively
correlated with the quality of scientific output.

1.2 The nature of scientific beliefs

Scientific beliefs seem to di↵er significantly from everyday beliefs. The
physicist Arthur Eddington (1928) illustrated this aptly by making a
distinction between two tables:

One of them has been familiar to me from earliest years. It
is a commonplace object of that environment which I call the
world. How shall I describe it? It has extension; it is com-
paratively permanent; it is colored; above all it is substantial.
By substantial I do not merely mean that it does not collapse
when I lean upon it; I mean that it is constituted of “sub-
stance” and by that word I am trying to convey to you some
conception of its intrinsic nature.
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Table No. 2 is my scientific table [. . . ] My scientific table
is mostly emptiness. Sparsely scattered in that emptiness are
numerous electric charges rushing about with great speed; but
their combined bulk amounts to less than a billionth of the
bulk of the table itself. [. . . ] If I lean upon this table I shall
not go through; or, to be strictly accurate, the chance of my
scientific elbow going through my scientific table is so exces-
sively small that it can be neglected in practical life.

How are scientific beliefs formed, and what is their relationship to the
rest of our beliefs? In what follows, I will briefly review recent theories
on the nature of scientific beliefs.

1.2.1 Core knowledge

Core knowledge is a theory from developmental psychology that explains
human cognitive development and knowledge acquisition (e.g., Carey &
Spelke, 1996; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). Proponents of this theory reject
the neo-empiricist idea that human brains are blank slates, and that all
knowledge acquisition is the result of sensory experience, but they also
question the massively modular conception of the mind proposed by evo-
lutionary psychologists (e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, 1994b), according to
which the human brain has a myriad of domain-specific conceptual mod-
ules (see subsection 3.2.1 for a discussion of this). Instead, humans are
argued to possess a limited number of distinct bodies of innate knowl-
edge that pertain to physical, psychological, biological, geometrical and
numerical aspects of environment. These core principles have a distinctly
theory-like character, and are posited to be innate. Core knowledge,
therefore, can be best regarded as distinct domains of innate knowledge
that underlie our interactions with the natural world. Each system pos-
sesses a set of principles that serves to individuate the entities in its
domain and to support inferences about the entities’ behavior (Spelke
& Kinzler, 2007, 89). In this sense, core knowledge domains are inten-
tional modules (“intentional” is used in the sense of aboutness)—they are
characterized in terms of what they represent (Segal, 1996).

One of the best studied examples of core knowledge is intuitive physics.
Experimental evidence (e.g., Spelke, 1990; Spelke, Phillips, & Woodward,
1995) indicates that infants understand physical events in terms of three
principles: contact, cohesion and continuity (see also section 6.2). The
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contact principle states that infants expect that inanimate objects do
not move by themselves, but that they need to be in direct contact with
an agent or another moving object in order to be set in motion. Co-
hesion means that infants are surprised, as indicated by a longer look-
ing time5, when a solid object falls apart without any apparent external
cause. Infants also believe that objects that are out of sight continue
to exist: thus, when four-month-olds observe a drawbridge-like object
rotating fully backwards onto an occluded object, they exhibit surprise
when its rotation is not stopped, but continues as if that object is no
longer there (see Baillargeon, 2004, for a review). Even in adults, these
intuitions continue to play a role when they draw inferences. For exam-
ple, the intuition that inanimate objects do not move, unless acted upon
by external causes, is so strong that a sudden noise or movement, such
as a window slamming shut, is automatically interpreted as caused by
an agent (Guthrie, 1993). It requires conscious deliberation to consider
that the window might have been shut by the wind. An inanimate ob-
ject coming toward us at great speed, such as a ball, elicits a di↵erent
set of expectations compared to an animate object that does the same
thing, such as a student running toward you: only in the latter case do we
attribute internal mental states to account for the motion of the object.

Although core knowledge has been mainly proposed as a nativist the-
ory to explain infant’s and young children’s expectations and inferences,
proponents of this theory think that core knowledge also “guides and
shapes the mental lives of adults” (Spelke & Kinzler, 2007, 89). During
cognitive development, core knowledge gets supplemented and enriched,
but never fundamentally revised. According to Carey and Spelke (1996),
the acquisition of scientific knowledge can be seen as just one instance
of this enrichment. This idea has some a�nities with John McDowell’s
(1996) notion of Bildung (upbringing and education), the process by which
we acquire knowledge through experience, such as an ability to make eth-
ical or normative judgments. The inferences that scientists draw are, to
use a phrase by McDowell (1996, 84) “habits of thought and action” that
constitute a “second nature.” However, as Bill Pollard (2005) has pointed
out, the process through which these habits of thought are acquired has
not been outlined yet.

Take number, another frequently cited example of core knowledge. As

5The looking time procedure will be explained in detail in chapter 2.
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we will see in chapters 2 and 3, some developmental psychologists (e.g.,
Spelke & Tsivkin, 2001) have argued that humans are innately endowed
with two systems to represent cardinality: one that deals with small nu-
merosities up to three, and a second one that handles the approximate
representation of larger numerosities6. These two systems are phylogenet-
ically ancient (they have been attested in a variety of nonhuman animals),
and they arise early in development. The discrimination of small numbers
has been demonstrated in newborns (Antell & Keating, 1983); the system
that deals with the estimation of larger numbers has been demonstrated
in six-month-olds (Xu & Spelke, 2000). Separately, these systems do not
allow us to represent natural numbers accurately above four. Spelke and
Tsivkin (2001) have argued that natural language provides us with the
ability to combine intuitions from both psychological systems: as children
learn the counting routine, they generalize the successor function of the
smallest natural numbers (one, two, three) to larger numerosities. A more
detailed account of this idea will be presented in subsection 2.3.2. For
now, it su�ces to point out that, even if natural language does provide
us with a plausible mechanism to explain how children go beyond their
core knowledge of number to an understanding of natural numbers, it
does not provide an adequate mechanism to explain their understanding
of fractions or negative numbers. Indeed, as we shall see in more detail
in subsection 3.4.3, negative numbers are not only enrichments of core
numerical intuitions, but actually also violate these intuitions.

Since proponents of the core knowledge approach present systematic
knowledge acquisition as enrichment of innate knowledge, they cannot
deal well with cases where mathematical or scientific knowledge violates
our evolved intuitions. For example, many developmental psychologists
(e.g., Gelman, 2004) argue that our intuitive biology incorporates an es-
sentialist stance, by which we intuitively judge the properties and be-
haviors of particular animals, plants and even social categories in terms
of an underlying species-specific essence or a social kind-specific essence.
Evolutionary theory is not in agreement with this, because it conceptual-
izes species not as kinds, but as populations that are subject to variation
and change through time. This tension between intuitive and scientific
beliefs in the domain of biology will be further explored in chapters 6,
7 and 8. Similarly, neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists have ac-

6Not all developmental psychologists agree with this two-system model of numerical
cognition, as we will see in chapters 2 and 3.
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cumulated knowledge that seems to contradict our intuitive psychology
in quite radical ways. For example, neuroscientists have known for some
time that human actions are not always a result of conscious mental de-
liberation: a study where participants could freely decide which of two
buttons to press indicates that the relevant brain areas that are involved
in a left or right button press become active up to 10 seconds before
the participant becomes consciously aware of this decision (Soon, Brass,
Heinze, & Haynes, 2008). Studies like this are not in agreement with in-
tuitive psychological notions, where conscious internal mental states are
regarded as what causes us to act (see Wegner, 2003a, for review). How
does a neuroscientist integrate this information in her set of beliefs on
human psychology? It seems hardly likely that she would simply add
this information to her folk psychological notions. Instead, it seems more
plausible to assume that both types of knowledge, intuitive psychologi-
cal knowledge and expert scientific knowledge on human psychology, are
quite distinct and exist side by side.

1.2.2 Intuitive and reflective beliefs

The social and cognitive scientist Dan Sperber (1997) has argued that
our folk psychological notion of “belief” actually refers to two types of
doxastic attitudes, which he labels “intuitive beliefs” and “reflective be-
liefs”. Intuitive beliefs emerge spontaneously through an interaction of
our cognitive architecture and the external world. They are formed with-
out deliberation or reflection, and stored in an intuitive mental lexicon,
akin to Fodor’s (1975) language of thought. The belief in Eddington’s
first table falls into this category. It is a result of properties of our vi-
sual system in conjunction with various conceptual cognitive capacities
involved in object recognition and representation. This provides us with
the commonsense intuition that the world is populated by solid objects
(see e.g., Sullivan, 2009, for discussion). In this sense, intuitive beliefs
are like Thomas Reid’s (1764) commonsense beliefs (see also section 8.3).
Supposedly, the evolutionary function of intuitive belief formation is the
representation of beliefs that are about relevant properties of our sur-
roundings (Leslie, 1987). Such beliefs enable organisms to act adaptively
in the environment7. Sperber (1997) argues that intuitive beliefs can also

7Whether such beliefs are also likely to be true is a matter that will be discussed in
chapter 9.
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be formed as a result of testimony. For example, my belief that koalas
subsist almost exclusively on a diet of eucalyptus leaves was not formed
through experience, but through testimony. Yet, this belief could in prin-
ciple have been derived from perception and spontaneous inference which,
according to Sperber, is why it is an intuitive belief.

By contrast, reflective beliefs are endorsed through explicit reasoning
or an exclusive reliance on testimony. They are not stored in an intuitive
lexical format, but rather, they are stored as representations. The belief
in Eddington’s second table is an example, as is most other scientific
knowledge. Reflective beliefs are a byproduct of the human ability to
store representations as beliefs. For example, we are able to distinguish
between:

1. Peter believes that the capital of Australia is Sydney.

2. The capital of Australia is Sydney.

Peter has a false belief, since the capital of Australia is in fact Canberra.
Because we are able to represent his belief as a belief, we can shield it
from our other beliefs. We store his belief as a reflective belief. This
makes it possible for us to understand that (1) may be true, whereas (2)
is false. Several authors (Sperber, 1997; Pyysiäinen, 2003) have argued
that the human capacity for reflective beliefs is an adaptive mechanism
that allows us to represent beliefs in such a way that they do not infect the
rest of our cognitive system. Were there no way to mark representations
as representations, the belief “that the capital of Australia is Sydney”
would corrode our own, correct belief. Arguably, even allowing free reign
to beliefs that we hold to be true is epistemically hazardous. Theists,
for example, may sincerely believe that whatever happens is God’s will,
but this does not prevent them from acting in such a way that their own
desires and intentions are furthered. As Ilkka Pyysiäinen (2003, 118) puts
it, a firm conviction that “the growth of the crops depends on the proper
worship of the ancestors must not lead one to abandoning work in the
fields.” Belief in God could therefore be seen as a reflective belief.

The capacity to form reflective beliefs already arises in young children.
Imagine a toddler who pretends that a block is a cup. The child can
perform actions like pretend-drinking from the block, or pouring pretend-
beverage into it. Again, if there were no way to isolate the representation
“The block is a cup”, pretense would be cognitively costly: the toddler
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would no longer be able to discriminate between cups and blocks, since she
has just included the block into her category of cups (Leslie, 1987). This is
of course not what happens: despite their elaborate and frequent pretend
games, young children rapidly build out an encyclopedic knowledge of
their environment. In sum, some of our beliefs must be marked in such
a way that they cannot migrate freely within our body of beliefs. This is
why the above-mentioned cognitive scientists argue that humans are able
to mark some beliefs as representations that are referentially opaque.

The category of reflective beliefs is very large, and includes not only
false beliefs, religious beliefs and forms of pretense, but many other
nonobvious beliefs that are transmitted through testimony, and endorsed
through reflective and explicit reasoning processes. Scientific beliefs fall
into this category. Interestingly, reflective beliefs and intuitive beliefs can
co-exist, even if they contradict each other. For example, a theoretical
physicist might hold the scientific belief “The objects around me consist
of tiny particles, that are held together by the strong nuclear force.” In
her scientific work, she can use this reflective belief consistently as a back-
ground assumption; she has acquired what Sperber (1997, 79) has termed
“reflective mastery” over this belief. Yet in her day-to-day life, she treats
objects as solid, separate entities. Likewise, an evolutionary biologist may
have the scientific opinion that species are transient populations of indi-
viduals, subject to individual variations and fuzzy boundaries, and not
natural kinds. Yet, in his everyday interactions with the world, he is not
likely to maintain this attitude, and will group individual horses or dogs
into folk species categories, making inductive inferences on the basis of
this category membership. We are able to go about in our everyday lives
by using referentially transparent intuitive beliefs, while being informed
by reflective beliefs in the context of scientific practice.

Although the distinction between intuitive and reflective beliefs pro-
vides a useful and relevant characterization of scientific knowledge, there
may be some drawbacks to Sperber’s account. As François Recanati
(1997, 98) points out, Sperber uses the term “intuitive” in at least two
senses. First, a belief is intuitive if it is (or could be) the output of
perceptual processes or quick, unconscious inferences that rely on these
perceptual processes. In this sense, beliefs that we hold on the basis of
testimony are not intuitive. Second, intuitive beliefs are beliefs that we do
not wonder about: we do not consider their source, nor their justification.
In this sense, some beliefs that we hold on the basis of testimony are in-
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tuitive (as in the koala example above). Sperber thinks that these senses
are extensionally equivalent, but it remains an open question whether this
is the case. Also, the distinction between intuitive and reflective beliefs is
dichotomous, and therefore does not admit of degrees. Yet, some reflec-
tive notions seem to be better compatible with our intuitive beliefs than
others. For example, although medieval impetus physics constitutes a
body of reflective beliefs, it is more compatible with our intuitive physical
notions than with Newtonian or particle physics (see chapter 6). Simi-
larly, creationism is a body of reflective beliefs, but it is arguably more
compatible with our untutored intuitions of teleology and design than
evolutionary theory (Evans, 2000). This is a point where Sperber and I
seem to disagree. According to him, the supernatural powers creation-
ists appeal to “are not intuitive but (cheaply) reflective.” Nevertheless,
he assumes that intuitive biases a↵ect “the success, interpretation, and
propagation of all beliefs”8. It seems to me that creationism is more intu-
itive than evolutionary theory, even though both are bodies of reflective
beliefs. Both came about through a process of cumulative cultural evolu-
tion, but the former is more in line with early-developing intuitions about
design, agency and purpose in nature (see De Cruz & De Smedt, 2010b).
The distinction between intuitive and reflective beliefs is useful because
it enables us to understand how scientists, and people who trust scientific
claims on the basis of testimony, can hold mutually conflicting common-
sense and scientific notions of the world. But the distinction seems too
coarse-grained.

1.2.3 Explanatory depth

Folk beliefs are typically more superficial than scientific beliefs. The for-
mer exhibit a lack of detail of which we usually remain blissfully unaware.
For example, Rozenblit and Keil (2002) asked adults to rate on a seven-
point scale how well they understood mechanisms underlying a variety
of phenomena, such as the tides, the propulsion of a helicopter, or how
a zipper opened and closed. Subjects tended to overestimate their own
competence in this area. For example, they were convinced they could
draw a detailed diagram of the function of a helicopter propeller. Once

8http://www.cognitionandculture.net/Helen-De-Cruz-s-blog/cross

-cultural-differences-in-acceptance-of-evolutionary-theory-a-matter-of

-epistemic-trust.html.

http://www.cognitionandculture.net/Helen-De-Cruz-s-blog/cross-cultural-differences-in-acceptance-of-evolutionary-theory-a-matter-of-epistemic-trust.html
http://www.cognitionandculture.net/Helen-De-Cruz-s-blog/cross-cultural-differences-in-acceptance-of-evolutionary-theory-a-matter-of-epistemic-trust.html
http://www.cognitionandculture.net/Helen-De-Cruz-s-blog/cross-cultural-differences-in-acceptance-of-evolutionary-theory-a-matter-of-epistemic-trust.html
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they were challenged to actually provide the diagram, however, most sub-
jects only managed the crudest of drawings that did not show the actual
mechanism. Participants often exhibited shock and surprise at their own
lack of knowledge.

Our intuitive beliefs do not present an overarching, systematic theory
of the world, but are frequently at odds with each other (e.g., diSessa,
1988). This is not to say that folk theories are simplistic or hopelessly
fragmented. As Scott Atran (1998) and others have shown, folk biolog-
ical systems such as the one developed by the Itzaj Maya are intricate,
complex, and allow for a richness of inferences. But the constraints on
coherence in such systems are less stringent than those to which scientific
and mathematical systems are subject. For example, our intuitive geom-
etry has concepts that are in accordance with Euclidean geometry (see
e.g., De Cruz, 2009a), but unlike Euclidean geometry, these intuitions
are not linked in an axiomatic system. Calling our geometrical intuitions
“psychological axioms” as Bloom and Wynn (1992) did, may therefore
be misleading.

Frank Keil (2003) suggests that people do not have detailed, rich folk
theories, but that they rely extensively on distributed cognition: they
consult manuals, the internet, or ask expert advice whenever they are
faced with a specific problem. Deference to experts and trust in knowledge
through testimony are crucial. Although I do not know how my heating
works, or what caused it to stop functioning at one point last winter,
I trust in the expert knowledge of a mechanic, who has a detailed and
fine-grained knowledge of its workings. Lutz and Keil (2002) found that
even five-year-old children already grasp this division of cognitive labor.
They understand that a mechanic is better informed than a physician
with regard to questions concerning the heating, and that a physician is
the person to consult about health-related problems.

1.2.4 The role of testimony

Testimony plays a crucial role in the acquisition of both folk knowledge
and expert scientific knowledge. Without the ability to rely on the spo-
ken or written word of others, any knowledge beyond commonsense and
one’s own experience would be impossible. New research is always car-
ried out against a background of generally accepted existing knowledge.
This trust in the testimony of scientific experts is not only crucial for
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scientific practice itself, it also explains the ready acceptance of (most)
scientific knowledge by laypeople. For example, western adults readily
accept the general theory of relativity, even though most of them would
be hard pressed to explain this theory, or are not even sure what it is
about (Bloom & Weisberg, 2007). This does not mean, however, that
our acceptance of information through testimony is uncritical. As Eliza-
beth Fricker (2002) has suggested, we seem to monitor the plausibility of
the information we obtain through testimony, for example, by consider-
ing empirical background information that may be relevant to the teller’s
trustworthiness, or by checking its consistency with one’s previously held
beliefs.

Testimony is not only central in scientific practice, it underlies al-
most all human knowledge. Humans may be unique among all animals
studied in that they are willing to trust information that they have not
acquired first hand, but through social transmission, and in that they
incorporate such information readily in their stock of beliefs. This trust
in socially transmitted information is what makes human culture possi-
ble, as can be seen in the following comparison with nonhuman animals.
Although humans are not the only species with cultural traditions, they
are the only extant species that enjoys cumulative culture9 (Tomasello &
Rakoczy, 2003). Our cultural innovations critically build on what has
been achieved during previous generations. This is evident not only in
western culture, with its highly developed technology and science, but
also in cultures with sparser technologies, such as the Inuit, whose tradi-
tional kayaks, weaponry, clothing and housing make optimal use of a very
limited range of materials, basically animal bone, fat, fur and skin, ice and
occasional driftwood (Richerson & Boyd, 2005). Traditional Polynesian
canoes have streamlined design that makes them optimal for navigation
on open sea. The evolution of their design can be traced through arche-
ological and historical data as the gradual and unconscious retention of
favorable variations, with the perilous ocean as the selecting agent (Rogers
& Ehrlich, 2008). It seems hard to imagine these cultural achievements
without cumulative cultural evolution. Detailed analyses of the evolution

9The only exception, perhaps, is the New Caledonian crow (Corvus moneduloides),
which fashions two types of tools to catch invertebrates: one made of twigs, and one of
the barbed edges of pandanus leaves. Hunt and Gray (2003) argue that these distinct
cultural traditions can be best explained by cumulative culture, but this is at present
an exploratory idea.
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of technology (e.g., Basalla, 1988) indicate that such evolution is gradual:
it is not, to borrow a familiar western metaphor, that we are dwarves
standing on the shoulders of giants10—rather, we are dwarves standing
on the shoulders of other dwarves. The comparative psychologist Michael
Tomasello (1999) terms this the ratchet e↵ect of human cultural transmis-
sion: because we readily rely on information obtained through testimony,
human culture can be cumulative.

Nonhuman animals, in particular some primate and bird species, have
rich cultural traditions. Observations of wild chimpanzee communities
indicate at least 39 instances of socially transmitted behavior, ranging
from the use of particular tools to fish termites or ants, the hygienic use
of leaves, or particular ways of clasping hands while grooming (Whiten
et al., 1999). Orangutans have at least 24 socially transmitted forms
of tool use and social behavior (Van Schaik et al., 2003). Nevertheless,
there still seems to be a substantial di↵erence between human culture and
nonhuman cultural traditions: the latter are not cumulative in that they
could in principle be rediscovered through trial-and-error learning. For
example, West-African chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes verus), which are
the best studied species in this respect, crack nuts by way of unmodified
stone tools: they use a large stone as anvil, on which the nut is placed, and
another as hammer, to crack the nut. Archeological evidence from Ivory
Coast of stone tools with wear patterns and traces of starch indicate that
chimpanzees have been using such stone tools since at least 4,300 BP11

(Mercader et al., 2007). Occasionally, individual chimpanzees discover
improvements in the technological procedure, but these are never adopted
by the community at large. For example, one individual in Bossou found
a way to stabilize an asymmetric anvil by placing a smaller stone under-
neath. Although this individual was frequently observed by others, none
of them adopted this technique (Boesch & Tomasello, 1998).

Marshall-Pescini and Whiten (2008) tried to replicate cumulative cul-
ture in a more controlled way. They first showed young chimpanzees how
to extract honey from a box by dipping a stick into it. The subjects mas-

10The expression is attributed to the French neo-Platonic philosopher Bernard of
Chartres (fl. 12th century). The giants he refers to are, of course, philosophers from
Antiquity.

11BP means “Before Present”, a standard way to specify dates in the past. To avoid
the problem of an ever-shifting present, by convention the term “Present” refers to
1950, which roughly marks the beginning of radiocarbon dating. I will be using BP for
prehistoric dates, and BC/AD for historic dates.
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tered this technique quickly. In a second stage, the human model demon-
strated a more complex procedure that applied the previously learned
dipping technique to lever the lid o↵ the box. Although this technique
was more e�cient (because it is easier to reach the honey), none of the
subjects was able to master it, even though they could perform the sep-
arate steps. It seemed as if these animals were “stuck” on the simpler,
suboptimal technique that brought them some immediate reward. One
reason for this may be that chimpanzees acquire information in a way
that is fundamentally di↵erent from the way humans learn things. Ex-
tensive observations of the interactions between young chimpanzees and
their mothers indicate that the former learn to use tools by looking at
their mothers, and attempting to reconstruct, for themselves, the tech-
niques she is using (Matsuzawa, 2007). In other words, chimpanzees only
adopt socially transmitted information when they can reconstruct the be-
havior for themselves. Under some experimental conditions, chimpanzees
are more e�cient than children at solving tool-use problems, because
they figure out their own solution, rather than depending on the subopti-
mal solution demonstrated by an experimenter (Horner & Whiten, 2005).
The reason that chimpanzee technology has not advanced for thousands
of years, whereas that of humans has, probably has a lot to do with the
fact that humans are willing to rely on socially transmitted information.
We place trust in what others tell or demonstrate us, unless we have
compelling evidence that suggests that our trust may be misplaced.

Trust in testimony thus lies at the basis not only of scientific knowl-
edge, but of human culture as we know it12. Evidence for cumulative
culture is ancient. For example, the Oldowan, the oldest human stone
tool technology, which can be traced back to 2.5 million years BP (Semaw
et al., 1997), requires a careful and deliberate choice of optimal striking
angles and good-quality stone cores to knap. Only oblique-angled strikes
result in the razor-sharp flakes that are useful for scraping meat and
other tasks (Delagnes & Roche, 2005). Moreover, only nodules with a
fine grained and even (isotropic) structure are useful for stone tool man-
ufacture. Even the earliest stone tools from Gona, Ethiopia, dated at
2.5 million years BP, were made from the locally scarce vitreous volcanic

12In this context, I use the term “testimony” not only to refer to speech acts, but
also to nonverbal demonstrations, such as how to knap a stone tool or how to trap
a fish. Thus, the human reliance on testimony may predate the evolution of human
capacities that allow for natural language.
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clasts, not from the locally abundant basalt, which is of lower quality,
and is less easy to work (Stout, Quade, Semaw, Rogers, & Levin, 2005).
This indicates a form of cultural evolution that probably relied on testi-
mony, e.g., they could nonverbally point out that knapping basalt leads
to blunt-edged flakes, or copy the material choice of more experienced
knappers. Experimental studies indicate that chimpanzees and bonobos
cannot master Oldowan stone technology, not even after several years of
deliberate instruction (e.g., Schick et al., 1999).

Given that knowledge obtained through testimony has been so im-
portant in human culture, and has been so for millions of years, it is
not surprising that humans exhibit cognitive adaptations that seem to
indicate that they (1) are ready to rely on knowledge obtained through
testimony if there is no reason to mistrust the information (no evidence
against the teller’s trustworthiness, match with background knowledge),
and (2) have ways to assess the quality of knowledge obtained through
testimony (plausibility monitoring). Mathematical modeling of cultural
evolution (e.g., Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1995, 1996) indeed indi-
cates that a reliance on socially transmitted information is only possible
if agents are selective in whom to trust (e.g., choose to trust the infor-
mation of an expert rather than a novice) and in what to trust (e.g., be
critical of information if it conflicts with one’s own ideas and intuitions).

Children readily accept information they get through testimony. In
their study of episodic memory in children, Taylor, Esbensen, and Bennett
(1994) found that three- and four-year-olds do not even remember that
they obtained new information, but believe they have always possessed
this knowledge. The children in their study were taught either a new
color name (e.g., chartreuse) or a new fact (e.g., tigers have black stripes
for camouflage). Even immediately afterwards, the toddlers insisted that
they always knew this. Similarly, when shown that a litmus paper, dipped
in acid, turned pink, young children argued that they knew this novel
fact for a long time, even though a pre-test had established that they
actually did not know the fact in question. This source amnesia cannot
be attributed to a poor memory in general: children of the same age
who received a new toy, for example, could accurately report that they
had just received it and did not have it for a long time. A more plausible
explanation is that young children are psychologically disposed to acquire
information through testimony: the information received in this way is
added to their beliefs in such a way that there is no qualitative distinction
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between that and previous knowledge, leading to the impression that they
have known it for a long time. Also, perhaps more crucially, children do
not make a distinction between knowledge acquired through testimony
(e.g., the tiger fact) and knowledge acquired through direct experience
(e.g., the litmus fact) (Harris, 2002).

Admittedly, older children and adults are capable of discriminating
and remembering the sources of information, but even in these cases,
information acquired through testimony and that acquired from own ex-
perience tends to blur in our memory, so that we often cannot remember
its source. This is perhaps most dramatically illustrated by Elizabeth
Loftus’ research on eyewitness reports. Loftus (2003) demonstrated that
leading questions can contaminate an eye witness’ memory. For example,
when subjects are shown a video recording of a simulated car accident and
later asked “Did you see how fast the cars were going when they smashed
into each other?”, subjects were more likely to report fast speeds than
those subjects who were asked how fast the cars were going when they
hit each other. Interestingly, the word smashed also induced false mem-
ories of shattered glass. More impressively, Loftus (2003) succeeded in
making subjects believe that they experienced events that were entirely
confabulated, such as getting lost in a shopping mall at age six, and being
rescued by an elderly person, or participating in a balloon ride. Many
subjects reported vivid memories of these fictitious events, often embel-
lishing the accounts with additional details. In this research, what is
at stake are the pernicious e↵ects of subsequent questioning and verbal
reports on the reliability of eye witnesses, but the question of why our
memory is so vulnerable to speech acts by others is seldom addressed.
Developmental psychologist Paul Harris (2002) compellingly argues that
these memory distortions indicate that the human cognitive apparatus
makes little di↵erence between knowledge obtained through testimony
and knowledge acquired through direct experience. As we have seen, this
is an important ingredient of cumulative culture.

The commonsense philosopher Thomas Reid (1764, 478) observed that
our default stance seems to be to trust in testimony: “It is evident, that,
in the matter of testimony, the balance of human judgment is by nature
inclined to the side of belief; and turns to that side of itself, when there is
nothing put into the opposite scale.” However, sometimes there are rea-
sons to be critical of testimony, and it turns out that prelinguistic infants
and young children are capable of this. In a classic study by Meltzo↵
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(1988), 14-month-olds observed an adult who turned on a light box by
pressing it with his forehead. After a week delay, the majority of the
infants pressed the box with their foreheads, even though a hand press
would have been just as e↵ective. This indicates that the infants are
quite willing to imitate adults. However, a subsequent modification of
this experiment (Gergely, Bekkering, & Király, 2002) indicates that even
at this age, infants do not imitate blindly. Gergely and colleagues repli-
cated Meltzo↵’s study, but added a variant where the actor was holding
a blanket wrapped around her shoulders while pressing the button with
her forehead. The infants who witnessed this condition were less likely to
imitate the head press, but instead chose to press the button with their
hands to turn on the light box. This suggests that even at an early age
children are capable of taking into account contextual information (such
as that one cannot press something when one’s hands are occupied) when
assessing demonstrated behaviors.

As they get older, children get more proficient at assessing transmit-
ted information. When five-year-olds hear about a competition with an
unclear outcome, they are more likely to believe a person who claims to
have lost the race than one who claims to have won it, supposedly be-
cause the former’s statement goes against his self-interest (Mills & Keil,
2005). In another study (Harris, Pasquini, Duke, Asscher, & Pons, 2006),
6-year-olds were asked how confident they were in the existence of gener-
ally endorsed beings such as Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy, and in the
existence of scientific entities such as germs or oxygen. Interestingly, the
subjects were significantly more confident about the existence of scientific
unobservables than they were of the endorsed beings, and this despite the
fact that they knew what Santa Claus looks like, but did not know what
germs look like. A possible reason for the discrepancy might be that
scientific entities are salient explananda: one could imagine that parents
frequently appeal to these invisible entities in their everyday explanations
such as “wash your hands before dinner to remove the germs that you
might have picked up at school or on the bus”, or “let’s open a window
to let some oxygen into this room”, whereas entities like Santa Claus and
the Tooth Fairy only appear in temporally limited circumstances. So it
appears that even from an early age humans not only gauge the trustwor-
thiness of the teller, but also the explanatory potential of the transmitted
information.

Epistemic trust is not just deference to expertise or authority, but also
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depends on the cultural salience of the transmitted information. This idea
meshes well with a study by Lombrozo, Thanukos, and Weisberg (2008),
who noted that teenagers who have more confidence in science, and who
are more interested in science, are more likely to endorse evolutionary the-
ory. This e↵ect even held when Lombrozo et al. (2008) controlled for their
actual knowledge of scientific principles. The reverse also holds: children
who grow up in strict religious environments believe that explanations
furnished by religious books and leaders are true and dependable, and
are suspicious of scientific accounts (Evans, 2000). In the United States
and other countries with significant fundamentalist minorities, epistemic
trust in science seems to be inconsistent13, characterized by what Philip
Kitcher (2008) has termed hybrid epistemologies: people go along with
scientific recommendations on some occasions, such as medicine and tech-
nology, but they defer to nonscientific authorities (especially religious tes-
timony) on other occasions, like the origin of species. Although we are
epistemically vigilant, we might be especially so about information that is
not in tune with our intuitive understanding of the world. It takes more
cultural support to teach children about the existence of, say, germs, than
it does to teach them about the existence of, say, tables. On the basis of
this, we can predict that the cultural transmission of nonintuitive knowl-
edge requires extensive cultural sca↵olding, in the form of institutions
and artifacts. This will be a unifying theme throughout this dissertation,
in particular in chapters 4, 5, 8 and 9.

1.3 Scientific practice and ordinary modes of rea-
soning: Discontinuity or continuity?

A topical question in the cognitive science of science is to what extent
ordinary modes of reasoning are continuous with scientific reasoning. To
put this di↵erently: is the fact that humans have developed scientific
practice largely dependent on historically contingent cultural and social
factors, or is it due to the intrinsic features of human cognition? To be
sure, extrinsic factors such as the invention of printing have played an
important role. However, disagreement exists on the question to what
extent innate cognitive abilities have played, and continue to play, a role

13See, for example, Miller et al.’s (2006) study on acceptance of evolutionary theory
across cultures.
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in science. Some scholars (e.g., Brewer, Chinn, & Samarapungavan, 2000)
insist that there is a fundamental continuity between scientific and non-
scientific modes of thought, as even young children prefer parsimonious
and coherent explanations over ad hoc and incoherent accounts. If this
view were true, there is no major discontinuity between scientific and
intuitive modes of reasoning and science could be explained in terms of
evolved cognitive abilities that are universal in humans, in combination
with mechanisms of cultural evolution. Others, (e.g., McCauley, 2000)
however, hold that science requires cognitive skills that have no basis in
cognitive evolution; science can only arise in specific cultural conditions
through deliberate practice set in highly institutionalized environments.
In what follows, I will review several positions on the relationship between
scientific and everyday reasoning.

1.3.1 Science as the result of deliberate practice

In many respects, the discontinuity between scientific and everyday rea-
soning seems almost self-evident. There is a long tradition in philosophy
of science, going back to at least Francis Bacon’s Novum organum, dat-
ing to 1620, to regard scientists as individuals who have freed themselves
from biases and error, and who have cultivated highly specialized forms
of creative discovery and problem-solving. Scientific practice is a recent
phenomenon in the history of Homo sapiens, even if we take into account
its historical precursors such as Greek and Indian natural philosophy.
Today literacy and numeracy are globally spread to an unprecedented
extent, but scientific literacy remains notably lacking. For example, 40%
of the US adult population hold the conviction that the Earth is only
about six thousand years old and that species appeared on this planet in
their present form14. The vast majority of the world’s population does
not engage in science, and does not understand its basic concepts. The
American Association for the Advancement of Science estimates the to-
tal number of researchers and engineers in 2006 at 5.8 million15, which
is less than 0.01% of the world’s population. The process of becoming
a scientist is an arduous road, involving years of intensive training and
study within specific, structured environments such as research-oriented

14http://www.gallup.com/poll/145286/Four-Americans-Believe-Strict

-Creationism.aspx.
15http://www.aaas.org/spp/rd/world06se.pdf.
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universities or scientific societies. Like other highly specialized cultural
accomplishments, such as playing a musical instrument at a virtuoso level,
becoming a scientist requires an extended period of preparation and de-
liberate practice (about ten years), combined with long work hours, often
60 hours per week or more (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993).

The philosopher Robert McCauley (2000) has argued that science is
an unnatural form of reasoning. He contrasts science with religion, which,
according to McCauley, does come naturally to us. McCauley uses the
term “natural” in a fairly restrictive sense, namely as those features that
arise early and spontaneously, with very little cultural support, such as
natural language. As he succinctly puts it “Natural cognition is what
comes to all of us easily. It takes little, if any, work.” (McCauley, in
press). A large experimental literature in cognitive science has indeed
provided considerable support for the naturalness of religious beliefs. An
intuitive distinction between a physical body and a nonphysical mind
arises in very young children in the absence of explicit education, leading,
for example, to an intuitive belief in the continuity of mental states of
dead agents, even in children who are raised in a secular environment (e.g.,
Bering, McLeod, & Shackelford, 2005; Bloom, 2007). Psychological du-
alism, not monism, thus seems to be the default intuition (Bloom, 2004).
Creationist intuitions about the purposiveness and design of natural ob-
jects, including plants, animals, but also natural objects like mountains
are persistent in young children (e.g., Kelemen, 2004). By contrast, ac-
cording to McCauley (2000), science is unnatural. With “unnatural”, he
refers to “conjectures that we approve only after we have spent some time
reflecting on them and carefully weighing the evidence for and against
them” (McCauley, in press).

If science were indeed unnatural, its cognitive study would be only
of academic interest for our understanding of human cognition. This
proposed unnaturalness of science does not sit easily with the view that
science is one of the hallmarks of the human species (defended amongst
others by Mithen, 1996; Carruthers, 2006; Feist, 2006), and that it is a
specific product of a uniquely human cognitive architecture. However,
McCauley (2000) may be overstating his case when he makes this di-
chotomous distinction between natural and unnatural cognition. Scien-
tists often rely on metascientific assumptions and methods that are not
explicitly taught, but without which scientific practice as we know it
would be impossible. For example, inductive inference is widely used in
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scientific practice, and it also occurs in young children and nonhuman
animals. Two-year-olds rely on kind properties to make inductive infer-
ences about new exemplars: when they are told that a dodo is a bird, they
will readily infer that dodos build nests and lay eggs (Gelman & Coley,
1990). As is well known, rats develop an aversion to new types of foods
that previously made them ill, generalizing one instance to the new food
type (Staddon, 1983). Inference to the best explanation, likewise, plays
a prominent role in scientific as well as everyday understanding: young
children (Lombrozo, 2007) as well as lay adults (Ahn, Kalish, Medin, &
Gelman, 1995) have a preference for explanations that provide them with
a sense of understanding, even if such explanations are comparatively not
the most likely ones. It is perhaps more accurate to say that scientific
practice contains both natural and unnatural elements. Scientists indeed
often adopt highly counterintuitive modes of reasoning and beliefs, but
they also draw inferences that are very much in line with everyday com-
monsense reasoning.

The educational psychologist David Geary (2007a) makes a more
fine-grained distinction between biologically primary intuitive knowledge,
which arises as a result of evolved cognitive capacities, and biologically
secondary knowledge, which is acquired through extensive education and
practice. According to Geary (2002, 2007a), the minds of students are
not like blank slates or sponges, but rather, they consist of specialized
learning mechanisms that make some types of knowledge easier to ac-
quire than others. It is not the intrinsic complexity of particular skills or
bodies of knowledge that makes them easy or hard to master, but rather
the way our brain is tuned, through natural selection, to deal with them.
Natural language is an example of a complex skill that very young chil-
dren can master in the course of only a few years, without any deliberate
instruction, and even in the absence of instruction, as has been attested
by the spontaneous emergence of languages in deaf communities (e.g.,
Sandler, Meir, Padden, & Arono↵, 2005). This is not because language is
simple, but because the human brain is equipped with mental capacities
that make language acquisition possible. Other examples of biologically
primary knowledge include an intuitive number sense, which allows us
to estimate numerosities (see chapters 2 and 3), an intuitive geometry,
an intuitive biology (see chapters 6 and 8), and an intuitive grasp of the
motions of inanimate objects (see chapter 6). Biologically primary knowl-
edge exhibits relatively little cultural variation. For example, as we shall
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see in chapters 2, 3 and 4, a rudimentary understanding of number exists
also in cultures without number words or counting routines.

By contrast, skills such as reading and writing, having been invented
only a few thousand years ago, require deliberate practice and active in-
struction, as our brains are not equipped with specialized learning mech-
anisms that facilitate acquiring them. Reading activates a large network
of brain areas, some of which overlap with the comprehension of spoken
language, whereas others seem to be unique to reading. For example,
the visual word form area, located in the left occipito-temporal sulcus, is
highly attuned to the visual recognition of words. The homolog of this
area in monkeys is specialized in detecting the elementary shapes of which
more complex objects are composed, such as the shape of an eye or an
ear (Dehaene, 2005). To read and write, the responsive properties of this
area need to be retrained to a considerable extent. For example, the hu-
man visual system is prone to generalize spontaneously across left-right
symmetry, recognizing objects regardless of whether they are oriented to
the right or left. This makes sense from an ecological point of view, since
it allows one to easily recognize the outline of a predator or prey against
the horizon, regardless of which way the animal is facing. But it poses a
special challenge to reading letters that are mirror images of each other,
such as b and d or p and q (Rollenhagen & Olson, 2000). Unsurprisingly,
learning to read and write results in deep and lasting changes in inter-
nal brain organization (Petersson, Silva, Castro-Caldas, Ingvar, & Reis,
2007), a topic to which I will return in chapters 4 and 5.

Biologically secondary bodies of knowledge show considerable cultural
variation. They typically require extensive cultural support for their ar-
ticulation and mastery. For example, the Chinese public examination
system required young aspiring bureaucrats to master, amongst others,
music, archery, charioteering, and calligraphy, none of which are still re-
quirements to graduate from contemporary Chinese universities. Scien-
tific practice, like reading, relies on both biologically primary and sec-
ondary skills. The biologically primary skills that we rely on in scientific
practice include elementary visuospatial, motorical, and numerical capac-
ities, combined with the ability to draw inductive inferences, infer causes,
come up with explanations, connect lines of evidence, and so forth. The
biologically secondary abilities that are at work in science include bod-
ies of specialized knowledge that can be used to approach new problems,
and highly specialized procedural knowledge, such as the ability to extract
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and amplify DNA sequences, or to approach an unsolved mathematical
proof. These latter skills require deliberate practice, but crucially, they
still remain build on the primary abilities. For example, Geary (2007b)
found that children with mathematical learning disabilities are less good
at subitizing than normally developing children. Subitization is the ca-
pacity to determine the numerosity of collections of items with n < 4.
As we shall see in chapters 2, 3 and 4, this ability is present in infants
and nonhuman animals and is probably an evolved cognitive adaptation.
Children with mathematical learning disabilities resort more to count-
ing when presented with small collections, i.e., they count the number
of items in collections that contained only two or three items. Given
that subitization does not require learning, it seems that at least part of
the di�culties that children with mathematical learning disabilities face
are due to structural problems in their subitizing skills. Conversely, chil-
dren who are proficient at mathematics in school context are also good
at nonverbal numerical tasks, such as estimating the quantity of items
in a visual display (Halberda, Mazzocco, & Feigenson, 2008), and they
are more likely to rely on visuo-spatial skills when solving algebraic and
geometric problems. For example, one study investigating the di↵erence
between mathematical strategies in normal and in precocious teenagers
found that the latter deployed spatial skills to solve algebraic problems
by diagramming important relationships apparent in the problem (Dark
& Benbow, 1991).

1.3.2 Children as scientists

One popular model for continuity between everyday and scientific cogni-
tion is the scientist as child, or the child as scientist (e.g. Gopnik, 1996).
This model was actually first introduced by the influential developmen-
tal psychologist Jean Piaget (1929 [2007]). Piaget was impressed by the
ability of children to acquire a vast amount of knowledge about their envi-
ronment in a relatively short period, and was intrigued by the errors they
make in the process. Their frequent conceptual errors suggested to Piaget
that children are not just passive recipients of adult teaching, but that
they actively engage in hypothesis formation and empirical testing. This
focus on the child as a lone autodidact still lies at the heart of the current
child-as-scientist model. Take, for example, Alison Gopnik’s (1996) ac-
count of our acquisition of a theory of mind, our intuitive theory of how
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other minds work. All neurologically normal human beings come to un-
derstand that other people have emotions, desires, and beliefs, and that
these mental states are causally related to their actions. We infer minds
and mental states, even though the only thing we observe are physical
bodies performing actions. How, then, do we come to infer unobservable
mental states? Gopnik believes that infants are only equipped with a
very rudimentary intuition that other people are like themselves. Using
this intuition and their experience of the world, young children build ever
more sophisticated models of internal psychological states. At the age of
two, they can represent desires of others, by the age of three, they under-
stand that other people have beliefs, but do not understand false beliefs,
and by the age of four they learn that other people can have mental states
that do not correspond to the state of the world. Thus, Gopnik argues,
our theory of mind is formed as a result of experience with the world16.

More recently, Gopnik and Schulz (2004) have argued that young chil-
dren make causal inferences consistent with causal Bayes net learning al-
gorithms, which deal with conditional probabilities. Like scientists, they
perform interventions (in the meaning of idealized or actual experiments
in scientific practice), observe interventions by others, and combine the
information obtained through these interventions with their observation
of events that are not the result of interventions. From this, they pro-
ceed to draw more complex causal conclusions. Several experiments that
probed preschoolers’ predictions on a series of causal events, involving
so-called detectors of objects of an unknown type (“blickets”) indicate
that their responses (i.e., inferring which of the objects are blickets) are
in line with causal Bayes net learning algorithms (Gopnik et al., 2004).

Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether this warrants the infer-
ence that children are a plausible analogy to scientists. For one thing,
the causal inferences that are drawn by rats are also in line with causal
Bayes net learning algorithms (Blaisdell, Sawa, Leising, & Waldmann,
2006), but the concept of the scientist as rat or the rat as scientist seems
less attractive. Next to this, as Peter Carruthers (2006, 350) points out,
scientists often engage in higher-order thoughts. They think about their
scientific theories as such, wondering whether the data support their hy-
potheses, and they explicitly revise their beliefs in the face of evidence.
Children, by contrast, rarely entertain such higher-order thoughts about

16In subsection 6.2.1, we will survey other theories on the acquisition of theory of
mind.
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their own beliefs. As we have seen in subsection 1.2.4, children are ig-
norant of the source of their beliefs. This counterargument may be too
quick, though. In order to be plausible, the child-as-scientist model does
not need to posit that children are like scientists in every respect. Rather,
the model would need to indicate that cognitive development resembles
scientific practice in some relevant or interesting ways. The next sub-
section will review one such proposal, which draws an analogy between
cognitive development and scientific conceptual change.

1.3.3 Cognitive development as conceptual change

Since Thomas Kuhn (1962) characterized scientific practice in terms of
revolutions, some educational psychologists (e.g., Vosniadou & Brewer,
1987, 1992; Samarapungavan & Wiers, 1997) have taken up the notion
of conceptual change and applied it to the learning process of children.
According to this view, children formulate coherent theories about the
world, including biology, psychology, and astronomy. These theories are
enriched and elaborated as their knowledge about the world improves.
Children’s theories initially diverge from the received scientific models.
Nevertheless, these have an internal consistency and provide a framework
for making inferences and explanations. As they mature, children receive
scientific information, through schooling or other means of social trans-
mission (e.g., parents, documentaries). They assimilate this information
by restructuring their initial models to make them more in accordance
with it, giving rise to a variety of synthetic models. However, as a re-
sult, children are sometimes confronted with anomalies that do not fit
their framework theories. At that point, something akin to a scientific
revolution happens at the level of the individual child, who abandons its
previous paradigm (its own theory) in favor of a new one that is more
in line with science. As Vosniadou and Brewer (1994, 125) formulate
it, “conceptual change is seen as the product of the gradual lifting of
constraints, as presuppositions, beliefs, and mental models are added,
eliminated, suspended, or revised during the knowledge acquisition pro-
cess.”

An apt illustration of the conceptual change approach is the study
of children’s mental models of the Earth, a project started by the devel-
opmental psychologist Stella Vosniadou and co-authors (e.g., Vosniadou
& Brewer, 1992; Vosniadou & Ioannides, 1998). They investigated el-
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ementary school children’s concepts of the Earth using semi-structured
interviews with questions on its shape, the position of people and other
objects on its surface, and the position of the Sun and Moon in rela-
tion to the Earth. To her initial surprise, Vosniadou (1994) found that
young children (of about 6 years old) have coherent models of the Earth
that deviate from what they were taught at school. First-graders initially
adopt a geocentric (pre-Copernican) theory17 of the Earth to explain
changes between day and night, even though this view is never taught
(Vosniadou, 1994). The Earth is typically disc-shaped, or sometimes
rectangular, similar to folk conceptualizations in many cultures (e.g., In-
dian cosmology). A thick pancake shape is also sometimes mentioned.
According to Vosniadou and Brewer (1992), such models are informed by
the children’s intuitive physics and their own experience. For example,
children experience the ground as flat, which leads to the intuition of a
flat Earth. They also have the experience and intuition that unsupported
objects fall downward, which provides further empirical support of a flat
Earth model. To harmonize this with scientific concepts (such as satellite
images of the Earth), they construct the Earth as a flat, circular object.
Cultural influence also plays a role: whereas both Indian and American
first-graders make disc-shaped models of the Earth, only the former will
state that this disc is surrounded by water, in accordance with Indian
folk cosmology (Samarapungavan, Vosniadou, & Brewer, 1996). Interest-
ingly, Australian children, possibly because of their historical ties to the
Old World and the latter’s conceptualization of Australia as being at the
other side of the planet, are much more advanced in their understanding
of the shape of the Earth compared to British children of the same age
(Siegal, Butterworth, & Newcombe, 2004).

As children get older (7 to 11 years), they incorporate more and more
scientific information into their concept of the Earth. This leads to syn-
cretic models with less internal consistency than their initial ones. For
example, some children maintain that humans live inside a hollow sphere
which takes into account spherical images of the Earth, but still main-

17The conceptual change approach sees children’s theories as framework theories,
i.e., they are not exactly like natural philosophical or scientific theories, such as his-
torical geocentrism or essentialism. Rather, there is a superficial resemblance between
the children’s framework theories and these historical theories, but proponents of the
conceptual change approach tend to minimize these di↵erences and make far-reaching
analogies between children’s theories and historically attested theories.
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tains a flat surface for people to live on. Similarly, the dual Earth, shown
on Fig. 1.1, harmonizes intuitive physics with a spherical image of the
earth (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992). These revisions do not require a fun-

Figure 1.1: An example of a dual Earth model, drawn by the author’s
daughter, who was four years old at the time. The child started to draw
a spherical Earth, with people on opposing sides, indicating some under-
standing of the scientific view. However, she then went on to integrate this
spherical model in a flat plane with typical fauna. It is also a geocentric-
like model, with a small Moon and Sun surrounding the Earth.

damental abandoning of the initial models. For example, the flattened
sphere allows children to maintain their belief that the ground is flat,
but reconciles this with the information that the Earth is a sphere. In
this case, they conceptualize the Earth as flat on top and bottom, and
imagine people to live on the flat areas. It is only during late childhood
(10–12 years) that children abandon these syncretic models in favor of
a scientifically correct understanding. In Kuhnian terms, the increasing
number of anomalous data (which mainly come through education) leads
children to a fundamental reconceptualization of initial concepts. For
example, whereas gravity is initially conceptualized in terms of objects
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falling downward, it comes to be regarded as an attractive force between
objects. This is a form of Gestalt switch that is closely akin to what
Kuhn (1962) proposed when he argued that concepts from early scientific
theories are incommensurable with later ones.

Although the conceptual change approach provides an attractive anal-
ogy between the way humans acquire knowledge and scientific theory
change, there are several points at which this analogy breaks down. First,
as Grei↵enhagen and Sherman (2008) observe, Kuhn (1962) regarded sci-
entific revolutions as a social phenomenon. A scientific revolution oc-
curs when the entire scientific community gradually comes to abandon a
paradigm in favor of a new one. Although the work of single individuals
can be crucial in such an event (e.g., the work by Copernicus and Kepler
in the transition from a geocentric to a heliocentric view), these scien-
tists typically do not regard themselves as revolutionary. As Kuhn (1977,
227) put it, “normal research, even the best of it, is a highly convergent
activity based firmly upon a settled consensus acquired from scientific
education and reinforced by subsequent life in the profession.” By try-
ing to fit scientific revolutions, which are foremost social events, onto
individual children, proponents of the conceptual change approach may
be committing a category mistake. This problem is not specific to the
conceptual change approach, but applies to all child–as–scientist models.
Like their intellectual forbear Piaget (1929 [2007]), these developmental
and educational psychologists tend to conceptualize children as stubborn
autodidacts (Harris, 2002). The analogy is not one between children and
scientists, but between children and a caricature of scientists, the lone in-
dividuals in white lab coats that populate science fiction, but that are not
(and never were) good models for participants in the essentially collective
enterprise that science is.

Another problem with the conceptual change approach is that it im-
plies that conceptual change takes place. However, as we saw in subsec-
tion 1.2.2, in contrast to Kuhnian paradigms, which are entirely replaced
during scientific revolutions, commonsense knowledge often remains in co-
existence with scientific beliefs. Grei↵enhagen and Sherman (2008, 16–17)
give the example of the intuitive human–nonhuman distinction. In school
education, we learn that humans are animals (mammals, primates), but
it still makes sense in several contexts to distinguish between humans and
animals (e.g., places where there are “no animals allowed”, or discussions
about animal rights). Indeed, as will be mentioned in section 6.2.1, it
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seems that our early-emerging ontological assumptions do not really get
fundamentally replaced, even if they are unjustified. To give a striking
example of this: experimental literature indicates that young children
have a high tendency to understand the world in teleological terms (see
p. 162 for discussion). They think that mountains are there to climb on,
or that the Sun is there to provide warmth (Kelemen, 2004). Moreover,
when given a choice between teleological and nonteleological explanations,
preschoolers and elementary school children prefer teleological accounts.
For example, when asked whether rocks are pointy because of natural pro-
cesses (e.g., “bits of stu↵ piled up for a long period of time”) or because of
teleological functions (e.g., “so that animals could scratch on them when
they got itchy”), children typically endorse the latter (Kelemen, 2003).
At around ten to twelve years of age, the preference for teleological expla-
nations lessens, probably because adolescents acquire elaborate coherent
mechanistic explanations through schooling. Although mountains can be
climbed, few adults would claim that mountains are there to climb on.
This is because we have acquired scientific explanations about the for-
mation of mountains (e.g, tectonic activity) which are incompatible with
teleological explanations, where the function provides a su�cient reason
for why structures exist. Remarkably, patients with Alzheimer’s disease
show a re-emerging preference for teleological explanations. For exam-
ple, they think that rain is there so that plants and animals could have
water to drink and grow, rather than the acquired explanation that rain
occurs by water condensing into clouds and forming droplets (Lombrozo,
Kelemen, & Zaitchik, 2007).

Formal education seems to reduce a preference for teleological expla-
nations, but cannot eradicate them. Indeed, when educated adults are
forced to make speeded judgments, they too, show a heightened accep-
tance of teleological explanations: when judging at a glance whether a
statement is correct or not, they tend to endorse teleological, incorrect
explanations, such as “the Sun radiates heat because warmth nurtures
life” (Kelemen & Rosset, 2009). Taken together, these findings indicate
that an intuitive teleological stance continues to coexist with mechanistic
explanations. This speaks against the conceptual change approach, which
suggests a wholesale replacement.
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1.3.4 Mathematical and scientific reasoning as cognition
in the wild

How are mathematicians and scientists, who are endowed with the same
cognitive capacities as other people, and subject to the same cognitive
limitations, able to overcome the heuristics and biases that human cog-
nition is subject to? This question has remained elusive and essentially
unsolved, because scientific practice is in many respects a unique and
culturally contingent phenomenon. It has ancient roots in Greek natural
philosophy, which was characterized by a quest for fundamental laws of
nature and unifying principles, such as regularities in nature or in the
structure of numbers. One could make the case that science and math-
ematics as we know them today could not have developed without the
culture-specific style of analytic thinking that was developed in Greece
and of which present-day western culture is still heir (Nisbett, 2003).
Next to this natural philosophical aspect, current scientific practice also
has an instrumentalist aspect, which is intimately tied to technological
advances, and which has led scientists to pursue theories that are not
only meant to be truth-approximating, but that also have useful, appli-
cable properties (Dear, 2006). Scientific and mathematical practice has
elements that are not found in other forms of knowledge acquisition, such
as an emphasis on proofs and provability in mathematical practice since
the ancient Greeks, and the use of controlled experiments in almost all
branches of scientific inquiry.

The culturally contingent nature of science and mathematics may be
overstated. Lloyd (2007) has criticized Nisbett’s (2003) arguments that
analytic reasoning is characteristic for ancient Greek thought, and has
cast doubts on the sharp dichotomy Nisbett draws between Greek ana-
lytic reasoning and Chinese holistic thought. Instead, there was a wide
diversity of styles of reasoning in ancient Greece as well as in other cul-
tures, such as China. Nisbett’s (2003) distinction between holistic and
analytic reasoning depends on an influential model in the cognitive sci-
ence of reasoning, according to which humans have two modes of in-
ference, one more evolutionarily modern, analytic, and rule-based, and a
second, more evolutionary ancient, holistic, and associative. According to
Nisbett, the former is more typical for western thought, the latter charac-
terizes East Asian reasoning. However, as Sloman (1996) already pointed
out, both styles of reasoning can be found within the west. Moreover,
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as Carruthers (2006, 340) observes, this picture draws an unrealistically
sharp line between science on the one hand and technology and invention
on the other. In the archeological record, we see a gradual and cumu-
lative series of improvements over the past few million years. To give
a brief overview of these improvements, at about 2.5 million years BP,
East-African hominids started out with a simple stone tool technology
(Oldowan) that consisted of sharp flakes to deflesh carcasses and ham-
mer stones that were used to crush bones in order to obtain the marrow
within (Semaw et al., 1997). Later, starting about 1 million years ago in
Africa, Asia and Europe, this Oldowan technology was replaced by more
e�cient, highly symmetric handaxes, which were used by various hominid
species (Homo ergaster, Homo erectus, and Homo heidelbergensis). About
400,000 years ago, European Homo heidelbergensis developed highly spe-
cialized, streamlined wooden javelins that were used to hunt large game
(Thieme, 1997). About 100,000 years ago, early African members of our
species Homo sapiens began to fashion a variety of tools, including bow
and arrow hunting technology (Lombard & Phillipson, 2010) and worked
bone in the shape of harpoons (Yellen, Brooks, Cornelissen, Mehlman,
& Stewart, 1995). As can be gleaned from this short overview, these in-
novations were spread all over the Old World, which speaks against the
view that the instrumental part of science would have its origin uniquely
in western culture.

The distinction between cognition as investigated in the laboratory
and cognition as it actually takes place in mathematical and scientific
practice is well captured by Kevin Dunbar and Isabelle Blanchette’s
(2001) in vitro/in vivo approach to human reasoning. These authors
were puzzled by the poor performance of subjects in comprehension and
generation tasks that involved metaphors and analogies. Subjects seemed
incapable of understanding or using even the most straightforward and
unimaginative metaphors to solve specific tasks. For example, in the clas-
sic “radiation problem” (Gick & Holyoak, 1983), subjects were told that
a person has a stomach tumor and that physicians have a powerful laser
beam that can burn the tumor out. Unfortunately, the beam burns the
healthy tissue as well as the diseased cells. The task is to find a solution
that destroys the tumor but spares the healthy tissue. Some subjects
were given a story that contained the analogy of a large group of soldiers
who storm a castle in small groups. Despite the obvious similarities, Gick
and Holyoak (1983) found that few subjects proposed a solution that was
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analogous to the fortress story (small doses of radiation from multiple
angles). Their participants only came up with this solution after exten-
sive cueing that the story was relevant. Such results do not mesh well
with the observation that people sponanteously come up with inventive,
interesting metaphors in the context of scientific practice, advertising or
journalism. According to Dunbar and Blanchette (2001), the reason for
this apparent discrepancy, is that human reasoning is related to specific
contexts, not to abstract tasks. Thus, performance improves when the
task is not a remote, artificial situation, but a context with which the
subject is familiar, one where she can draw on a variety of external re-
sources.

To begin our quest for the interrelations between scientific and ev-
eryday reasoning in this dissertation, we will consider complex, highly
developed forms of reasoning and knowledge acquisition outside of scien-
tific practice. In Cognition in the wild, the anthropologist Edwin Hutchins
(1995) presented an ethnographic study of human knowledge acquisition.
Reacting against what he saw as an overemphasis on controlled exper-
iments in contemporary cognitive psychology, he attempted to describe
human reasoning as it occurs outside of the laboratory. In this study, he
examined traditional pilotage (i.e., navigation of a ship near land when
coming into port). Hutchins (1995) argued that humans are components
of a complex cognitive system. There are sailors on each side of the ship
who telescopically record angular locations of landmarks relative to the
ship’s gyrocompass. The ship’s navigator integrates these observations
on a chart used to plot the location of the ship. Not only humans, but
also instruments, help to determine the position of the ship. In this case
study, a set of complex interactions takes place, where reasoning processes
are conducted by collaborating humans (sailors and navigator) and their
external aids (nautical telescopes, gyrocompass, nautical charts).

The use of external media is not limited to contemporary societies,
but seems to be a pervasive element of human cognition at least since
the Late Pleistocene (ca. 120,000–12,000 BP). From this period onward,
archeologists find shell beads, notched pieces of ochre and bone, and—
somewhat later—representational art, demonstrating that humans con-
veyed ideas externally in symbolic media. Some authors have proposed to
incorporate this extended cognition as a key element in human cognitive
evolution. For example, the cognitive archeologist Steven Mithen (2000)
argues that the emergence of modern human behavior during the past
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100,000 years was not so much due to intrinsic changes in brain organi-
zation (as some archeologists maintain) as to the emergence of cultural
practices that incorporate artifacts into reasoning processes, like the use
of representational art as memory storage devices. The cave paintings of
Lascaux (Dordogne, France, about 18,600 BP), for instance, can be seen
as mnemonic devices that display animals with their feet turned toward
the spectator, which allowed the artists to depict the shape of the hoof
prints of particular prey species, such as bison and horse (Mithen, 1988).
In this way, future hunters could learn the connection between spoor and
prey. To Mithen (2000, 214) artifacts are especially suitable to repre-
sent ideas that have “no natural home within the mind”—ideas that are
challenging to represent or keep in memory. Evidence of ancient calendri-
cal systems and calculators in bone and antler starting about 30,000 BP
indicate that the epistemic use of artifacts emerged long before science,
natural philosophy and even writing (De Smedt & De Cruz, 2011b). As
we will see in chapters 4, 5, and 9, this extensive use of artifacts and
symbols is characteristic of mathematical and scientific practice.

Next to external support, the collective dimension of science may play
an important role (see chapter 8). Hugo Mercier and Dan Sperber (e.g.,
Mercier, 2010; Mercier & Sperber, 2011) have argued we reason in order to
convince others, and in order to critically assess arguments presented by
others who are trying to convince us. To obtain most of their knowledge,
humans rely on socially transmitted knowledge. This has advantages as
well as disadvantages. On the plus side, social learning saves us the costs
of trial and error experiment. On the minus side, our sources can be
mistaken, or may even try to deliberately deceive us. Indeed, a simple
mathematical model (Rogers, 1988) indicates that even if our sources
are honest, uncritically incorporating social information is a less optimal
strategy than individual learning when the number of social learners in a
population is large and when the environment is changing. We therefore
need a way to evaluate socially transmitted information. To assess the
reliability of information we did not gather first-hand, we can rely on
contextual information about the reliability of the speaker, including our
relationship with the speaker, her reputation, and possible external cues
that might signal sincerity (such as facial expressions). However, we can
also focus on the message itself, and appraise its internal coherence as
well as its fit with existing beliefs. This often involves a dialectic process,
in which speakers try to convince their audience of the reliability of their
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account, whereas listeners challenge them to see in how far their stories
are internally and externally coherent.

According to Mercier and Sperber (2011), reasoning has evolved in
the context of argumentation. Their primary argument is that reasoning
in group context is less susceptible to the biases and heuristics that are
typical of individual reasoning. For example, individual reasoners exhibit
confirmation bias, i.e., they are prone to seeking evidence and arguments
that are supportive of their pre-existing beliefs. They also show disconfir-
mation bias toward opinions that do not fit with their own views. These
biases are robust and do not disappear as a result of training, not even sci-
entific education (see Mercier, 2010, for review). By contrast, reasoning
improves dramatically when subjects have to solve problems collectively.
For example, even if not a single member of a group knows the correct so-
lution to the Wason selection task, a group can get to the correct answer.
This form of distributed cognition is more than a simple transmission
of information: it is not that the smartest or most knowledgeable group
member di↵uses her correct solution to the rest of the group. Rather,
interacting communities outperform their constituent researchers, includ-
ing their top members (Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, & Boh, 2006)—this is the
so-called wisdom of skilled, focused teams (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993).
Crucial in this is that information is shared and distributed among mem-
bers of the group (van Ginkel & van Knippenberg, 2009), and that there
is discussion and disagreement among them (Schulz-Hardt, Brodbeck,
Mojzisch, Kerschreiter, & Frey, 2006).

Scientific practice presents a case in point. According to Kuhn (1962),
conformism in scientific practice can lead one to disregard some lines of
evidence or to ignore theories for which empirical evidence is not yet sub-
stantial. Since observations are theory-laden, conformism can result in
a poverty of empirical observations, as it leads one to disregard crucial
empirical evidence. Interest in minority views may constitute a cognitive
division of labor (Kitcher, 1990) that is conducive to the growth of sci-
entific knowledge, as happened, for example, in the first half of the 20th
century, where some obstinate geologists continued to invest time and
e↵ort in the then unpopular theory of continental drift, first proposed by
Wegener (1912). It was this obstinacy that led to a major paradigm shift
toward plate tectonics in geology in the 1960s, thanks to the discovery of,
amongst other things, paleomagnetism (Irving, 2005).

Kim Sterelny (2006) has a di↵erent proposal on the evolution of rea-
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soning skills that are used in science. He considers that human science-
like reasoning may have evolved because of the selective advantages it
conferred to a species that evolved under challenging and fluctuating eco-
logical conditions, as proposed by the paleoanthropologist Richard Potts
(1998). We have evolved in a hostile environment, where rationality can
provide us with the ability to come up with creative solutions for prob-
lems that our ancestors did not encounter, and for which we have no
specialized cognitive capacities to help us solve them. The late Susan
Hurley (2003, 231) has argued that even nonhuman animals can occupy
“islands of practical rationality”, for example, in their ability to make
close to optimal decisions when foraging, or in their ability to infer dom-
inance relationships within their social group and act accordingly. Even
though animals cannot articulate these reasons for themselves, there is
no good prima facie argument not to call such behaviors rational. Hurley
(2003, 251) acknowledges that animal reasoning is context-bound and
that nonhuman animals fail to achieve full conceptual generality. How-
ever, human reasoning is also context-bound to some extent, as is evident
by an improved performance in concrete versions of the Wason selection
task versus abstract ones (see footnote 2 on p. 6).

Perhaps, then, the collective and distributive nature of human rea-
soning does go a significant way in answering how humans are able to
engage in scientific practice, and how they overcome cognitive biases in
individual reasoning. Although science is indeed a culturally contingent
phenomenon, one can draw analogies with many other domains of folk
knowledge acquisition. The detailed folk knowledge in domains like bi-
ology, medicine or astronomy has only recently come to be appreciated
(see e.g., the essays collected in Medin & Atran, 1999). Folk knowledge,
like science, often relies on systematic observation, repeated experiment,
and specialists. I will briefly highlight two examples, from ethnoastron-
omy and hunting respectively. The Borana from northern Kenya and
southern Ethiopia use synodic (phase cycle) lunar months to construct
their calendar and to plan their horticultural activities. Lunar phases
are easy to observe, but lunar years are about 11 days shorter than so-
lar years, which would soon lead to an accumulation of errors rendering
lunar calendars useless for the purpose of tracking seasons. To calibrate
their lunar calendar, the Borana use prominent star clusters. Expert
night sky observers, ayantu, add an intercalary month approximately ev-
ery three years. Their decision to add this extra month is solely based
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on astronomical observations, namely when the Moon rises in conjunction
with a particular succession of reference star clusters on successive nights.
Borana ethno-astronomers make multiple night sky observations, formu-
lating hypotheses about the future behavior of celestial bodies and testing
these during observations the following nights. The star clusters play an
important epistemic role, as they are the sole guides in the ayantu’s de-
cision to add the extra month. By using astronomical observations, the
Borana can oversee a period spanning three years, which would other-
wise be impossible within this nonliterate society (Bassi, 1988). Peter
Carruthers (2002, 2006) draws an analogy between tracking of prey by
hunter-gatherers and scientific knowledge acquisition. Prior to the inven-
tion of rifles, wounding an animal was almost never fatal, and hunters
were forced to track the wounded prey for several hours, up to several
days. To track successfully, hunters use a variety of reasoning strate-
gies that are also present in scientific practice, such as making inferences
from the observed to the unobserved (as from the use of tracks and other
marks the animal may have left behind to its behavior and its condition),
or formulating and revising hypotheses about the path an animal may
have followed, based on empirical evidence. Hunters, like scientists, of-
ten work in groups, and discussion and debate are crucial in their joint
ventures.

Mathematical and scientific practice are instances of cognition in the
wild. Cognition in the wild is unlike cognition in the laboratory, in that
it has a collective and embedded dimension that is seldom addressed in
laboratory studies. To get a better insight into how the mind can produce
knowledge under conditions of cognitive bias, it is therefore valuable and
important to study systematic knowledge acquisition in scientists and
mathematicians, despite the inevitable messiness of the data. A starting
point for an empirically-informed scientific naturalism is to attempt to
disentangle those aspects of human cognition that are a result of the
stable properties of the human cognitive architecture, and those aspects
that can be seen as an interaction between evolved cognitive faculties and
the external environment.
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CHAPTER 2

THE INNATENESS HYPOTHESIS AND
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS

This chapter is adapted from De Cruz, H. & De Smedt, J. (2010a). The
innateness hypothesis and mathematical concepts. Topoi, 29, 3–13.

Abstract

In historical claims for nativism, mathematics is a paradigmatic example
of innate knowledge. Claims by contemporary developmental psychologists
of elementary mathematical skills in human infants are a legacy of this.
However, the connection between these skills and more formal mathemati-
cal concepts and methods remains unclear. This chapter assesses the cur-
rent debates surrounding nativism and mathematical knowledge by teasing
them apart into two distinct claims. First, in what way does the exper-
imental evidence from infants, nonhuman animals and neuropsychology
support the nativist hypothesis? Second, granting that infants have some
elementary mathematical skills, does this mean that such skills play an
important role in the development of mathematical knowledge?
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2.1 Nativism and mathematical knowledge

Until the late 18th century, mathematical knowledge was a paradigmatic
example of innate knowledge. It served a dual purpose, providing both a
persuasive reason why innate knowledge exists, and furnishing us with an
explanation of how humans can have knowledge of mathematical objects.
Due to the increasing importance of foundational issues and the explicit
rejection of psychologism (i.e., the view that mathematics lies within the
purview of psychology) by Gottlob Frege and others1, nativism has lost its
importance in recent philosophy of mathematics. By contrast, contempo-
rary developmental psychologists (e.g., Carey, 2004; Feigenson, Dehaene,
& Spelke, 2004; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007) propose that innate ideas are
a naturalistic source of mathematical knowledge. They have uncovered
evidence for early-developed mathematical skills in infants and young
children, such as the ability to estimate and discriminate numerosities
(Jordan & Brannon, 2006), the capacity to detect ordinal relationships
between numerosities (Brannon, 2002), and the ability to reason about
spatial relationships (see De Cruz, 2009a, for a review).

This chapter examines the relevance of nativism for the philosophy
of mathematics. After providing a brief overview of historical claims for
innate mathematical knowledge, we focus on arithmetic as an example
of innate mathematical knowledge in current developmental psychology.
We examine in detail the claim that infants are capable of predicting the
outcomes of simple addition and subtraction events, and look at recent
objections to it. Then, we examine to what extent this innate knowl-
edge is important for mathematical practice. Focusing on number theory
and arithmetic, we find that there are three possible ways to explore the
relationship between innate ideas and mathematical practice.

2.1.1 Historical claims

Plato’s Meno (ca. 380 B.C.E. [2000]) constitutes one of the earliest direct
treatments of the innateness hypothesis, and interestingly, it draws ex-
tensively on a mathematical example. In this dialogue, Socrates probed
the geometric intuitions of an uneducated slave boy, leading him through
a series of questions to discover relationships between the areas of squares

1For a detailed historical discussion of psychologism and its critics, see Pelletier,
Elio, and Hanson (2008).
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drawn in the sand, including a reiteration of the Pythagorean theorem.
Given that the boy did not learn geometry during his lifetime, Plato con-
cluded that the slave must have always possessed this knowledge, and that
our learning of geometric concepts is actually recollecting (anàmnhsic) of
what we have always known as immortal souls.

René Descartes (1637 [1988], AT VI 135–137) proposed that our ex-
perience is too limited to generate mathematical concepts such as tri-

angle, as we are always confronted with imperfect examples. He also
thought that mathematical intuitions underlie more mundane forms of
reasoning, for example, that stereoscopic vision is possible through une
géometrie naturelle, an innate geometry that allows us to combine the
two-dimensional images from our eyes into a three-dimensional repre-
sentation of space. Gottfried Leibniz (1765 [2001]) argued that our ex-
perience of the world is always of contingent particulars, but that our
knowledge can be general, and is sometimes necessary—this is especially
the case for mathematics. He suggested that, while our knowledge of
numbers is learned, the cognitive capacity that enables us to learn them
is innate: “And I cannot accept the proposition that whatever is learned
is not innate. The truths about numbers are in us; but still we learn
them” (Leibniz, 1765 [2001], 85). The potential knowledge of necessary
mathematical truths is thus innate, comparable to the veins in a piece of
marble that outline a shape within it before being uncovered by a sculp-
tor, just like learning can uncover our innate knowledge (Leibniz, 1765
[2001], 52).

Immanuel Kant’s argument from geometry presents perhaps the most
intricate classical philosophical claim for the innateness of mathematical
intuition. Kant (1781 [2005], A25/B40) specified that our intuition of
space does not and cannot be derived from outward experience, since
the sensation of experiences outside of the self already requires that one
possesses the concept space. Then, he went on to argue that it is precisely
this intuition of space that enables us to develop geometry as a scientific
discipline. Since Euclidean geometry requires us to determine properties
of space synthetically and a priori, the intuition of Euclidean principles
must already exist within the subjects who learn this discipline (Kant,
1781 [2005], B41).

The argumentative structure of historical accounts of innate knowl-
edge is very similar to that of scientists working within nativist research
programs today. Like historical nativists, modern cognitive scientists in-
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voke poverty of the stimulus arguments: given that our experience is too
limited to generate mathematical truths, our knowledge of those truths
must already be contained within us. Ever since Noam Chomsky’s semi-
nal work on language development in children (e.g., 1957, 1980), innate-
ness is a central concept in cognitive science. Yet the notion of innateness
remains ill-defined, such that some philosophers of science (e.g., Mameli
& Bateson, 2006) have argued that the innate/acquired distinction is in-
coherent and should be abandoned altogether. For one thing, all traits
are acquired at some point during the development of an organism from
fertilized egg cell to mature individual. By contrast, others (e.g., Samuels,
2004) are not concerned with defining the meaning of the term “innate”,
but attempt to explain its role and significance within scientific practice.
Despite its lack of an unambiguous definition, cognitive scientists continue
to use the concept of innateness in their explanatory frameworks, and, as
we shall see, the case of mathematics continues to play a role in current
investigations of innate knowledge. In this dissertation, which is written
from a naturalistic perspective, we will not be concerned with whether or
not innateness is a philosophically coherent position, but rather, attempt
to elucidate its explanatory role in cognitive science for the acquisition of
mathematical concepts, focusing on arithmetic.

2.1.2 Current positions in philosophy of mathematics

The question of how humans are able to get epistemic access to mathe-
matical objects is still relevant today. Paul Benacerraf (1973) famously
argued that causal epistemic accounts of mathematical knowledge are
problematic, because mathematical objects are often characterized as ab-
stract entities, which reside outside of space-time, making it di�cult for
mathematicians to acquire knowledge about them. Few contemporary
philosophers of mathematics are attracted to innateness as a possible so-
lution to this problem. To take but one example of a recent response to
Benacerraf, according to Stewart Shapiro’s (1997) ante rem structuralism,
non-applied mathematics is concerned with structures that are conceived
of as abstract entities. The precise nature of these abstract entities is left
unspecified, as it is not essential to mathematical practice. Just as one
can talk about a goal keeper’s function in soccer (i.e., keeping the ball out
of the goal) without going into detail about the precise properties of the
person in this position (e.g., hair color), a mathematician can talk about
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the natural number 2 as a position within the structure of arithmetic
without having to worry about which set-theoretical conceptualization
captures 2 best, such as {? {?}} or {{?}}.

If mathematical knowledge can indeed be derived from structural
properties, there is no need to look for an experiential basis of mathe-
matical knowledge. However, Shapiro still needs to explain how we can
conceive of structures in the first place, and how we can grasp what is
true about them. In response to this, Shapiro (1997, 115) invokes our
ability to recognize patterns and to abstract from particulars, leading us
to recognize, for example, that “the four pattern is the structure common
to all collections of four objects.” A similar account is Michael Resnik’s
(1982, 97) “experiencing something as patterned”, where mathematics
is conceived of as the study of patterns. However, this capacity, pattern
recognition, remains to be explained. Shapiro’s (1997, 115) explanation is
not psychologically satisfying: “[the] child starts to learn about cardinal
structures by ostensive definition. The parent points to a group of four
objects, says “four”, then points to a di↵erent group of four objects and
repeats the exercise. Eventually, the child learns to recognize the pattern
itself.” It remains to be explained how the child can recognize what it
is that stays invariant in the di↵erent sets presented to her (i.e., cardi-
nality). At some point, humans must be able to discriminate cardinality,
and it is not clear how children can accomplish this. How do we learn
to abstract the four pattern from four notes played on a keyboard, four
trucks passing by or four TV commercials, without already having some
notion of what cardinality is?

2.2 Innate mathematical knowledge in develop-
mental psychology: The case of arithmetic

Contemporary scientists working within a nativist research program con-
sider mathematical knowledge as a paradigmatic example of innate knowl-
edge (e.g., Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). They rely on a special version of the
poverty of the stimulus argument which Richard Samuels (2002) calls
“the argument from early development.” According to this, a given con-
cept emerges at a point when it could not have been learned through
experience.
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The argument from early development

1. Under experimental conditions, it is observed that infants possess
a certain capacity, for example, infants from a few hours after birth
can visually discriminate between collections of two and three ob-
jects.

2. This capacity is seen as best explained by positing some conceptual
capacity, in this case, a rudimentary ability to discriminate small
sets.

3. Because the capacity arises so early in development, it could not
have been learned through experience, i.e., newborns, having spent
time in the dark environment of the womb, did not have the oppor-
tunity to learn to visually discriminate sets with di↵erent numbers
of items.

4. Hence, the structure in question (discrimination of small numerosi-
ties) is probably innate.

To give a focus to our discussion of innate mathematical knowledge, we
will look at one case in detail, namely the question of whether or not
infants possess an innate capacity to perform arithmetic. In 1992, devel-
opmental psychologist Karen Wynn published an elegant study in which
she argued that our ability to perform the simple arithmetical operations
of subtraction and addition is already present in five-month-old infants.
Her experiment was based on the violation of expectation paradigm, a
procedure that is frequently used to probe infants’ knowledge. The vio-
lation of expectation procedure2 exploits the propensity of humans and
other animals to look longer at unexpected than at expected events. Our
knowledge of the world enables us to make predictions of how objects will
behave. For example, we expect co↵ee to remain in a stationary cup, but

2Baillargeon, Spelke, and Wasserman (1985) introduced the violation of expectation
procedure to test whether infants under nine months have object permanence (i.e., the
idea that objects out of sight continue to exist). Piaget (1929 [2007]) proposed that
infants under this age do not have object permanence, because they fail to retrieve
an attractive toy when it is hidden under a blanket. However, in Piaget’s test the
failure of the infants may be due to a number of other factors next to a lack of object
permanence, such as insu�cient motor control. To minimize task demands Baillargeon
et al. (1985) devised displays which only required infants to look longer at displays
when object permanence was violated.
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to flow out of a cup in which holes were drilled. When something happens
that violates these predictions, we are surprised. Prior to the test trials,
infants are exposed to habituation or familiarization trials to acquaint
them with various aspects of the test events. With appropriate controls,
evidence that infants look reliably longer at the unexpected than at the
expected event is taken to indicate that they (1) possess the expectation
under investigation, (2) detect the violation in the unexpected event, and
(3) are surprised by this violation. The term “surprise” is used here sim-
ply as a short-hand descriptor to denote a state of heightened attention
or interest caused by an expectation violation.

In Wynn’ s experiments, infants witnessed how a puppet was placed
on a stage. A screen was lowered, hiding the puppet, and they saw how
a second doll was placed behind the screen. If infants can perform the
addition 1 + 1 = 2, they should expect to see two objects once the screen
is lowered (Fig. 2.1a). Indeed, Wynn (1992) found that infants looked
longer when only one puppet was visible (1 + 1 = 1) than when two pup-
pets were visible (1 + 1 = 2). Similarly, infants who saw two puppets
on the stage, a screen placed in front of them, and one of the puppets
being taken away, looked longer at the event 2� 1 = 2 than at 2� 1 = 1,
which Wynn interpreted as evidence that they can perform simple sub-
tractions (Fig. 2.1b). More recently, McCrink and Wynn (2004) repeated
this experiment with larger numbers: infants were either presented with
possible arithmetical operations 5 + 5 = 10 and 10� 5 = 5, or impossible
results 5 + 5 = 5, 10 � 5 = 10. Also, the computer display allowed the
experimenters to control for the total surface area of the display, some-
thing that was not possible in the original 1992 experiment. Thus, in the
5 + 5 = 10 case the total surface area was made equal to the 5 + 5 = 5
condition. Again, the infants looked longer at the impossible results.

These experiments can be mapped onto the argument from devel-
opment as outlined earlier. First, a di↵erence in looking time between
correct and incorrect outcomes is observed (premise 1). This di↵erence
in looking time is attributed to a capacity of the infants to discriminate
between correct and incorrect arithmetical operations (premise 2). The
time span of five months is deemed to be insu�cient to enable infants
to learn to perform arithmetical operations through experience (premise
3). Hence, an innate ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect
arithmetical operations is posited (conclusion). As Wynn put it:
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Figure 2.1: Simple addition and subtraction tasks: (a) 1+1 = 1 or 2, (b)
2� 1 = 1 or 2, from Wynn (1992, 749, Fig. 1).

[I]nfants possess true numerical concepts—they have access to
the ordering of numerical relationships between small numbers
and can manipulate these concepts in a numerically meaning-
ful way [. . . ] The existence of these arithmetical abilities so
early in infancy suggests that humans innately possess the
capacity to perform simple arithmetical calculations, which
may provide the foundations of further arithmetical knowl-
edge (Wynn, 1992, 750).

Thus, like in the early philosophical arguments, mathematical knowledge
is taken to be innate, and to serve as a basis for the development of further
mathematical skills. The argument from early development relies on a
chain of inductions. The quality of each element in this chain determines
the validity of the argument. Its serial nature also means that one flaw
can potentially undermine the entire argument. To examine whether the
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conclusion is cogent, we will now look at some objections that have been
raised against each step in the chain.

2.2.1 Premise 1: Infants’ looking time di↵ers between cor-
rect and incorrect arithmetical operations

One possible way to call experiments like these into question is to doubt
the experimental procedure on which they are based. Experiments with
infants and animals are susceptible to the so-called Clever Hans e↵ect,
named after an early 20th-century horse that could allegedly solve arith-
metical operations. Among various verbal and calendar-related feats,
Hans could add, subtract, multiply, divide, and even work out fractions,
indicating the results by tapping his hoof. After careful examination, psy-
chologists found that Hans was sensitive to unconscious cueing of the au-
dience or its trainer. In particular, the skeptical inquiry of Oskar Pfungst
(1911 [2001]) revealed that Hans indeed was clever, but his abilities con-
sisted in detecting the subtle cues that his questioners or audience inad-
vertently provided. Even after debunking Hans’ alleged abilities, Pfungst
himself was unable to refrain from providing signals that the horse could
use.

To prevent observer-expectancy e↵ects, numerical cognition in ani-
mals and pre-verbal infants ought to be probed either without experi-
menter intervention or in double-blind designs in which the experimenter
is not aware of the correct answer. More generally, we have to be cau-
tious not to over-interpret the abilities of animals by anthropomorphizing
them. Whenever animals—including humans—show surprising arithmeti-
cal abilities we need to distinguish between ingenious trickery, natural
competence, and the results of extensive (unintentional) training. Ever
since then, many precautions are taken to eliminate Clever Hans e↵ects in
animal studies and developmental psychology. The experiments by Karen
Wynn and others conform to high standards (see Wynn, 1998a, for dis-
cussion). For example, infants are either seated in a car seat, or placed on
the lap of their parents who wear dark goggles so as not to see the exper-
imental conditions. Moreover, the looking times of infants are coded by
two independent observers who cannot see the experimental procedure,
i.e., they do not know when it switches from habituation to test, and
they do not know whether the infants are watching the unexpected or
the expected event. Statistical measures of interobserver agreement are
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made; only results with a high interobserver agreement are taken into ac-
count. Thus it is unlikely that the experimenters or parents influence the
judgments of the infants. The experimental setup, and the observed dif-
ferences in looking time are therefore usually accepted, also by opponents
of nativism.

2.2.2 Premise 2: This success is best explained by the
infants’ conceptual knowledge of number

This step is the most hotly debated by psychologists who prefer alterna-
tive empiricist explanations. For example, Marshall Haith (1998) consid-
ers a simpler perception-based alternative: in the case where 1 + 1 = 1,
infants are surprised because one of the objects disappears. If infants
still have lingering perceptual information about the one doll prior to
the screen being raised, next to that of the doll that is being placed be-
hind it, they should expect 2 dolls. This causes a mismatch between the
subjects’ purely perception-based expectation and the actual situation (1
doll). Hence, longer looking-times are caused by extremely long-term sen-
sory persistence of each object prior to its occlusion—the infants will look
longer at 1 + 1 = 1 without any arithmetical skills. A problem with this
alternative explanation is that it invokes a novel mechanism, long-term
sensory persistence. As there is no empirical evidence of its existence,
it would seem that this mechanism is invoked with the sole purpose of
providing a noncognitive account of these experiments. The novel mech-
anism is an ad hoc explanation, which makes it epistemically inferior to
the nativist explanation, which not only explains Wynn’s experimental
results, but can account for a large number of other findings in devel-
opmental psychology, such as the visual preference for face-like stimuli
(smileys) that infants exhibit immediately after birth (see e.g., Slater &
Quinn, 2001; Farroni et al., 2005), or the ability to detect words and gram-
matical structures in infants and young children (see, e.g., Hespos, 2007).
Nonetheless, some replications of Wynn (1992) have attempted to elimi-
nate this alternative account. Koechlin, Dehaene, and Mehler (1998), for
example, replicated the experiment with the puppets on rotating plat-
forms; the constant revolving of the puppets across the stage excludes
the possibility of extreme sensory persistence. Even under these condi-
tions, infants looked longer when they witnessed impossible outcomes of
subtractions and additions.
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Explaining the results in terms of a familiarity preference might be
a more promising noncognitive explanation. According to Cohen and
Marks (2002), infants look longer at 1 + 1 = 1 because they see only one
doll at the beginning of the experiment, when they are familiarized with
the setup by being seated in front of the theatre and watching one doll.
Similarly, they prefer 2�1 = 2 because during these familiarization trials
they more frequently see two dolls. To test this alternative explanation,
Cohen and Marks (2002) designed a series of experiments in which in-
fants were shown 0, 1, 2, and 3 objects as outcomes of 1 + 1 and 2 � 1
operations. The results were consistent with their interpretation of the
evidence: the infants looked much longer at 1 + 1 = 1 and 2� 1 = 2 than
at the other incorrect outcomes (1 + 1 = 0 or 3 and 2 � 1 = 0 or 3). To
control for this bias, Kobayashi, Hiraki, Mugitani, and Hasegawa (2004)
replicated Wynn’s experiment across modalities (visual and auditory).
In their experiments, five-month-olds were shown a computer-animated
version of Wynn’s experimental setup. Familiarizations consisted of 1, 2
or 3 dolls falling onto a platform, producing a distinctive thud with each
fall. In the 1 + 1 = 2 or 1 condition, infants watched a doll falling from
the top of the display onto a platform, making a distinct thud. After this,
a screen appeared in front of the doll, and the subjects heard a second,
similar thud. After the screen was lowered, they looked longer when only
one doll was present. Similar results were obtained for the subtraction
condition. Since this study controlled for possible familiarity preferences,
it indicates that familiarity alone cannot explain the experimental re-
sults. Berger, Tzur, and Posner (2006) replicated Wynn’s original setup:
six- to nine-month-olds saw incorrect and correct outcomes while their
brain activity was measured by electrodes placed on the scalp (a pro-
cedure known as Event Related Potentials). In the adult human brain,
there are well-described patterns of brain activation associated with error
detection. The infants’ brains, like those of adults, showed the same char-
acteristic pattern of error-detection during the incorrect outcomes. This
provides additional support for the cognitive interpretation of Wynn’s
experiments.

It appears that there is currently no rival explanation to innateness
that can account for the results of these experiments. However, the pre-
cise extent to which numerical cognition is innate, and what form this
innate numerical knowledge might have is still a matter of debate. As
we saw earlier, Wynn (1992) favored an account in terms of fairly ad-
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vanced conceptual cognition, namely that infants possess the ability to
reason about number and perform arithmetical operations. This is what
Laurence and Margolis (2007) have termed the strong nativist position on
numerical cognition. However, other authors have proposed more primi-
tive cognitive capacities to explain the results. For instance, Uller, Carey,
Huntley-Fenner, and Klatt (1999) have argued that the experiments show
that infants represent the objects that are being added and subtracted
not as integers, but as object files. According to this view, an object file
of two entities is represented as follows: there is an entity, and there is
another entity numerically distinct from it, and each entity is an object,
and there is no other object, i.e.,

(9x)(9y){(object[x] & object[y]) & x 6= y & 8z(object[z] ! [z =
x] _ [z = y])}.

This conception of numerosity is di↵erent from formal mathematical no-
tions, but it is compatible with the empirical data on infants. Although
most present-day psychologists agree that Wynn’s experiment does in-
dicate numerical knowledge in infants (e.g., Spelke & Kinzler, 2007; De-
haene, 2009), their interpretation favors a concept of number that is quite
di↵erent from the mathematical concept of natural number. We will re-
turn to this in section 2.3.

2.2.3 Premise 3: Because the capacity arises early in de-
velopment, it cannot have been learned through ex-
perience

One can never state with absolute certainty that an early-developed skill
is not the result of experience, except for skills that are tested immedi-
ately after birth, like face recognition. After all, as Haith (1998) observed,
infants of a few months old have had several hundreds of hours of waking
time, corresponding to millions of eye movements, which could have pro-
vided plenty of opportunity to benefit from visual experience. However,
in the case of arithmetic, visual experience alone seems insu�cient. Five-
month-old infants cannot voluntarily grasp and release objects: grasp is
present at 4 to 5 months, but voluntary release only at 9 months due to
persistence of the grasp reflex. Empiricist accounts of the acquisition of
arithmetical skills such as the one by Piaget (1952) propose that young
children learn the outcomes of arithmetical operations by placing objects
together, or taking some away, and observing the resulting number of
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objects. Infants of five months old, who can barely grasp and not re-
lease, cannot experiment in this way by adding or taking away objects to
predict the results of additions and subtractions.

Of course, this does not rule out other possible empirical ways in
which infants could have learned to predict the outcome of arithmetical
operations. It may well be that whether one takes an empiricist or na-
tivist perspective to interpret a given body of evidence depends on the
judgment of the experimenter, rather than on an unambiguous reading
of the evidence. Without a detailed empiricist rival explanation, nativist
developmental psychologists may be justified in claiming that these ex-
periments provide evidence for innate arithmetical knowledge, without
excluding the possibility of a future empiricist rival account.

2.2.4 Conclusion: The property in question is probably
innate

What does “innate” mean? Long before innateness was a scientific con-
cept, it was a philosophical and a folk concept. Today, under the influence
of cognitive ethology, it has a distinctly biological meaning (e.g., devel-
opmentally invariant) that it did not originally possess. The historical
example of the folk concept of force that was imported into physics il-
lustrates that such altered folk concepts can and do play a legitimate role
in science (Mameli & Bateson, 2006, 156). The folk concept innateness

is currently being imported into sciences as diverse as cognitive science,
embryology and paleoanthropology, where it gradually changes to fit the
purposes of these disciplines. Because innateness has been imported into
many diverging disciplines, the explanatory role it assumes within these
di↵ers. As a result, there is no general definition of “innateness” that
covers all disciplines.

Evolutionary psychologists (e.g., Barrett & Kurzban, 2006), for ex-
ample, equate innate traits with evolutionary adaptations. They place
an emphasis on universality and developmental invariance, e.g., cross-
cultural features of human mate selection are seen as evidence for evolved
preferences for desirable traits in mates (Buss & Schmitt, 1993). By con-
trast, developmental psychologists do not use explicit evolutionary frame-
works to reason about knowledge in infants. Their concept of innateness
is closer to its original philosophical meaning, which is roughly equivalent
to synthetic a priori. They consider cognitive traits to be innate if there is
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no correct developmental psychological account to explain how the infants
could have learned them. This is precisely the motivation behind the ar-
gument from early development. Because the explanation of innateness
depends on the discipline in which it is used, Samuels (2002) regards an
innate idea as one for which there is no correct scientific account within
that discipline. In the case of innate arithmetic, if developmental psy-
chologists cannot explain this ability as a result of learning, it becomes
“innate” by default within that discipline. This is not to say that there
would not be a correct scientific account for this ability in another dis-
cipline, such as cognitive neuroscience or genetics. For example, Molko
et al. (2003) found that people with Turner syndrome (i.e., phenotypic
women with only one X chromosome) do poorly in arithmetical tasks,
and that these subjects have structural di↵erences in their intraparietal
sulci compared to normal women. The intraparietal sulci are regarded
as among the neural areas that underlie numerical cognition (see also
subsection 3.3.2). In their study of monozygotic twins, Koten Jr. et al.
(2009) found a significant genetic influence on brain activation in tasks
involving digit working memory.

2.3 From intuitive to formal mathematical knowl-
edge

If nativist claims for mathematical principles turn out to be sound, how
can we assert that these skills are important for the development of math-
ematical knowledge? Although both claims (i.e., mathematical skills are
innate, and these innate skills form the basis of mathematical knowledge)
are logically independent, they are often conflated. Until recently, devel-
opmental psychologists assumed almost without question that the rudi-
mentary numerical capacities exhibited by infants and nonhuman animals
lie at the basis of more complex mathematical knowledge. Nevertheless,
the question of how these capacities give rise to mathematical theory
remains unresolved.

A wealth of empirical evidence suggests that the capacities to rep-
resent numerosities, to perform elementary arithmetical operations, and
to detect ordinal relationships between di↵erent collections of items are
present in infants and nonhuman animals (see e.g., Feigenson et al., 2004;
Dehaene, 2009, for an overview). It seems reasonable to suppose that
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such capacities form the precursors of formalized ways of reasoning about
numbers and arithmetic. But it remains di�cult to pinpoint the causal
arrow between intuitive and formal mathematical concepts. It is quite
possible that both domains are independent, i.e., that there is no over-
lap between intuitive and formal mathematical concepts, and that the
similarities are only superficial3.

In order to reconcile intuitive and formal numerical competence, three
possible ways are open to us. One strategy consists in attempting to char-
acterize preverbal numerical representations in terms of number theory.
If intuitive number concepts are in some way isomorphic to theoretical
number concepts, then it is conceivable that children can go from their
initial numerical skills to an understanding of natural numbers, negative
numbers, fractions and so on. A second strategy examines the process
of natural number acquisition in young children, and attempts to spot
parallels between this process and properties of number theory—if such
parallels exist, it is relatively unproblematic to explain the emergence of
formal number concepts in children. A third strategy is more indirect,
and attempts to show that intuitive number concepts are important for
the acquisition of more formalized arithmetical skills. This approach can
be situated within philosophical positions that emphasize mathematical
practice, rather than the theoretical foundations of mathematics. We will
critically discuss each position in turn.

2.3.1 Characterizing intuitive numbers formally

How can intuitive numerical representations be characterized? Several
mathematicians (e.g., Kronecker; Brouwer) accorded a privileged posi-
tion to the natural numbers in their attempt to find a foundation for
arithmetic: they thought that natural numbers were given through intu-
ition, and that from these we can construct all other numbers. However,
there is a mismatch between the natural numbers and the representa-
tions of cardinality by nonhuman animals and human infants. The latter
representations are imprecise; this imprecision increases rapidly with the
magnitude of the numerosities. For example, while newborns can reliably
discriminate between collections of two and three items, they fail to see

3This is the position taken by Rips, Bloomfield, and Asmuth (2008). According
to them, children learn arithmetic and the natural numbers by constructing abstract
mathematical schemas.
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the di↵erence between four and six, although the ratio di↵erence is iden-
tical (Antell & Keating, 1983). Likewise, in a classical study (Meck &
Church, 1983) in which rats were trained to press a lever n times (with
n ranging between 4 and 24), the animals became less and less accurate
as the required number of lever-presses increased. The same increasing
imprecision is also observed in adults who are required to make a number
of key presses or to estimate the number of light flashes at a rate that
makes counting impossible (Whalen, Gallistel, & Gelman, 1999).

To date, no nonhuman animal has mastered the open-ended structure
of numbers in a way that four-year-old human children in many cultures
have. Typically, chimpanzees and other animals can be taught to remem-
ber numerosities by learning each magnitude separately. In one study, a
female chimpanzee learned to associate arabic digits with cardinal values
by brute association. In the initial training of the number 2, she appar-
ently assumed that “2” meant “more than one”, eventually learning to
apply the arabic numerals “1”, “2” and “3” correctly. Instead of general-
izing this procedure to numbers greater than 3, she evidently went on to
assume that “3” meant more than two, which brought her competence at
assigning “4” correctly to chance level until she eventually also learned
4, and this up to 9 (Biro & Matsuzawa, 2001a). The insight that this
property can be generalized, i.e., that for every natural number n there
is a number n + 1, appears to be restricted to humans.

Interestingly, several human cultures seem to lack natural number
representations. As early as 1689, John Locke (book II, chapter 16) men-
tioned possible e↵ects of a limited numerical vocabulary on numerical
cognition: “Some Americans I have spoken with (who were otherwise of
quick and rational parts enough) could not, as we do, by any means count
to 1000; nor had any distinct idea of that number.” These Americans
were the Tououpinambos, a culture from the Amazon forest in Brazil,
who “had no names for numbers above 5.” More recent systematic in-
vestigations have also focused on Amazonian cultures. The Pirahã, a
Brazilian indigenous culture, do not possess words that denote natural
numbers (Gordon, 2004). The Pirahã language has only three standard-
ized words to denote cardinality, often translated as “one” (hói), “two”
(hóı) and “many” (baágiso). These terms are not used as count words, but
rather as approximations of perceived magnitude (not just cardinality).
For example, hói is used to denote single objects, but also as a synonym
for small (as in a small child). Hóı is used to denote a few items or a
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medium quantity, and baágiso is used for large items or large quantities
of items. One can ask “I want only one [hói] fish” to denote one fish, but
one cannot use this phrase to ask for one very large fish, except as a joke
(Everett, 2005).

The imprecision of the Pirahã number words was aptly demonstrated
in a series of experiments (Frank, Everett, Fedorenko, & Gibson, 2008) in
which Pirahã subjects were simply asked to say how many objects they
saw. In these experiments, Pirahã subjects were presented with arrays of
objects in increasing order (from 1 to 10) and asked to denote how many
items they saw. Subsequently, the items were presented in decreasing
order (from 10 to 1). The use of the terms hói, hóı and baágiso was not
consistent, but depended on the order in which the items were presented:
when objects were presented in increasing order, most subjects said that
6 items were baágiso, whereas in decreasing order, most subjects said hóı
when presented with the same 6 objects. Hence, the authors concluded
that the Pirahã language has no words that correspond to our concept of
natural numbers, not even in an approximate sense. Given that natural
numbers are not present in infants and nonhuman animals, and not even
in all human cultures, they are unlikely candidates to describe our innate
numerical skills.

Randy Gallistel and Rochel Gelman (2000) proposed that magnitudes
on the mental number line could be conceptualized as real numbers. Real
numbers di↵er from natural numbers in several interesting respects: the
latter are countable and discrete, whereas the former (e.g.,

p

2 or ⇡) are
uncountable and dense; they cannot be put into a one-to-one correspon-
dence with a list of items. Gallistel and Gelman chose reals, because they
are nondiscrete, like the representations of number in infants and nonhu-
man animals. As shown in Fig. 2.2, these can be illustrated by tuning
curves, which are normally distributed around given quantities. In the
rhesus monkey brain, individual neurons that respond to numerosity show
this approximation: neurons optimally responding to 4 items also exhibit
some activation for values between 2 and 6 (Tudusciuc & Nieder, 2007).
However, there is no evidence that nonhuman animals would be capable
of representing real numbers such as e or 1.01001000100001. Moreover, as
natural numbers form a subset of the real numbers, this account fails to
explain why animals are not able to master natural numbers. It remains
unclear how humans go from this kind of numerical concept to counting:
in contrast to natural numbers, there is no definite next tag within real
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numbers, e.g., for 1, any number greater than 1 could be a next tag,
including 1.1, rather than 2 (Laurence & Margolis, 2005). Conceptual-
izing intuitive number concepts in terms of reals, therefore, brings more
problems than it solves. It does not explain why most natural languages
conceptualize natural numbers, but not reals. In a review paper, Leslie,
Gelman, and Gallistel (2008) admit that this is a serious challenge for
their view:

We are left without an account of why our basic number con-
cepts—the ones picked out by language—should be integers
rather than reals. Or why, in counting, each discrete value
added to a magnitude should equal exactly 1, rather than
some [other] real number. Or why two counts of the same set
must yield the exact same number (Leslie et al., 2008, 213).

Whereas the set of natural numbers can be mapped onto a linear
scale, it remains unclear whether or not animals and infants represent
numerosities in this way. Their representations appear to be compressed
for larger magnitudes such that the perceived distance between 2 and 3 is
larger than the perceived distance between 22 and 23. This e↵ect of de-
creasing discriminability with increasing size is very robust, and has been
documented in nonhuman animals (Meck & Church, 1983), preschoolers
(Siegler & Booth, 2004), and in people from cultures with inexact num-
ber words (Dehaene, Izard, Spelke, & Pica, 2008). Hence, some authors
(Dehaene, 2003) have proposed that such estimations of numerosities con-
form to the natural logarithms (Ln) of these numbers (Fig. 2.2a). As can
be seen, the variability is fixed, i.e., around each value the variability of
responses follows the same normal distribution. As the logarithmic curves
overlap increasingly with their neighbors, higher numerosities are more
di�cult to tell apart—this explains why it is easier to tell 3 items from
4 than it is to discriminate 23 from 24. However, several psychologists
(e.g., Le Corre & Carey, 2007) disagree with this interpretation, and con-
tend that intuitive number representations, both in young children and
nonhuman animals, can be more accurately captured using a linear repre-
sentation with scalar variability (Fig. 2.2b). Scalar variability means that
the standard deviation of the estimate of some quantity is a linear func-
tion of its absolute value, i.e., the larger the value, the higher the standard
deviation, and the broader the tuning curves. Therefore, representations
of small collections up to 3 or 4 are reasonably accurate, whereas those of
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Figure 2.2: Two competing hypotheses on how intuitive numerosities are
represented: (a) logarithmic with fixed variability (after Dehaene, 2003),
and (b) linear with scalar variability (after Meck and Church, 1983).

larger numbers become increasingly imprecise and noisy (see also section
4.2). It remains di�cult to decide between logarithmic and scalar variable
representations because they yield similar predictions in most (but not
all) circumstances. For example, they both predict the distance e↵ect,
namely the fact that smaller numerosities are discriminated faster and
more accurately. In sum, the evidence taken together suggests that in-
tuitive number representations do not correspond to any well-established
set in number theory (such as natural numbers or reals), and there is cur-
rently no consensus as to how they can be best represented (logarithmic
or linear). Given the current state of a↵airs, attempts to characterize
preverbal number concepts in terms of number theory reveal little about
the relationship between intuitive and formal mathematical ideas.

2.3.2 Learning natural numbers through axiomatic sys-
tems

Some philosophers of mathematics focus on how children learn the natu-
ral numbers. If this learning process captures some significant properties
of axiomatizations of arithmetic, such an approach might highlight im-
portant psychological continuities between intuitive and formal concepts.
According to one account, children learn the natural numbers by adopting
the successor function, which is central to the Dedekind–Peano axioma-
tizations of arithmetic. The successor function is a primitive function,
which takes that if a given n is a natural number, so is its successor,
i.e., S(1) = 2, S(2) = 3, and so on. Many psychologists (e.g., Le Corre
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& Carey, 2007) regard the successor function as a crucial building block
in the understanding of numerosities. According to one popular account
(e.g., Carey, 2004), children learn to map the meanings of the words
for “one”, “two” and “three” onto their pre-existing intuitive represen-
tations of these quantities. This seems sensible, as nonhuman animals
can also easily discriminate between these small collections (e.g., Uller,
Jaeger, Guidry, & Martin, 2003). Moreover, preschoolers learn to cor-
rectly use the words “one”, “two” and “three” before they learn other
number words, often in a fixed order, i.e., first they learn one, then two,
and only then three (Wynn, 1990). Children then recognize the succes-
sor function within the first words of their counting list, and, through in-
duction, generalize this principle to higher number words (“four”, “five”,
and so on): if a numeral n refers to cardinal value n and p immediately
follows n in the count list then p refers to n + 1. A problem with this
account is that the Dedekind–Peano axioms do not characterize our ev-
eryday use of number words. Some authors (e.g., Rips et al., 2008) are
skeptical about the assumption that children can make the inductive step
from small numerosities to a list of counting words. For one thing, why
would children conclude that “two” refers to collections of exactly two
objects, rather than approximately two objects, as the Pirahã do? As we
have seen, nonhuman animals, even our closest relative the chimpanzee,
seem to be unable to do so, even after extensive training (Biro & Mat-
suzawa, 2001a).

Lieven Decock (2008) provides an alternative account in which equinu-
merosity (also known as Hume’s principle) rather than the successor func-
tion is conceptualized as the basis for learning natural numbers. Accord-
ing to this notion, if humans have the concept of collection, they can
discover that two collections have the same number of items by putting
their members into a one-to-one correspondence, either physically or by
means of a stably ordered verbal list of counting words or body parts. In-
deed, in many cultures, one-to-one correspondence is used to denote quan-
tities in this way. The Loboda, for example, are a Papua New Guinean
aboriginal culture where gift exchange plays an important role in the lo-
cal economy. To judge whether a gift is fairly distributed or reciprocated,
objects of a specific category (e.g., yams, bunches of tobacco) are piled
up or placed in baskets, and these collections are compared to each other.
Once the collections are of equivalent size, the Loboda know that the
distribution is fair, even though they do not know the exact cardinality
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(Thune, 1978). Also, some experiments (e.g., Jordan & Brannon, 2006)
suggest that infants can spontaneously detect equinumerosity: they can
match the number of talking heads they see on a screen to the number of
voices they hear. Still, Hume’s principle, as Rips et al. (2008) note, is not
su�cient to specify the natural numbers. It is consistent, for example,
with systems containing only a finite set of numbers, and with systems
that contain cardinals beyond the natural numbers, such as fractions. To
get positive integers only, one needs to invoke some additional definitions
that require successor series.

Both approaches share a similar problem. Even if the successor func-
tion or equinumerosity can provide a basis of arithmetic from a formal
point of view, this does not guarantee that either of them actually lies at
the basis of numerical abilities. These axiomatizations were never meant
to conceptualize everyday numerical skills, but rather to provide a con-
sistent foundation from which arithmetic could be derived. As Dedekind
(cited in Grei↵enhagen & Sharrock, 2006) remarked: “many a reader
will scarcely recognize in the shadowy forms which I bring before him
his numbers which all his life long have accompanied him as faithful and
familiar friends.” Conflating number theory with everyday practices of
counting may be a category mistake.

2.4 The importance of innate numerical skills for
mathematical practice

Everyday mathematical practice suggests a distinction between the foun-
dational work of axiomatizing mathematical theory and the daily work of
mathematicians. Dedekind noted that axiomatizations of arithmetic are
not meant to capture our everyday use of number; it is also interesting
to observe that mathematicians rely to an important extent on informal,
intuitive modes of reasoning, especially in the early stages of creativity.
In their description of the mathematical experience, Philip Davis and
Rueben Hersh (1983, 399) stress the importance of intuitive, everyday
mathematical practice, and go as far as to say, “[T]he study of mental
objects with reproducible properties is called mathematics. Intuition is
the faculty by which we can consider or examine these (internal, mental)
objects.”

In this way, everyday numerical practice, such as arithmetic or com-
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paring numerosities, is continuous with formal mathematics. Indeed, the
emphasis on formal aspects of mathematics, such as proofs, is a recent
phenomenon of western culture that seems absent in other cultures with
a rich mathematical tradition, like the medieval Islamic world or imperial
China. Even in western mathematics up to the 18th century mathe-
maticians were primarily concerned with getting results, and their suc-
cesses were many. It is doubtful whether these successes would have been
achieved had Leonhard Euler and his contemporaries been burdened by
the standards of rigor of today. In the early 19th century, this situation
changed dramatically: mathematicians such as Augustin-Louis Cauchy
and Bernard Bolzano demanded rigorous proofs of the theorems about
concepts that had hitherto been understood mainly intuitively. For ex-
ample, as early as 1629, Albert Girard wrote that any nth degree equa-
tion has n real roots—a first step toward what later became known as
the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra. However, it was not until 1806
that Jean-Robert Argand published a rigorous proof of it, for the first
time specifying that the theorem holds when the coe�cients are complex,
rather than real (Grabiner, 1986).

Today, intuitions have not disappeared in mathematical practice, as
William Thurston (2006) observes: mathematicians are born and encul-
turated in a rich fabric of pre-existing mathematical procedures and con-
cepts. Some of these ideas are akin to living oral traditions in that they
have never been published but yet are tacitly accepted by the mathemat-
ical community (as we have seen in subsection 1.1.3). Mathematicians
have accorded a privileged role to intuition as a source of creativity. The
initial belief that a proof may be correct, such as Andrew Wiles’ proof
of Fermat’s last theorem, usually does not depend on thorough scrutiny,
but on concurrence with high-level ideas (some might say gut feeling)
long before the details are checked.

Another reason to think that informal mathematical practice is im-
portant for the development of mathematics as a formal discipline is his-
torical. Whenever accurate historical accounts of mathematical practice
are available, we can observe that mathematical techniques develop in re-
sponse to practical needs. The elaborate mathematical tools developed in
Han dynasty China (202 BC–220 AD), which involved solutions to simul-
taneous linear equations with several unknowns, was concerned with the
needs of the early developing empire, and provided solutions for calculat-
ing taxes, dividing inheritance, and organizing large-scale public works (as
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we shall see in subsection 5.5.2). Medieval Islamic geometry was applied
to architecture, especially large-scale stone prestigious buildings (e.g., the
construction of a round cupola on the square basis of mausoleums), sea-
faring and the calculation of the q’ibla, the relative position of Mecca.
If it can be shown that innate mathematical abilities are indeed essen-
tial for the development of mathematical practice, then we have reason
to believe that these are in some way foundational for mathematics as a
formal science, as early nativists like Plato, Descartes, Leibniz and Kant
originally proposed.

To illustrate this line of reasoning, we again draw from the domain of
arithmetic. As we have argued in section 2.2, infants are able to predict
the outcomes of very simple arithmetical operations, but this does not
imply that this ability underpins the later development of more complex
arithmetical skills. Yet several lines of evidence suggest that innate arith-
metical skills are constitutive of later arithmetical competence. Gilmore,
McCarthy, and Spelke (2007) asked five-year-olds to solve symbolic arith-
metical tasks in verbal format or with arabic digits. The problems in-
volved large numbers, such that the preschoolers could not have learned
the outcomes yet, for example “Sarah has fifteen candies and gets nine-
teen more, John has fifty-one candies. Who has more candies?” Children
had about 73 % of the answers correct, significantly above chance, which
makes guessing as a strategy very unlikely. The authors then examined
possible reasons for the children’s successes. First, they looked at the
possibility that they might have learned some symbolic arithmetical facts
by heart (e.g., 5+9 = 14) and drew on these as a basis for other problems.
However, the subjects failed to provide correct solutions to exact prob-
lems of this form. Next, they examined whether or not children drew on
approximate arithmetic. They found that the accuracy depended on the
ratio between the numbers, a clear signature of approximate numerical
competence, which has also been found in monkeys—when rhesus mon-
keys perform arithmetical tasks, they also become increasingly imprecise
as the ratio di↵erence drops (Flombaum, Junge, & Hauser, 2005).

In agreement with the view that approximate arithmetical skills un-
derlie exact arithmetical performance, Halberda et al. (2008) showed that
teenagers who do well on approximate arithmetical tasks are more likely
to perform well on mathematics at school. A study by Barth et al. (2006)
found that both adults and preschoolers can perform additions and sub-
tractions approximately, without the use of symbolic aids. For example,
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in one experiment, inspired by Wynn’s procedure, the preschoolers were
shown a large number of blue dots. Then the blue dots were covered by
a screen, and some more blue dots were shown to go hiding behind the
screen. The children were then asked whether there were less or more
blue dots compared to a set of visible red dots. The subjects answered
well above chance level, indicating that approximate addition over large
numbers develops prior to extensive training on arithmetical principles.
Moreover, developmental dyscalculia, a disruption in the normal devel-
opment of mathematical skills in some children, is correlated with an
inability to grasp the concept of numerosity (Butterworth, 2005). Molko
et al. (2004) studied the brain structure of subjects with developmental
dyscalculia and found that their intraparietal sulci (which are implicated
in numerical cognition) showed abnormal structural properties.

Studies that measure di↵erences in brain activation (e.g., Venkatra-
man, Ansari, & Chee, 2005) indicate that nonsymbolic arithmetic acti-
vates brain regions that are very similar to those involved in symbolic
arithmetic. Regardless of whether subjects solve additions by looking at
collections of dots that are added together or by adding up arabic dig-
its, the intraparietal sulci show increased activation. Previous studies
that measured the individual activation in neurons of rhesus monkeys
(Tudusciuc & Nieder, 2007) indicate that the intraparietal sulci contain
number-sensitive neurons, which are sensitive to the cardinality of a col-
lection of items. Although these studies do not demonstrate a direct,
causal link between innate and formal mathematical knowledge, they sug-
gest that innate abilities are essential for the development of mathematical
skills.

If approximate numerical competences are important for the devel-
opment of formal mathematics, one would expect that people from cul-
tures without formal arithmetic can spontaneously figure out arithmetical
principles. The Yupno, a Papua New Guinean aboriginal people, do not
perform arithmetical operations, possibly because it has little practical
value for them. At the market, for example, objects are placed in piles of
a value of 10 toea; if one is interested in the product, one simply picks up
a heap and leaves a coin of 10 toea, which obviates the need for calcula-
tions. Jürg Wassmann and Pierre Dasen (1994) probed Yupno knowledge
of arithmetic, amongst others by asking subtractions in the form of bride
price problems, e.g., 17�9 became “you need 17 pigs to pay a bride price,
and you have already given 9 pigs to your prospective father-in-law. How
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many pigs do you still need?” Subjects could calculate the subtractions
by recasting them into additions, in this case, by adding up from 9 and
determining how much is needed to reach 17—in other words, they spon-
taneously figured out a relationship between addition and subtraction. In
another experiment, monolingual children who spoke either Warlpiri or
Anindilyakwa, two Australian aboriginal languages lacking exact number
words, were asked to divide 6 or 9 discs among three toy bears. Despite
their unfamiliarity with division, most children successfully solved the
problem by using a one-to-one correspondence strategy, giving each toy
a disc until all were divided (Butterworth, Reeve, Reynolds, & Lloyd,
2008). Several Oksapmin adolescents from a Papua New Guinean culture
with a 29-part body-part counting system (for an illustration see Fig. 4.1
on p. 121) spontaneously developed an ingenious method for solving ad-
ditions and subtractions by slightly modifying their body-part counting
system. To calculate 7 + 5, they started counting at the body part that
denotes 7, i.e., “right lower arm”. While counting, they used the words
from 1 to 5, i.e., the words from “right thumb” to “right pink”. Once
this count was completed, they could check where they ended up, which
in this case was “right ear”, denoting 12 (Saxe, 1985). These examples,
while far from a systematic cross-cultural comparative study, suggest that
intuitions about basic arithmetical operations are shared across cultures.

Of course, there are many cross-cultural di↵erences in the way arith-
metical operations are solved, in the base-sizes that are used, and in the
way numerals are denoted. Yet, to date, no culture has been found where
arithmetic deviates widely, e.g., where 2+2 is consistently taken to equal
5. Across cultures, simple arithmetical operations like addition and sub-
traction have the same underlying structure, even though the manner in
which results are obtained can vary widely.

2.5 Concluding remarks

In the history of philosophy, mathematics has often served as a paradig-
matic example of innate ideas. Although nativism hardly figures in cur-
rent philosophy of mathematics, it is an important guiding principle in
developmental psychological investigations of mathematical knowledge.
This chapter has provided a detailed analysis of the claim by Karen
Wynn (1992) and other developmental psychologists that knowledge of
some principles of arithmetical operations is innate, by spelling out the
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argumentative structure in detail and by examining some responses to
objections against this claim. Our examination of possible relationships
between intuitive and formal arithmetic indicates that there are good
reasons to think that innate numerical abilities play a significant role in
the development of arithmetic competence, even though intuitive num-
ber concepts do not correspond to any established set in number theory,
and even though children’s learning of number does not clearly follow
axiomatizations of number.

This proposal does not solve the problem of how exactly children go
from intuitive numerical skills to arithmetic. A satisfying account of this
likely involves both internal and external cognitive factors, such as the
use of symbolic representation systems or finger counting as epistemic
tools, as we shall see in chapters 4 and 5. Our discussion of arithmetic
corroborates the view, defended by early nativist philosophers, that math-
ematical skills have a cognitive basis, and that this provides a foundation
for more formalized mathematical knowledge.



CHAPTER 3

WHY ARE SOME NUMERICAL CONCEPTS MORE
SUCCESSFUL THAN OTHERS? AN

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE
HISTORY OF NUMBER CONCEPTS

This chapter is an updated and adapted version of De Cruz, H. (2006).
Why are some numerical concepts more successful than others? An evo-
lutionary perspective on the history of number concepts. Evolution and
Human Behavior, 27, 306–323.

Abstract

In the history of mathematics one can observe that some numerical con-
cepts were more pervasive than others. A possible way to explain the
di↵erential spread and survival of cultural concepts is the epidemiology of
culture. This approach explains the relative success of cultural concepts as
a function of their fit with intuitions provided by evolved cognitive capac-
ities. A wealth of recent evidence from animal, infant, and neuroimaging
studies suggests that human numerical competence is rooted in an evolved
number module. This study adopts an epidemiological perspective to ex-
amine the cultural transmission of numerical concepts in the history of
mathematics. Drawing on historical and anthropological data on num-
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ber concepts, it will demonstrate that positive integers, zero, and negative
numbers have divergent cultural evolutionary histories owing to a distinct
relationship with the number module. These case studies provide evidence
for the claim that some aspects of mathematics can be explained in terms
of evolved cognitive abilities that are universal in our species.

3.1 The cultural evolution of numerical concepts

Ways to denote numerical concepts, such as symbolic representations of
positive integers, are the result of cultural evolution, a gradual accumu-
lation of mathematical knowledge within di↵erent cultures (e.g., Chriso-
malis, 2010; De Cruz, Neth, & Schlimm, 2010). Nevertheless, as will be
reviewed in section 3.3, recent evidence from animal and infant studies
suggests that mathematical concepts do not only have a cultural basis,
but that they are also rooted in an evolved number sense (in the terminol-
ogy of Dehaene, 1997) that does not require cultural transmission for its
development. At present, the question to what extent this evolved num-
ber sense influences cultural transmission has not been fully explored. In
chapter 2, we saw that a compelling case can be made for the continuity
between innate and cultural arithmetical skills, but an account of how
the two are related has not been outlined yet. David Geary (1995) per-
suasively argued that most advanced mathematical knowledge can only
be acquired as a result of deliberate and sustained practice that is es-
pecially designed and maintained for this purpose. This view, however,
does not exclude the possibility that innate numerical intuitions continue
to influence the transmission of cultural mathematical concepts. As we
saw in subsection 1.3.1, both proposals are compatible: it is plausible
that mathematics crucially requires deliberate practice in an institution-
alized environment, but that it nevertheless critically builds on evolved,
unlearned numerical and other skills that emerge early and spontaneously
in human development.

This chapter aims to explore the role of our innate number sense in
the transmission of cultural numerical concepts. To this end, I adopt an
epidemiological approach (Sperber, 1985, 1996) to explain the di↵erential
success of positive integers, zero, and negative numbers as a function of
their relationship with innate cognitive abilities. The chapter begins with
an overview of the relationship between conceptual modularity and cul-
tural transmission. It takes as a starting point the perspective that the
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mind consists of many specialized conceptual modules and examines how
human culture can be explained in terms of cognitive modularity. Next,
I review experimental evidence from cognitive ethology, developmental
psychology, and neuroscience that indicates that humans and other verte-
brates share a highly specialized neural system for detecting numerosities
in the environment. I then examine the cultural transmission of three
types of numerical concepts—positive integers, zero, and negative num-
bers—through an epidemiological lens. Each of these concepts displays
a di↵erent type of cultural transmission, owing to a distinct relationship
with the number sense.

3.2 Cognitive modularity and the epidemiology
of culture

3.2.1 Cognitive modularity

Animal brains enable them to behave adaptively even in situations that
they have not previously encountered. How does the brain create adap-
tive responses based on underdetermined sensory input? Evolutionary
psychologists (e.g., Barrett & Kurzban, 2006) contend that the brain
consists of many specialized systems—cognitive modules—that have their
own specific way of dealing with a given subset of computational prob-
lems, in other words, they are domain-specific. Taking this a step fur-
ther, authors like Dan Sperber (1994), Randy Gallistel (1995) and Peter
Carruthers (2006) have adopted the view that the brains of humans and
other animals are massively modular, i.e., most (or all) cognitive processes
are modularly organized. For the purpose of this chapter, it is important
to point out that the evolutionary psychological concept of modularity has
some a�nities with Fodor’s (1983) concept of mental modularity, such as
functional specialization and domain-specificity1. However, there are also
striking di↵erences: in contrast to Fodor, evolutionary psychologists (e.g.,
Barrett, 2005; Pinker, 1997) do not restrict modularity to perceptual and

1Fodor (1983) introduced a list of nine features that mental modules are expected
to correspond to: domain specificity, informational encapsulation (modules do not
receive information from other modules), mandatory operation (modules are triggered
in a reflex-like way), speed, shallow output, characteristic ontogeny, inaccessibility to
consciousness, associated with a fixed neural architecture, subject to characteristic
patterns of breakdown.
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linguistic input, but argue that many central domains of cognitive pro-
cessing (including reasoning and memory) are modularly organized. Also,
they do not consider informational encapsulation to be a central or even
an important feature of modularity, rather, the crucial property appears
to be functional specialization. This functional specialization is argued to
arise as a consequence of natural selection, as specialized systems are bet-
ter at solving distinct problems than a single holistic processor (Cosmides
& Tooby, 1994a).

The main evolutionary arguments in defense of functional specializa-
tion are engineering constraints, functional incompatibility and computa-
tional tractability. Engineering constraints were invoked as early as 1962,
when Herbert Simon argued that modular cognitive systems are more ef-
ficient than holistic ones in his discussion of two fictitious watchmakers;
one makes his watches holistically, the other works in a modular fashion.
Each time the holistic watchmaker has to put down his work, for instance,
to answer the phone or to blow his nose, the watch immediately falls to
pieces. In contrast, the modular artisan works by putting together sub-
assemblies that form larger assemblies. If he has to interrupt his work,
he loses only a small part of it. David Marr (1982) likewise argued that
vision has evolved in a modular way, hypothesizing that biological subsys-
tems evolve in such a way that adding extra components does not change
the performance of the overall system:

This principle is important because if a process is not designed
in this way, a small change in one place has consequences
in many other places. As a result, the process as a whole
is extremely di�cult to debug or to improve, whether by a
human designer or in the course of natural evolution, because
a small change to improve one part has to be accomplished by
many simultaneous, compensatory changes elsewhere (Marr,
1982, 102).

Accordingly, Marr hypothesized that the processing of di↵erent types of
visual input, such as colors, motions and lines, are subserved by di↵erent
areas of the visual cortex, a prediction that has since been confirmed
(e.g., Zeki et al., 1991). An implicit assumption of arguments that invoke
engineering constraints is adaptationism, i.e., the view that the most
e�cient cognitive architecture will be e↵ectively realized, or di↵erently
put, that our minds have evolved in such a way that their structure is close
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to optimal to deal with the selective pressures our ancestors encountered
(Samuels, 2000). However, natural selection works more like a tinkerer
than like an engineer (Jacob, 1977); we should therefore not expect that
mental modules map perfectly onto cognitive structures. Pleiotropy2, for
example, could result in the evolution of suboptimal cognitive systems
(see also chapter 9). Moreover, as Samir Okasha (2003) has argued, even
if adaptationism is true, modularity does not automatically follow. At
best, we can conclude that the mind is probably equipped with a lot of
innate mental content. A nonmodular mind stocked with innate mental
content is a theoretical possibility. Therefore, engineering constraints by
themselves do not provide a compelling argument to infer that the human
mind is modularly organized.

A stronger case for functional specialization can be made by invok-
ing functional incompatibility: if many problems encountered by humans
and other animals are mutually incompatible, we can expect that natural
selection has crafted a dedicated solution for each recurrent evolutionary
problem. For instance, our species has a rich social life that requires spe-
cialized social cognition. Social relationships come in many forms: we
make friends, avoid fights, and have to assess whether or not we can trust
someone. The rules we observe for making friends are not the same as
those we use when detecting cheaters; thus, evolutionary psychologists
(e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, 1994b) argue that these two abilities are proba-
bly governed by separate modules. Behavioral ecologists like David Sherry
and Daniel Schacter (1987) have argued that some species of bird re-
quire multiple memory systems. Some birds, such as black-capped chick-
adees (Poecile atricapillus), sing songs and retrieve previously cached food
items. Both abilities draw critically on memory, but the type of memory
that is required is quite di↵erent in each case. Song learning takes place
in a critical learning period, usually when the male bird is a fledgling,
with the songs of adult males of the same species as models. Once the
bird has acquired a song, it will keep this throughout its lifetime, as it
is a way to signal its presence to (potential) mates and competitors. By
contrast, food caching requires that a bird update its memory each year
with the new locations of caching sites. Sometimes, cached food needs to
be relocated to prevent pilferage by other birds. Remembering caching
sites does not rely on a critical learning period, but requires continuous

2One gene influencing more than one trait.
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updating. The functional requirements of song learning and food caching
are thus not compatible, so we can infer that bird species that have both
behaviors evolved two separate memory systems that deal with these mu-
tually incompatible tasks. The functional incompatibility argument is in
some respects stronger than the engineering argument, because it does
not presuppose adaptationism, and it can provide a solution to Okasha’s
(2003) question of why we should expect modular rather than nonmodular
innate knowledge. According to the functional incompatibility argument,
natural selection favors modular cognitive architectures not because it
would be the best solution, but because it would be the only solution. If
correct, the functional incompatibility argument has considerable power
and would provide a serious challenge to nonmodularists.

Unfortunately, functional incompatibility of cognitive tasks has not
been actively researched, except in the domain of artificial intelligence.
In those studies, it turns out that modular neural networks are much
more e�cient at learning tasks with conflicting demands than holistic
ones (e.g., Jacobs, Jordan, & Barto, 1991; Wagner & Altenberg, 1996).
It remains to be investigated, however, to what extent functional incom-
patibility is a property of natural neural systems. For instance, the visual
detection of mechanical versus biological motion appears to be subserved
by distinct neural areas, as was shown in a study in which geometric
shapes, such as circles and triangles, that were engaged in either mechan-
ical or social motions (Martin & Weisberg, 2003). Mechanical motions,
such as collisions, or a conveyor belt, activate the middle temporal gyrus,
whereas social motions, such as chasing or dancing, activated the ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex and superior temporal sulci. One could make a
plausibility argument that both types of visual analysis are subserved by
di↵erent neural areas (anatomical modules) because of their functional
incompatibility—after all, our predictions of the behavior of inanimate
objects are widely di↵erent from those of animate objects (e.g., only the
latter can move on their own accord).

Computational tractability is a concept from artificial intelligence and
cognitive science, and is a requirement that is formulated in the com-
putational theory of mind. The computational theory of mind specifies
that cognitive processes must ultimately be reducible to mindless, me-
chanical operations (i.e., Turing-computable operations), for otherwise
we would be faced with homunculi, minds within minds, and a potential
infinite regress of minds. How do human and other animal minds ac-
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complish this? According to evolutionary psychologists (e.g., Cosmides
& Tooby, 1994b), we can expect the brain to be modular because what
counts as fit (appropriate) behavior di↵ers markedly from domain to do-
main. For example, sex with close kin should be avoided because the
resulting o↵spring has a higher probability of congenital disorders. By
contrast, helping close kin (e.g., sharing food) increases inclusive fitness.
To make interactions with kin computationally tractable, we need dis-
tinct modules to allow for inclusive fitness-increasing behavior like incest
avoidance or nepotism. On the basis of this, Lieberman, Tooby, and Cos-
mides (2003) suggest that humans have specialized cognitive mechanisms
that help them to avoid incest with people with whom they have shared
most of their childhood, as these are likely to be close genetic relatives.
However, Lawrence Shapiro and William Epstein (1998) propose that the
argument from computational tractability may be conflating cognitive
processes with their tasks: tightening screws requires a turn to the right
and loosening them requires a turn to the left, yet we do not need two
di↵erent types of screwdrivers to perform these di↵erent tasks. Analo-
gously, cognitive systems do not require a new module each time they are
confronted with a new cognitive task. Indeed, as the successful adoption
of novel behaviors (novel in evolutionary terms) such as playing chess
or reading and writing illustrates, ancient cognitive capacities are often
successfully co-opted to solve novel tasks. Thus, modular theories need
to be more explicit about which types of cognitive tasks they expect to
be modularly organized.

Evolutionary psychologists also invoke the learnability argument, ac-
cording to which organisms are regularly faced with problems that are
too di�cult to learn through trial-and-error learning within an individ-
ual’s lifetime (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994b). For example, male house mice
kill any neonate in their territory, except when they have mated 18 to
22 days before. During this period, when the possibility exists that the
neonate is their o↵spring, they switch to nurturing behavior (Kummer,
1995). Given that insemination in house mice is internal, it seems vastly
unlikely that individual males of this species would have been able to
learn the connection between their mating and the genetic relationship of
neonates to themselves by experience. By contrast, natural selection is
capable of modifying behavior of house mice in this way. The function of
modules is to solve adaptive problems: when a distinct adaptive problem
arises, a modular architecture is, according to evolutionary psychologists
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(e.g., Frankenhuis & Ploeger, 2007), the most e�cient solution. However,
even though the learnability argument provides strong reasons to accept
innately regulated behaviors, it does not specifically vindicate modularity.
Although the theoretical reasons that have been proposed for modularity
are at present not watertight, it may nevertheless be fruitful to accept
modularity on a case-by-case basis, using a consilience of inductions from
diverse disciplines. As Sperber (1996) and Barrett and Kurzban (2006)
have pointed out, if modularity is indeed a natural property of cognition,
it may not always reveal itself as conveniently and clear-cut as Fodor
(1983) or Cosmides and Tooby (1994b) proposed. In that case, its char-
acteristics may be something to be empirically discovered.

Current models of modularity have extensively relied on metaphors
and a priori reasoning. Evolutionary psychologists have likened mod-
ules to “Swiss army knives” (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994a), “elegant ma-
chines” (Tooby & Cosmides, 1995), “enzymes” (Barrett, 2005). While
such metaphors can be useful in the early stages of scientific research
(as will be argued in chapter 7), they are becoming more of a hindrance
than a help. Because the similarity between target and source domains
of metaphors is never complete, metaphors can be misleading and can
foster expectations that are not borne out by the data. Machine-based
metaphors, such as Swiss army knives and elegant machines elicit expec-
tations of optimality and e�ciency (Pigliucci & Boudry, 2011), but as
argued earlier, we cannot be sure that naturally evolved cognitive sys-
tems are optimally designed. Jerry Fodor’s (1983) model of modularity
is not based on metaphors but on a priori reasoning, in particular his
attempt to unite cognitivism with behaviorism. Fodor sought to unite
the emerging cognitivist account of reasoning, which states that reason-
ing is sophisticated and smart, with the older behaviorist point of view,
according to which reasoning processes are elicited by the environment in
a reflex-like, involuntary, manner. He called cognitive tools that combine
these features “modules”. In his attempt to keep some elements from the
behaviorist research program, he insisted that modules are reflex-like and
informationally encapsulated. More recently, Fodor (2000) stresses that
informational encapsulation is indeed central to his theory of modularity.
Today, behaviorism does not enjoy the status it had some decades ago,
and even then, comparative psychologists regarded this research program
increasingly as degenerative in a Lakatosian sense (see Lockard, 1971, for
review). Therefore, informational encapsulation may not be a central or
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even an important property of modularity (McCauley & Henrich, 2006).
From a physicalist perspective, cognition is a function of physical,

neural structures and their interactions with the environment. If this
perspective is correct, we should let our theories of modularity be guided
by empirical results from disciplines that study the development and func-
tion of the architecture of the mind. These include cognitive neuroscience,
developmental psychology, and cognitive psychology. If we accept a realist
view on mental modularity, we must take into account that its proper-
ties may not always correspond to theoretical, metaphorical views, but
rather, that they are something to be empirically discovered. Just like
early models of the atom, which were based on a priori theories, gradually
got replaced by empirically-informed theories, theories of mental modu-
larity should be more firmly grounded in neuroanatomical, neuroscientific
and cognitive and developmental psychological empirical findings. When
experiments in the 19th century disproved the ancient Greek idea that
atoms are indivisible and solid entities, the model of the atom was re-
vised, rather than abandoned. Similarly, the advances of neuroscience
and developmental and cognitive psychology over the past decades, in-
cluding the invention of functional neuroimaging (see below, subsection
3.3.2) and the looking time procedure (see section 2.2), should lead us
to propose a more empirically-informed concept of modularity. If a par-
ticular solution to a computational problem is observed in many species,
arises early and spontaneously in development, is associated with a fixed
neural architecture that is reliably associated with the task regardless of
modality, and is subject to characteristic patterns of breakdown follow-
ing injury, we have plausible reasons to accept that this behavior may
be subserved by a cognitive module (Atran, 2001). As we shall see in
section 3.3, there are good indications that numerical cognition may be
subserved by a number module.

3.2.2 Epidemiological approaches to culture

One theoretical objection that is sometimes leveled against modularity
is that it cannot explain cultural innovations (see e.g., Carruthers, 2006,
for discussion). Most elements of human culture are too novel and too
variable to be the specific output of any module. Opera, oil refineries,
priesthood celibacy, and kayaks to hunt seals from are all recent cultural
inventions. Dan Sperber (1994), who is an advocate of massive modular-
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ity, proposed a solution to this problem by drawing a distinction between
proper, actual and cultural domains of modules. The proper domain is
the reason a module exists; it defines the function of the module and
is part of its evolutionary history. The term “proper” is closely related
to the way the term is used in teleosemantics (see e.g., Millikan, 1984):
it is the evolutionary function the module has acquired, which enhances
the fitness of its owner (see also section 8.1). For example, the proper
domain of the face-recognition module is human faces: it is neurally sub-
served by an area in the fusiform gyrus (the so-called fusiform face area)
that responds strongly to face-like stimuli (Kanwisher, McDermott, &
Chun, 1997). Presumably, this module evolved in humans and other pri-
mates as a result of the complex social interactions that primates have
to entertain. As they have rather limited olfactory capacities, they have
to rely on vision rather than smell to recognize conspecifics (Pascalis &
Bachevalier, 1998). The actual domain is the set of stimuli to which the
module responds, whether it belongs to its proper domain or not. For
the face-recognition module, its actual domain consists not only of real
human faces but also of photographs of human faces, and even faces of
nonhuman animals such as cats (Tong, Nakayama, Moscovitch, Weinrib,
& Kanwisher, 2000). The slight mismatch between proper and actual do-
mains is systematically exploited in human culture (Sperber & Hirschfeld,
2004; De Smedt & De Cruz, 2010), giving rise to the cultural domain of
modules. Because humans acquire most of their information through cul-
tural transmission, a large part of domain-specific knowledge is cultural.
Modules are likely to respond to cultural stimuli that have a strong con-
currence with their proper domains. Masks, for example, are part of the
artistic traditions of many cultures; they tap into the face-recognition
module by exaggerating some of the prominent characteristics of faces
(e.g., eyes and mouth). Culturally transmitted domain-specific concepts
can flourish even if they have no basis in the real world, such as imaginary
creatures and, as will be argued in this chapter, numerical concepts. Such
concepts are part of the cultural domain of specific modules, e.g., dragons
and unicorns belong to the cultural domain of modules that underlie our
folk biology.

Not all cultural representations are equally successful: some occur
much more frequently than unconstrained variation would predict. Al-
though ecological relevance may account for the success of some cultural
ideas (e.g., hunting techniques), it does not plausibly account for the
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salience of seemingly less useful ideas (e.g., religious concepts). As Kim
Sterelny (2007) observed, historically Inuit had a close to optimal tech-
nology, including streamlined kayaks and highly e�cient weapons, but
they also had less useful beliefs, such as nonexistent dangerous giant fish
and birds, that they took pains to avoid. This has led anthropologists like
Sperber (1996) and Boyer (2002) to suggest that cultural transmission is
biased by evolved psychological predispositions.

Sperber (1985, 1996) has developed this relationship between culture
and cognition as a model of cultural evolution, which he terms the epi-
demiology of representations. According to this model, all things being
equal, cultural traits that have a close match to the pre-existing intuitions
from cognitive modules enjoy a higher success than cultural traits with
a poor correspondence to cognitive modules. Such intuitive concepts are
found widely across cultures. They cluster around a small set of recur-
rent features, such as folk biology, folk psychology, and folk physics (see
subsection 6.2.1). These bodies of knowledge develop in young children
without explicit teaching (Atran, 1998). For example, regardless of cul-
ture, humans have a folk psychology that explains the behavior of other
agents in terms of an internal belief–desire psychology. Observable actions
(such as verbal communications) are explained in terms of unobservable
beliefs, desires and intentions. An explicit mastery of belief–desire psy-
chology typically occurs by 4 to 5 years of age, when children acquire the
ability to understand and predict false beliefs (for a cross-cultural study,
see e.g., Callaghan et al., 2005). Of course, there is cultural variation in
folk psychology, such as a greater emphasis on personal motivation within
western cultures and a greater recognition of the role of one’s family in
East-Asian societies (see Nisbett, 2003, for a review), but such cultural
elaborations are implicitly learned and are typically part of normal and
spontaneous cognitive development during infancy and childhood.

Next to intuitive concepts, psychological evidence indicates that mini-
mally counterintuitive cultural traits, such as religious concepts, may also
have a transmission advantage. They have a limited number of features
that violate intuitive assumptions, but conform to most of our intuitive
expectations. “Counterintuitive” is a notion with a wide range of mean-
ings. The cognitive anthropologist Pascal Boyer (2002) has used this
term in the fairly restrictive sense of a violation of ontological expecta-
tions. According to Boyer (2002), we conceptualize the world in terms of
broad intuitive ontological categories such as person, animal, plant, and
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solid object (see also subsection 6.2.1). For each of these broad categories,
humans have a corresponding set of ontological expectations. For exam-
ple, we expect from a solid object, such as a stone, that it does not move
by itself but rather that it requires an external source to be set in motion,
whereas we expect that animals are able to move by themselves. Several
experimental studies indicate that these ontological expectations emerge
early in development, often already in infancy. According to Boyer, min-
imally counterintuitive concepts provide a cognitive optimum because
they activate evolved inference systems that support inductive inferences.
This makes them easy to represent. Next to that, they capture our atten-
tion by violating a limited number of intuitive ontological assumptions.
This provides a plausible explanation for the cultural success of religious
ideas, which often have minimally counterintuitive elements, such as eat-
ing mountains, weeping statues or invisible agents (Pyysiäinen, Linde-
man, & Honkela, 2003). Ghosts, for instance, violate intuitive physics
because they can walk through walls or disappear at will. On the other
hand, they behave in accordance with folk psychology by having beliefs,
desires, and social intercourse. There is considerable cross-cultural ex-
perimental evidence to suggest that minimally counterintuitive concepts
enjoy a transmission advantage over other types of concepts (e.g., Boyer
& Ramble, 2001; Barrett & Nyhof, 2001).

Lastly, nonintuitive concepts are relatively rare across cultures. Such
concepts typically violate a large number of intuitions, making it di�cult
to represent them coherently or to generate predictions and inferences.
Scientific theories typically contain many nonintuitive concepts. Take
the current model of the substance of matter in particle physics, which
conceptualizes objects as composed mostly of empty space and of tiny
particles. These particles are not objects, but rather entities with a po-
sition that is not fixed, and that is described as statistical occurrences
(quantum states). This picture is incompatible with our intuitive no-
tion of objects that we share with other primates, namely that objects
are solid things, that adhere to the principles of coherence, cohesion and
continuity (Sullivan, 2009; Spelke, 1990). It is hard to have an intuitive
notion of the particle physical theory of matter. Our representation of
this is therefore purely reflective (see also subsection 1.2.2). Some the-
ological concepts, such the Trinity, which conceptualizes three persons
that share the same essence and are therefore one being, also fall in this
category. As we saw in subsection 1.3.1, the transmission of nonintuitive
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concepts can only be sustained in highly institutionalized contexts, where
long training and external storage of information overcome the cognitive
limitations of individual learners.

In sum, it can be argued that there are not one but several tracks of
cultural transmission because cultural concepts activate di↵erent cogni-
tive modules (Boyer, 1998). Because each module imposes its own organi-
zation on a distinct type of knowledge, it is crucial to examine how these
modules work. To explain patterns of cultural transmission of numerical
concepts, we need a detailed account of how they interact with intuitions
provided by the number module. In the next section, I briefly review the
experimental literature that supports the existence of a number module.

3.3 Number as the proper domain of a concep-
tual module

Numbers are abstract representations that seem far removed from ele-
mentary sensory data. They appear to imply knowledge of language:
arithmetic, counting, and more complex computations involving numbers
rely on linguistic tools. It seems, therefore, unlikely that numbers could
constitute the proper domain of one or more dedicated modules. On
the other hand, number is a basic property of the environment. From
an evolutionary perspective, stable properties of the environment that
yield potentially useful information can exert selective pressures on ner-
vous systems in animals. Therefore, we can expect that modules that
infer gravitational pull, color, or numerosities3 occur in many species.
Recognizing numerosities provides animals with a mechanism to reduce
complicated forms of input (discrete objects or events distributed in time
or space) to simple numerical relationships, thus making them more com-
putationally tractable.

3.3.1 Numerical competence in nonhuman animals, hu-
man infants, and adults

Current experimental evidence from diverse disciplines suggests that num-
bers are more than a cultural invention and that human numerical com-

3When discussing human and other animals’ intuitive knowledge of number, I use
the term “numerosities” to refer to the cardinalities, rather than “numbers”. The term
“number” will be restricted to more formal, mathematical ways to discern cardinalities.
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petence has its roots in cognitive evolution. As we shall see in this sub-
section, numerical competence is present in human infants, prior to their
schooling or even language acquisition. Similar capacities have been found
in animals even in the absence of training. Furthermore, functional neu-
roimaging studies strongly suggest that number processing rests on a
distinct neural circuitry. Based on this, scientists from various disciplines
(e.g., Dehaene, 1997; Butterworth, 1999) have argued that humans and
other vertebrates share an evolved number sense, a specialized neural
mechanism for detecting numerosities in the environment.

The evolutionary roots of numerical abilities are perhaps best illus-
trated by animals that spontaneously use numerical cues when making
adaptive decisions. For example, lionesses decide whether or not to at-
tack an intruding group based on a comparison of the number of unfa-
miliar roaring individuals they hear and the number of members of their
pride present (McComb, Packer, & Pusey, 1994). Animals also rely on
numerical cues to guide their foraging decisions: when presented with
two patches of food items, both honey bees (Dacke & Srinivasan, 2008)
and red-backed salamanders (Uller et al., 2003) go for the larger quan-
tity. These and other animal studies (e.g., Kilian, Yaman, von Fersen, &
Güntürkün, 2003; Rugani, Regolin, & Vallortigara, 2008) indicate that
nonhuman animals are able to distinguish between 1, 2 and 3, but that
they fail to discriminate 3 from 4 or 4 from 6. The observation that only
humans are able to represent numbers larger than 3 precisely is robust;
even chimpanzees after long periods of training never reach 100 % accu-
racy on number discrimination tasks that involve more than 4 items (see
also section 2.3.1). The exact representation of numerosities in nonhuman
animals is thus limited to n < 4. However, animals are able to compare
large numerosities in an approximate sense. For example, guppies are able
to discriminate between groups of 4 and 8 fish when deciding which shoal
to join (Bisazza, Pi↵er, Serena, & Agrillo, 2010); rhesus monkeys expect
that 4 + 4 = 8 and not 4 (Flombaum et al., 2005)4. Larger numbers re-
quire larger ratio di↵erences in order to be distinguished, a phenomenon
known as the Weber–Fechner law.

Human infants share this capacity to reason about numbers. The ear-
liest evidence for infants’ ability to deal with small numerosities comes

4In this experimental setup, rhesus monkeys witnessed events similar to Wynn’s
(1992) puppet experiment that was discussed in chapter 2: monkeys were shown 4
pieces of fruit that were occluded, to which a further 4 were added.
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from a classic study by Starkey and Cooper (1980). They habituated
22-week-olds to slides with arrays of dots, di↵erently arranged on each
slide. One group saw two dots per slide, the other three. During the test
trials, subjects of the two dot-group saw three dots, and vice versa. The
looking time increased significantly when the number of dots changed,
suggesting that the infants noticed the change in cardinality. This test
was repeated with four and six dots, but the subjects failed to discrim-
inate between those cardinalities. Antell and Keating (1983) used this
experimental design with newborns, and obtained similar results. Both
studies have been criticized because they did not adequately control for
nonnumerical cues such as density or contour-length. Although this does
not rule out the possibility that the infants relied on numerosity, they
could equally well have used other cues such as overall brightness or den-
sity (Xu & Spelke, 2000, B2). Thus, more recent studies have tried to
control for nonnumerical variables. Xu and Spelke (2000), for example,
found that six-month-olds are able to discriminate between 8 large dots
and 16 smaller dots, but not between 8 and 12 dots. Lipton and Spelke
(2003) habituated infants to sequences of either 8 or 16 sounds. Dur-
ing the test trials, infants heard sequences with novel sounds which were
either the same or di↵erent in number. The infants could discriminate
between 8 and 16 sounds, even when controlling for overall length of the
sound fragments. In a second experiment, they examined a smaller ra-
tio di↵erence (of 1.5), i.e., between 8 and 12 sounds. The infants did
not detect this change in numerosity, suggesting that, like in the experi-
ments with visual stimuli, six-month-olds are unable to discriminate ratio
di↵erences of 1.5 and smaller.

Adults rely on numerical concepts similar to those of infants and other
animals when they are prevented from counting. If adults are asked to
press a key a specific number of times, while being prevented from sub-
vocal counting, the mean number of key presses increases in proportion
to the target number (Cordes, Gelman, & Gallistel, 2001). Adults’ ac-
curacy and speed in numerical performance get worse as the absolute
size of the numbers increases (size e↵ect) and as the distance between
them gets smaller (distance e↵ect). For example, a comparison between
7 and 8 typically takes a longer response time than that between 3 and
8 (Moyer & Landauer, 1967). In sum, animals as well as human infants
and adults who do not count fail to make exact representations of all but
the smallest cardinalities. From an evolutionary perspective, this seem-
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ing fuzziness may actually prove to be more e�cient than a linear, exact
representation of number. This is because calculating return rates when
making foraging decisions may be a plausible candidate for the primary
evolutionary function of the number module (Gallistel, 1990). The dif-
ference between small numbers is often more ecologically significant than
that between large numbers, for example, to a hungry foraging primate,
the di↵erence between obtaining 1 or 2 pieces of fruit is more ecologically
significant than that between 11 or 12 pieces of fruit.

3.3.2 The neural architecture underlying numerical com-
petence

Neuropsychological studies o↵er the opportunity to investigate the neural
correlates that underlie our capacity to perform arithmetical operations.
What neural structures enable us to comprehend and compute numerosi-
ties? Are there di↵erences between approximate and exact arithmetic?
Lesion studies are the oldest method to study the neural basis of nu-
merical competence. They rely on an examination of the e↵ects of brain
lesions on various cognitive tasks. This methodology was developed in
the later decades of the 19th century when physicians like Paul Broca
and Carl Wernicke noticed that specific lesions, i.e., patterns of brain
damage, led to an inability to speak. Such lesions can be the result of
an external injury or a stroke (where a blood-clot momentarily deprives
part of the brain of oxygen and nutrients), leading to various patterns
of cognitive impairment. Indirectly, one can infer from the correlation
between damage to a given brain area X and loss of a certain cognitive
function a that X and a are functionally correlated.

Early studies by Josef Gerstmann (1940) showed that patients with
damage to the left inferior parietal lobule often had marked impairments
in mathematical cognition. Lesions in this area often leave a patient un-
able to perform very simple arithmetical operations such as 3�1 or 8⇥9.
However, these lesions usually also a↵ect other domains of cognition. This
is exemplified in Gerstmann’s syndrome (Gerstmann, 1940), a neurolog-
ical condition that is associated with damage to the parietal lobe, and
that is characterized by an inability to perform arithmetic, count and
do other numerical tasks, as well as by di�culties in writing (agraphia),
the inability to recognize one’s own fingers (finger agnosia) and left-right
confusion (Chochon, Cohen, van de Moortele, & Dehaene, 1999). The
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fact that loss of mathematical function is often accompanied by finger
agnosia, agraphia, and left-right confusion might be due to its proxim-
ity to the areas involved in these tasks: lesions are often not confined
to one area, but often damage several adjacent functionally specialized
brain regions. In that case, the cognitive functions are not really related,
but their damage coincides because the areas correlated with them are in
close anatomical proximity. Alternatively, one could take these findings
as support for the view that finger counting, writing, and spatial skills
play an important role in numerical processing (we will return to this in
section 4.4).

A more direct way to study which regions of the brain are involved
in performing specific tasks is provided by functional neuroimaging tech-
niques. All neuroimaging techniques exploit the fact that although the
whole brain is always active, not every part is equally active. Regions that
are more active require more energy (glucose) and oxygen. Neuroimag-
ing techniques measure di↵erential brain-activation after presentation of
a relevant stimulus, and compare these activations to a carefully chosen
control stimulus. If this e↵ect is constant across subjects and if it is re-
producible, the cerebral parts that are more active after presentation of
the test stimulus compared to a control stimulus are taken as neural cor-
relates for the task that the stimulus probes. The most frequently used
neuroimaging technique for probing numerical competence is functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), which relies on strong magnetic
fields to measure di↵erences in oxygen-levels in cerebral blood flow. A
problem with most neuroimaging techniques is that, while they have a
relatively good spatial resolution (i.e., they give a relatively accurate map
of di↵erential brain activity), they have a relatively poor temporal res-
olution (i.e., they are slow, and may not pick up transient patterns of
brain activity). By contrast, electroencephalography (EEG) scans, which
measure electric activity in the brain through electrodes on the scalp, can
pick up subtle and quick changes in brain activity, but have poor spatial
resolution, as only areas at the surface of the brain can be accurately
measured. EEG scans can be used to measure the specific response of the
brain to a given task; these task-related patterns of electric brain activity
are termed Event Related Potentials (ERPs).

Dehaene, Spelke, Pinel, Stanescu, and Tsivkin (1999) investigated the
relative importance of language and nonlinguistic approximate represen-
tations of number in two brain-imaging studies: one with high temporal
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resolution (ERPs) and one with high spatial resolution (fMRI). First,
they conducted a behavioral experiment with Russian-English bilinguals.
The subjects were taught a series of exact or approximate sums of two-
digit numbers in one of their languages, either Russian or English. The
test condition consisted of a set of new additions. This was either an
exact condition, in which they had to choose the correct sum from two
numerically close numbers, or an approximate condition, in which they
had to estimate the result and select the closest number. After training,
response time and accuracy improved in both types of tasks. However,
when tested in the exact condition, participants performed much faster
in the teaching language than in the untaught language. In contrast,
for the approximate condition, there was no cost in response time when
switching between languages. To the authors, this suggested that ex-
act arithmetical facts are stored in a language-specific format; each new
addition is stored separately from neighboring magnitudes, e.g., 9 + 1
would be stored di↵erently from 9 + 2. Because there was no cost in re-
sponse time and accuracy in the approximate condition when switching
between languages, the authors assumed that approximate numerosities
are stored in a language-independent format (Dehaene et al., 1999, 971).
They examined whether this apparent behavioral dissociation is the result
of distinct cerebral circuits. In fMRI, the bilateral parietal lobes showed
greater activation for the approximate task than for exact calculations. In
the approximate task, the most active areas were the bilateral horizontal
banks of the intraparietal sulci (HIPS) (see Fig. 3.1). Exact calculations
elicited a distinctly di↵erent pattern of brain activation, which was strictly
left-lateralized in the inferior frontal lobe. Smaller activations were also
noted in the left and right angular gyri. Previous studies have shown
that the left inferior frontal lobe plays a critical role in verbal association
tasks. Together with the left angular gyrus, this region may constitute
a network involved in the language-dependent coding of exact addition
facts (Dehaene et al., 1999).

Several studies since then have confirmed that the intraparietal sulci
of both hemispheres, but predominantly of the left, are active during
arithmetic and other numerical tasks. This is the case even in the absence
of explicit tasks, for example, when subjects are only required to look
passively at Indo-arabic digits, or listen to number words spoken out loud
(Eger, Sterzer, Russ, Giraud, & Kleinschmidt, 2003). In this study, the
presentation of an arabic digit (say 3) activated the HIPS, whereas that
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Figure 3.1: Patterns of brain activity involved in calculation, left hemi-
sphere shown on the left.

of a similarly presented letter (say a) did not. Also when presented in an
auditory format, the word “two” elicited activation in the HIPS, whereas
the word “red” did not. An ERP study (Izard, Dehaene-Lambertz, &
Dehaene, 2008) indicates that the HIPS are also activated when infants
as young as three months watch changes in numerosity in a display of
dots. The HIPS seems to be an important neural correlate for numerical
cognition, regardless of the format in which it is presented.

These fMRI and ERP results are confirmed by several studies that
measure the firing rate (i.e., electric activity) of single neurons in mon-
keys. Tudusciuc and Nieder (2007) found that neurons in the intraparietal
sulci of rhesus monkeys are sensitive to di↵erences in numerosity. These
neurons are optimally tuned to a specific quantity (e.g., two items) and
gradually show less activity as the presented numerosity deviates from
this preferred quantity. Nieder and Miller (2003) presented rhesus mon-
keys with pairs of slides with dots that varied in size, shape, or numerosity.
They found individual neurons that respond only to changes in number
and that remain insensitive to changes in shape or size. Each number-
sensitive neuron shows a peak activity to a specific quantity and becomes
progressively less active as the discrete magnitude increases. For exam-
ple, a neuron optimally activated by two is less responsive to one or three,
and even less so to more items. Because neurons are only coarsely tuned,
close numerosities will activate similar populations of neurons. Smaller
numerosities yield narrower tuning curves, thus making them easier to
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distinguish; larger numerosities yield broader tuning curves, which makes
their discrimination fuzzier. In sum, the intraparietal sulci represent a
plausible neural correlate of a cognitive module that deals specifically
with numerical information. Their activation can be reliably dissociated
from nonnumerical tasks that require a similar level of attention, work-
ing memory, and spatial cognition (Simon, Mangin, Cohen, Le Bihan, &
Dehaene, 2002).

3.4 The epidemiology of numerical concepts

Numerical concepts vary widely between cultures, yet some are more
widespread than others. One way to explain these patterns of cultural
transmission is by adopting the epidemiological approach. To date, the
relationships between evolved cognitive abilities and culture have been
examined for religion and supernatural concepts (e.g., Boyer & Ramble,
2001), folk stories (e.g., Barrett, Burdett, & Porter, 2009; Norenzayan,
Atran, Faulkner, & Schaller, 2006), folk biology (e.g., Atran, 1998), folk
sociology (e.g., Gil-White, 2001; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 2004), table man-
ners and disgust (Nichols, 2002), and art (De Smedt & De Cruz, 2010).

Applying the epidemiological approach to number, we can expect that
some cultural numerical concepts may enjoy a higher success of transmis-
sion because they correspond closely to the intuitions provided by the
number module. On the other hand, numerical concepts that minimally
violate intuitive expectations can thrive because they are surprising while
not posing too many computational demands. Finally, it will be argued
that nonintuitive numerical concepts that maximally violate numerical
intuitions can only be passed on in highly institutionalized contexts be-
cause external storage of information and highly trained sta↵ are required
for their survival and transmission. In the following sections, we will see
how positive integers, zero, and negative numbers have a di↵erent trans-
mission success, rooted in their varying relationships with our evolved
number module. For each case, we will examine experimental psycholog-
ical evidence and historical patterns of di↵usion.

3.4.1 The positive integers

Some developmental psychologists (e.g., Wynn, 1992, 1998b) believe that
positive integers {1, 2, 3, . . .} constitute the psychological foundation from
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which all other numerical concepts arise. The apparent ease of individual
acquisition (poverty of the stimulus) and ease of cultural di↵usion seem to
indicate that positive integers constitute the proper domain of a cognitive
module. However, as we have seen, the number sense makes only approx-
imate representations that grow increasingly imprecise as numerosities
increase. Hence, positive integers must be human cultural inventions.
Because we do not intuitively reason about numerosities in terms of posi-
tive integers, any model that explains the success and salience of positive
integers in various cultures has to explain why these are apparently intu-
itively appealing and culturally widespread and why reals, for example,
are not (see also subsection 2.3.1). To date, no language that completely
lacks number words has been recorded. Nevertheless, there is consid-
erable variation in their occurrence across cultures: some cultures have
elaborate positional number word systems, whereas others have a very
limited number word vocabulary (see also subsection 4.4.1).

Investigations in South American horticultural societies show that
some cultures do not possess true discrete numerical concepts. In subsec-
tion 2.3.1, we saw that the Pirahã have only words for one, two, and many
—sometimes using their word for one for small collections of items as well.
In controlled experiments, they can discriminate between very small sets
such as two and three but their discrimination between three and four
is at chance level (Gordon, 2004). The Mundurukú, another Amazonian
culture with few number words (up to five), likewise use their number
vocabulary in an approximate fashion: pũg (“one”), xep-xep (“two”), e-
ba-pũg (“your arms and one”), e-ba-dip-dip (“your arms and two”), pũg-
pog-bi (“a handful” or “a hand”) (Pica, Lemer, Izard, & Dehaene, 2004).
The approximate nature of these quantities is illustrated by the fact that
the use of these terms is inconsistent when the subjects have to denote
three or more items. For example, when five dots are presented, the sub-
jects respond pũg-põg-bi in only 28 % of the trials, and e-ba-dip-dip in
15 % of the trials. Above five, they do have words to denote numerosities,
but these terms have very little consistency. Subjects refer to 10 items
using the expressions ade ma (“really many”), adesũ (“not so many”) and
xep-xep pog-bi (“two hands”). Nevertheless, Mundurukú subjects do very
well on approximate arithmetical tasks, where they are asked whether
the addition of two large collections of dots (e.g., 16 and 16) in a can was
smaller or bigger compared to given number of dots (e.g., 40). In this
task, which involved quantities far above their number word range, they
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performed as well as French numerate adults (Pica et al., 2004).
These anthropological studies indicate that the mere presence of num-

ber words does not su�ce to promote an exact representation of numerosi-
ties. More crucial perhaps is that both Amazonian cultures lack a count-
ing routine (i.e., putting objects in a one-to-one correspondence). This
results in a conceptual transformation in which the continuous magnitude
scale provided by the number module is supplemented by a number line
consisting of discrete elements (the positive integers). This connection be-
tween one-to-one correspondence and number theory was already recog-
nized by Georg Cantor (1845–1918), and earlier, by Hume (see subsection
2.3.2). Without the principle of one-to-one correspondence, a true under-
standing of positive integers as discrete entities does not emerge spon-
taneously, plainly because the number-sensitive neurons’ representations
are too fuzzy to enable discrete representations. Conversely, humans are
able to make exact representations of magnitude without number words.
Patients with extreme aphasia have been demonstrated to show a remark-
ably conserved ability to make exact multiple digit calculations (Varley,
Klessinger, Romanowski, & Siegal, 2005), suggesting that language is not
a prerequisite for exact calculation. Moreover, positive integers can be
represented by nonlinguistic symbols as well, as we shall see in section
4.4. Thus, not language per se but counting by sequential tagging is the
key ingredient to a successful understanding of positive integers.

The activity of counting involves a relationship between three sets:
countable items, counting symbols, and mental magnitudes (Fig. 3.2a).
The set of items to be counted varies from one count to another. To
count, one establishes a one-to-one correspondence between each item
and a conventionally defined list of symbols that have a fixed ordinality
(e.g., the number words “one”, “two”, and “three”), this is sequential
tagging. The final item tagged determines the last tag from the counting
sequence, which in turn denotes the cardinality of the set. This num-
ber word is mapped onto a corresponding mental magnitude. Through
cultural learning, a synaptic connection gets established between these
tags and the corresponding mental magnitude. Thus, the population of
neurons in the HIPS that fires preferentially around three will respond
to any symbolic representation for this magnitude. In this way, it be-
comes possible to establish a discrete, exact representation of magnitude
by mapping an ordered set of symbols onto mental magnitudes. As shown
in Fig. 3.2a, arabic numerals that denote positive integers {1, 2, 3, . . .} are
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directly translated onto a continuous and approximate magnitude scale.
Temple and Posner (1998) demonstrated that a number comparison task
with arabic numerals (say 5 and 3) yields an almost identical pattern of
brain activation as one that involves arrays of dots (in casu, five and three
dots). Thus, the brain immediately translates a positive integer into a
mental representation of its quantity.

In contrast, the mental representation of approximate number words
follows a di↵erent neural trajectory (Fig. 3.2b). Here, cardinality is es-
tablished directly, without sequential tagging. This approximate rep-
resentation is subsequently converted into a linguistic expression, the
approximate number word (e.g., few, a couple, about a hundred, the
number vocabulary of the Pirahã and Mundurukú). Western adults also
use this mechanism when accurate answers are di�cult to come by (e.g.,
“There are about 70 students in my Introduction to Philosophy of Science
class”). If counting is not an evolved ability, then why has it emerged so
frequently? Late Paleolithic bone and antler artifacts (bearing ordered
series of notches) indicate that positive integers were represented as early
as 30,000 years ago, long before writing was invented (d’Errico, 1998;
De Smedt & De Cruz, 2011b). Understanding positive integers and the
counting routine seemingly develops spontaneously and with little formal
teaching in western and Papua children (Saxe, 1981). Before they can suc-
cessfully count, preschoolers have the intuition that the application of a
positive integer changes when the numerosity of items changes (Sarnecka
& Gelman, 2004). Taken together, this evidence lends support to the
suggestion that the counting procedure itself may constitute a precursor
to the positive integer system.

To ensure that we count each item in a set exactly once, we shift
our attention to each of them in a systematic, ordered way. This can
be achieved by gesturing or gaze direction. Establishing a one-to-one
correspondence between an ordered list of numerical symbols and mental
magnitudes often exploits the structure of the brain, such as the anatomi-
cal proximity between the neural areas specialized in the representation of
body parts and the number module, which may facilitate finger and body
part counting procedures (this will be discussed in detail in subsection
4.4.2). In brief, although positive integers are intuitive, they are not uni-
versal. Although they do not constitute the proper domain of the number
module, they can become part of its actual domain through the cultural
sca↵olding provided by the counting procedure. This counting procedure
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Figure 3.2: Linguistic representation of numbers in a counting sequence
(a) and approximately (b).

is a cultural construction that is subserved by cognitive capacities dealing
with number, language, attention direction, and body-part identification.
As a result, positive integers are anchored in more than one cognitive
module, as is the case for many other complex cultural phenomena.

3.4.2 Zero

The numerical concept zero has created opportunities in western math-
ematics that could never have been realized without it, extending to al-
most all of its domains. It might therefore seem strange that zero is
not culturally widespread. A cognitive perspective may partly explain
this. Number-sensitive neurons discharge preferentially at di↵erent nu-
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merosities, but as far as we know, there are no neurons that respond
preferentially to an absence of objects. Zero thus means an absence of
di↵erential neural activation in the number-sensitive areas of the brain.
To examine whether infants have something like the concept zero Wynn
and Chiang (1998) used a modified version of Wynn’s (1992) addition and
subtraction tasks5. Eight-month-olds were confronted with either “mag-
ical” or expected events. In the 1 � 1 = 0 or 1 condition, they saw one
object on a stage, a screen then occluded it, and a hand visibly removed
it. Once the screen was removed, the infants saw either the expected re-
sult (no object) or a magical appearance in which the removed object was
still there. Intriguingly, the subjects showed no surprise to this last result
(1� 1 = 1). This is in stark contrast to earlier experiments (e.g., Wynn,
1992), which indicated that infants are able to predict that 2� 1 = 1 and
not 2. These findings suggest that the number module is not capable of
representing zero, leaving infants unable to form the expectation that no
object will be seen.

If zero does not correspond to any intuitive representation of cardi-
nality, how did this concept come into existence? Zero, as a byproduct
of positional systems that needed a symbolic representation for an empty
placeholder, emerged several times independently (e.g., Babylon, Maya,
Inca, and India). However, the use of an empty placeholder does not au-
tomatically lead to a true numerical concept of zero, as is aptly illustrated
by Mayan mathematics. The Maya had a concept of zero as a result of
their base-20 positional system. However, cosmological and religious con-
siderations (the significance of their solar calendar) created an anomaly
at the third position, which was set at 20 ⇥ 18 = 360 (instead of the
straightforward 20⇥20 = 400) because 360 is the number of days in their
solar year. This anomaly deprived the Mayan zero and other numbers
from their potential calculative properties (Ifrah, 1985).

Zero as a numerical value has its roots in classical Indian mathemat-
ics. The oldest Indian mathematical concepts can be found in the Védas,
a collection of religious texts dating between 1500 and 500 BC, and the
accompanying Vedāṅgas, which contain sūtras, rules that were of vital
importance to the performance of ritual o↵erings. Large public o↵erings
required altars constructed from complex geometric figures. If incorrectly
constructed, the o↵erings would be of no value. Considering the e↵ort,

5See chapter 2 for a more extensive discussion of this experimental procedure.
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means, and time invested in each public o↵ering, its success was crucial.
This increased the cultural importance of mathematical disciplines such
as geometry, arithmetic, and (a precursor to) algebra (Joseph, 2000). An
additional incentive was provided by the fascination for large numbers,
salient in classical Indian poetry. It originated from stylistic considera-
tions: because large numbers impressed readers, poets felt compelled to
use ever-increasing magnitudes to emphasize the age, size, or distance
of any event, building, or other thing they described. This led to the
introduction of words that could express powers of 10. Combined with
words that denote single digits up to 9, this enabled the elegant and par-
simonious formulation of very large numbers. Parsimony was important
for Vedic texts that were (and still are) learnt by heart. This eventually
resulted in the invention of a positional system in which a symbol for the
empty placeholder became essential. As an aside, so far, the history of
the Indian zero is comparable to that of several other positional systems,
such as the Babylonian or the Inca zero. But, as Whitehead (1911, 60–65)
has noted, there is an important di↵erence between these and our concept
zero, because they only fulfill the function of a placeholder. Today, zero
performs a double function: it is both a placeholder within our positional
system, and it symbolizes the number zero.

It was only in Jain mathematics that zero became a fully fledged
mathematical concept (Joseph, 2000). As a reaction to Brahmin ortho-
doxy, heterodox Jains no longer practiced complex o↵erings. Severed
from its religious origins, mathematics became a discipline studied for its
own sake. The Jains had a fascination for mathematical concepts, such
as infinity, positing several types of infinite sets centuries before Cantor.
Words for nothingness such as śūnya meant more to them than absence
or void and implied receptiveness. Because of their cosmological ideas of
time and space, emptiness could be conceptualized as a thing in its own
right instead of merely being an empty placeholder. The Jain cosmolog-
ical text Lokavibhaga (458 AD) is the earliest known Indian text to use
the place-value system together with zero. In this text, the place-value
system was verbal, e.g., viya dambar akasasa śūnya yama rama véda de-
noted 4, 320, 000 in current notation (translated this would be sky (0)
atmosphere (0) space (0) void (0) primordial couple (2) Rama (3) véda
(4)). The use of a circle or dot to denote zero emerged somewhat later,
probably in the early 6th century (Roy, 2003). Once zero was established
as a legitimate mathematical object, Hindu mathematicians such as Brah-
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magupta (7th c. AD) began to wonder how arithmetical operations with
zero could be performed (e.g., whether or not division by 0 is possible).

Figure 3.3: Historical spread of the number zero with its symbolic repre-
sentations throughout the Old World.

This mature mathematical concept of zero subsequently spread to
China and Southeast Asia as well as to the Islamic world, from whence it
di↵used to the west. The first mention of zero outside India is found in
7th-century Nestorian and Syrian Orthodox writings. Its spread was fa-
cilitated by their interest in Indian astronomy and the search for e�cient
methods to calculate an accurate date for Easter. By the beginning of the
11th century, various sources illustrate that zero had spread throughout
the Arabic empire both by scholars and nonscholars. The oldest men-
tion of zero in Europe is found in a Spanish 10th-century manuscript.
In the next few centuries, it spread successfully throughout Christian
Europe, despite several o�cial diktats that discouraged or prohibited
Indian numerals. In the Chinese empire, the spread of zero started in
the 7th century (T’ang dynasty, 618–907 AD), primarily driven through
translations of Indian mathematical, astronomical, and Buddhist texts
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(Martzlo↵, 1995). In Southeast Asia, imbued with Buddhist cultural
influence from India, the use of a circle to denote zero is found in 7th-
century inscriptions in Sumatra and Cambodia (Joseph, 2000). In sum,
the concept for zero spread successfully from its place of origin to a large
part of the Old World in a relatively short span of time, as can be seen
on Fig. 3.3.

The emergence of zero as a numerical concept in Jain mathematics
was possible because it could free ride on cosmological and philosophical
concepts. However, this does not explain its subsequent spread to other
cultures. A possible explanation for this success is its minimal violation of
intuitive expectations of the number module. Although the number mod-
ule may be unable to represent zero, zero can become part of its cultural
domain because the absence of magnitude can be easily mapped onto the
absence of stu↵ in the world. This counter-intuitiveness may give zero a
memory advantage, as illustrated in a series of experiments that probed
the understanding of zero in young children (Wellman & Miller, 1986).
As expected, the development of the zero concept is di↵erent from that
of other natural numbers. Young preschoolers simply treat zero as syn-
onymous for nothing; they do not realize that it is a numerical concept as
well. In magnitude comparison tasks, they are just as likely to say that 0
is larger than 3 as vice versa. By the end of the preschool years, however,
most children understand that zero is a numerical concept and correctly
identify it as the smallest natural number. Interestingly, the initial di�-
culties seem to facilitate an understanding of abstract operational rules
for zero compared with other numbers. When first-grade students are
confronted with an abstract addition or subtraction task, their success is
significantly higher for tasks involving 0 than for those involving other
small numbers, such as 1 or 2. For instance, they judge correctly that
a+0 = a but are at a loss when judging whether a+2 = a is false or true.
Hence, an early understanding of algebraic rules for zero seems advanced
in comparison with other small numbers. The reason for this advantage is
clear from the children’s justifications for their answers: most state that
zero is a special number with special properties (Wellman & Miller, 1986).
Zero as a numerical concept was long in the making because of its mini-
mal counterintuitiveness. However, once originated, it became appealing
precisely because it minimally violates intuitive numerical expectations.
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3.4.3 Negative numbers

At first sight, negatives may seem counterintuitive because they violate
ontological expectations. However, compared to zero, which is mini-
mally counterintuitive, negative numbers provide many violations that
ultimately undermine our intuitions about number. Why should a nega-
tive times a negative yield a positive? What is the relationship between
the value of �3 and its absolute value |3|? From an evolutionary point
of view, it is unlikely that the mental number line would be capable of
handling negative numbers because it is empirically impossible to experi-
ence negative quantities. In one number comparison task (Fischer, 2003),
adults were presented with pairs of positive integers, a positive and a
negative integer, or negative integers. The subjects showed faster re-
sponse times for small absolute numerosities (e.g.,�3, 2) than for larger
ones (e.g., 4,�9). However, response times were especially slow in tri-
als with two negative numbers, especially those where the answer based
on the absolute value and that based on the numerical value conflicted
(e.g., �4,�9), suggesting that our mental number line does not extend
to negative integers. Another line of evidence for the nonintuitiveness of
negatives comes from education: eighth-grade students were probed on
their knowledge of the minus sign in solving first-grade equations (Vlassis,
2004). Despite their prior knowledge of algebra and negative integers, er-
ror rates soared when they were confronted with negatives in equations,
especially when compared to equations that involved only positive inte-
gers. Because negative numbers are nonintuitive, we may ask whether
they are still part of the cultural domain of the number module. As
Fischer (2003) demonstrated, negative integers show similar distance and
size e↵ects as do positive integers, although they are processed markedly
slower. Thus, intuitions provided by the number module still structure
this concept. As we shall see in subsection 7.2.1, this structuring role
of intuitive expectation on imagination can be seen in other forms of
nonintuitive concept formation as well. For instance, when subjects are
asked to invent extraterrestrial life forms, they do not produce a limit-
less variety of beings but rather draw upon their knowledge of terrestrial
animals to structure their imagined beings (e.g., bilateral symmetry, sen-
sory organs) (Ward, 1994). Likewise, negative numbers are structured by
analogy with the positives: they are represented on a mental number line
that runs backward.
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In contrast to zero, which was readily assimilated as soon as it reached
western mathematicians, negative numbers were poorly received. Most
western 16th- and 17th-century mathematicians, including Blaise Pascal
and François Viète, rejected or questioned negative numbers (Buzaglo,
2002). In the 18th century, Francis Maseres even devoted an entire trea-
tise6 on how to avoid negative numbers, especially as solutions in alge-
braic equations. This rejection of negative numbers continued well into
the 19th century: Augustus De Morgan (1830, 103–104) wrote that “3�8
is an impossibility; it requires you to take from 3 more than there is in
3, which is absurd.” The struggle with the negative integers’ ontological
status may have contributed to their poor cultural transmission and long
development in western mathematics. Indeed, in the history of science,
we can find numerous examples of how intuitive notions have restrained
and slowed down scientific progress. For example, as we shall see in more
detail in section 6.5, in biology, the widely held belief that species have
unchanging essences was deeply incompatible with evolutionary theories
that held that species can evolve into new species. The slow acceptance
of evolutionary theory can be explained as a result of this. Not until the
late 19th century did mathematicians finally reject the long-held belief
that negative numbers are unintelligible (Greer, 2004).

Arabian mathematicians rejected negatives altogether. Indeed, the
term algebra, derived from the seminal text by al-Khwārizmı̄, Al-jabr
watl muqaal-jabr, dating to 830, means restoration, as in the sense of
adding equal terms to both sides of an equation to remove negative quan-
tities (Stedall, 2001). Although Chinese mathematicians did use negative
integers to solve equations, they were reluctant to accept a negative num-
ber as a result of an equation: Chinese algebraic problems are typically
posed as concrete problems involving weights, lengths, sums of money. Al-
though negative numbers often arise during calculations, the final results
are specific quantities, which are always stated in positive terms (Hart,
2010; Chemla & Guo, 2004). Initially, only medieval Indian mathemati-
cians developed a system to deal with negative quantities. Prior to the
19th century, European mathematicians, such as Leibniz, who accepted
negatives did so despite their apparent clash with numerical intuitions,

6A dissertation on the use of the negative sign in algebra: containing a demon-
stration of the rules usually given concerning it, and shewing how quadratic and cubic
equations may be explained, without the consideration of negative roots: to which is
added, as an appendix, Mr.Machin’s quadrature of the circle, 1758.
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stressing their usefulness in calculations.
Only with the advent of 19th-century mathematical institutions and

formalization as part of the curriculum of the new research-oriented uni-
versities (Restivo, 1992) did negatives become fully incorporated in west-
ern mathematics. One of the reasons why European mathematicians suc-
cessfully integrated so many nonintuitive concepts (e.g., imaginary num-
bers, infinite sets) may be that they strove to externalize such concepts in
a consistent set of symbols. As we shall see in chapter 5, once mathemat-
ical concepts are nested outside the brain, their evolution and cultural
transmission are less vulnerable to corruption by individual mathemati-
cians or to competition from ideas that are easier to learn, that speak
more to the imagination, or that pose fewer computational demands.
They gain a degree of autonomy that would be impossible to attain were
they represented in the mind alone. This externalization is sustained by
the highly institutionalized context of research conducted in universities,
mathematical journals, and mathematical societies.

In sum, although negative numbers are still part of the cultural do-
main of the number module, they are nonintuitive and therefore di�cult
to transmit and reconstruct. As they do not activate an evolved inference
system and therefore are supported by few inductive inferences, concepts
like these require a long training period and, as we shall see in chapter
5, external storage of information to overcome cognitive limitations. In-
deed, the history of western mathematics from the 19th century onward
is characterized by an increased acceptance of nonintuitive concepts, in-
cluding negative numbers, which goes hand in hand with an increased
institutionalization of mathematical practice.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter examined the cultural transmission of numerical concepts
through an epidemiological approach. This research on the history of
number concepts provides evidence for continuity between mathematics
and cognitive evolution. Historical evidence indicates that the emergence
and subsequent spread of cultural number concepts are influenced by the
evolved structure of the human brain. The multiple and frequent cultural
invention of positive integers can be explained as a result of their close fit
with intuitions provided by the number module. The anatomical proxim-
ity of this module to other modules involved in counting by the sequential
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tagging procedure further adds to their salience. By being rooted in more
than one conceptual module, including body-part recognition and linguis-
tic skills, positive integers are easy to learn and to transmit. The unique
invention of zero as a numerical concept and its successful spread can
be seen as a result of content-biased cultural transmission. Its counter-
intuitiveness facilitated its cultural transmission; once emerged, it could
easily spread to neighboring cultures with positional systems. In contrast,
negative numbers have been accepted late due to their nonintuitiveness.
Although they are part of the cultural domain of the number module,
they cannot be grasped intuitively and therefore need a highly institu-
tionalized context to thrive.

These results can shed light on the question to what extent evolved
cognitive capacities that are universal in Homo sapiens are su�cient to
promote numerical cognition. In human cultures, the proper and cul-
tural domains of any conceptual module rarely overlap entirely. In some
cultural domains of expertise, this overlap is at times so marginal that
cultural transmission can only take place within a highly institutionalized
context, characterized by distributed cognition and a structured learning
environment. Without these, humans would perhaps only be able to
transmit intuitive and minimally counterintuitive concepts. This exami-
nation of the epidemiology of number representations opens the possibility
that this approach can be applied to the study of other scientific disci-
plines for which evidence exists that they are also governed by evolved
conceptual modules, such as physics, biology and psychology.



CHAPTER 4

AN EXTENDED MIND PERSPECTIVE ON
NATURAL NUMBER REPRESENTATION

This chapter is an expanded version of De Cruz, H. (2008). An extended
mind perspective on natural number representation. Philosophical Psy-
chology, 21, 475–490.

Abstract

Experimental studies indicate that nonhuman animals and human infants
represent numerosities above three or four approximately and that their
mental number line is unlike the linear number line of natural numbers.
In contrast, human children from most cultures gradually acquire the ca-
pacity to denote exact cardinal values. To explain this di↵erence, this
chapter takes an extended mind perspective, arguing that the distinctly hu-
man ability to use external representations as a complement for internal
cognitive operations enables us to represent natural numbers. Reviewing
neuroscientific, developmental, and anthropological evidence, I argue that
the use of external media that represent natural numbers (like number
words, body parts, tokens or numerals) influences the functional architec-
ture of the brain, which suggests a two-way tra�c between the brain and
cultural public representations.

105
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4.1 The bounds of cognition

Human cognition is characterized by an extensive interaction between
brain and external environment. We are part of distributed cognitive sys-
tems, which include other people’s minds, external storage devices such as
books, and instruments such as pocket calculators. Delegating cognitive
operations to the external world clearly enhances our cognitive capaci-
ties: multiple-digit multiplications with pen and paper are far easier than
mental arithmetic. Moreover, without external cognitive artifacts many
concepts (such as heliocentrism) or solutions to computational prob-
lems (such as algebra) are not just harder to obtain, they are unthinkable.
Despite this importance of external media in human cognition, relatively
little research has been conducted to clarify how the brain and the envi-
ronment interact to enhance and extend our cognitive capacities.

As a result, there is considerable disagreement on the viability of the
extended mind as a philosophical concept. An ongoing debate focuses
on whether the manipulation of external objects, i.e., processes that take
place outside of the brain, can be characterized as cognitive processes.
Active externalists1 like Andy Clark and David Chalmers (1998) argue
that there is little di↵erence between an Alzheimer’s patient who consults
his notebook to remember the location and date of an exhibition and
a neurologically normal person who consults her memory to recall the
same event. Internalists like Fred Adams and Ken Aizawa (2001, 57)
object that this opens the threat of cognitive bloat: cognition oozing
into everything that is somehow causally connected to it. The latter do
not deny that manipulating external media are important in cognitive
processes, but they maintain that such manipulations do not count as
cognition.

A large part of the disagreement stems from the centrality of the so-
called parity principle. Briefly stated, the parity principle holds that if
we characterize a process that takes place in the brain as cognitive, we
also ought to characterize a structurally similar process that takes place
outside of the brain as cognitive. In their example of the Alzheimer’s
patient, Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue that his use of the notebook
and the consultation of a healthy person’s memory are functionally equiv-

1The term “active externalism” was coined by Clark and Chalmers (1998) to denote
an externalist position, where the environment plays an active role in the formation of
cognitive processes.
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alent: if we are happy to concede that the neurologically normal person
is informed by her (internally stored) beliefs about the location and date
of the exhibition, we should also regard the externally stored information
in the notebook as beliefs. Richard Menary (2006) has observed that the
parity principle is not an argument for the extended mind, but rather,
an intuition pump to overcome Cartesian prejudices: were we to count
only intracranial processes as cognitive, this would make external actions
not cognitive by definition, but this wouldn’t be a particularly interest-
ing thesis to defend. Internalists accept the parity principle: Adams and
Aizawa (2001), for example, use the principle to argue that digestion can
be a transcorporeal process: some spiders inject their prey with enzymes
that digest it from the inside out. According to them, transcorporeal
cognition is not impossible as a matter of principle. Rather, they ar-
gue that there are no relevant empirically-attested instances of functional
equivalence between internal and external processes. However, the par-
ity principle may not be a good starting point for developing an active
externalist position. For one thing, the manipulation of external objects
and symbols can be quite di↵erent from internal cognitive processes (this
will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter).

Some defenders of the extended mind thesis, like Menary (e.g., 2006,
2007) have therefore proposed that cognition should not be limited to
those instances of intracranial processing and external actions that hap-
pen to be isomorphic to them, but rather, that we should think of cogni-
tion as an integration of internal and external processes. This involves a
causal, dynamic interaction between both types of processes, where the
practices of manipulating external objects can lead to structural changes
in the way internal cognitive processes are solved. In chapter 5, we will
see one example of cognitive integration, namely the use of mathematical
symbols as epistemic actions. In the present chapter, we will examine
the two-way interaction between external media and internal numerical
cognition.

How should we characterize cognitive processes without the parity
principle? Merlin Donald’s (1991) classic essay on human cognitive evo-
lution presents a possible view: he claims that the extensive use of writing
and other material symbols results in a radical restructuring of the brain
during ontogeny. On this view, the extended mind does not consist of in-
ternal cognitive processes supplemented by external media, but rather, of
internal cognitive processes and external media that influence each other.
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The use of external media changes our cognitive processes, and thus has a
lasting influence on our cognition. This view, however, seems incompati-
ble with modular, nativist accounts of cognition that many psychologists
and philosophers of mind (e.g., Carruthers, 2006) endorse. If we take, for
example, the view that numerical cognition is subserved by an innately
specified and phylogenetically ancient number sense (as argued in chapter
3), how could external media influence these cognitive processes? In this
chapter, I will not defend the view that numerical cognition is to some
extent innately specified and modularly organized (for outlines of such
accounts, see chapters 2 and 3). Rather, this chapter will examine in
what way a modular framework on numerical cognition can be combined
with models of the extended mind thesis.

The aim of this chapter is to come to a more precise formulation
of brain–world interactions through an examination of the various ways
in which natural numbers are represented. The starting point is a fun-
damental di↵erence between numerical representations in humans and
nonhuman animals: humans are unique in their ability to denote exact
cardinal values above three. Although number words often play a signifi-
cant role in the conceptual development of natural numbers, I will argue
that natural language is neither necessary nor su�cient for their develop-
ment. This chapter will develop a model of multiple cognitive pathways
that lead to successful natural number representation, including tokens
(e.g., abacus beads, tallies), body parts, numerical notation systems and
gestures. Taking evidence from neuropsychology, anthropology and his-
tory of mathematics, I will argue that these cognitive pathways influence
the structure of the human brain, which supports the view that culture
influences cognitive architecture without repudiating domain-specific ac-
counts of human cognition.

4.2 Domain-specificity in numerical representa-
tions

As we saw in chapters 2 and 3, a growing body of experimental and neu-
ropsychological literature suggests that human numerical competence is
rooted in cognitive evolution and that we possess some elementary innate
numerical skills that we share with other animals. Nonhuman animals
and infants can only enumerate small collections (up to three) precisely.
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Higher numbers are represented approximately; they can only be discrim-
inated if the ratio di↵erence between them is large enough. Six-month-
olds, for example, can discriminate between 8 and 16, but not between
8 and 12 (Xu & Spelke, 2000). Similarly, young chicks can discriminate
accurately between displays of 2 and 3 items where the total surface area
has been kept constant, but not between 3 and 4, or even between 4 and
6 (Rugani et al., 2008). There are several models of mental magnitude to
explain the lack of precision in intuitive numerosities. The earliest model
of mental magnitudes is that of scalar variability, originally developed
by Meck and Church (1983) (Fig. 2.2b on p. 65). This model says that
representations denoting larger numbers exhibit more variability than do
representations denoting smaller numbers. One prediction of this model
is that, at a certain point, the range of magnitudes which may denote a
given number begins to overlap with the ranges of magnitudes that denote
nearby numerosities. As a matter of fact, they will increasingly overlap
as cardinalities increase. This model explains that animals and nonnu-
merate humans will have increasing di�culties keeping numbers apart if
they are larger. This is indeed confirmed by the size e↵ect, an observation
that is empirically robust (e.g. Moyer & Landauer, 1967; Xu & Spelke,
2000; Pica et al., 2004).

A more recent model (e.g., Dehaene, 2003) posits mental magnitudes
as falling onto a logarithmically compressed mental number line on which
magnitudes are mapped conforming to the natural logarithm of these
numbers (Fig. 2.2a on p. 65). Each magnitude is represented by a Gaus-
sian tuning curve, which increasingly overlaps with curves distributed
along other magnitudes. Accordingly, the perceived distance between
larger numbers (e.g., 8 and 10) is smaller than between smaller numbers
with the same absolute di↵erence (e.g., 2 and 4), which could explain why
numerosities < 4 are easier to tell apart. This leads to an overestimation
of the distance between small numbers, such as 1 and 2, where the psycho-
logical distance is typically judged to be much greater than between larger
numbers like 11 and 12. Several experimental findings are in accordance
with this logarithmic model. For example, young children make charac-
teristic errors when plotting numbers on a scale. Robert Siegler and Julie
Booth (2004) gave five- to seven-year-olds a number line with 0 at the left
side and 100 at the right, and asked them to place various numbers on
this number line. Younger children typically place small numbers too far
to the right. For example, they tend to put the number 10 in the middle
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of the scale, which is roughly in accordance with a logarithmic represen-
tation. As children become older, their number lines begin to look more
linear. From these results, Siegler and Booth (2004) conclude that our
intuitive number representation is logarithmic, and that it becomes more
linear as children learn to manipulate exact quantities. It is interesting to
note that, as children learn to deal with larger numbers, their initial rep-
resentation is also logarithmic. In another experiment, Siegler and Opfer
(2003) presented rulers with 0 at the left end and 1000 at the right, and
asked children between 7 and 11 years old to place numbers on this scale.
Siegler and Opfer (2003, 239) tried to match the answers to two mod-
els: a logarithmic or a linear ruler. The results showed that 7-year-olds
had an almost perfect match with a logarithmic model, that 11-year-olds’
performance fitted a linear pattern, and that 9-year-olds’ results fell into
neither. Thus, each time children learn to deal with larger numbers, they
have to adapt an initially logarithmic number representation into a linear
number line. Dehaene et al. (2008) adapted this experiment in an ele-
gant fashion to study Mundurukú participants, presenting them with a
line with one dot to the left, and ten dots to the right. The Mundurukú
were given a specific numerical stimulus, either a number of tones, or a
number word in Portuguese or Mundurukú. In all cases, the best fit of
the responses was logarithmic, not linear. As the authors of this study
acknowledge, language cannot be the sole factor responsible for linear nu-
merical representations in western people, as the Mundurukú responded
logarithmically, regardless of the language or format in which the numbers
were presented. Perhaps other external representations, such as rulers or
the practice of measurement, can explain this change.

A third model of mental magnitudes (e.g., Feigenson et al., 2004)
describes how humans and other animals are in fact endowed with two
systems of numerical cognition. One deals with numerosities up to 3 with
reasonable accuracy in the format of object files, which represent a limited
number of objects in a discrete, imagistic format (see subsection 2.2.2).
The second is a system of mental magnitudes, which tracks magnitudes
not as discrete but as continuous entities. Lisa Feigenson et al. (2004)
invoke this model to explain why nonhuman animals, infants and innu-
merate adults are much more accurate in dealing with numbers up to 3
than with larger cardinalities. Although scalar variability and logarith-
mic models can also explain the accuracy in small number discrimination,
proponents of this model argue that object files need to be invoked to ex-
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plain the failure of nonhuman animals and infants to keep larger numbers
in working memory. For example, Feigenson, Carey, and Hauser (2002)
let 12-month-old infants crawl to one of two opaque buckets in which a
number of crackers were dropped. Although the infants correctly chose
the bucket with the most crackers in 1 versus 2 or 2 versus 3, they failed
in 4 versus 6 and even 3 versus 6. Feigenson et al. (2002) speculate that
object files allow infants to keep small quantities in memory.

For the argument developed in this chapter, it does not matter which
of these models is correct. What is important is that intuitive numerical
cognition for quantities > 3 is imprecise. This is most evident in number
comparison tasks, where adults respond faster for small numerosities (e.g.,
2 vs. 3 is easier than 8 vs. 9) and for numerosities with a large absolute
di↵erence (e.g., 3 vs. 8 is easier than 7 vs. 8); in fact, their performance is
almost identical to that of rhesus monkeys who are trained to perform the
same task (Brannon & Terrace, 2002). These results are in line with the
view that our intuitive number representation only becomes linear when
children learn to manipulate exact quantities. There is thus a discrepancy
between natural number concepts2 and intuitive numerosities that needs
to be explained.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the question of how people
acquire formal numerical concepts such as natural numbers remains un-
solved. How are humans able to go from noisy, imprecise magnitudes to
the representation of natural numbers and other formal number concepts?
Several authors have proposed accounts that involve a radical conceptual
change to explain the change in our internal representation of number
(e.g., Spelke, 2003; Rips et al., 2008). However, from the perspective of
cognitive integration, such an account is not really required. Given that
external and internal components of cognition are integrated, all that is
required is an account of how our interactions with the external world
provide us with the ability to make formal representations of number.

2With “natural number concepts” I do not mean the concept natural number,
which arguably requires an understanding of advanced mathematical principles and
axioms. I will not deal here with the question of how we acquire the concept natural

number (see e.g. Rips, Asmuth, & Bloomfield, 2006, for a treatment of this). Rather, I
am interested here in how we represent individual natural number concepts like seven

or forty-two.
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4.3 Two cognitive routes for number words

4.3.1 Counting

How are humans able to overcome these cognitive limitations and to repre-
sent larger cardinal values precisely? Most scholars agree that a counting
routine is necessary (although probably not su�cient) for natural number
representation. As we saw in subsection 3.4.1, to count, one establishes
a one-to-one correspondence between each countable item and consec-
utive symbols in a list with a fixed ordinality (e.g., the number words
“one”, “two”, etc.). The final item tagged determines the last tag from
the counting sequence, which in turn denotes the cardinality of the set.
Making correspondences between small collections is part of our innate
cognitive architecture: both infants and nonhuman animals can recognize
whether two sets of stimuli have the same number of elements. Seven-
month-olds, for example, can match the number of voices they hear to the
number of speakers they see (Jordan & Brannon, 2006). Lions and rhesus
monkeys show similar capacities: they can compare the number of con-
specifics they hear to the number of individuals they see (e.g., McComb
et al., 1994; Jordan, Brannon, Logothetis, & Ghazanfar, 2005). However,
humans are not innately furnished with a stably ordered counting list. As
will be argued below, external media, such as body parts or tallies, may
be able to supplement our approximate numerical representation with a
list of counting symbols. They provide the necessary conceptual stabil-
ity, thus enabling us to discriminate between numerosities (e.g., 5 and 6)
that would otherwise be indistinguishable through our evolved numerical
cognition.

To be semantically accessible, external symbolic number representa-
tions are linked to the mental number line. This is most aptly demon-
strated by neuroimaging studies (e.g., Eger et al., 2003), that indicate that
passively hearing spoken number words or perceiving arabic numerals ac-
tivates the same neural circuits that are implicated in approximate numer-
ical cognition, namely the bilateral intraparietal sulci. The tendency to
understand symbolic numerical stimuli in terms of approximate numerosi-
ties seems irresistible, and even occurs when we are confronted with nu-
merical symbols of which we do not know the precise meaning. Masataka,
Ohnishi, Imabayashi, Hirakata, and Matsuda (2007) presented monolin-
gual Japanese adults with roman numerals (e.g., CMXCIX), which are
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unknown in Japan. Initially, the subjects’ neural activation (as indicated
by the blood oxygen level dependent signal in their fMRI experiment)
showed the typical linguistic pattern for letter processing. Upon learning
that these shapes actually represent numerosities, the subjects’ brains
immediately showed strong activation in a network of areas involved in
numerical processing, such as the bilateral inferior and superior parietal
lobule. Although none of the participants could even remotely identify
these numerals, their brains showed numerical activation patterns at the
simple presentation of the unknown numerical stimuli.

Given that counting lists provide us with exact cardinal values, it
seems remarkable that numerate individuals should continue to rely on
their approximate number representation. One reason to associate sym-
bolic representations with the fuzzy and imprecise number sense is that
only the latter gives us semantic access to numerosities, enabling us, for
example, to judge very quickly and without calculation or counting that 6
is smaller than 9, or that 3 + 5 cannot be 15. Indeed, while patients with
brain damage to the intraparietal area can typically recite calculations
they learnt by heart (e.g., multiplication facts), they make puzzling errors
in calculations that are not stored in long-term memory, such as division
or subtraction (Lemer, Dehaene, Spelke, & Cohen, 2003). Furthermore,
the linkage between numerical symbols and approximate numerosities al-
lows us to reason about numerosities in a purely symbolic format, with-
out actually observing collections of items, which significantly expands
our ability to deal with number.

4.3.2 Approximate number words

People from innumerate cultures do not have a conventionalized counting
routine, but rather estimate numerosities directly, and only subsequently
convert this approximate representation into a linguistic format. The
Mundurukú only possess number words up to five (see subsection 3.4.1 for
discussion). However, they do not use these words in counting routines,
but make approximate comparisons between numerosities and collections
that are easily available, such as the fingers on one hand. They use the
expression pũg põgbi (“a hand”) not only for collections of 5 items, but
also for collections ranging from 4 to 12 items. As we saw in subsection
2.3.1, the Pirahã do not even have a specialized vocabulary to represent
discrete cardinality, but rather, have words that denote a small quantity, a
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somewhat larger quantity, and a large quantity. Thus, the mere presence
of number words is not su�cient to promote natural number represen-
tation. Rather, number words can emerge from two distinct cognitive
routes: they can be representations of exact cardinal values, emerging
from the use of counting words, or they can be linguistic expressions of
perceived approximate numerosities, as is the case with the Mundurukú
and other cultures with few number words. In numerate adults, this sec-
ond, approximate use of number words is also apparent in expressions
like “a couple of days” or “about 50 people”. When there is no strong
cultural incentive to denote cardinal values (e.g., lack of monetary com-
merce), this latter system may be su�cient, and counting routines may
not develop3.

Once the need arises to denote numerosities more precisely, approxi-
mate number words can serve as the basis of a counting list, which may
explain why in so many languages, some number words are etymologi-
cally related to the word for “hand” or “finger”. Take speakers of Martu
Wangka, a western Aboriginal Australian language, who started using
their approximate number words in an exact sense once monetary econ-
omy was introduced. While older speakers of Martu Wangka use the
words marakuju and marakujarra in an approximate fashion to denote
“about a hand” and “about two hands”, younger speakers use these terms
as the precise numbers 5 and 10 (Harris, 1982, 167). This is probably
due to an increasing participation in the monetary economy, as is aptly
illustrated by the Tiwi, an Aboriginal culture from Melville Island, Aus-
tralia, whose numerical competence strongly correlates with the degree
to which they participate in monetary economic activities (McRoberts,
1990, 35–36). In the case of Martu Wangka, the linguistic expressions
for (approximately) five and ten remained identical, but the semantic
meaning changed. This was due to an increased cultural importance of
number, stirred by an increased participation in the monetary economy.

3Also, there is evidence that people without schooling living in numerate cultures
fail to develop exact numerical concepts. Spaepen, Coppola, Spelke, Carey, and Goldin-
Meadow (2011) studied deaf adults from Nicaragua who did not attend schools and
who developed their own, spontaneous, sign languages to communicate with members
of their family and community. They found that these deaf adults could discriminate
small numbers up to 3, but that they were inaccurate in denoting larger numbers.
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4.4 Interactions between external media and in-
ternal cognitive processes

There are di↵ering views on the relationship between external media and
internal cognitive processes. One popular position in cognitive science
and philosophy of mind (e.g., Fodor, 1975) holds that external represen-
tations merely serve as input to the internal mind. According to this
approach, numerical cognition only takes place after we convert arabic
numerals and number words into some inner code. Some scholars (e.g.,
Clark, 2006) instead argue that external representations need not be rep-
resented internally to be involved in numerical cognition. In this view,
much of human cognition is essentially hybrid: it involves a complex inter-
play between the brain and external resources, and it is often impossible
to demarcate sharp boundaries between internal and external cognition.
A third position (e.g., Donald, 1991) asserts that external cognitive re-
sources shape the mind in the strong sense that they actually alter our
cognitive architecture. Compelling evidence for Donald’s claim comes
from studies on the e↵ects of literacy and music on the brain.

A functional neuroimaging study of reading (Tan, Feng, Fox, & Gao,
2001) revealed that di↵erent writing systems elicit di↵erent patterns of
neural activation. It compared neural activity in readers of Chinese, a lan-
guage that uses logograms (where characters map onto morphemes, i.e.,
small meaningful units) with readers of English, a language that makes
use of phonograms (where characters map onto phonemes, i.e., speech
sounds). Native Chinese readers rely more on right-hemispheric areas in-
volved in spatial cognition, whereas English readers show more activity in
their perisylvian (language-related) left-lateralized areas. Carreiras et al.
(2009) found that Colombians who learned to read as adults have struc-
tural di↵erences in the connectivity of their brains compared to adults
from the same community who learned to read as children. In particular,
they found increased connectivity between the angular gyri in the early
literates. In their comparison of brains of professional musicians, mu-
sical amateurs and nonmusicians, Gaser and Schlaug (2003) found that
musical competence correlates with an increase in grey matter in motor,
auditory and visual-spatial brain regions. Intriguingly, this e↵ect of prac-
tices on the brain is not unique to humans: the brains of rhesus monkeys
that learned to use tools also show increases in grey matter in temporal
and parietal areas, which are involved in object manipulation and spatial
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cognition (Quallo et al., 2009).
This influence of culture on the brain can be explained by the well-

established mechanism of Hebbian learning. Donald Hebb (1949) influ-
entially stated this principle as follows:

When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and
repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth
process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells
such that A’s e�ciency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased
(Hebb, 1949, 62).

The principle of Hebbian learning assumes that a repeated and persistent
excitement of one neuron by another results in metabolic changes in both
cells which increases their connectivity, a process known as long-term
synaptic potentiation.

In the case of number, cultural exposure to symbolic numerical rep-
resentations during early cognitive development could result in long-term
synaptic potentiation between populations of number-sensitive neurons,
such as those in the intraparietal sulci, and neurons involved in high-level
processing of other domains, such as body-part representation or lan-
guage. In the following subsections, I discern five ways to represent nat-
ural numbers externally that are salient across cultures: number words,
body parts, tallies and tokens, numerical notation systems, and gestures.
For each of these instances, this chapter will attempt a more precise for-
mulation of how internal and external representations interact to yield
natural numbers.

4.4.1 Number words and language

The role of language in the development of natural number concepts has
been the focus of intense debate. This controversy is fueled by the fact
that both grammatical language and the ability to represent natural num-
bers accurately seem to be restricted to humans. Even chimpanzees who
received intensive training on arabic numerals never generalize to the
counting procedure that children master with ease (Biro & Matsuzawa,
2001a). The fact that both natural language and natural numbers are
uniquely human suggests a link between the two, leading several develop-
mental and comparative psychologists to propose that language enables
us to go beyond the limitations of our innate numerical capacities.
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Hauser, Chomsky, and Fitch (2002) invoke a uniquely human domain-
general recursive capacity that underlies both natural language and natu-
ral numbers. This ability, which allows us to generate a potentially infinite
array of expressions from a limited set of elements, would help children to
realize that they can come up with higher and higher numbers. However,
the recursiveness hypothesis is seriously underdetermined by the data:
there are many other features in language that might be relevant for our
acquisition of natural number concepts, such as its referential nature4.
Also, recursiveness might not be a universal property of human languages
(Everett, 2005), and starlings, manifestly a nonlinguistic species, seem to
be capable of learning recursive syntactic patterns (Gentner, Fenn, Mar-
goliash, & Nusbaum, 2006). If recursiveness were to play an important
role in natural number acquisition, we can expect that linguistic and
mathematical recursive tasks would recruit similar brain networks. How-
ever, there is little support in the neuropsychological literature for this
prediction. Rosemary Varley et al. (2005) investigated numerical skills in
three profoundly agrammatic patients. Despite their inability to produce
grammatical language, all subjects could accurately solve multiple-digit
calculations. They also scored well on questions on infinity, e.g., when
asked to produce several numbers smaller than 2 but larger than 1, par-
ticipants came up with creative solutions like 1.999, 1.9999. . . Varley et al.
(2005) proposed that the mature cognitive system contains autonomous,
domain-specific structures for both language and mathematics that deal
with recursive structures. Mart́ın-Loeches, Casado, Gonzalo, de Heras,
and Fernández-Fŕıas (2006) examined the ERP responses in subjects pre-
sented with mathematical reasoning tasks in an order-relevant format,
such as bracket expressions of the form 4 ÷ (10 � 3). Although these
problems closely mirror syntactical structures, they do not recruit any
brain areas which are related to syntax or linguistic working memory.

Since natural languages di↵er in their structure, one way to attempt
to resolve the debate is to investigate whether speakers of di↵erent natu-
ral languages conceptualize the world di↵erently. The strongest variant of

4Nonhuman animals, such as vervet monkeys and dolphins also show this ability
to some extent. Vervet monkeys have three distinct alarm calls for three kinds of
predators, leopard, eagle and snake (Seyfarth, Cheney, & Marler, 1980). Dolphins rely
on signature whistles to discriminate between conspecifics (Janik, Sayigh, & Wells,
2006). However, the range of calls with conventional, arbitrary meanings is a lot more
limited in nonhuman animals than it is in humans.
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linguistic relativism, the claim that speaking a particular natural language
influences cognition, is somewhat misleadingly termed the Whorfian hy-
pothesis. Whereas the linguist Benjamin Whorf (1956) focused almost
exclusively on the influence of language on thought in general, empirical
research on linguistic relativity today is characterized by more experimen-
tally controlled domain-centered approaches (see Pinker, 2007; De Cruz,
2009b; Regier, Kay, Gilbert, & Ivry, 2010, for recent discussions). These
studies look at a domain of perceived reality, such as number, color or
space, and investigate how various languages encode these. Such studies
allow us to evaluate linguistic relativism on a case-by-case basis, making
it perfectly coherent to be a strong linguistic relativist about color names,
for example, but not about spatial terms.

A strong linguistic relativist view about numbers argues that language
is necessary for our learning and understanding of natural numbers. This
hypothesis is endorsed by several cognitive psychologists. For example,
Susan Carey (2004) has argued that young children rely on a form of
bootstrapping to understand natural numbers. They map the counting
words for one, two and three onto their intuitive representations of these
magnitudes, detect that this small counting list obeys the rule that every
next tag corresponds to a magnitude n + 1, and generalize this to count
words � 4 (see also subsection 2.3.2). Thus, Carey (2004) maintains that
intuitive representations of small numerosities, combined with language,
are su�cient to promote our formation of natural number concepts. Eliz-
abeth Spelke (2003) has a similar view. According to her, language en-
ables us to combine our representations of small numbers and those of
large numbers (which she conceptualizes as two separate systems).

To better tease apart the role of language and other cultural fac-
tors, Frank, Fedorenko, and Gibson (2008) conducted experiments with
American college students that were very similar to those presented to
the Pirahã. These tasks involved both one-to-one matching tasks and
memory tasks. During these tests, their participants had to repeat words
played on a tape, which made it impossible for them to rely on subvocal
counting. Apparently, the ability to perform one-to-one matchings was
relatively unimpaired by the inability to count, but memory for numbers
was severely compromised. In the experiment that probed memory for
numerosity, the participants witnessed a quantity of nuts being placed
in a can, and then being withdrawn one by one. After each withdrawal,
the subjects responded as to whether the can still contained nuts or was
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empty. For Pirahã subjects, this task proved extremely di�cult, as the
responses dropped to chance level between 4 and 5 items (Gordon, 2004).
Once western subjects were unable to rely on subvocal counting, their
responses dropped to chance level as well, answering correctly only 47%
of the time for quantities > 4. This controlled study attempted to rule
out cultural factors, next to language, that might be responsible for the
peculiarities of Pirahã numerical cognition.

It is important to point out that authors who have studied Pirahã cul-
ture do not agree on the role of language in numerical cognition. Gordon
(2004, 498) claimed that his study “represents a rare and perhaps unique
case for strong linguistic determinism.” In contrast, Frank, Fedorenko,
and Gibson (2008) argue for a more moderate interpretation:

Rather than altering underlying representations, languages in-
stead help their speakers accomplish di�cult or intractable
cognitive tasks by providing abstractions which allow for the
e�cient storage and processing of information (Frank, Fe-
dorenko, & Gibson, 2008, 120).

Frank, Everett, et al. (2008) showed that Pirahã performed relatively
well on tasks that did not involve memory, such as matching a number
of objects to those that an experimenter showed them, by employing
strategies that involve making one-to-one correspondences. This suggests
that count words are not uniquely privileged in the creation of number
concepts, but rather concur with Locke’s (1689, book II, chapter 16) view
that they are “conducive to our well-reckoning.”

Natural language may play a role in the weaker sense that it is one of
several possible external media through which we can denote exact car-
dinal values. In many cultures that possess few number words, counting
is supplemented by tallies (such as marks on the ground) or body-part
counting (see, e.g., Wassmann & Dasen, 1994, on Yupno counting). The
frequent use of number words in everyday discourse helps children to un-
derstand that natural numbers are specific, rather than approximate, as
their innate number sense would lead them to suggest. Indeed, Sarnecka
and Gelman (2004) found that 2.5-year-old children understand that num-
ber words are specific, before they can actually count. These children can
predict, for example, that a box with six objects to which another object
is added, no longer contains six objects, even though they do not know
the precise outcome, and even though they cannot yet count a collection
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of six items.
Since number words play an important role in denoting exact cardinal

values in westerners, we can expect that linguistic areas are mainly re-
cruited for numerical tasks that involve exact numerical magnitudes. As
we have seen in subsection 3.3.2, neuroimaging studies (e.g., Dehaene et
al., 1999) show that exact calculation recruits extensive parts of the peri-
sylvian language-related areas, whereas approximate calculation yields a
stronger activation of the intraparietal sulci. Patients with brain lesions in
language-related areas have impaired exact calculation, while their ability
to perform approximate calculations remains relatively intact (e.g., Lemer
et al., 2003) . As we have seen in subsection 4.3.1, number words can be
used as external anchors to denote exact cardinal values and are thus
more extensively used in exact calculation. But they are not privileged
in this respect.

4.4.2 Body parts

Body-part counting features in many cultures. Several Indo-European
number words derive from body-part terms, suggesting an underlying
body-part counting system: the word “four” is related to the Proto-Indo-
European word for “finger”; “five” in many Indo-European languages
is related to the Proto-Indo-European word for “hand” (Butterworth,
1999, 66–67). Some cultures possess more elaborate body-part systems,
such as the Papua New Guinean Oksapmin, who count on their fingers,
facial features, shoulders and arms, which are touched and named in a
conventionalized stable order (Saxe, 1981), as can be seen on Fig. 4.1. In
such systems, individual body parts refer to quantities in much the same
way as our number words: in a counting context, the Oksapmin term for
“left shoulder” always denotes 18.

Intriguingly, body parts are also often used by people who do not
possess formalized counting routines, as was already reported by Locke
(1689, book 2, chapter 16). The Mundurukú numerical expressions, stud-
ied by Pica et al. (2004), include such terms as pũg põgbi (“one hand”),
eba (“your two arms”), and even “all the fingers of the hands and then
some more” (given by one subject in response to 13 dots). A possible rea-
son why body parts feature so prominently in counting and approximate
number word representation may be that the neural structure that repre-
sents fingers and other body parts—the body schema, situated in the left
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Figure 4.1: The Oksapmin counting system, from Saxe (1981, 307, Fig. 1).

intraparietal lobule—lies anatomically close to number-sensitive neurons
in the intraparietal sulci. Establishing a synaptic potentiation is easier
between areas that are anatomically close. Moreover, the body schema
is an ideal candidate for a list of symbols with fixed ordinality because
it represents body parts in an ordered fashion. The comparison of body
parts is prone to a distance e↵ect similar to that in number comparison.
For example, to determine that the nose is lower than the eyes takes a
longer response time than judging that the knees are lower than the eyes
(Le Clec’H et al., 2000). Likewise it is easier to assess that eight is bigger
than two, than to see that eight is bigger than seven. Thus, one always
has a list with fixed order at hand, so to speak.

To what extent does the cultural link between magnitudes and body
parts influence the structure of the human brain? Studies that measure
changes in corticospinal excitability of the hand muscles (e.g., Andres,
Seron, & Olivier, 2007) indicate that numerical tasks such as counting
and number comparison result in an increased excitability of the hand
muscles, while other muscles (such as those of the foot) remain unaf-
fected. Sandrini, Rossini, and Miniussi (2004) found that briefly disrupt-
ing the left intraparietal lobule (implicated in finger recognition) through
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation causes a marked increase in
reaction time when subjects complete a number comparison task. Sim-
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ilarly, a temporary disruption of the right angular gyrus results in both
finger agnosia (the inability to individualize one’s own fingers) and a
decline in number processing (Rusconi, Walsh, & Butterworth, 2005).
Taken together, these studies suggest that western adults, who no longer
use fingers to solve simple arithmetical problems, nevertheless continue to
use the internal cognitive architecture that represents fingers in numerical
tasks. Interestingly, the lack of finger cognition may partly explain the
limited numerical skills in the Pirahã: Everett (2005) noted that they do
not have individual names for fingers (e.g., ring finger, index), but collec-
tively refer to their fingers as “hand sticks”, and only did so after explicit
entreaties of the questioning anthropologist. Western children, especially
preschoolers and first-graders often resort to finger counting when they
have to solve arithmetical problems, whereas Chinese children, who have
more regular number words, rely less on finger counting (Geary, Bow-
Thomas, Liu, & Siegler, 1996). Hebbian learning provides a compelling
explanation to account for this continued use of finger representation in
western adult numerical cognition.

4.4.3 Tallies and tokens

Tallies are the oldest archeologically attested representations of numerosi-
ties. Artifacts in bone or antler that show regular incisions or notches are
present in the archeological record from about 70,000 to 50,000 BP on-
ward (Cain, 2006). Some of these objects were probably tally sticks, with
engravings that gradually accumulated over time. Tallying without dif-
ferentiation does not provide definite evidence that the makers of these
objects possessed natural number concepts, since, as we have seen, even
nonnumerate people are capable of one-to-one matching. More recent
notched artifacts, such as the La Marche antler (d’Errico, 1995), dated
to ca. 25,000 BP, or the engraved late Paleolithic hare tibia from Gough
cave, dated to ca. 12,000 BP (Tratman, 1976) show a clear and inten-
tional morphological di↵erentiation between sets of notches, indicating
that several collections of items were being counted. For example, the
notched bones from Ishango, Congo were found along the Upper Semliki
River, and are dated to ca. 25,000 BP. The one on Fig. 4.2 is about 10
cm long, inlaid with a sharp piece of quartz at one end. The notches on
this artifact are grouped together in several interesting ways. As one can
see on Fig. 4.2, the notches on two of the three sides sum up to 60; one of
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its sides displays the prime numbers between 10 and 20 (Pletser & Huyle-
brouck, 1999). Although it would probably be an over-interpretation to
say that its Stone Age makers had knowledge of prime numbers, the reg-
ular grouping of notches does indicate an awareness of number.

Figure 4.2: Four views from a notched bone from Ishango, Congo. Picture
copyright from the Natural Science Museum, Brussels.

Tokens have played an important role in historical literate cultures.
In western culture up to the introduction of the hindu-arabic positional
system, calculations were frequently made by moving counters on a sur-
face known as the abacus. Western abacus calculation was positional.
Values were assigned on an ad hoc basis: the same positions and objects
could stand for 10s or 100s, depending on the calculation required. As
Reviel Netz (2002, 9) observed, abaci were not just some aid in the ma-
nipulation of numbers, they were the principal medium of calculation in
early western Europe. The then available numerical notation systems,
such as the Greek alphabetic numerals, proved far too cumbersome for
calculation and were therefore rarely used as such. The Greek alphabetic
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system used 27 distinct signs for the numerical ranges 1–9, 10–90, and
100–900 (Chrisomalis, 2004), see table 4.1 on p. 126. This meant one had
to learn many multiplication and addition facts by heart, placing heavy
demands on working memory. Consider the addition 80 + 20. In Greek
alphabetic numerals, one needs to retrieve the addition p + k = r from
memory, whereas an abacus user can simply place one counter on the
“fifty” line and three counters on the “ten” line, where he adds two more
counters. Five counters on the “ten” line means that he can move one
counter to the “fifty” line, which in turn allows him to put one counter
on the “hundred” line. Since no rules further allow him to move counters,
the calculation is completed. The only internal cognitive operations he
had to perform, is counting up to five and counting up to two.

Does the enduring use of tokens also influence human cognition in
the stronger sense proposed by Donald (1991), i.e., does their use cause
synaptic reorganization? Support for this view comes from an fMRI study
by Yiyuan Tang et al. (2006), which compared brain activation of native
Chinese speakers and English speakers who perform comparison and addi-
tion tasks. Although intraparietal sulcus activation was common to both
groups, English speakers relied more on the language-related left perisyl-
vian areas (including Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area), whereas Chinese
speakers showed more activation in the premotor cortex and the cerebel-
lum, as is shown on Fig. 4.3. A plausible explanation for this finding lies

Figure 4.3: Brain areas involved in calculation in Chinese and English
speakers. Regions of interest mentioned in the text, left hemisphere shown
on the left.
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in cultural di↵erences in arithmetic teaching, in particular abacus instruc-
tion in Chinese education. Chinese abacus users can mentally visualize
and manipulate abacus beads while solving mathematical problems. The
premotor cortex is normally involved in planning complex movements in
response to particular stimuli. The activation of this area during nu-
merical tasks in Chinese speakers could thus be explained by their use
of a mental abacus. It is interesting to note that Japanese expert aba-
cus users can perform mental arithmetic involving very large numbers
(up to 16 digits) with remarkable accuracy by imagining a soroban, the
traditional Japanese abacus. When primed with subliminally presented
abacus beads in configurations not related to the problem, their perfor-
mance drops markedly (Negishi et al., 2005). These studies suggest that
users of the abacus internalize the operations they perform in the world
(the manipulation of abacus beads) when they do mental arithmetic, fos-
tering long-term synaptic potentiation between number-sensitive neurons
and neurons in the premotor cortex.

4.4.4 Numerical notation systems

Numerical notation systems are visual and primarily nonphonetic struc-
tured systems for representing numbers. Signs such as 9 or IX are part
of numerical notation systems, words like “nine” or “quatre-vingt” are
not. Over the past 5,000 years, more than 100 numerical notation sys-
tems were developed worldwide, many of which have now been replaced
by the hindu-arabic numerals (Chrisomalis, 2004, 2010). Numerical nota-
tion systems typically emerge in large-scale societies, where trade, public
works or taxation require calculation with large numbers. They enhance
our cognitive capacities by representing some aspects of numerical tasks
externally, so that they do not need to be represented internally, which
would require additional cognitive resources (Zhang & Norman, 1995).
For example, positional systems use place value, which externalizes some
information on the size of a number: the value of a given numeral sign is
partly determined by its position among the signs in the numeral phrase.
However, this does not allow us to decide which of two numbers is largest
if they have the same highest power value, such as 94 and 49. Whether 4
is smaller or bigger than 9 cannot be derived from the shape of the numer-
als. Before we can decide whether 49 is bigger or smaller than 94, we have
to retrieve the cardinal values of 4 and 9 from memory. The Egyptian
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
⇥1 a b g d e ì z h j

⇥10 i k l m n x o p ✓

⇥100 r sv t u f q y w �

Table 4.1: The Greek alphabetic system of numerals. The numerals for
6, 90, and 900 are the now obsolete symbols digamma (ì), koppa (✓),
and san (�) (see Ifrah, 1985). This table is redrawn from De Cruz et al.
(2010), table 2, p. 86.

hieroglyphic system represents 1 as |, 2 as ||, and 3 as |||, thereby repre-
senting some information on magnitude externally through the shape of
the numerals, which is not the case in arabic numerals.

The Greek alphabetic system of numerals (see table 4.1), which is not
positional represents numbers up to 999 by combining 27 di↵erent ele-
mentary symbols and uses at most three di↵erent symbols per number.
Since the Greek system is not positional, it does not need a symbol to
mark an empty position (zero), but its basic symbols are never repeated
within a numeral. As a consequence, numbers are represented by even
fewer symbols on average than in our familiar decimal place-value nota-
tion. For example, the number 208 is written as “sh”, and 400 simply
as “u” (De Cruz et al., 2010). Thus, the Greek alphabetic numerical sys-
tem provides advantages in the briefness of the notation. However, larger
numbers require new symbols or a systematic scheme for modifications
(see Boyer, 1944), which places larger demands on long-term memory, as
the meanings of all these di↵erent symbols need to be internally stored.
Moreover, in contrast to arabic numerals and other positional systems,
calculations with Greek numerals rely much more on internal memory
retrieval, for example, in the determination of power values, which can
be read o↵ from the position of arabic digits, but needs to be retrieved
from memory in the Greek system.

Calculations with numerical notation systems involve an interplay of
internal and external cognitive resources. For example, a multiple-digit
calculation in arabic numerals requires one to retrieve the value of the
shapes of the numerals from memory and to remember multiplication
and addition facts, while carrying numbers and remembering partial so-
lutions can be performed externally. Several studies (e.g., Zhang & Wang,
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2005) support this important role of external representations in numerical
tasks, showing that the format in which numbers are presented influences
processing speed and accuracy. In this sense, pen-and-paper calculations
are hybrid modes of thought, where cognitive performance depends on
the complex interplay between internal cognitive operations and external
media.

Nevertheless, even though numerical notations are not simply trans-
lated into an internal symbolic code, they influence internal cognitive
processing. Children as young as five years show a number-specific brain
response (as measured by ERP) when they compare arabic numerals, a
response virtually indistinguishable from comparing nonsymbolic numer-
ical presentations such as collections of dots (Temple & Posner, 1998).
Moreover, as we have seen in subsection 3.3.2, passively viewing arabic
digits yields activation in the parietal sulci, whereas viewing letters does
not (Eger et al., 2003). This indicates that the brain converts arabic
digits into numerosities fast and automatically. Although numerical no-
tation systems are not entirely reducible to internal cognitive processes,
we nevertheless need to convert symbolic numerical representations into
mental magnitudes to gain semantic access to them.

4.4.5 Gestures

Across the world, gestures are used to denote cardinalities. Contempo-
rary Chinese use hand gestures to denote numerosities up to 20, and well
into the twentieth century, French farmers employed an elaborate sys-
tem of hand gestures to perform multiplications, such as 7⇥ 8 (Dantzig,
1954). Young children spontaneously point and gesture when they count.
Gesturing lightens cognitive demands by establishing which objects have
already been counted. Indeed, under experimental conditions, children
have more di�culties in counting when they are prevented from gesturing
or pointing (Alibali & DiRusso, 1999). Susan Goldin-Meadow and Susan
Wagner (2005) propose that gesturing helps lighten the cognitive demands
of counting because it enables us to individuate objects in space more
easily. To disentangle correlation from causation, Goldin-Meadow, Cook,
and Mitchell (2009) taught nine-year-old children to solve a type of math-
ematical problem that was novel to them, namely linear equations with
one unknown, and measured the e↵ect of gesturing on their performance.
The problems were presented in the following form: 3 + 2 + 8 = x + 8.
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Children were then randomly assigned to three groups, where one group
was taught to make appropriate gestures to solve the problem (i.e., make
a v-shaped hand toward 3 + 2 and then point with the index toward x),
a second group was taught an incorrect gesture (v-shaped hand toward
2 + 8, and index pointing to x), a third group learnt no gestures at all.
As predicted, the children who learned the correct gesture were more suc-
cessful in solving novel problems of the same form; the children who did
not gesture at all did worst.

Even in numerate adults, preventing pointing and touching has marked
e↵ects on numerical performance. If adult subjects are asked to count a
collection of coins without being allowed to touch or point to them, the
result is that over half of the subjects give a wrong answer. Once they
are allowed to touch or gesture, the error rate falls to nearly 20 % (Kirsh,
1995). Interestingly, neural structures that are typically recruited during
gesturing, pointing and visual attention lie very close to the number-
sensitive neurons in the intraparietal sulci (Simon et al., 2002). As ar-
gued earlier, the formation of new synaptic connections through Hebbian
learning is more easily established between two anatomically adjacent ar-
eas. As in the case of body-part counting, culture may key in on this
architectural property of the human brain by creating long term synaptic
connections between them.

4.5 Discussion and concluding remarks

The examination of natural number representation presented in this chap-
ter shows that external media are a necessary and irreducible part of
human numerical cognition. I have argued that external media form a
hybrid cognitive process with the internal cognitive processes involved in
number. However, I want to go further than this, and argue that the inter-
action between internal and external cognitive resources is bidirectional.
In particular, the enduring use of external media results in structural
changes in the brain: the cognitive sca↵olding we use to accurately repre-
sent cardinalities (number words, body parts, tokens, numerical notation
systems and gestures) is recruited in numerical cognition alongside the
number-sensitive neurons. For instance, body-part recognition (finger
counting) is recruited for solving numerical tasks involving arabic dig-
its. Natural number representation is only possible when we supplement
the internal cognitive architecture involved in numerical processing with
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external resources.
One could object to this view that it is easy to calculate 3⇥7 mentally

and that external media are therefore not necessary for natural number
representation. However, such calculations are only possible through an
extensive cultural familiarization with arabic numerals or number words.
It is interesting in this respect to compare the performance in arithmeti-
cal tasks of two small-scale societies, the Mundurukú and the Yupno.
Although the Mundurukú have approximate number words up to five,
they fail to produce a correct result when subtracting four dots from a
total set of six dots (i.e., 6 � 4), although the result is small enough to
be named in their approximate number word system (Pica et al., 2004).
The reason for their failure lies in the fact that their number words do
not denote natural numbers but are approximate number words. In con-
trast, the Yupno, who have a body-part counting system that goes up
to 33, can solve tasks such as 12 + 13 or 19 � 8, the latter by reversing
the problem into an addition, counting up from the smaller to the larger
number by naming the di↵erent body parts (Wassmann & Dasen, 1994,
89). They can do this because, in a counting context, body parts serve
as exact number symbols.

It is worthwhile to consider Terry Dartnall’s (2005) internalism in
this discussion. Internalism mirrors externalism in the sense that the
world leaks into the mind. As an illustration, Dartnall considers a person
who observes an incomplete jigsaw, leaves the room and then realizes
—through mental rotation—how one of the remaining pieces fits into
the puzzle. This mental rotation of the observed piece is an epistemic
action, since it tells him something he did not know before. We could
speculate that any kind of extended mind entails some kind of internalism:
we use external media that represent numerosities as epistemic tools by
manipulating mental representations of them to solve numerical problems
that are otherwise intractable to us, as in the case of skilled abacus users
who resort to a mental abacus to solve multiple-digit calculations.

External symbolic representations of natural numbers are not merely
converted into an inner code; they remain an important and irreducible
part of our numerical cognition. Natural language is one among several
tools that allow us to map exact cardinalities onto our approximate men-
tal number line. During cognitive development, the structure of the brain
is adapted to the external media that represent natural numbers in the
culture where one is raised. In this way, the interaction between inter-
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nal cognitive resources and external media is not a one-way tra�c but
an intricate bidirectional process: we do not just endow external media
with numerical meaning; rather, without them we would not be able to
represent cardinalities exactly.



CHAPTER 5

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS AS EPISTEMIC
ACTIONS

This chapter is adapted from De Cruz, H. & De Smedt, J. (in press b).
Mathematical symbols as epistemic actions. Synthese.

Abstract

Recent experimental evidence from developmental psychology and cogni-
tive neuroscience indicates that humans are equipped with unlearned ele-
mentary mathematical skills. However, formal mathematics has proper-
ties that cannot be reduced to these elementary cognitive capacities. The
question then arises how human beings cognitively deal with more ad-
vanced mathematical ideas. This chapter draws on the extended mind
thesis to suggest that mathematical symbols enable us to delegate some
mathematical operations to the external environment. In this view, math-
ematical symbols are not only used to express mathematical concepts—
they are constitutive of the mathematical concepts themselves. Mathe-
matical symbols are epistemic actions, because they enable us to represent
concepts that are literally unthinkable with our bare brains. Using case
studies from the history of mathematics and from educational psychology,
we argue for an intimate relationship between mathematical symbols and
mathematical cognition.

131
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5.1 Introduction

What are mathematical symbols for? A widely held view is that they
serve as external representations of abstract mathematical objects, which
exist independently from their symbolic notations. Many believe, as epit-
omized by Barabashev (1997), that modernizing ancient mathematical
texts does not alter their content, since the underlying mathematical
truths to which they refer exist outside of space-time, i.e., independent
of human thought and culture. According to this view, mathematical
cognition only takes place after we convert mathematical symbols into
an appropriate inner code. It would not matter whether equations are
solved by use of the western algebraic notation or by arranging Chinese
counting rods in matrices, nor would it matter which numerical notation
system is used to perform arithmetical operations. This chapter consid-
ers an alternative approach, where mathematical symbols are intimately
linked to the concepts they represent. We will develop the argument that
symbols are not merely used to express mathematical concepts, but that
they are constitutive of the concepts themselves. Mathematical symbols
enable us to perform mathematical operations that we would not be able
to do in the mind alone, they are epistemic actions. We begin by an
examination of how humans acquire knowledge of mathematical objects.
Next, we consider the role symbolic notation systems play in human cog-
nition, focusing on mathematical symbols and taking negative numbers
and algebra as examples. We then examine how mathematical symbols
function as epistemic actions due to their semantic opacity.

5.2 How we acquire mathematical knowledge

According to some philosophers of mathematics (e.g., Benacerraf, 1973)
an acceptable epistemology of mathematics should provide a causal ac-
count of how humans are able to acquire mathematical knowledge. At
first blush it appears hard to explain how we are able to acquire knowl-
edge of mathematical objects, which are often conceptualized as abstract
entities that do not seem to fit in the material causal order. Social scien-
tists (e.g., Ernest, 1998) have presented the elegant idea that the locus of
mathematical reality can be found within human culture. Mathematical
entities arise in the brains of individuals within a specific culture, but once
arisen, they are no longer reducible to it. This idea goes back to Pop-
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per’s distinction between world-1 (physical objects), world-2 (cognitive
processes) and world-3 (concepts, images and other products of human
reasoning). As mathematical entities are situated in world-3 they can
have properties that may be unexpected and unintended; they transcend
the cognitive properties of any individual (Popper, 1994, 25–27).

Like most factual knowledge (e.g., that the Earth is round or that
some diseases are caused by viruses), knowledge of mathematical truths
does not derive from direct sensory observation but from cultural trans-
mission. The mechanisms that underlie this transmission need unpacking.
We cannot simply download ideas into our brains, but have to reconstruct
them in our own minds. To understand the concept democracy, for
example, one needs to reconstruct all its constitutive elements, such as
competitive elections, civilian control of the military, and government by
elected representatives. In this reconstructive process, humans seldom
start from scratch, but draw on pre-existing knowledge: if a child learns
that an echidna is an animal, it can draw on earlier acquired knowledge
of animals to make inductive inferences about echidnas, such as that they
are self-propelled, require food, sleep, and produce o↵spring looking like
themselves. Inductive inferences constrain and guide the acquisition of
concepts which is aptly demonstrated by religious concepts. Religious en-
tities often have counterintuitive elements, which have to be transmitted
explicitly (Boyer, 2002). As we saw earlier, ghosts violate our basic ex-
pectations of how physical objects behave in their ability to walk through
walls, and to appear and disappear at will. But the psychology of ghosts
is conform to our basic ontological expectations: they have beliefs, de-
sires and a distinct personality. These latter features are not explicitly
transmitted when we acquire the concept ghost, but are tacitly assumed.

The fact that all cultural transmission requires reconstruction implies
that not all concepts are equally easy to transmit. As we saw in more
detail in subsection 3.2.2, some cultural concepts will be relatively easy
to reconstruct, because they provide a close match to our intuitive ex-
pectations (examples include most folk theories, such as folk biology and
folk psychology); others will be harder to transmit because they elicit
relatively few inductive inferences (they are nonintuitive; most scientific
concepts fall into this category). Moreover, as minds are not high-fidelity
copying machines, culturally transmitted concepts will tend to be dis-
torted to fit pre-existing biases and ideas (Sperber, 1996).

To some extent, the acquisition of mathematical ideas can be charac-
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terized by this reconstructive process of culturally acquired information.
For example, understanding the twin prime conjecture (i.e., there are in-
finitely many twins of primes such that if p is a prime, so is p+2) requires
more than being able to derive or refute it from explicit definitions and
axioms. Although it remains as yet unproven and may perhaps never be
proven, we find the conjecture intelligible: by having found pairs of primes
that are larger than any we have found before, we can wonder if there are
more to be found, and if eventually they will run out (Goodman, 1981).
Mathematics education is organized as a stepwise progression from more
elementary to complex notions, as can be witnessed in students who learn
to solve equations with negative terms: they build on their already ac-
quired ability to solve equations involving positive terms (Vlassis, 2004).
By explaining the individual learning of mathematical concepts in this
way, from more elementary to complex, we are faced with the problem of
origin of the most elementary mathematical knowledge, which cannot be
derived from earlier knowledge.

5.3 Elementary numerical knowledge

Empirical evidence from disparate disciplines suggests that humans are
equipped with specialized cognitive capacities that facilitate their under-
standing of elementary mathematics. We will focus here on the example
of number. Given that numbers seem far removed from elementary sense
data, children from most cultures learn to count and reckon in a remark-
ably short span of time. After all, two bicycles and two cows do not share
obvious perceptual properties, but both share the property of “twoness”.
Developmental and comparative psychologists have argued that our abil-
ity to represent natural numbers has precursors in perceptual capacities
of preverbal infants and nonhuman animals. As we have seen in the
previous two chapters, a growing body of experimental literature indi-
cates that infants can estimate cardinality, predict the outcome of simple
arithmetical operations, and compare the magnitudes of di↵erent collec-
tions of items. The study of numerical cognition in animals also provides
a wealth of evidence of successes in estimating cardinalities, comparing
numbers of di↵erent magnitudes, and predicting the outcomes of elemen-
tary arithmetical operations. Such capacities have been attested in all
vertebrate species examined for it, and recently even in invertebrates,
such as honey bees (Dacke & Srinivasan, 2008). Added to this is neu-
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roscientific evidence, which shows that some areas of the human brain
are consistently involved in arithmetical tasks (e.g., Cantlon, Brannon,
Carter, & Pelphrey, 2006), strengthening the case for an evolved numer-
ical competence.

It is quite likely that children draw on this early-developed knowl-
edge when they learn to use natural numbers. For instance, the idea
that numbers are abstract, amodal entities predates explicit instruction.
Seven-month-olds can compare numerosities across the visual and audi-
tory modalities: they can match the number of voices they hear to the
number of speaking people they see (Jordan & Brannon, 2006). Five-
month-olds successfully detect correspondences between the number of
objects placed in their hands (tactile presentation) and the number of
objects viewed on a screen (Féron, Gentaz, & Streri, 2006). But as Lance
Rips et al. (2008) have demonstrated, there is still a gap between natural
numbers and the intuitive representations of number in prelinguistic in-
fants and animals. Intuitive numerosities are approximate, becoming less
precise as magnitude increases. As we saw in subsection 2.3.1 and section
4.2, they are also subject to size e↵ects (less accuracy with increasing
size) and distance e↵ects (confusion between numerosities that lie close
together). It remains as yet unclear how children can make the transition
from these approximate magnitudes to a linear natural number concept.

Learners run into additional di�culties when they acquire the concept
zero, as they need to correctly acquire a host of properties, such as that
zero is the neutral element in addition (a + 0 = a). As a consequence,
it might be di�cult for a learner to correctly infer all of zero’s proper-
ties. Several lines of experimental evidence indeed indicate that zero is
more di�cult to represent than the other natural numbers. During the
early preschool years, children do not have the idea that zero is a nat-
ural number, but rather treat it as a synonym for nothing (Wellman &
Miller, 1986). The one chimpanzee tested for it likewise experienced more
di�culties in representing the concept zero compared to other natural
numbers. In a long-term study, running over 10 years, where the chim-
panzee Ai was trained to use natural numbers, she kept on confusing 0
with 1 and 2; by contrast, she was more accurate for other natural num-
bers 1 to 9. The fact that she never reached complete accuracy in the
former task suggests that she did not possess a true concept zero, but
that to her the symbol 0 meant something like “very few” (Biro & Mat-
suzawa, 2001b). If cognitive reconstruction were the only force guiding
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the cultural evolution of mathematical concepts, the concept zero would
be quickly swamped by inference biases for positive quantities, and we
would end up confusing zero with the smallest positive integers, not un-
like the chimpanzee Ai. But this is not what happens. Although it is more
di�cult to acquire zero compared to other natural numbers, by the end of
their preschool years, children have typically acquired an understanding
of zero and correctly identify it as the smallest natural number. As we
saw in subsection 3.4.2, Wellman and Miller (1986) found that six-year-
olds are actually better at solving abstract mathematical operations with
zero compared to other natural numbers. Interestingly, this psychological
di↵erence in conceptions of zero versus other natural numbers is echoed
in the ontological status of the natural number zero. Only in the late
16th century did authors like Simon Stevin begin to accept zero, rather
than one, as “le vrai et naturel commencement”, the first natural number
(Naets, 2010). Interestingly, Stevin’s conception of number was based on
numerical operations rather than on general notions about numerosity. If
natural numbers, including zero, cannot be directly constructed from ele-
mentary mathematical skills, it is even harder to explain how we acquire
nonintuitive concepts (i.e., those that elicit very few tacit assumptions to
a neophyte) like functions, vector spaces or infinitesimals.

5.4 Symbols and mathematical cognition

5.4.1 The role of external media in mathematical cognition

Some scholars (e.g., Clark, 2006; De Cruz, 2008) have explored the pos-
sibility that external media play an important part in mathematical cog-
nition. Humans regularly supplement their internal cognitive resources
with external support: hard discs and books serve as nonbiological mem-
ory devices, and slide rulers and calculators make di�cult tasks more
tractable. This kind of action, where part of the cognitive load is dele-
gated to the environment is termed an epistemic action (Kirsh & Maglio,
1994). Epistemic actions di↵er from pragmatic actions in that their pri-
mary goal is to obtain information about the world, whereas the latter
are performed to bring about changes in the world.

The claim that external media enhance cognitive processing in this
way is hardly controversial. Because part of the cognitive task is o✏oaded
into the environment, performance often improves—it is obviously more
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di�cult to count coins piled into a heap when one is not allowed to sort
them into stacks (Kirsh, 1996). To be of philosophical interest, the ex-
tended mind thesis should be stronger than this and yet should not make
claims that over-stretch the concept of cognition. For example, as we saw
in section 4.1, Clark and Chalmers (1998, 13) claim that a notebook, used
by an Alzheimer’s patient as external memory device, is on a par with the
use of internal memory to retrieve facts: “the essential causal dynamics
of the two cases mirror each other precisely.” Adams and Aizawa (2001)
have raised concerns about this interpretation of the extended mind the-
sis. It is not because we use pen and paper to solve an equation that these
objects are actually involved in mathematical cognition. Compare this
to lopping shears: although this instrument enables humans to accom-
plish something that they would not be able to do with their bare hands
(cutting thick branches), this does not imply that the muscular processes
within our hands and arms actually extend into the shears. Similarly,
although microscopes and hadron colliders are involved in our epistemic
actions, this does not imply that one should attribute cognitive agency
to these objects, for this might lead to absurd conclusions. Ronald Giere
(2004), for example, remarks that the Hubble space telescope uses star
cluster Abell 1689 as a gravitational lens. If the star cluster is involved in
cognitive (epistemic) processes, does it follow that cognition extends 2.2
billion light years into space? Can cognition exceed the speed of light?
In chapter 4, we saw that one solution to this problem is to conceptualize
cognition as an integrative process that combines internal and external
elements.

Another way to interpret the extended mind thesis without contribut-
ing cognition and agency to artifacts is to argue that not all concepts are
mental representations. One must then suppose that not all concepts
can be entertained by human minds, due to intrinsic limitations of hu-
man cognition. One can easily bring such limitations to mind: humans
have only three types of color receptor cells in their eyes, mantis shrimps
(Odontodactylus scyllarus) have as many as twelve, whereas most birds
and insects have four types, which allow them to observe ultraviolet light.
From the perspective of the representational theory of mind, mental repre-
sentations of colors falling outside of what humans can observe will never
be instantiated in any human mind (Margolis & Laurence, 2007, 568).
Still, although human vision does not have receptor cells for ultraviolet
light, we are able to capture it with special instruments (e.g., ultraviolet
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spectrometers) and adapted cameras, and these can give us impressions
of what some species of bird would look like to their conspecifics, or what
some flowers would look like to pollinating insects1. Hence, due to these
cameras, humans can entertain the concept ultraviolet light without
actually having a mental representation of it.

Likewise, if mathematical symbols can represent objects that are not
representable with our internal cognitive resources alone, this would im-
ply that not all mathematical concepts are mental representations. This
view corresponds closely to Ruth Millikan’s (1998, 59) notion of concepts
as abilities: a concept is the ability to reidentify entities with fair relia-
bility under a wide variety of conditions. Concepts are abilities that are
particular to cognitive agents; they enable the agent to make meaning-
ful inferences. Having a mathematical concept can be thought of as the
ability to make meaningful inferences about a particular mathematical
object, to understand the relationship between this mathematical object
and others, and to successfully use it to solve mathematical problems.
Having the concept ⇡, for instance, means that one can make meaning-
ful inferences about it, that one understands the relationship between ⇡
and other mathematical objects (e.g., the circle, the Cauchy distribution)
and that one can use ⇡ to solve various mathematical problems (e.g., in
geometry and statistics).

The symbol i illustrates how mathematical symbols can represent
ideas that are not intuitively accessible. This symbol was introduced
to denote an operation that is cognitively impossible, namely taking the
square root of �1 (i.e.,

p

�1). Taking the square root of any negative
number is cognitively intractable: the result cannot be negative, since
multiplying two numbers with the same sign is always positive. Nor can
it be positive, since multiplying two positives cannot yield a negative.
Nevertheless, early mathematicians like Gerolamo Cardano and Rafael
Bombelli (16th century) allowed for calculations involving square roots of
negative numbers in order to solve particular equations, especially cubic
equations. In one problem, Cardano attempted to find a solution to the
problem of dividing 10 into two parts, the product of which is 40. His
solution was ingenious: first, divide 10 into two equal parts, we have five
on each part. 5 ⇥ 5 = 25, which is still 15 short of 40. Dividing this

1Of course, such images only show the di↵erential coloring, not the actual color,
since the human eye cannot see into the ultraviolet range. An example of such an
image is provided in Fig. 8.1, p. 205.
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remainder of �15 equally between the two parts, we have
p

�15. Thus
the solution becomes (5 +

p

�15)(5�
p

�15). He remarked that this so-
lution “adeo est subtile, ut sit inutile” (it is as refined as it is useless)
and considered the operation to be a “mental torture”. Nevertheless,
the formal correctness of the operations led Cardano to accept square
roots of negative numbers (Ekert, 2008). However, real progress with
even roots of negative numbers was only booked when Leonhard Euler
(18th century) introduced the symbol i. Once introduced, mathemati-
cians no longer needed to worry about square roots of negative numbers,
because the symbolism e↵ectively masks this cognitively intractable op-
eration, for example

p

�15, which bothered Cardano, can be elegantly
rewritten in Euler’s notation as i

p

15, hence the equation would be writ-
ten as (5 � i

p

15)(5 + i
p

15) = 40. Once Euler introduced the symbol i,
where i2 = �1, mathematicians had a convenient shorthand to incorpo-
rate even roots of negative numbers. This allowed such numbers to be
incorporated in number theory, allowing for the representation of com-
plex numbers of the form x + yi, with x as the real component and yi
as the imaginary one, which vastly extended both number theory and
algebra. It enabled, for example, a proof of the fundamental theorem of
algebra, for which real numbers do not su�ce; it also allowed for Euler’s
identity ei⇡ + 1 = 0. Complex numbers were only generally accepted in
the mathematical community once Jean-Robert Argand (19th century)
o↵ered a geometric interpretation of the complex numbers, using a modi-
fied Cartesian plane, with the real part of a complex number represented
by a displacement along the x-axis, and the imaginary part by a dis-
placement along the y-axis. Again, the use of an external representation
facilitated the acceptance of a new mathematical entity.

Denoting a cognitively intractable operation with a symbol makes it
more manipulable, which e↵ectively enables mathematicians to overcome
human cognitive limitations. It is as if by sweeping nonintuitive mathe-
matical operations under the carpet mathematicians need no longer fret
about them. Alfred North Whitehead (1911) already pointed out that
mathematical notation systems free up cognitive resources because they
allow us to o✏oad ideas into the environment that are di�cult to repre-
sent mentally.

By relieving the brain of all unnecessary work, a good nota-
tion sets it free to concentrate on more advanced problems,
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and in e↵ect increases the mental power of the race. In math-
ematics, granted that we are giving any serious attention to
mathematical ideas, the symbolism is invariably an immense
simplification [. . . ] [B]y the aid of symbolism, we can make
transitions in reasoning almost mechanically by the eye, which
otherwise would call into play the higher faculties of the brain.
It is a profoundly erroneous truism [. . . ] that we should cul-
tivate the habit of thinking what we are doing. The precise
opposite is the case. Civilization advances by extending the
number of important operations which we can perform with-
out thinking about them (Whitehead, 1911, 58–61).

5.4.2 Costs and benefits of symbol use

Symbols are cognitively costly. Experimental evidence (Spelke & Tsivkin,
2001) indicates that bilinguals experience di�culties transferring exact
multiplication and addition facts learned in one language into their other
language. Typically, speakers of two or more languages resort to just
one language—the one in which they learned basic arithmetical proce-
dures—when counting or doing arithmetic. A historical examination of
numerical notation systems (Chrisomalis, 2004) indicates that the adop-
tion of the hindu-arabic numerals has almost invariably resulted in the
disappearance of the indigenous systems, suggesting it may be too cog-
nitively demanding to keep using both notation systems. Also suggestive
of the claim that using symbols places heavy demands on cognition is the
repeated observation that students, even those familiar with symbolic no-
tation systems, consistently prefer to use verbose methods or to imagine
particular situations to solve questions, like “how to obtain the number
of girls in a class when the number of boys is known, and you know that
boys outnumber girls by four” (Harper, 1987). Children also experience
notable di�culties when shifting from one symbolic representation to the
other. When asked to lay out with blocks simple problems posed in Ara-
bic notation (e.g., 1+7), 5- to 7-year-olds typically fail to transcribe such
problems. In this case, the solution is to place the blocks in two groups,
one of one block and one of seven blocks. Instead, they often try to lay
the blocks in such a configuration as to copy the written problems (e.g.,
laying “1 + 7” out in blocks). Only with the guide of explicit instruction
can children successfully use objects in a symbolic way (Uttal, Scudder,
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& DeLoache, 1997).
To complicate matters further, there is no prescribed methodology

to weigh the relative cognitive costs and benefits of particular notation
systems. Jiajie Zhang and Donald Norman’s (1995) analysis of inter-
nal and external operations of numerical notation systems suggests that
multiplication in purely additive number systems, such as the roman nu-
merals, demands more internal cognitive resources compared to positional
systems. In contrast, Dirk Schlimm and Hansjörg Neth (2008) have de-
veloped a model which shows that—at least for artificial agents—addition
and multiplication with roman numerals are perfectly feasible, although
they place heavier demands on working memory, especially in the case of
multiplication.

As we are immersed in a world of visual markings, such as arabic
digits, letters, and pictures, it is di�cult to assess how these markings
influence the way we think. We here take Judy DeLoache’s (2004) very
broad working definition of symbols as objects that someone intends to
represent something other than itself (for clarity’s sake, we disregard here
the possibility of self-referring symbols, although these are in principle
possible). Following this definition, a painting of a house is a symbol be-
cause it represents a house and is meant to represent a house, yet it is a
painting, made with brush and paint on canvas or paper. This definition
does not draw fine-grained distinctions between indexes or icons, but it
is useful from a cognitive point of view. How do we come to understand
that the symbol 2 stands for the natural number two? Understanding
symbols requires us to decouple meaning from materiality. This decou-
pling of the material nature of a symbol and its referent emerges early in
development, but it is not self-evident. Prior to 18 months of age, young
children have di�culties discriminating representations from real objects:
controlled experimental studies have shown that infants attempt to suck
pictures of bottles or put on photographs of shoes. By the second year
of life, however, children can interpret pictures correctly and pay more
attention to their meaning than to their shape (DeLoache, 2004). In one
experiment (Preissler & Bloom, 2007), two-year-olds were shown a pic-
ture of an unfamiliar looking artifact which was called a “wug”. When
asked to give the experimenter a wug, the children gave the experimenter
an object that resembled the depicted object. However, when asked “look
at the picture, can you give me another one?” the children gave the ex-
perimenter another picture with a dissimilar looking object. Such studies
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indicate that by the age of two, children can flexibly switch between the
material nature of a symbol and its referent.

Once symbolic systems are acquired, they have a profound influence
on human cognition. Neuropsychological studies indicate that the human
brain, both in structure and function, is susceptible to both the types
of symbols we learn and the way in which they are acquired. Reading
Chinese logographs, for example, recruits brain areas additional to those
typically recruited in alphabetic writing systems (Tan et al., 2001). This
may be caused by the fact that logographs are visually more complex,
and that they represent words or morphemes (i.e., the smallest meaning-
ful unit of language) rather than individual phonemes. Whereas English
native speakers use mainly the perisylvian language-related brain areas
when performing arithmetical tasks, Chinese-speaking subjects rely more
on motor-related brain areas (Tang et al., 2006). As suggested in subsec-
tion 4.4.3, these di↵erences may be related to a disparity in mathematics
education: whereas western children solve arithmetical problems by re-
trieving addition and multiplication facts from verbal memory, Chinese
children make extensive use of the abacus—the motor patterns of the
imagined finger movements manipulating the abacus beads show up in
the neuroimaging studies. More profound di↵erences can be found when
comparing cerebral organization between literate and illiterate people: a
study of Portuguese women2 (Petersson et al., 2007) found that illiterates
have more white matter and are more left-lateralized compared to liter-
ates from the same socio-economic background. As the function of white
matter is to connect di↵erent functional areas of the nervous system, this
indicates that literate people have fewer connections in their brain. A
more recent study (Carreiras et al., 2009) obtained similar findings with
Colombian late-literates, who only learned to read and write as adults:
compared to early literates, they had more white matter in the splenum
of the corpus callosum, indicating a higher connectivity between their
hemispheres. Perhaps these puzzling findings can be explained by the
fact that literate people can a↵ord to forget, as they can allocate their
memories to scribbled notes, computers and other artifacts.

Initially, learning to use symbols is cognitively costly, but once ac-
quired, they provide considerable computational advantages. It is there-

2These women had similar socio-economic status as the literate women who took
part in the study; they were illiterate, because at a young age they were kept at home
to take care for younger siblings.
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fore not surprising that symbolic notation systems are widespread across
cultures. Indeed, artificial languages are nearly as universal as natural
languages, and have emerged independently in many civilizations, includ-
ing Mesopotamia, India and Maya (Staal, 2006). Interestingly, cultures
with strong oral traditions such as Homeric Greece, Vedic India or Old
Norse culture often drew on fixed formulaic expressions (strings of words)
that could be flexibly combined, amongst others phrases like pódac wkúc
>Aqilleúc “swift-footed Achilles” in Homeric prose or gjálfr-marr “steed
of the sea” in Norse eddas. These formulæ are repeated so often that
they lose much of their meaning. As they can be combined at will, they
free up the narrator’s cognitive resources (Netz, 1999). In scientific texts,
phrases like “arguably”, “but see”, “taken together, this evidence sug-
gests” might serve a similar purpose. Mathematics takes a prominent
position in the use of artificial language, being invented numerous times
independently, and predating writing by 20,000 years or more. Indeed,
mathematical notation systems can be traced back to at least 30,000 BP
in the form of notched bone and antler objects which show a purposeful
di↵erentiation between the notches, as we saw in subsection 4.4.3.

5.5 Specific properties of mathematical symbols

To understand how mathematical symbols enhance cognition, in par-
ticular, their ability to hold and stably represent nonintuitive ideas, it
is useful to take their properties under scrutiny. Most mathematical
symbols can be conceived of in two ways: they refer to objects and to
procedures (Sfard, 1991). Structurally, all mathematical symbols refer
to objects, such as the symbol ⇡ that represents the irrational number
3.14159265 . . . Operationally, they denote procedures: in Euclidean ge-
ometry, for instance, the value of ⇡ is the ratio of a circle’s circumference
to its diameter.

Although mathematical symbols do not refer to material objects,
mathematicians often treat them as if they were real things, as is evi-
dent in standard phrases like “there exists a function x such that . . . ”
Incidentally, the view that mathematical symbols refer to objects does
not imply commitment to a Platonist view of mathematical objects as
entities outside of time and space. As Martin Krieger (1991) noted, their
ontology is similar to that of other cultural institutions, such as norms,
laws or recipes. To give but one example, the central limit theorem can
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be conceptualized as a tool that allows statisticians to make tests of sig-
nificance, to predict confidence intervals and to extrapolate findings on a
small sample to an entire population. This cultural artifact sanctions not
only the practice of statistics, but also social laws that rely on its implica-
tion that a collection of individuals exhibits simpler and less fluctuating
behavior than the individuals themselves.

Mathematical symbols also denote computational procedures; they
are representations of specific mathematical operations. In the history
of mathematics, many symbols started out as nothing more than ab-
breviations of names of mathematical operations. However, because they
provide a shorthand for operations that are di�cult to conceptualize, they
e↵ectively divert our attention away from them. This often turned out
to be advantageous for mathematical creativity. As Anna Sfard (1991)
and Madeline Muntersbjorn (2003) have demonstrated, notational inno-
vations that were first invented to denote new mathematical operations
recurrently gave rise to new mathematical concepts. In her analysis of the
development of the calculus, Muntersbjorn (2003) describes how methods
to study the properties of conic sections gave rise to the description of
very small parallelograms. When summed, their surface area could be
directly compared to the figures in which they were inscribed. Building
on the work of John Wallis and others, Gottfried Leibniz (17th century)
developed the idea that tiny parallelograms approximating a curvilinear
area may be manipulated as if they possess numerical value: for any series
of abscissas x

1

, x
2

, x
3

, . . . , xn, we can name the di↵erence between succes-
sive individuals dx. For any series of tiny parallelograms, with lengths
given by ordinates y

1

, y
2

, y
3

, . . . , yn and widths by dx, we can name their
sum

R
ydx. The symbols d and

R
were thus not arbitrary labels for

immutable abstract objects, but rather shorthand descriptions of proce-
dures to be performed on other mathematical objects. The ontological
status of infinitesimally small quantities (di↵erentials, dx) was attacked
by George Berkeley (18th century) and others, who questioned them for
their lack of mathematical rigor. With the introduction of the limit con-
cept in mathematical functions (19th century), these discussions petered
out: d/dx should be regarded as an operator on a function, while dx has
no independent meaning.
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5.5.1 Negative numbers

Studies in educational psychology indicate that this evolution from pro-
cedure to mathematical object occurs in individual students as they at-
tempt to grasp novel mathematical ideas. In her study of adolescents’
understanding of negative numbers, Joëlle Vlassis (2004) noticed how
14-year-olds made surprisingly many errors on equations with negative
terms. Interviews with these pupils revealed that they primarily relied
on procedural rules that they had learned by heart, such as “if both terms
are negative, the sum is negative.” Even high-level students experienced
di�culties explaining these procedures, showing that their performance
is due to a studious application of rules, rather than an intrinsic under-
standing of negative numerosities. In their answers, they seldom appealed
to the mental number line or other models such as explaining negatives
in terms of gains and debts. The best predictor of success in individual
students was their ability to use the minus sign correctly, not their con-
ceptual understanding (Vlassis, 2008). Thus, a correct procedural use of
the minus sign precedes a conceptual understanding of negative numbers.

As we saw in subsection 3.4.3, di�culties with negative numbers re-
main into adulthood: adults are very fast in judging which is the largest
of two positive integers, such as 4 and 9, but take longer when one or
both digits have a minus sign, such as in deciding whether �4 or �9
is the largest (Fischer, 2003). Similarly, in the history of mathematics,
we can observe that negative numbers were used long before they were
accepted as legitimate mathematical objects: most 16th- and 17th cen-
tury mathematicians discarded negative numbers as unintelligible, even
though the minus sign appeared in print as early as 1489, in a treatise
on arithmetic by Johannes Widmann. Interestingly, those who accepted
negative numbers did so on the basis of their usefulness. Leibniz, for
example, was convinced that Arnauld’s argument against negatives was
valid: this 17th century French mathematician argued that, given two
(positive) integers a > b, it is the case that a

b > b
a . As 1 > �1, it should

follow that 1

�1

> �1

1

. Since this is not the case, negatives were deemed to
be impossible. Yet Leibniz argued that one could calculate with negative
numbers because their form was correct, just as one can calculate with
imaginary numbers (Buzaglo, 2002, 10). Without the prior existence of
the mathematical operation of subtraction, symbolized by the minus sign,
negative numbers would probably not have come into existence. Negative
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numbers are a good example of how notational innovations can foster new
mathematical concepts.

5.5.2 Algebra

The cases of calculus, i and negative numbers show that symbols may be
indispensable for the growth of mathematical knowledge, as they provide
a material support for nonintuitive ideas, thus making them manipulable.
But it remains unclear whether symbols play a role in the acquisition of
more intuitive mathematical ideas, such as algebra.

Historically, the symbolic notation of algebraic problems preceded
conceptual advances in algebra. Up until the 16th century, algebraic prob-
lems were formulated as concrete problems, such as calculating interest,
land surveying or the division of inheritances. In cases where nonnumeri-
cal symbols were used to represent quantities, they were restricted to the
representation of unknowns, such as in the case of Diophantine (named
after a third-century Hellenic mathematician) and Indian mathematics.
Mathematicians like Viète and Descartes replaced this verbose style by
symbolic notation. Importantly, they introduced symbols not only to
represent unknowns but any given quantity, i.e., variables. During the
17th century, these innovations allowed for the development of a formal
algebraic calculus, which specified the ways in which equations should
be manipulated. Only in the 19th century, formalists like Augustus De
Morgan and Duncan Farquharson Gregory decided that algebra should
be more than a kind of arithmetic, and started to treat algebraic formulæ
as things in themselves, developing the field of abstract algebra.

This evolution is reflected in the use of symbols in students’ solutions
to mathematical problems. Whereas younger students (12–14 years) rely
on a purely verbose method, and work by example, older students (13–
16 years) typically employ a Diophantine method, restricting their use
of symbols to represent unknowns, whereas the oldest students (16–18
years) generalize the problems in terms of both variables and unknowns
(Harper, 1987). Although these parallels between historical developments
and individual learning may strike one as mysterious, they probably re-
flect inherent properties of mathematical concepts and their relationship
to human cognition, in particular the use of symbols as a way to extend
human cognition. As in the case of negative numbers, students’ success
in algebraic problem solving is best predicted by the extent to which they
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manipulate symbols. To gain a better insight into how adolescents learn
to solve first-degree equations, Yulin Qin et al. (2004) measured their
patterns of brain activation. These indicated that the students relied on
a set of distinct brain circuits, including the intraparietal sulci, which
have been implicated in numerical cognition (Eger et al., 2003; Cantlon
et al., 2006, see also subsection 3.3.2) and the posterior parietal cortex,
which is normally activated in visuospatial tasks, including spatial work-
ing memory and attention orienting. As the pupils got better at solving
the equations, the activation in this posterior parietal area decreased, in-
dicating that they relied less on spatial working memory and attention.
This is in line with our hypothesis that fluency with symbols frees up
cognitive resources: by using external mathematical symbols we do not
need to represent mathematical operations internally.

The influence of symbolic notation in the development of algebra is
well illustrated by the di↵erent historical trajectories of three systems
for solving equations. Chinese algebra was based on the manipulation of
counting rods, which were arranged in groups of five. By laying out these
rods, mathematicians since at least the Han dynasty (200 BC–200 AD)
could elegantly visualize simultaneous linear equations. Problems involv-
ing multiple linear equations appear in the anonymous The nine chapters
on the mathematical arts (Jiǔzhāng Suàn shù), a compilation dated to the
first century CE that has been extensively studied and commented in im-
perial China (Chemla & Guo, 2004). In this method, termed fāng chēng,
mathematicians arranged counting rods in rows and columns, where each
row corresponded to the coe�cient of an unknown and each column to
an equation. Figure 5.1 represents the first problem from chapter 8 of the
nine chapters:

Suppose that 3 bing3 of millet of superior quality, 2 bing of
millet of medium quality and 1 bing of millet of inferior quality
produce 39 dou
2 bing of millet of superior quality, 3 bing of millet of medium
quality and 1 bing of millet of inferior quality produce 34 dou
1 bing of millet of superior quality, 2 bing of millet of medium
quality and 3 bing of millet of inferior quality produce 26 dou
How much does 1 bing of millet of superior quality, 1 bing of
millet of medium quality and 1 bing of millet of inferior quality

3bing is an ancient Chinese unit of weight, and dou is an ancient unit of volume.
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produce? (translated from Chemla & Guo, 2004, 616–617).

In modern algebraic notation this is:
8
<

:

3x + 2y + z = 39
2x + 3y + z = 34
x + 2y + 3z = 26

Or in matrix notation: 2

4
3 2 1 39
2 3 1 34
1 2 3 26

3

5

Figure 5.1: Representing simultaneous equations with counting rods. One
needs to turn the Chinese notation 90 � counterclockwise to obtain the
modern matrix notation.

This type of representation in turn promoted the invention of aug-
mented matrices4 methods to solve simultaneous linear equations and

4The term “augmented matrices” is somewhat misleading, because there are some
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higher-order equations. This type of solution was not reached by Euro-
pean mathematicians before the 18th century, probably because arabic
numerals are not as well suited for this external cognitive operation. The
placing of counting rods on a calculation board makes the method intu-
itive, because quantities can be easily moved and removed as they are
being eliminated; also, the rectangular array of the rods in rows and
columns allows one to denote zero (an empty position) in a straight-
forward way. If, during the calculation, negative numbers arose, these
were represented by black counting rods (positive numbers were repre-
sented by red counting rods). Moreover, the fāng chēng procedure all but
completely avoided the use of fractions during the calculations, although
they often came up as end results (Hart, 2010, 99–109). Fractions are
cognitively challenging to calculate with; children make frequent errors
with fractions until well into their teens (Siegler, Thompson, & Schneider,
2011). In comparison to pre-Gaussian linear European algebra, the fāng
chēng procedure lightened cognitive load to a considerable extent, allow-
ing Chinese mathematicians to formulate and solve advanced problems.
To give an intuitive idea of the e�ciency of Chinese linear algebra, table
5.1 presents a comparison of the number of operations required to solve
a system of n equations with n unknowns:

As we can see in table 5.1, the classical European method of determi-
nants, developed by Leibniz and others, has a much steeper rise in num-
ber of operations as n increases compared to the Chinese (and Gaussian)
method. Indeed, we can find in chapter 8 of the Nine chapters equations
with up to 5 unknowns, which is still manageable in the Chinese system,
but requires so many steps in the European system that the time, en-
ergy, and probability of mistakes are very high. However, the counting
rods were less useful to express general abstract rules other than actual
calculations which preserved the concreteness of Chinese mathematics.
Consequently, Chinese algebra textbooks never attempted to give an ab-
stract formulation of a general rule, but presented examples that served
as paradigms to solve similar problems (Chemla, 2003).

In contrast, once European mathematicians had invented symbols to

di↵erences between the ancient practice of fāng chēng and the Gaussian method of
elimination by augmented matrices. Yet, the procedure is surprisingly similar in many
respects, for example, both use the method of elimination by which rows are multiplied
with each other, the result is subtracted term-by-term from the next row so that the
entry in the second row and first column become zero (Hart, 2010, 18).
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n fāng chēng determinants

2 13 23
3 42 119
4 94 719
5 175 5039
6 291 40319
7 448 362879
8 652 3628799
9 909 39916799

Table 5.1: Number of operations required to solve a system of n equations
with n unknowns, when employing fāng chēng (or Gaussian elimination)
versus determinants, from Hart (2010, 24).

represent variables and unknowns from the 16th century onward, they
could provide general solutions to problems. To give but one example, it
is quite straightforward to prove in European algebra that the sum of two
odd integers is an even integer. This stands in stark contrast with Arabic
algebra, which was a sophisticated verbose method for solving equations.
Each power of an unknown has its own term, e.g., shay (thing) means x,
māl (sum of money) means x2, and so on. In contrast to western alge-
bra, there are no operations with polynomials. Thus, the expression ‘four
things’ is not equivalent to 4x, i.e., things multiplied by four. Instead, it
merely indicates how many things are present, as in “four bottles”. Even
seemingly mundane operations like addition and subtraction are not rep-
resented consistently as at least eight synonyms denote subtraction. Re-
markably, in his analysis of Arabian algebra, Je↵rey Oaks (2007) found
only one instance where shay actually meant an arbitrary quantity. The
verbose character of Arabian mathematics, which was intimately tied to
mathematical practice, did not allow for the development of formal alge-
braic proofs or the formulation of general solutions. Rather, memory and
recitation by heart were central, as in the performances of prodigies in
mental calculation that haunted our television shows until recently. As
a result, Arabian algebra did not experience much conceptual progress
between the 9th and 16th centuries. For example, Omar Khayyám had
to resort to a geometric solution in order to solve cubic equations (Joseph,
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2000). This brief discussion of algebra in imperial China, early modern
Europe and the medieval Islamic world indicates that the way algebraic
ideas were expressed symbolically was more than a mere format to repre-
sent internally held mathematical thoughts—rather, as we can glean from
their influence on the divergent history of mathematics in those cultures,
these notation systems did exert a profound influence on the subsequent
development of mathematical ideas.

5.6 The opacity of mathematical symbols

Many mathematical symbols denote operations that are di�cult to per-
form; they provide material anchors for thoughts that are di�cult to un-
derstand or represent. Without external symbols, such thoughts would
not survive long in the competition for attention and cognitive resources
that characterizes the cultural transmission of ideas. Concepts that are
hard to learn and hard to represent are typically distorted by inferential
processes, such as intuitive number representation. As we have seen in
the case of zero, i, and negative numbers, human intuitive expectations of
how mathematical objects should behave, can sometimes be a hindrance
to the progress of mathematical theory. But once these mathematical
objects are represented externally, and not just stored as mental repre-
sentations, their cultural transmission is less vulnerable to distortion. The
symbols protect mathematical ideas from being distorted or confused by
inference biases, and provide a point of focus to manipulate these objects
with higher fidelity.

Since mathematical symbols can express operations that cannot be
performed by the naked mind (i.e., the mind without the help of external
representations), they can convey a range of ideas that are semantically
opaque. A transparent symbol is one to which we have semantic access,
we intuitively grasp its meaning. Hindu-arabic numerals which denote
positive integers 1, 2, 3 . . . are examples of transparent symbols. Studies
of brain activation in adults and five-year-olds show that a number com-
parison task with these numerals activates the same brain areas as one
that involves arrays of dots; even the speed of computation is identical
(Temple & Posner, 1998). As we have seen in subsection 3.4.1, a plausible
explanation for this is that our cognitive apparatus immediately trans-
lates a positive integer into a mental representation of its quantity. By
contrast, symbols that represent nonintuitive concepts remain partially
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semantically inaccessible to us, we do not reconstruct them, but use them
as they stand. Indeed, when using such mathematical symbols in every-
day discourse, we do not elaborate on them—many users would be hard
put when pressed. But it is precisely due to this semantic inaccessibility
that mathematical symbols remain underdetermined, allowing for further
creative processes, as symbols can be used in novel contexts for a variety
of epistemic purposes. Their generality enables us to use identical func-
tions and equations in disparate contexts, like the Price equation (Price,
1972), which is used in disciplines as diverse as economics, biology, and
anthropology. This is not only because they provide a formal, precise way
to describe processes and observations, but also because their semantic
opacity allows us to reason more correctly, without letting intuitive bi-
ases get in the way. Indeed, several experimental studies have shown
that children’s performance on nonintuitive tasks improves dramatically
when they learn how to solve the problems in a mathematical way. For
example, 9- to 11-year-olds can solve fractions and balance problems bet-
ter when questions are presented in a discrete, mathematical rather than
in an uncalibrated format. In these studies, the children were presented
with a nonintuitive setup, a full glass close to the balance point, and a
half-empty glass further away from it, and had to predict the behavior of
the scale. In such cases, the subjects were exclusively guided by weight
bias (i.e., the balance should tip towards the fullest glass). However, when
presented in a discrete format (with di↵erent pegs placed in discrete posi-
tions along the lever of the scale), more children correctly pitted mass and
distance against each other, and realized that in some cases an object of
lower mass can tip the scale in its favor (Schwartz, Martin, & Pfa↵man,
2005).

In conclusion, mathematical symbols are more than external repre-
sentations of mathematical concepts. They enable us to express math-
ematical operations that are unthinkable with our bare brains. Using
mathematical symbols can be seen as epistemic actions, not unlike the
use of other external tools in scientific practice, such as microscopes, par-
ticle accelerators and slide rulers. As we have aimed to demonstrate with
the examples of negative numbers and algebra, denoting mathematical
operations by symbols enables us to treat such operations as if they were
real entities. Conceptual progress critically depends on the ability to use
mathematical symbols as expressions of operations, a process that can be
observed in the history of mathematics and in the minds of students.
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CHAPTER 6

THE ROLE OF INTUITIVE ONTOLOGIES IN
SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING—THE CASE OF

HUMAN EVOLUTION

This chapter is an updated version of De Cruz, H. & De Smedt, J. (2007).
The role of intuitive ontologies in scientific understanding—The case of
human evolution. Biology and Philosophy, 22, 351–368.

Abstract

Psychological evidence suggests that laypeople understand the world around
them in terms of intuitive ontologies which describe broad categories of
objects in the world, such as person, artifact and animal. Although intu-
itive ontologies are the result of natural selection, this does not guarantee
that the knowledge they provide is a genuine reflection of causal mecha-
nisms in the world. As a result, science has parted ways with intuitive
ontologies. Nevertheless, our cognitive apparatus leads us to understand
objects in the world according to these categories; we can expect that they
continue to play a role in scientific understanding. Taking the case of hu-
man evolution, we explore relationships between intuitive ontological and
scientific understanding. We show that intuitive ontologies not only shape
intuitions on human evolution, but also guide the direction and topics of
interest in its research programs. Elucidating the relationships between
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intuitive ontologies and science may help us gain a clearer insight into
scientific understanding.

6.1 Introduction

Since the advent of modern biology, biologists have strived to give hu-
mans a place in their theories. Both Thomas Huxley (1863) and Charles
Darwin (1871) stressed that humans are subject to the same evolutionary
pressures as other species. However, more than a century later, paleoan-
thropology is still struggling to give man a place in nature (to borrow
Huxley’s title phrase). Paleoanthropology1 as a science has set out to
solve two important questions: are di↵erences between humans and other
animals ones in degree or ones in kind, and are humans unique—not just
in the sense that any species is—but also uniquely di↵erent in the way
they have acquired their characteristics? The wide disagreement among
paleoanthropologists on answers to these questions may seem puzzling
given the sound theoretical background of evolutionary biology and the
ever expanding archeological and fossil records. We propose that much
of these disagreements originate from clashing intuitions provided by our
intuitive ontologies. We argue that intuitive ontologies structure our un-
derstanding of the world and that they continue to play a role in scientific
understanding of human evolution.

This chapter begins with an overview of the developmental and com-
parative psychological and neuroscientific evidence in favor of intuitive
ontologies. We then go on with a brief overview of the role of intuitive
ontologies in the development of folk theories. We further argue that intu-
itive ontologies, despite their value in everyday understanding, have clear
epistemological limitations. Next, we examine the relationship between
intuitive ontologies and science. We show that the influence of intuitive
ontologies on scientific thinking but not on everyday thought has declined
steadily since the rise of modern science in the 17th century. Taking mod-
els of human evolution as a case study, we then examine whether scientists
are still prone to fall back on intuitive ontologies in their understanding

1Paleoanthropology is the multidisciplinary study of extinct and extant hominids,
combining principles and methods from paleontology, archeology and physical anthro-
pology. The evolution of our species is examined using fossil hominid bones and other
material evidence, including tools, archeological traces of living sites, and rare foot-
prints.
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of their field. We demonstrate that theories on human evolution are in-
fluenced by tacit intuitive ontological notions. The persistence of these
notions in spite of their incompatibility with science may provide addi-
tional evidence that intuitive ontologies are an integral and stable part of
human cognition.

6.2 Intuitive ontologies

6.2.1 What are intuitive ontologies?

Ontology is the philosophical discipline within metaphysics that studies
what is, i.e., what kinds of entities there are in the world, and how dif-
ferent categories of entities are related to each other. The question of
how particular objects relate to universal properties is an example of an
ontological question (e.g., a particular cat and cats as a species). Next
to a philosophical meaning, ontology can also refer to the intuitive meta-
physical assumptions that people make. This is the psychological notion
of “intuitive ontology”, as developed by Pascal Boyer (e.g., Boyer, 2000;
Boyer & Barrett, 2005). In the following chapters, we will draw on Boyer’s
psychological notion of intuitive ontology2. According to this view, the
way humans parse the world is not arbitrary or even solely governed by
external reality. Rather, our inductive inferences rely on intuitive ontolo-
gies—a limited set of category-based evolved expectations that emerge
early in development and that guide our reasoning about physical, psy-
chological and biological phenomena. Human category-based inference
mechanisms are ontologies in the sense that they provide a set of expec-
tations of how specific kinds of objects will behave. They are termed
“intuitive” because they are not the product of deliberate reflection or
scientific investigation (see also Sperber’s (1997) distinction between in-
tuitive and reflective beliefs, discussed in subsection 1.2.2). Examples of
intuitive ontologies include intuitive physics (inferences about inanimate
objects), intuitive psychology (expectations of how agents behave), and
intuitive biology (expectations of how living things develop and behave).

The concept of intuitive ontologies combines elements of modular-
ity from cognitive neuroscience, evolutionary psychology, and develop-

2Johan De Smedt and I derived the term “intuitive ontologies” from Boyer’s “intu-
itive ontology”, but we put it in the plural to emphasize that distinct inference systems
are at work.
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mental psychology (see subsection 3.2.1). It draws on neuroscience in
the view that intuitive ontologies are subserved by a stable neural ar-
chitecture, thus diverging from evolutionary psychology, which does not
equate functional specialization with anatomical localizability (e.g., Bar-
rett & Kurzban, 2006). It borrows the idea of functional specialization
from evolutionary psychology in that intuitive ontologies are associated
with computationally complex survival problems, including finding food,
avoiding predators and handling tools. Rapid and e�cient identification
and reasoning about such problems has significant survival and repro-
ductive advantages. New, Cosmides, and Tooby (2007), for example,
demonstrated that participants are substantially faster and more accu-
rate at detecting changes in complex scenery when animals (e.g., pigeons)
were introduced or omitted compared to inanimate objects, even vehicles,
which they have been trained for years to monitor for sudden life-or-death
situations in tra�c. As this e�ciency could not be accounted for by
di↵erences in lower-level visual characteristics or expertise, the authors
assumed that people might have an advantage in animal categorization
by virtue of the ancestral importance of this ability, regardless of its cur-
rent utility. Another example of this ecological relevance is the intuitive
distinction we make between animate and inanimate objects: animate
objects can be self-propelled and are driven by goals, desires and inten-
tions, whereas inanimate objects need to be set in motion externally, and
do not have internal mental states. This animate–inanimate distinction
has been shown in five-month-old infants (Kuhlmeier, Bloom, & Wynn,
2004); it guides explicit reasoning in preschoolers, who believe, for ex-
ample, that an unfamiliar animal (such as an echidna) can move itself
uphill, whereas an animal-shaped statuette cannot (Massey & Gelman,
1988). As a result of this, we can quickly and without deliberation infer
that a person running toward us does so of his own accord, and for a
specific reason, but that a ball approaching at great speed toward us was
propelled by something other than itself. In both cases, we can react ac-
cordingly. The concept of intuitive ontologies also incorporates the notion
of core knowledge (see subsection 1.2.1), in that these intuitions emerge
early in development, without instruction, and remain stable throughout
life. Based on the existing neuroscientific and developmental literature,
to date the best candidates for intuitive ontologies include animal, plant,
artifact, and conspecific (e.g., Capitani, Laiacona, Mahon, & Caramazza,
2003; Caramazza & Mahon, 2003). Below follow some examples of intu-
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itive ontologies.

Intuitive physics

Humans rely on folk physics to predict and understand the behavior of
inanimate objects. It is based on principles like contact (objects need
to be in direct contact to set each other in motion), cohesion (bounded
objects normally do not fall apart) and continuity (an object continues
to exist when out of sight). Looking time experiments (e.g., Spelke et
al., 1995) indicate that infants as young as four months reason about
inanimate objects in this way. They are surprised when a solid-looking
object suddenly falls into pieces without any apparent external cause, or
when an inanimate object apparently causes the motion of another one
without direct contact (no action at a distance) (Spelke, 1990).

Such principles continue to play a role in the way older children and
adults understand physical causation in terms of a generative transmission
of energy. In a classic series of experiments, the developmental psycholo-
gist Thomas Shultz (1982b) showed Malinese children from a horticultural
society who were unfamiliar with western technology a variety of causal
events involving flashlights and tuning forks. In these experiments, the
participants were more likely to say that a tuning fork that was struck
caused a box to resonate, rather than a tuning fork that was closer to
the box but that was not struck. Similarly, western children and adults
preferred a generative account of causality to explain why the propeller
of a Crookes radiometer (an instrument for measuring electromagnetic
radiation that none of the subjects had ever seen) began to spin when a
flashlight was turned on.

Some principles of folk physics are shared with other animals. For
example, Povinelli (2000a) found that chimpanzees, like humans, under-
stand the principles of contact and continuity: they infer that objects
require direct contact to set each other in motion. However, humans may
be unique in their ability to understand physical phenomena in terms
of invisible generative causes, such as gravity or momentum (Vonk &
Povinelli, 2006).

Intuitive psychology

Humans have an intuitive psychology (also termed theory of mind) by
which they explain actions of agents by attributing internal (unobserv-
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able) mental states, such as beliefs, desires and intentions3. It develops
from the first year of life, culminating in the ability to verbally solve false
belief tasks between four and five years of age. By this age, children seem
to realize that the mental representation of a situation may be di↵erent
from the situation itself (Frith & Frith, 1999). Their understanding of
false beliefs is gauged by tasks that involve deception, such as the so-
called Sally–Anne task, where the child has to predict where an agent
will look for a previously hidden object based on her false beliefs. It is a
cross-culturally robust observation (Callaghan et al., 2005) that children
routinely fail such verbal false belief tasks at age three: children of this
age will erroneously predict that the agent will look in the new location
of the hidden object. By age five, most children correctly predict that
the agent will look in the old, wrong location, based on her false beliefs.

However, some experiments suggest that an implicit understanding of
false beliefs appears earlier in life. Fifteen-month-old infants look longer
when an agent looks for an object in a container where the object was
moved to (a move the agent did not witness), and expect the agent to
look for the object where she originally hid it (Onishi & Baillargeon,
2005). Surian, Caldi, and Sperber (2007) obtained a similar result with
13-month-olds. Recently, Kovács, Téglás, and Endress (2010) pushed
this further back to seven months of age. They showed that infants are
influenced by the inferred beliefs of other agents, even if this conflicts with
the infants’ own beliefs. It seems likely that the ability to infer beliefs,
especially false ones, is a uniquely human capacity, as nonhuman apes to
date have failed all nonverbal false belief tasks (Call & Tomasello, 1999).
More recent studies (Kaminski, Call, & Tomasello, 2008) indicate that
apes can understand the di↵erence between knowledge and ignorance,
but not between knowledge and false belief.

It is important to note that intuitive psychology (like all intuitive
ontologies) consists of several, more fine-grained capacities; it cannot be
reduced to an ability to infer beliefs. Cognitive scientists also include
the detection of eye gaze and the inference of goals as parts of our intu-

3Several models aim to explain the human ability to infer mental states. The main
contenders are theory theory (e.g., Gopnik, 1996) and simulation theory (e.g., Goldman,
2006), next to some hybrid accounts that mix theory theory and simulation (e.g.,
Carruthers, 2006). Although each model makes its own predictions about features
of intuitive psychology, such as the role of introspection in mental state attribution
(Focquaert, Braeckman, & Platek, 2008), this chapter will not be concerned with these
rather fine-grained di↵erences.
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itive psychology. In many instances of day-to-day interactions these less
computationally demanding actions likely play an important role. For in-
stance, the detection of eye gaze enables us to infer someone’s intentional
state without having to attribute explicit beliefs to this person. Infants
are able to detect from birth whether someone makes eye contact with
them (Farroni, Csibra, Simion, & Johnson, 2002). The widespread occur-
rence of eye spots in animal mimicry indicates that this ability to infer
eye contact is phylogenetically ancient. Next to eye contact, the direction
of the gaze can be used to infer the attention of an agent to things other
than oneself. Experimental studies indicate that not only apes, but also
a variety of domesticated animals (e.g., horses, goats, dogs) are proficient
in this (see Itakura, 2004, for an overview).

Intuitive biology

Across cultures, humans exhibit a sophisticated understanding of their
natural environment. For example, the Ketengban from Papua New
Guinea have a folk taxonomy of about 200 species of birds, most of which
correspond with the western classification of these species (Diamond &
Bishop, 1999). Western children, even those who hardly come into con-
tact with animals, have a strong interest in animals (Atran, Medin, &
Ross, 2004), and their drawings teem with animals and plants. There
is substantial evidence to suggest that folk taxonomies and natural his-
tory are based on an early-emerging intuitive biology. At around four
years of age (Ahn et al., 2001), children develop an intuitive biology,
containing rich inferences on inheritance (o↵spring resembles its parents)
and patterns of growth and development (members of the same species
typically go through the same irreversible patterns of growth). Neuro-
scientific evidence (e.g., Caramazza & Shelton, 1998) indicates that in-
tuitive biological knowledge is dissociable into knowledge about animals
and knowledge about plants. Nonetheless, inferences about heredity and
development are common for both categories. One of the core intuitions
underlying these rich inferences is psychological essentialism, the belief
that living kinds possess an unchangeable hidden essence, which causes
their final form and behavior (Medin & Ortony, 1989). Thus, a dog is
not a dog by virtue of some external features, even though these features
allow us to recognize members of this species, but because it possesses an
undefinable, internal feature that makes it a dog. Young children believe
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that surgically altering a dog to look like a raccoon does not actually
transform a dog into a raccoon (Keil, 1989): it is the inside essence that
matters, not the outside superficial appearance. Four-year-olds predict
that an apple seed, planted in an orchard with pear trees will still grow to
be an apple tree, or that a young kangaroo raised by goat foster parents,
will hop rather than climb even if it never saw another kangaroo in its
life (Gelman & Wellman, 1991).

One recent study (Phillips, Shankar, & Santos, 2010) tentatively sug-
gests that essentialism may not be uniquely human. In this study, rhesus
monkeys were shown how an exterior of one type of fruit (e.g., the shell
of a coconut) was placed around a di↵erent type of fruit (e.g., an apple).
Then, a piece of the inside of the composite object was placed inside a
box. The monkeys searched longer in the box when the piece of fruit
they found was inconsistent with the inside of the original fruit—so in
this example, if they found a piece of coconut instead of a piece of apple,
they would continue searching longer in the box as if they were expecting
to find a piece of apple. This study indicates that monkeys, like humans,
expect the inside of a living thing to remain unchanged when its exterior
undergoes a change.

Another important element of intuitive biology is teleology, the ten-
dency to think about the parts of living things (and even about living
things in their entirety) in terms of purposes. The developmental psy-
chologist Jean Piaget (1929 [2007]) already proposed that children tend to
view objects, including natural ones, as designed for a purpose. Deborah
Kelemen (2004) could show that children and noneducated adults indeed
have the intuition that animals and plants have parts that serve purposes
that are beneficial for their owners, such as claws in cats for climbing or
defense, or thorns in plants so that they do not get eaten. This kind of
reasoning is termed teleology—it is an explanatory strategy that regards
the purpose of a given structure as a necessary and su�cient explana-
tion for why that structure exists. Kelemen (2004) notes that children
are prone to attribute more purpose to objects than is warranted, e.g.,
according to five-year-olds, lions are “to go in the zoo.” Moreover, when
given the choice between teleological and mechanistic explanations, chil-
dren until the age of 12 prefer teleological accounts4. Teleology enables

4This preference for teleological explanations cannot be solely explained as a result
of cultural transmission, since parents of western children prefer mechanistic explana-
tions (Kelemen, Callanan, Casler, & Pérez-Granados, 2005).
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children to learn useful facts about organisms. Even three-year-olds can
infer the diet of an unfamiliar animal based on the shape of its beak, and
they can predict that an unfamiliar mammal with webbed feet lives in the
water (Kelemen, Widdowson, Posner, Brown, & Casler, 2003). Prelimi-
nary cross-cultural studies indicate that this intuition is not only deeply
engrained in western cultures, but also appears in other cultures such as
the Shuar, Native Americans from the Andes. The Shuar, like westerners,
classify animals and plants according to their functional parts, and think
about these in terms of goal-directedness (Barrett, 2004).

6.2.2 Neural underpinnings of intuitive ontologies

Neuroimaging studies suggest that intuitive ontologies structure and guide
perception, rather than the other way around: very scanty sensory input
usually su�ces to start a cascade of inference mechanisms and expecta-
tions belonging to a specific intuitive ontological domain. In an elegant
fMRI study (Martin & Weisberg, 2003), subjects passively viewed simple
geometric figures such as triangles moving about on a computer screen.
In some conditions, movements suggested social interaction (e.g., play-
ing, chasing), whereas others evoked mechanical actions (e.g., conveyor
belt, pinball). The human brain apparently di↵erentiates between these
stimuli: social action activates the lateral fusiform gyrus and the superior
temporal sulcus (both usually activated in theory of mind tasks, both un-
derlying intuitive psychology); mechanical action preferentially activates
the medial aspect of the fusiform gyrus and the left middle temporal gyrus
(usually activated in tasks in artifact recognition and physics, parts of
intuitive physics). Thus, the brain does not just passively construct ab-
stract information from sensory cues, but actively constructs conceptual
frameworks to interpret sensory information.

A useful theoretical framework in cognitive neuroscience is the domain-
specific hypothesis, developed by Alfonso Caramazza and coworkers (e.g.,
Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; Caramazza & Mahon, 2003). According
to this hypothesis, evolutionary pressures have resulted in specialized
and dissociable neural circuits dedicated to di↵erent categories of ob-
jects. The categories of objects predicted by this hypothesis are those
whose identification and reasoning would have conferred significant fit-
ness advantages. Plausible categories include conspecifics (subserved by
intuitive psychology), animals, fruits and vegetables (forming intuitive
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biology), tools and other inanimate objects (intuitive physics), and body
parts (see subsection 4.4.2 for a discussion of the body schema). To
test the domain-specific hypothesis, neuroscientists (e.g., Caramazza &
Shelton, 1998) have relied extensively on lesion studies (see subsection
3.3.2). Brain lesions can selectively impair knowledge about a specific
ontological domain, while leaving other domains intact, leading to the in-
terpretation of these findings that evolutionary pressures have resulted in
specialized and dissociable neural circuits dedicated to processing knowl-
edge about di↵erent ontological categories. A review of 79 case studies
of category-specific forms of semantic impairment revealed that animal,
plant, (human) conspecific, artifact and body parts are categories that
can be selectively impaired (Capitani et al., 2003). Consider the follow-
ing striking example: EW, an elderly woman who su↵ered brain-damage,
has extreme di�culties when reasoning about animals. She cannot tell
real from imaginary animals, performs poorly on tasks involving recog-
nition of animal sounds, and is at chance level on questions seemingly
simple as “Do eagles lay eggs?” or “Do whales have feet?” By contrast,
her understanding of artifacts and plants has remained intact (Caramazza
& Shelton, 1998).

Neuroimaging studies (e.g., Caramazza & Mahon, 2003) suggest that
some parts of the temporal and occipital cortex are exclusively dedicated
to perceiving and thinking about animals. Remarkably, the neural corre-
lates that correspond to the perception of animals are similar in sighted
people as in congenitally blind subjects (Mahon, Anzellotti, Schwarzbach,
Zampini, & Caramazza, 2009), indicating that this neural organization
is not the result of perceptual features of animals, but rather of selective
pressures that have formed specialized areas within the human brain that
deal with semantic knowledge about animals. If we assume that each of
the evolved neural structures that subserves intuitive ontologies is spe-
cialized to deal with one specific domain, we may expect that damage to
one such system cannot be recovered by others. This is exemplified by
Adam who has a disproportionate impairment in the category of living
things compared to artifacts. He su↵ered a cerebral artery infarction at
one day of age, resulting in bilateral occipital and occipitotemporal le-
sions. Sixteen years later, he still performed poorly on visual recognition
tasks and questions on animals and plants, e.g., confusing cherries with
a Chinese yo-yo. In contrast, his knowledge of artifacts is comparable to
that of control subjects (Farah & Rabinowitz, 2003). This implies that
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prior to any experience with living or nonliving things, humans have in-
nately specified distinct neural systems for storing semantic knowledge
about them, and for making inferences about them.

6.3 Intuitive ontologies and folk theories

Cross-cultural evidence suggests that intuitive ontologies may play a cru-
cial role in the development of everyday knowledge and folk theories.
Many culturally transmitted ideas could be understood as cultural elab-
orations on pre-existing intuitive ontologies. For example, intuitive bi-
ological knowledge in children develops similarly across cultures (Atran,
1998). It leads to similar folk taxonomies across the world, which enable
people to reason about animals and plants in their environment based on
their underlying species-typical essence. Between three and six years of
age, children adopt an essentialist stance when reasoning about animals
and plants, and even social categories. Intriguingly, children are often
more essentialist than adults. Five-year-olds believe that French babies
brought up by English-speaking parents will grow up to speak French; un-
like Indian adults, Indian children believe that a Brahmin child remains
Brahmin, even when raised by untouchables (Gelman, 2004). Gottfried,
Gelman, and Schultz (1999) found that kindergartners, unlike adults,
have the intuition that transplanting a brain of one animal into another
animal from a di↵erent species (e.g., transplanting a brain of a kangaroo
into a monkey) does not change the recipient’s behavior or memories.
Only by the third grade do children acknowledge that a brain transplant
would result in significant behavioral changes.

A possible role for intuitive ontologies in the development of folk
knowledge is that they are framework theories—they provide a skeletal
structure to explain the world in terms of unobservable causal mecha-
nisms. Hume (1739 [2001], part III, §2) already suggested that causality
cannot be directly observed, but must be inferred. There seems to be
no compelling reason to infer that a billiard ball sets another in motion
by colliding with it. Yet even three-year-olds make such inferences based
on an assumed generative transmission of energy (Shultz, 1982a). As
we saw in subsection 1.3.3, some authors (e.g., Brewer et al., 2000) pro-
pose that children and laypeople rely on framework theories, theory-like
accounts of the world, rather than on perceptual cues alone, to explain
states of a↵airs. The psychological function of such framework theories
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is that they o↵er coherent and plausible explanations for a wide range
of phenomena. Accordingly, it seems that science, with its criteria for
coherence and scope, may derive some of its cognitive strategies from
intuitive ontologies. However, there are marked di↵erences between intu-
itive ontologies and scientific theories; as we will see in the next section,
intuitive ontologies have epistemological limitations that scientists need
to overcome.

6.4 Epistemological limitations to intuitive on-
tologies

If humans view the world in terms of intuitive ontologies, it seems likely
that there will be di↵erences between intuitive and scientific understand-
ing. Science typically requires rigorous, formalized explanations and
sound empirical support, whereas intuitive ontologies are more implicit
and less consistent. There is no overarching intuitive science that enables
us to look at the world through a coherent intuitive scientific lens. How
reliable could intuitive ontologies be as a source of knowledge? As will
be explored in chapter 9, it is evolutionarily quite implausible that they
would be entirely o↵ the mark. However, between usefulness and epis-
temological soundness lies an abyss of possible imperfect designs. Take
the “straight-down illusion”, a robust visual illusion. In a series of ex-
periments (McCloskey et al., 1983), subjects had to predict the path
described by a ball, released by a running person. About 80 % of subjects
who had a high school course in physics predicted that the ball would
fall in a path perpendicular to its point of release, an intuition which sys-
tematically distorted their empirical observations. Even among physics
undergraduates, over 20% held this wrong intuition. The reason for the
intuition is the contact principle described on p. 159: since direct contact
is required for an object to influence another one, the unsupported object
falls in a straight line to the ground from its initial point of release since it
is no longer directly supported. By contrast, Newtonian physics predicts
a parabolic deviation in the course of the falling object: the ball will con-
tinue at the same speed as the runner; combined with the gravitational
force this results in a parabolic downward curve.

Although intuitive ontologies could be termed theories in the sense
that they provide explanations, they are often surprisingly shallow. Intu-
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itive psychology, for example, leads us to believe that our mental states
cause our actions. If an intention is immediately followed by the ap-
propriate action, we experience a sense of authorship over this. Yet ex-
periments show that people can claim authorship over something they
have not done: when subjects click on the image of a swan, after being
primed the word “swan”, they will deny that their cursor had in fact
been guided by an experimenter (Wegner, 2003b). Thus, our ideas on
how the mind works are surprisingly shallow, an illusion created by the
brain that seems to have developed the evolutionary function of making
quick inferences about other agents’ behavior rather than self-reflection
(see also subsection 1.2.1). There may be sound computational reasons
why intuitive ontologies have these epistemological limitations. All too
often, there are an almost infinite number of alternative solutions to any
given problem. Examining each of these would place too much demands
on our computational abilities. Natural selection might have favored fast,
shallow inference mechanisms (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996) over epis-
temologically sound, but slow, profound theories.

6.5 Intuitive ontologies and scientific understand-
ing

One way to look at early philosophical theories is that they made explicit
the implicit modes of understanding that intuitive ontologies provide.
Hellenistic and medieval theories on physics echo the object-centred naive
physics of modern college students (McCloskey, 1983). Aristotle’s biol-
ogy, while introducing novel concepts such as an overarching taxonomy,
was still heavily imbued with intuitive notions of teleology and essential-
ism (Atran, 1998). In some cases, specific cultural conditions can give rise
to elaborations on intuitive ontologies, which nevertheless continue to be
central to the theories. First, let us consider the historical example of
physics. Initially, Aristotle’s theory of motion stated that inanimate ob-
jects, in order to set each other in motion, need to make direct contact, a
principle that is also held by three-month-olds (Spelke et al., 1995). From
the Late Middle Ages on, however, this theory was felt to be inadequate.
The increasing use of projectile weaponry in medieval warfare (such as
longbows, crossbows and primitive cannons) made it necessary to formu-
late a new theory of physics, as is exemplified in the late medieval impetus
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theory. After all, once a projectile leaves its launcher, it becomes hard to
pinpoint any external force operating through direct contact; therefore,
the 14th century philosopher Jean Buridan stated:

Thus we can and ought to say that in the stone or other
projectile there is impressed something which is the motive
force [virtus motiva ] of that projectile. [. . . ] [T]he motor in
moving a moving body impresses [imprimit ] in it a certain
impetus [impetus ] or a certain motive force [vis motiva ] of
the moving body, [which impetus acts] in the direction toward
which the mover was moving the moving body, either up or
down, or laterally, or circularly. [. . . ] It is by that impetus
that the stone is moved after the projector ceases to move
(Buridan, 14th c. [2009], 88).

However, this impetus theory was but an elaboration of a pre-existing
intuitive physics, as is evident in subjects without any training in physics
restating it quite explicitly in their prediction that a ball, launched by
a spiraling sling, will continue in a spiral trajectory (McCloskey et al.,
1980, 1140).

Another example of the role of intuitive ontologies in scientific un-
derstanding is essentialism in biology. The view of a species essence as
underlying causal mechanism for development and behavior has domi-
nated most, if not all pre-Darwinian biological thought. Eighteenth- and
early 19th-century European taxonomies became increasingly elaborate
as a result of the introduction of a dazzling array of new species of plants
and animals by European explorers (Atran, 1998). However, this pro-
liferation of taxonomic hierarchic levels (family, order, phylum) did not
result in a refutation of essentialist beliefs. Indeed, biologists could not
forsake the intuitive belief that species have essences, which prevents them
from evolving into a di↵erent species (Stamos, 2005, 84–88). David Hull
(1964) observed that essentialism in taxonomy (and in biology in general)
resulted in two thousand years of stasis: before Darwin and other evo-
lutionary theorists, biologists like Linnaeus did not make any significant
theoretical contributions to taxonomic theory since Aristotle laid its foun-
dations in the fourth century B.C.E. The view of a species essence as un-
derlying causal mechanism for development and behavior has dominated
most pre-Darwinian biological thought until well into the 18th century
(Stamos, 2005). In questionnaire-based studies (e.g., Samarapungavan &
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Wiers, 1997), a large percentage of children spontaneously voice essen-
tialist ideas about the origin of species. Their ideas show remarkable sim-
ilarities to historical theories, including Greek essentialism or accounts of
small, micro-evolutionary changes within species’ boundaries, as fleshed
out by the 18th-century French natural historian Georges-Louis Leclerc,
Comte de Bu↵on (1766). Perhaps the intuitive appeal of essentialism can
partly explain the slow acceptance of evolutionary theory. It took this
theory almost a century to take root among professional biologists; even
today it is not widely accepted among nonscientists (Miller et al., 2006).
Shtulman and Schulz (2008) indeed found that adults who hold on to an
essentialist conception of species understand the mechanism of evolution
through natural selection less well than those who hold less essentialist
views.

With the adoption of the experimental method in early modern Eu-
rope, and the gradual emergence of a scientific community, science began
to part ways with intuitive ontologies, to the point that they became
incompatible. Newtonian physics rejected the impetus; Darwinian evolu-
tionary theory denied the notion of essences. Nowadays, scientists demon-
strably abandon pre-scientific intuitions in their domain of expertise. In
one study (Poling & Evans, 2004), children, lay adults, medical students
and evolutionary biologists were asked if extinction is inevitable for all
species. Despite the ease with which they accept death as an inevitability
for all individual living beings, all subjects, with the tell-tale exception of
the evolutionary biologists, refused to accept that extinction is inevitable
for every species; furthermore, they were especially reluctant to foresee
the extinction of Homo sapiens. Presumably death is not extrapolated
on the species-level because essentialism in intuitive biology holds that
species are unchanging and eternal. Professional evolutionary biologists,
in contrast, endorsed extinction as inevitable, extending this belief to
humans.

Some scientific notions fit poorly with intuitive ontologies. Without
intuitive notions to guide them, scientists often fail to agree on even the
most basic foundations of their field. This may explain why there is
still no single canonical version of evolutionary theory. Biologists and
philosophers of biology disagree on the basic unit(s) of selection (Okasha,
2006), on what a species may be (Stamos, 2003), and on whether evolution
takes place in a gradual or a punctuated tempo (Gould, 2002). If intuitive
ontologies continue to guide our everyday understanding, there remains
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the possibility that intuitive ontological ideas may slip unnoticed into
scientific discourse.

6.6 Theories on human evolution

Over the past few decades, theories on human evolution have witnessed
profound paradigmatic shifts, such as the crumbling of the model of multi-
regional continuity, or the archeological evidence for the occurrence of ho-
minids outside of Africa at 1.8 million years BP. These shifts were almost
exclusively caused by finds of fossil evidence (e.g., Gabunia et al., 2000)
and by new insights o↵ered by other disciplines, especially molecular bi-
ology and geochronology (e.g., Swisher III et al., 1994). Paleoantropolo-
gists have always been consumers rather than producers of evolutionary
theory; theirs is a discovery-driven rather than a theory-driven science
(Tattersall, 2000). For the most part, paleoanthropology has been more
descriptive than explicitly theoretical. In other words, its primary con-
cern is to describe the hominid fossil record, not to provide novel theories
on how these fossils connect in an evolutionary framework (Foley, 2001).
Therefore, studies of human evolution lack an explicit ontological frame-
work, making them particularly susceptible to intrusion by tacit intuitive
ontological notions. A possible way to distinguish cases where intuitive
ontologies bias research and where they do not is to examine whether the
basic assumptions of paleoanthropologists depart from those of standard
evolutionary theory. If these basic assumptions are more compatible with
intuitive ontologies than with evolutionary theory (as will be argued, for
example, for the single species model of human evolution), there is reason
to suspect that intuitive ontologies are at work.

How could intuitive ontologies influence scientific understanding of
human evolution? In what follows, we explore some possible relation-
ships between intuitive ontologies and scientific perspectives on human
evolution. The case studies below derive from two distinct intuitive onto-
logical assumptions: the human–nonhuman distinction and psychological
essentialism, both of which have di↵ering adaptive functions and therefore
lead to distinct tacit assumptions. The human–nonhuman distinction is a
psychological mechanism that enables us to distinguish conspecifics from
nonconspecifics. This adaptation, which among other things helps us to
recognize potential mates, is important in many species. As psycholog-
ical evidence indicates that conspecifics (humans) constitute a distinct
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ontological category (Bonatti, Frot, Zangl, & Mehler, 2002), it is not im-
plausible that studies of human evolution are influenced by the ontological
division between humans and other animals. This might strengthen the
belief that human evolution is exceptional. Psychological essentialism, on
the other hand, makes it possible to override perceptual di↵erences. Its
adaptive function is to facilitate inductive inferences about food, preda-
tors and other ecologically salient features. It enables us, for example,
to realize that a tree currently without fruit will bear fruit in the right
season, or that all predators of the same species are equally dangerous.
Essentialism can come into play when a great genetic similarity between
humans and apes is tacitly taken as evidence that they share the same
essence. This can lead to the idea that apes have psychological abilities
similar to those of humans.

6.6.1 Pruning and straightening the bushy tree of human
evolution

Before Aristotle introduced humans as a genus alongside animals and
plants, perhaps no culture ever included humans in their folk taxonomies.
This may owe to the fact that humans belong to a distinct intuitive onto-
logical domain. In e↵ect, western culture may be exceptional in its inclu-
sion of humans in the category “animals” due to this Aristotelian legacy.
In many languages, the term which translates most closely as “animal”
excludes humans (Waxman, 2005, 56). When Anggoro, Waxman, and
Medin (2005) asked Indonesian 5- to 10-year-olds whether humans can
be categorized as animals, almost all children explicitly denied this. In
contrast, more than half of their American subjects accepted this. De-
velopmental psychological evidence also suggests that 10-month-olds can
distinguish humans from other animals (Bonatti et al., 2002), but fail
to distinguish dissimilar looking artifacts (Xu & Carey, 1996), indicat-
ing that they make a fundamental human–nonhuman distinction. Mod-
ern evolutionary theory firmly rejects this ontological distinction between
humans and other animals. From its earliest beginnings, evolutionary
biology has taken pains to fit the human species into models of evolu-
tionary theory, as is evident in Huxley’s three essays on Man’s place in
nature (1863) and Darwin’s Descent of man (1871).

Even so, intuitive ontologies seem to influence scientific understand-
ing of human evolution by compelling scientists to treat humans and their
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evolutionary history as exceptional. Hominid fossils are a↵orded an in-
ordinate amount of scrutiny and speculation, yet the relatively scarce
hominid fossil record pales in comparison to that of many other species,
that are often far less studied. As the paleontologist Tim White (1995,
369) sighs: “No suid [or other nonhominid] skulls grace the covers of
Nature or garner headlines like ‘new pig skull completely overturns all
previous theories of pig evolution’.” Moreover, once we accept humans
as a taxonomic group, next to plants and animals, it becomes possible
to adopt an essentialist stance on humans as well. As late as the 1920s,
for example, the paleoanthropologist Raymond Dart (1925, 195) could
appeal to the “harmonious proportions” of the Taung skull as evidence
for its proto-human status. The assignment of type specimens, i.e., rep-
resentative fossils for given species of hominids, reflects a pre-Darwinian
essentialist notion in that it builds on the assumption that for any given
species an ideal type exists, and that variation occurs around this fixed
point. If species are viewed as dynamic entities, subject to variations in
space and time, there is no cogent reason to take a particular specimen
as typical for the whole species. Nevertheless, assigning type specimens
is still common practice among paleoanthropologists, although it has de-
clined in other branches of post-Darwinian taxonomy.

Tacit ontological notions that humans are unique may have resulted
in the long-standing view that there is something special about humans
that prevents them from speciating and evolving according to the laws
of natural selection. Ever since Darwin, evolution has been conceived
as a branching tree, in which one ancestral species can have several de-
scendant species. However, for the greatest part of paleoanthropology’s
history as a discipline, this was not the prevailing conceptual framework
in which fossil hominid evidence was evaluated. The single species model,
proposed by Franz Weidenreich, and endorsed by Theodosius Dobzhan-
sky and Ernst Mayr, had hardened into a unilinear and essentialist view
on human evolution. In the first half of the 20th century, the gradual
accumulation of fossil hominids had resulted in a plethora of taxonomic
names. Dobzhansky (1944, 261–262), reviewing the hominid fossil record,
concluded that “no more than a single hominid species existed at any one
time level.” Mayr (1950, 115–116) argued that all hominids could be
grouped in a single lineage leading from the australopithecines, to Homo
erectus, to Homo sapiens. To his credit, Mayr realized that this model of
hominid evolution did not follow the usual branching pattern of evolution.
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His explanation for this exception was that hominids could not speciate
because they occupied more ecological niches than any other known an-
imal as they had developed culture. Because they occupy the cultural
niche, humans were conceived of as a unique species, subject to unique
evolutionary pressures. Left to themselves, ordinary (that is, nonhuman)
species get on with speciating, but once the magic ingredient of culture
is added, this process stops. As Mayr (1950) put it:

There is one striking di↵erence between man and most of the
animals [. . . ] Man, who has reached such a high degree of
independence from the environment is less dependent on local
adaptation, and a subspecies of man can quickly spread into
many geographically distant areas [. . . ] The authors who have
claimed that man is unique in his evolutionary pattern are
undoubtedly right (Mayr, 1950, 116–117).

In all probability, Mayr’s reasoning was influenced by the importance of
cultural anthropology—instead of biology, as is the case today—in the
study of human evolution in the United States in the 1940s and 1950s.
This resulted in a systematic overestimation of the role of culture on
human evolution. It remains striking that Dobzhansky and Mayr, both
key figures in the modern synthesis, proposed that speciation did not
happen in human evolution. As the paleoanthropologist Foley (2001, 7)
points out, their main argument for proposing unilinear models of human
evolution was informed by the tacit assumption that humans are unique,
rather than by evolutionary theory. They reasoned in hindsight, not using
culture as a primary causal mechanism, but as a justification for the al-
leged anomalies in human evolution. In contrast, their contemporary, the
paleontologist George Gaylord Simpson (1950) held the more informed
view, based on general principles of evolutionary theory, and rejected
Weidenreich’s application of orthogenesis on human evolution on theo-
retical grounds. Interestingly, Simpson (1950, 63) hinted at the possible
role of psychological essentialism (“inherent tendency”) in the popularity
of orthogenesis during this period. Unfortunately, paleoanthropologists
chose to follow Dobzhansky and Mayr, rather than Simpson.

The role of culture in human evolution can be easily overstated, as is
illustrated by the recent find of Homo floresiensis, a small hominid with
the brain size of an early australopithecine, dated between 90,000 and
18,000 BP (Brown et al., 2004). Despite their cultural niche, hominids
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were apparently subject to island dwarfism, just like other larger mam-
mals that happen to strand upon remote islands (e.g., now-extinct pig-
sized hippopotami on Cyprus and Madagascar, Diamond, 1992). Indeed,
a recent case of extreme island dwarfism in Homo sapiens on the Microne-
sian island Palau around 3000–1000 BP (Berger, Churchill, De Klerk, &
Quinn, 2008) underscores this. Morphological analysis of stone tools also
calls the exaggerated role of culture in human evolution into question. It
indicates that human culture prior to the Upper Paleolithic evolved very
slowly, with long periods of stasis. For instance, the earliest Oldowan
stone tools, dated at around 2.5 million years BP, are morphologically
indistinguishable from the youngest African specimens, which are one
million years younger (Semaw et al., 1997). Culture undeniably played
an important part in human evolution, but over-emphasizing its role may
be less informed by sound archeological and fossil evidence than by the
intuition that humans are unique compared to other animals.

As a result of this general acceptance of the single species model,
the paleoanthropological community attempted to cram the entire ho-
minid fossil record (then already quite diverse) into this single linear
model (Tattersall, 2000). The single species hypothesis finally collapsed
with discoveries in the 1970s of fossils at the East-African Lake Turkana
Basin, which unequivocally proved that at least two hominid species coex-
isted: the robust small-brained Paranthropus boisei and the large-brained
gracile Homo ergaster (Leakey & Walker, 1976). Since this time, pale-
oantropologists have cautiously started to acknowledge that humans may
be like other species after all, subject to the same evolutionary processes,
as exemplified in Robert Foley’s (1987) Another unique species, arguably
the first paleoanthropological book to make explicit use of evolutionary
theory to interpret details of the human fossil record. A modern o↵shoot
of the single species hypothesis is the model of multiregional continuity
(see e.g., Wolpo↵, Hawks, & Caspari, 2000, for an overview). Accord-
ing to this model, all extant human populations descend directly from
a single, highly variable species which arose about 1.5 million years BP,
and which was divided into distinct ancestral African, Asian and Euro-
pean subpopulations. As they assume a rather unusual speciation pattern
for humans, the multiregionalists too may be under the delusion of the
human–nonhuman distinction. Pleistocene hominids lived in disparate
ecological settings, and were therefore likely to be subject to di↵erent
selective pressures. Yet they managed to avoid allopatric speciation, pro-
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gressing steadily and in parallel toward the Homo sapiens that we are
today! Gould (2002, 911–916) muses that multiregionalism only exists
because it describes human evolution; no biologist would draw a similar
scenario for another widespread species. Unsurprisingly, molecular biolog-
ical studies (e.g., Ingman, Kaessmann, Pääbo, & Gyllensten, 2000) have
cast serious doubt on the multiregional hypothesis, since they indicate a
very recent common ancestor for all current human populations.

The intuitive human–nonhuman distinction may have contributed to
the idea that human evolution is somehow exceptional. Paleoantropol-
ogists chose to infer as few hominid species as possible from the fossil
record, preferring a straightforward single evolutionary path to a bushy
tree with many branches and dead ends. This is still apparent in main-
stream paleoanthropology: since 1994, important discoveries of Late Mio-
cene hominid fossils have given rise to four new genera within the hominid
lineage: Ardipithecus (White, Suwa, & Asfaw, 1995), Orrorin (Senut
et al., 2001), Kenyanthropus (Leakey et al., 2001) and Sahelanthropus
(Brunet et al., 2002)—next to the three widely accepted genera Aus-
tralopithecus, Paranthropus and Homo. Nonetheless, paleoanthropolo-
gists (e.g., Haile-Selassie, Suwa, & White, 2004) and geneticists alike (e.g.,
Cela-Conde & Ayala, 2003) argue that such a large number of genera is
unacceptable, and that we should somehow prune the tree of hominid
evolution.

6.6.2 Essentialism and humanized apes

One of the most crucial intuitions of psychological essentialism is that
surface features of living kinds are caused and constrained by deeper
properties: animals and plants have an underlying reality or true nature
that one cannot observe directly, but that gives each living thing its iden-
tity, and guides its development, as in the transformation from caterpillar
to butterfly. As such, psychological essentialism assumes that a category
has two distinct, although interrelated levels: the level of observable re-
ality and the level of an underlying explanation and cause (Medin &
Ortony, 1989). This enables children and lay adults to override percep-
tual features when making judgments on category-membership. When
three-year-olds are shown a leaf, an insect and a leaf-insect, they believe
that the leaf-insect will behave more like an insect than like a leaf, even
though it looks more like the latter (Gelman, 2004). Children from such
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dissimilar cultures as Mesoamerican Maya (Atran et al., 2004) and West-
African Yoruba (Ahn et al., 2001) hold the belief that superficial changes
do not alter a living thing’s core identity. Lay adults too draw inferences
based on taxonomic a�liation, rather than on superficial characteristics,
for example, most adults in the west believe that whales are mammals
rather than fish (Dupré, 1999), even though whales resemble fish in their
morphological features.

In the face of contrary evidence, psychological essentialism seems to
guide inferences, that is, even if surface properties lead us to believe other-
wise, we perceive underlying essences as fundamental causal mechanisms.
Take Chris Darwin, Charles Darwin’s great great grandson, who was as-
signed a tutor to help him pass his biology A-level: “And he introduced
himself and I introduced myself and he said, ‘you’re Darwin [. . . ] I can’t
teach you anything about biology,’ which I thought was really sweet. And
then I went o↵ and failed.”5 Despite Chris Darwin’s weak performance
in biology, his tutor’s essentialism compelled him to believe he had to be
good in biology.

The implications of adopting essentialism in theories on human cog-
nitive evolution may turn out to be far-reaching. During the second half
of the 20th century, findings in paleoanthropology and molecular biology
have dramatically altered our conceptual framework on the relatedness
between humans and other apes. It was generally believed that the split
between hominids (Hominidae) and the other apes (the paraphyletic6

clade Pongidae) occurred at least 15 million years BP. Sarich and Wil-
son’s (1967) seminal molecular biological study demonstrated that hu-
mans and chimpanzees diverged only 5 million years BP. Thus, humans
are no longer separated from other apes by a deep evolutionary chasm, but
are part of the hominoid clade. Since King and Wilson (1975), molec-
ular biological sequencing has shown that the human and chimpanzee
genomes are highly similar, with estimates ranging between 97 % and
99.9 % (e.g., Mikkelsen et al., 2005). The close phylogenetic relation-
ship between Homo and Pan, and the great similarities between their

5BBC, 16 June 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4082078

.stm.
6In cladistics, a paraphyletic clade denotes a clade that is not based on evolutionary

relationships (as clades should be), but only on shared phenotypic characteristics. Cur-
rent evolutionary trees of the hominoids place humans in the same taxonomic group
as other great apes, because humans are more closely related to chimpanzees than
chimpanzees are to gorillas.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4082078.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4082078.stm
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genomes can lead to the intuitively appealing but misleading conclusion
that humans and chimpanzees are essentially the same. This intuition is
strengthened by popular metaphors in which genes are often portrayed
as the essence of an individual organism. Media coverage supports this
essentialist image with headlines on genes for obesity, violence or alco-
holism7.

At first it may seem unlikely that genes would trigger essentialist ten-
dencies—although the causal role of essences has been proposed at least
since Aristotle’s writings on biology, the molecular structure of DNA has
only been discovered in the second half of the 20th century. Genes, how-
ever, may be an ideal candidate for the indefinable essence to which chil-
dren and adults intuitively appeal. Medin and Ortony (1989, 184–185)
suggest that psychological essentialism is a placeholder notion: one can
believe that a category possesses an essence without knowing what that
essence is. For example, the tiger essence causes tiger o↵spring to develop
into big, striped, roaring tiger adults, although circumstances might con-
spire to produce stripeless, dwarfed, mute individuals, which will nonethe-
less be categorized as tigers (Gelman & Wellman, 1991, 216). Since its
discovery, DNA appears to fulfill the role of the essence placeholder in
popular and perhaps also scientific discourse, because it is invisible, and
presents a deeper level that is causally linked with appearance and de-
velopment. This may explain the considerable media coverage of studies
that link variations in DNA with health, behavior and appearance.

Jared Diamond (1992) rhetorically invokes an extraterrestrial observer,
who would objectively classify humans as “third chimpanzee”, overlook-
ing the blatant fact that only one of these species writes about the other
two in fluent grammatical language. The blueprint or essence metaphor
for genes is misleading. Genes do not have a one-to-one correspondence
with the traits they build (Marcus, 2004), hence the di�culties in finding
“genes for”, say, homosexuality or mathematical talent. Instead, genes
are concerned with the question in what sequence, and to what degree,
proteins are built. One amino-acid substitution can dramatically alter
a cascade of developmental events. Thus, the small genetic di↵erences
between humans and chimpanzees have huge e↵ects. Conversely, since
there are only four nucleotide types, it can be argued that we share at
least 25% of our genes with any given species. Taking a conservative

7E.g., BBC, 20 October 2010, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-11572894.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-11572894
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estimate that a human and a lily would share 35% of their genes, no-one
would suppose that these species are 35 % similar (Marks, 2003).

King and Wilson (1975) already acknowledged that the genetic dif-
ferences between humans and chimpanzees are too small to account for
their substantial physical di↵erences. They suggested that “evolutionary
changes in anatomy and way of life are more often based on changes in the
mechanisms controlling the expression of genes than on sequence changes
in proteins” (King & Wilson, 1975, 107). Given the short evolutionary
time and relatively few genes involved, di↵erences in gene expression may
indeed be the only possible way for natural selection to result in such
considerable di↵erences. Using refined techniques that were not available
at that time, more recent molecular biological studies have attempted to
empirically test these predictions. Such studies typically examine gene
expression using micro arrays, which allow them to compare the mRNA
levels in brain tissue of humans and other primates, a good proxy for gene
expression (e.g., Preuss, Cáceres, Oldham, & Geschwind, 2004). These
studies indicate highly divergent patterns in gene expression between the
chimpanzee and human brains, which may account for their substan-
tial cognitive di↵erences. Gu and Gu (2003) and Oldham, Horvath, and
Geschwind (2006) have indeed shown that genes have been upregulated
in the human brain compared to that of the chimpanzee. It may therefore
be unnecessary to posit close psychological similarities between the two
species on the basis of their close genetic proximity.

Nevertheless, much of current research in comparative psychology is
directed at finding similarities between our closest living relatives and
us. One such research program focuses on theory of mind in nonhu-
man primates. Controlled laboratory experiments have systematically
failed to show genuine mentalizing in apes. Chimpanzees seem incapable
to understand the connection between seeing and knowing: even after
many trials they make obvious mistakes such as begging food from an
experimenter who wears a bag over her head (see Povinelli, 2000b, for
a review). After many years, however, breakthrough experiments (Hare,
Call, & Tomasello, 2001) seemed to provide evidence that chimpanzees
do know what others can and cannot see if they are placed in a compet-
itive situation. Subdominant chimpanzees consistently chose a piece of
food only visible to themselves over a piece of food that was visible to
a dominant conspecific as well, indicating a mentalistic understanding of
visual access. These and similar competitive experiments were heralded
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as conclusive evidence that chimpanzees do have a theory of mind after
all. Interestingly, once it was shown that rhesus monkeys (Flombaum &
Santos, 2005) succeeded in the same test, researchers of animal cogni-
tion began to doubt this rich interpretation. Burkart and Heschl (2005)
demonstrated that marmosets, a small New World monkey about the size
of a rat (and so perhaps also chimpanzees) could succeed in the test by
applying the simple behavioral rule “don’t take the food the dominant
one is looking at”, rather than through a genuine understanding of the re-
lationship between seeing and knowing. The fact that chimpanzee minds
seem “suspiciously human” (Povinelli & Vonk, 2003) may be a reflection
of our own mental state attribution. Indeed, the divergent ecological and
social circumstances under which humans and chimpanzees evolved make
it likely that their psychology is very di↵erent from ours: they are di-
vergent outcomes of di↵erent evolutionary experiments (Povinelli, 2000b;
De Smedt, De Cruz, & Braeckman, 2009).

The notion that chimpanzees are fundamentally like us has lead re-
searchers to investigate chimpanzee cognition from an anthropocentric
perspective, rather than as an end in itself. Psychological essentialism
may compel researchers to believe that chimpanzees do share our cogni-
tive abilities, even if evidence is equivocal (see Call & Tomasello, 2008, for
a balanced review). Thus, it is conceivable that research programs inves-
tigating this type of primate cognition will remain unabated by negative
evidence as long as the intuitive notion (fed by the genetic similarity of
an imposing 97 % to 99.9 %) that humans and chimpanzees are essentially
the same persists.

6.7 Concluding reflections

Experimental evidence from developmental psychology and neuroscience
supports the claim that young children and lay adults view the world
in terms of intuitive ontologies. While these provide a shallow but fast
framework to explain and understand salient features of the environment,
they are epistemically limited. In this chapter, we have examined possible
relationships between intuitive ontologies and science. Science and intu-
itive ontologies have gradually parted ways in their ontological and episte-
mological principles. However, because scientists are subject to the same
cognitive limitations as other people, it is possible that intuitive ontolo-
gies still influence their understanding. Since each results from specific
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evolutionary pressures, intuitive ontologies can yield mutually inconsis-
tent pictures of reality; they do not provide an overarching framework to
understand the world.

In our discussion of models of human evolution, we have proposed that
these models can be influenced by intuitive tacit assumptions, especially
when they depart from standard evolutionary theory. The assumption
that humans are very di↵erent from other species may be based on an
intuitive human–nonhuman distinction. This has resulted in the single
species model, in which a single human species prevailed in disparate
ecological settings over a long period of time. Psychological essentialism
enables us to override perceptual features in specific conditions, where
prior knowledge (of genes and phylogenetic proximity) can lead to the
allegation that chimpanzees have cognitive abilities very similar to those
of humans, an attitude that has influenced the direction and interests of
research programs in comparative psychology. Intuitive ontologies espe-
cially play a role in scientific understanding when it is not underpinned
by an explicit (scientific) ontological framework.

Scientists can therefore remain unaware of the fact that the theories
they propose are more consistent with intuitive ontologies than with sci-
entific theories. The remark by the primatologist Frans de Waal (1999,
635) that the cultural diversity observed in chimpanzees shows them to be
“inching closer to humanity” borders on the essentialist, as it presupposes
culture as a human domain, rather than recognizing chimpanzee cultural
behavior within its own ecological and evolutionary context. Neverthe-
less, scientists can become aware of intuitive ontological notions when
they pit their ideas against existing scientific theories. More theoretical
and empirical work needs to be done in order to further clarify the role of
intuitive ontologies in scientific and everyday understanding. However, it
can be argued from the recent history of science that intuitive ontologies
are not eradicated by scientific knowledge, even if they are in apparent
contradiction to it. As such, the lingering role of intuitive ontologies in
scientific understanding may help to elucidate how the human mind ac-
quires knowledge. This research suggests that intuitive ontologies are an
integral and stable part of human cognition.



CHAPTER 7

SCIENCE AS STRUCTURED IMAGINATION

This chapter is adapted from De Cruz, H., & De Smedt, J. (2010c).
Science as structured imagination. Journal of Creative Behavior, 44, 29–
44.

Abstract

This chapter o↵ers an analysis of scientific creativity based on theoretical
models and experimental results of the cognitive sciences. Its core idea is
that scientific creativity—like other forms of creativity—is structured and
constrained by prior ontological expectations. Analogies provide scien-
tists with a powerful epistemic tool to overcome these constraints. While
current research on analogies in scientific understanding focuses on near
analogies, where target and source domain are close, we argue that distant
analogies—where target and source domain di↵er widely—are especially
useful in periods of intense conceptual change. To argue this point, we
discuss three case studies from the history of science: early physiologists
like Harvey, early evolutionary biologists like Darwin, and recent theorists
on the evolution of the human mind like Mithen.
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7.1 Introduction

What mechanisms underlie scientific creativity; what enables scientists to
make significant contributions to their disciplines? The quest by philoso-
phers of science for some explanation of scientific discovery and creativity
has been recently joined by cognitive scientists (e.g., Simonton, 2003).
Both philosophers and cognitive scientists examine what guides the sci-
entific process and in what ways it resembles or di↵ers from ordinary,
everyday thought (see section 1.3). As we shall see in section 7.2, experi-
mental psychological studies suggest that creativity is not unconstrained
and limitless but structured by prior assumptions (e.g., Ward, Patterson,
Sifonis, Dodds, & Saunders, 2002). Given that scientists are subject to
the same cognitive limitations as other people, we argue that scientific cre-
ativity is likewise structured and constrained by prior expectations. Still,
the occurrence of scientific innovations (on the level of the individual sci-
entist) or of paradigm shifts (on the level of the scientific community)
clearly indicates that scientists are able to overcome these constraining
factors.

Whereas the focus of recent research on scientific creativity has been
on near analogies (e.g., Dunbar, 1997), we show that distant analogies play
a role in the scientific creative process, especially in periods of intense
conceptual change. In our view, distant analogies constitute epistemic
actions, which render problems more tractable by replacing the unfamiliar
conceptual space of the target domain by a more familiar and therefore
more congenial source domain. We start out with a survey of structured
imagination in everyday cognition, and with the role of intuitive ontologies
in this. We then examine how people overcome the constraining e↵ects
of intuitive assumptions by distant analogies that apply the structure of
one domain onto a di↵erent target domain. Finally, we provide three
examples from the history of science to illustrate that analogies from
widely diverging domains play an important role in scientific creativity.

7.2 Structured imagination

7.2.1 Creativity is structured

What cognitive processes underlie creativity? To approach this question,
the cognitive psychologist Thomas Ward (1994) asked college students to
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imagine extraterrestrial animals. Their creations possessed characteristic
attributes of Earth animals, such as sense organs, legs and bilateral sym-
metry. In a follow-up study (Ward et al., 2002), participants were asked
to imagine tools that might be used by a highly intelligent species of ex-
traterrestrials, with the following two constraints: the tools are not to be
operated by power sources, and the creatures are not to have arms, legs
or other appendages comparable to Earth animals. Despite these limi-
tations, most participants relied on typical tools, such as hammers, saws
and wrenches that were only slightly modified to allow the creatures to
wrap them around their heads or hold them in their mouths. Subsequent
interviews with the subjects revealed that a large majority heavily relied
on specific examples of prototypical animals and tools to guide their cre-
ative process. Ward termed this tendency to rely on existing knowledge
as a guide to creativity structured imagination (Ward, 1994). This finding
has been replicated in many studies, even with children as young as five
years of age (Cacciari, Levorato, & Cicogna, 1997).

Creativity in more natural settings displays the same pattern of struc-
tured imagination. Religious ideas do not exhibit an unlimited cultural
variability, but are constrained by prior ontological expectations. As Pas-
cal Boyer (2002) already observed, there are no gods that only exist on
Wednesdays. Religious concepts only exhibit minimal deviations from
ordinary categories. Thus, gods and other supernatural agents are in-
variably conceptualized as having desires, emotions and intentions; they
conform to a normal belief–desire psychology. What makes them excep-
tional is their minimal violation of category-based expectations, such as
ghosts walking through walls: these are agents with a normal belief–desire
psychology who violate intuitive physical expectations. Justin Barrett
(e.g., Barrett & Keil, 1996; Barrett, 1998) found that religious believ-
ers (Christians and Hindus) intuitively think about their gods as if they
are normal agents. In a set of ingenious experiments, Barrett and Keil
(1996) showed that Christians avowedly take God to be both omniscient
and omnipresent, but when having to recall stories about him, they mis-
takenly recall the stories in a way that indicates their belief that God
has cognitive limitations shared by normal agents (e.g., not being able to
attend to two events on two di↵erent places at the same time)1.

1The idea that religious concepts are to some extent informed by our expectations
of human agents (anthropomorphism) is ancient and goes back at least to the Greek
pre-Socratic Xenophanes (6th century BC), who famously speculated that religious
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The historian of technology George Basalla (1988) has amply demon-
strated that newly invented devices are nearly always based on existing
artifacts. This is why evolutionary archeologists (e.g., O’Brien & Lyman,
2000) can study the evolution of artifacts as if they were organisms, using
methods that are similar to those employed by paleontologists who study
the origins, gradual morphological changes and extinction of biological
species. Product design works by tinkering, not by radical restructur-
ing which is not always advantageous: the tendency of design engineers
to pattern new devices after earlier solutions often leads to suboptimal
designs (Jansson, Condoor, & Brock, 1993).

The discussion above shows that existing conceptual spaces constrain
creativity to an important extent, but it is less clear from where these
conceptual spaces originate. In chapter 6, we saw that a growing number
of studies in cognitive anthropology (e.g., Boyer, 2000; Atran, 1998) and
neuroscience (e.g., Caramazza & Mahon, 2003) suggest that the way hu-
mans parse the world is not arbitrary or even solely governed by external
reality, but rather that our inductive inferences rely on intuitive ontolo-
gies—a limited set of category-based evolved expectations that emerge
early in development and that guide our reasoning about physical, psy-
chological and biological phenomena. These intuitive ontologies structure
our concept acquisition to an important extent, and they guide inductive
inferences that underlie these concepts.

7.2.2 Analogies in everyday creative thought

How do we overcome the constraints of conceptual structures while being
creative? Neuropsychological research suggests that creativity does not
depend on a single cognitive process or mechanism, but rather on the in-
teraction of several cognitive processes (Vartanian & Goel, 2007). Indeed,
a variety of cognitive mechanisms underlie creativity, such as analogical
and metaphorical reasoning or conceptual combination. In this chapter
we will focus on analogical reasoning, our ability to understand new ob-
servations or concepts by mapping the structure of existing domains onto
them (Gentner, 1983), like Niels Bohr’s analogy between the structure of

imagination is structured by the way we conceptualize human beings: “if cattle or
lions had hands, so as to paint with their hands and produce works of art as men
do, they would paint their gods and give them bodies in form like their own—horses
like horses, cattle like cattle.”, 6th century BC, Fragments, retrieved from http://

history.hanover.edu/texts/presoc/Xenophan.html on 17 May 2010.

http://history.hanover.edu/texts/presoc/Xenophan.html
http://history.hanover.edu/texts/presoc/Xenophan.html
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an atom (target domain) and the structure of the solar system (source
domain), the well-known orbital model.

Analogies can be considered as epistemic actions: they are performed
to gain insight into a problem, which turned out to be impossible through
an exploration of the original conceptual space. In contrast to pragmatic
actions, which are performed to alter the world because of some intended
physical change (e.g., driving from home to work), epistemic actions (e.g.,
driving around in order to explore one’s new neighborhood after moving)
are mainly performed to aid and augment cognitive processes (Kirsh,
1996)2. Analogies enhance our cognitive processes as they widen or alter
the conceptual space in which problems are phrased.

7.3 Intuitive ontologies and scientific reasoning

7.3.1 Intelligibility

The philosopher of science Peter Dear (2006) has argued that modern sci-
ence comes in two distinguishable guises: instrumentality, or usefulness,
and intelligibility, or providing accounts of how “things really are.” These
two components together foster a profound trust in modern science. Why
is science e�cient? Because it is true. How do we know that scientific
beliefs are true? By virtue of their e↵ective instrumental capacities. It is
a circular argument, but perhaps not viciously so. Of these two guises,
intelligibility plays an important part, because science has taken over the
role of natural philosophy to account for natural phenomena not just in
ways that are internally consistent, but that somehow seem right, make
sense or feel intuitively true.

Henk De Regt and Dennis Dieks (2005) claim that understanding con-
stitutes the main epistemic aim of science. They contrast science with
a hypothetical oracle, whose predictions always turn out to be true. Al-
though in this case empirical adequacy is ensured, we do not speak of
a great scientific success since we cannot understand how these perfect
predictions are brought about. Scientists clearly want more: they want
to grasp how predictions are made, and develop a qualitative feeling for
the consequences of theories in concrete situations. Indeed, in the history
of science, approaches were rarely pursued on the basis of instrumen-
tal e↵ectiveness alone. Children and laypeople sometimes resist scientific

2In chapter 5, we considered that mathematical symbols are epistemic actions too.
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ideas that they find unintelligible, because their evolved cognitive archi-
tecture cannot adequately deal with them (Bloom & Weisberg, 2007).
For example, children have the useful belief that unsupported objects fall
downward, but this makes it di�cult for them to conceptualize the world
as a sphere. As a result, children create hybrid models of the world that
match their intuitive understanding of physical phenomena, but that also
conform to the spherical view of our planet, such as a hollow sphere or a
disc-shaped earth, as we saw in subsection 1.3.3 (Vosniadou, Skopeliti, &
Ikospentaki, 2004).

The e↵ects of intuitive ontologies are not restricted to children: they
linger in educated adults. As we have seen, in the case of intuitive physics,
even physics students continue to apply the wrong but internally consis-
tent impetus theory to predict the outcome of physical events. For exam-
ple, they erroneously predict that a ball that is being swung in a circular
path will continue to fly in a circular trajectory (Liu & MacIsaac, 2005).
Intuitive ontologies may also play a role in scientific understanding, as
we saw in chapter 6. For example, although expert physicists provide
answers to such questions in accord with Newtonian principles, even they
are guided by the intuitive impetus physics under conditions where they
have to make fast judgments, where conscious deliberation is impossible.
In one experiment, expert physicists had to remember the location of ob-
jects “frozen” after moving along a trajectory. Afterwards, the objects
vanished, and they had to recall their position. Typically, they remem-
bered the object somewhat further along its trajectory, along a path best
described by impetus physics, not Newtonian mechanics (Kozhevnikov &
Hegarty, 2001). Our intuitive ontologies lead us to perceive some accounts
as more intelligible and more epistemologically satisfying than others. As
we saw in section 6.5, this may account for the success and persistence of
past natural philosophical theories like impetus theory. Given that one of
the most important aims of science is to make nature intelligible, we can
expect that intuitive ontologies will continue to play a role in scientific
understanding.

7.3.2 Analogies and scientific creativity

Case studies from the history of science and field studies of scientists at
work indicate that scientific creativity draws on the same cognitive re-
sources as everyday creativity (Simonton, 2003). Scientists often resort
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to analogies. It is useful at this point to draw a distinction between near
and distant analogies. A near analogy is one in which target and source
come from the same or a closely related conceptual domain. In a distant
analogy, target and source come from widely diverging domains. Early
work on scientific creativity tended to focus on distant analogies, such as
the snake analogy mentioned by August Kekulé in his discovery of the
benzene ring, or Ernest Rutherford’s comparison between the structure
of our solar system and that of an atom (the planetary model). Yet,
upon closer scrutiny, it turned out that these analogies were not crucial
in these discoveries. A fundamental di�culty of the research on histori-
cal scientific creativity is that one has to rely on retrospective accounts,
written years or even decades after the discovery was made. It is only
in rare instances (such as Darwin’s notebooks) that written documents
provide a reflection of the creative process in progress. Despite these lim-
itations, which apply to any examination of historical material, the use
of nonsuperficial analogies is well established both in scientists at work
and in laypeople (Dunbar & Blanchette, 2001). Thus it seems plausible
that written records provide an (albeit incomplete) record of analogical
reasoning.

Current studies suggest that scientists mainly work within the bounds
of their conceptual structures. Kevin Dunbar (1997) studied creative sci-
entific thought in action in molecular biological labs. He found that near
analogies form the most important source of creative insight, such as the
analogy from a well-understood virus to a lesser-understood virus to pre-
dict how it would behave in specific circumstances. In contrast, distant
analogies were rare and served explanatory purposes, rather than epis-
temic ones3. For example, one molecular biologist likened a polymerase
chain reaction to the well-known image of a group of monkeys equipped
with typewriters that, given enough time, will type a sentence from Ham-
let. Dunbar (1997, 488) therefore concludes that “creative ideas and novel
concepts arise through a series of small changes produced by a variety of
cognitive mechanisms [. . . ] Conceptual change, like evolutionary change,
is the result of tinkering.” The central role of near analogies accords well
with classical accounts of scientific discovery, which suggest that the bulk

3Dunbar (1997) assumes that the explanatory and epistemic roles of analogies are
mutually exclusive. However, this need not be the case. Peter Lipton (1991, chapter
2), for instance, regards explanation as an essential part of scientific understanding. In
this sense, an analogy that is explanatory can also play a role in scientific creativity.
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of scientific work takes place within the bounds of existing well-delineated
conceptual structures (e.g., Kuhn, 1962; Lakatos, 1978). Scientific imag-
ination, like everyday creativity, is structured. Most of scientific progress
takes place in mental hops, rather than leaps (to use the terminology
of Ward, 1998). In other words, most scientific creativity exhibits rela-
tively little deviation from the source domain, and preserves most of its
properties.

What role then do distant analogies play in scientific discovery if near
analogies alone can explain scientific progress? The molecular biolo-
gists that Dunbar (1997) investigated could draw on a wealth of well-
understood mechanisms and observations. But this is not the case for
scientists working in new domains where near analogies are unavailable.
We propose that in these instances, distant analogies can and do play a
vital role. Take Johannes Kepler, who attempted to explain why planets
further from the Sun moved more slowly within the then new heliocentric
Copernican model. Discarding the ancient idea that planets moved fixed
on heavenly spheres, he introduced the concept of vis motrix, a precursor
of gravity. To explain this concept, he drew on an analogy with light.
The source domain of optics was fruitful because optical phenomena were
better understood than the solar system:

Let us suppose then [. . . ] that motion is dispensed by the
Sun in the same proportion as light. Now the ratio in which
light spreading out from a centre is weakened is stated by
the opticians. For the amount of light in a small circle is the
same as the amount of light or of the solar ray in the great
one. Hence, as it is more concentrated in the small circle,
and more thinly spread in the great one, the measure of this
thinning out must be sought in the actual ratio of the circles,
both for light and for the moving power (Kepler, Mysterium
cosmographicum, 1596, cited in Gentner et al., 1997, 16).

Another example is Stanford and Iris Ovshinsky’s invention of the thresh-
old switch (a successor to the transistor) by analogy of the human nerve
cell. During the early 1950s, the Ovshinskys recognized that plasticity
of the nerve cell’s membrane plays a crucial role in the neuronal basis of
human learning. Based on their observations, they created a thin film
of amorphous disordered material as the analogue of the cell membrane,
and used this mechanical analogue to create the threshold switch. Dur-
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ing this research, the Ovshinskys ventured into a radically new domain
of science, that of amorphous disordered materials, whereas other scien-
tists working in the domain of semiconductors still focused exclusively on
crystalline materials. The creative use of distant analogy in this scientific
process is plausible, since Stanford Ovshinsky had a keen interest in the
neurophysiology of mammals, artificial intelligence and cybernetics, and
actively corresponded with scientists working in these fields (Hoddeson,
2007). These historical cases suggest that distant analogies can play a
role in periods of intense conceptual change or in the invention of radi-
cally new technological devices, when scientists cannot rely on established
examples to draw near analogies from.

Because analogies are epistemic actions, performed to make prob-
lems more tractable by mapping them onto existing conceptual spaces,
we expect that the source domain will be more familiar than the tar-
get domain, rather than the other way around. For example, scientific
knowledge on the human mind has only seriously improved during the
last 50 years with the advent of the cognitive revolution, primarily driven
by computer scientists, who attempted to construct a robust science of
intelligent behavior and behavioral biology. The structure and functional
properties of the human mind, and of animal minds in general, remain
as yet rather poorly understood. In contrast, our knowledge of how rigid
objects behave (mechanics) has been expanding steadily since Antiquity.
Since the human mind is less understood than mechanics, we should ex-
pect that mechanical analogies for the human mind will be more fruitful
in the context of scientific discovery than vice versa (see section 7.4.3).

7.4 Distant analogies as a source of creativity in
the early stages of scientific concept forma-
tion

In scientific domains where formerly intuitive ontologies played an im-
portant role, distant analogies may have been of crucial importance to
move away from well-trodden paths. In this section, we examine how
mapping widely diverging source domains onto target domains can foster
conceptual change by three case studies: William Harvey’s mechanical
and weather analogies in early modern physiology, Charles Darwin’s pop-
ulation biology and wedge analogies in evolutionary theory, and the use of
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mechanical analogies in the understanding of the evolution of the human
mind by evolutionary psychologists and cognitive archeologists.

7.4.1 Early modern physiology

A first example to illustrate how distant analogies can help us overcome
intuitive ontologies is the use of mechanical analogies in early modern
physiology. Experimental psychological studies (e.g., Inagaki & Hatano,
2004) show that people are intuitive vitalists: they believe that vital
power is taken from food and water, enabling living things to sustain
themselves, grow and prevent illness. A diminishment of vital power
results in poor health, illness or exhaustion. The intuitive conceptual-
ization in terms of a continuous vital force, which can be replenished or
exhausted, is well illustrated by the so-called “health bar” in computer
games, such as role playing games—the agent has one continuous mea-
sure to indicate health, which can be sustained by taking food or other
replenishments. Young children often explain the functions of internal or-
gans in purely vitalistic terms, e.g., the function of the heart is to sustain
the life of its owner. Regardless of their cultural background, up to the
age of five, both Australian and Japanese children prefer vitalistic over
mechanistic explanations of bodily functions (Morris, Taplin, & Gelman,
2000). This vitalistic stance is also found in the work of ancient physi-
cians. Claudius Galenus of Pergamum (2nd century AD) made significant
contributions to our knowledge of blood circulation by dissecting animals.
He studied the movements of the heart, the action of the valves and the
pulsative force of the arteries. According to Galen, there are two kinds
of blood: the dark type, found in the venous system, served as nutrition
of the body. The lighter type, found in the arterial system, carried blood
that was abundant in vital spirits. However, he failed to describe human
circulation, which involves the transit of blood from the right to the left
ventricle through the lungs (Khan, Daya, & Gowda, 2005).

It was only in the early 17th century that the precise dynamics of
circulation were discovered. Prior to the 16th century, internal organs
were still mainly understood in vitalistic terms. Human health and dis-
ease were understood not in terms of solid organs, but in terms of fluids
(humors), such as blood, gall and phlegm, and anatomical drawings were
mostly concerned with showing the arteries and nerves, rather than the
organs (Fig. 7.1). Only in the course of the 17th and 18th century did
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physicians turn their attention to the solid parts of the body (i.e., the
organs) in their understanding of health and disease (Greenblatt, 1995).

Figure 7.1: Anatomical drawing from an anonymous Persian manuscript,
ca. 16th century. Note the attention for the veins compared to the relative
sketchiness of the organs, from http://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/arabic/
images/p1916b.jpg.

The Renaissance revival of ancient texts included treatises on mechan-
ics, such as Vitruvius’ De architectura (ca .25 B.C.E.), which contained
accounts of hydraulics and water pumping engines, next to Archimedes’
seminal works on mechanics. As a result, knowledge of hydraulics ex-
panded rapidly during the early modern period, enabling the draining of
the Low Countries. This permitted cardiovascular physiologists of that
time to draw from this well-understood domain to unravel circulation,
at that time poorly understood. The Paduan anatomist Benedetti pub-
lished a paper in 1502 on the action of the heart valves, which he likened
to unidirectional sluice gates in a canal: “three valves are purposefully
placed by nature like movable gates which by turns when the heart is
contracted in emitting blood do not completely shut o↵ its passage, for
these valves close inward” (cited in Novell, 1990, 397). Another Paduan

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/arabic/images/p1916b.jpg
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/arabic/images/p1916b.jpg
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anatomist, Aquapendente, compared the action of the venous valves to a
dam or a mill sluice.

One of his pupils, William Harvey, used a variety of analogies to reason
about circulation. Although his idea that the heart was like a pair of water
bellows (not a pump, as is popularly assumed) was not novel, his colorful
use of analogies, often from the domains of mechanics or physics, enabled
him to make a more precise formulation of how human blood circulated.
In his lectures to the College of Physicians, for example, he likened the
mechanism of an erection to the inflation of a glove, and the working of
lungs and thorax to a bladder within a pair of bellows. Interestingly,
the lectures are in Latin but many of these analogies are written out in
English. In one of his lecture notes he wrote “From the structure of the
heart, it is clear that the blood is constantly carried through the lungs
into the aorta as by two clackes [a kind of pump with one-way valves] of
a water bellows to rays water” (cited in Novell, 1990, 379). In De motu
cordis, first published in 1628, Harvey wondered why the ventricles and
auricle contractions in the mammalian heart are so well-adapted to each
other and responds with two mechanical analogies:

Nor is this for any other reason than it is in a piece of machin-
ery, in which, though one wheel gives motion to another, yet
all the wheels seem to move simultaneously; or in that me-
chanical contrivance which is adapted to firearms, where, the
trigger being touched, down comes the flint, strikes against
the steel, elicits a spark, which falling among the powder, it
is ignited, upon which the flame extends, enters the barrel,
causes the explosion, propels the ball, and the mark is at-
tained—all of which incidents, by reason of the celerity with
which they happen, seem to take place in the twinkling of an
eye (Harvey, 1628 [1847], 31–32).

In the preface of De motu cordis Harvey draws a microcosm–macrocosm
analogy between the weather cycle as understood by Aristotle and the
circulatory system. This analogy, Gregory (2001) argues, was more than
a simple rhetoric device; it enabled Harvey to understand the di↵erence
between the two types of blood, venous and arterial. Whereas this dis-
tinction did not pose a problem for Galenic physicians who understood
circulation mainly in vitalistic terms, it posed a dilemma for Harvey who
had to make the constant interconversion of the two types of blood plau-
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sible. From what was known about anatomy at that time, Harvey was
unable to explain this, but the Aristotelian weather cycle provided an
apt analogy. According to Aristotle, in his Meteorologica (ca. 340 B.C.E.,
book I), qualitative and cyclical changes from water into air and air into
water could occur by evaporation and condensation. Just as the Sun
in the macrocosm plays a causal role in this process, so does the heart
convert the blood in the microcosm by pumping it through the lungs.
This analogy permitted a closed system for circulation (whereas Galen’s
system, where the heart consumes the blood, remained open). These
analogies from mechanics and physics enabled early modern anatomists
to steer away from the intuitive vitalism that dominated early anatomical
research. The idea that complex biological systems can be represented
in simple mechanical terms was a fundamental shift in physiology, which
remains important to this day. This shows how closely related under-
standing and scientific creativity are: by using these mechanical analogies,
Harvey came to understand puzzling features of the human circulatory
system, thereby enlarging medical knowledge.

7.4.2 Early evolutionary biology

As we saw in subsection 6.2.1, humans across cultures believe animals
to possess a species-typical immutable “essence” that guides their behav-
ior and development. The great innovation of Charles Darwin and Alfred
Russel Wallace was to move away from this essentialist stance by adopting
population thinking, where species are not idealized classes of entities, but
groups of individuals that di↵er in their ability to survive and reproduce.
As Ernst Mayr (e.g., 1982, 1987) has documented in detail, population
thinking constituted an important conceptual shift in the history of biol-
ogy which allowed biologists to discern the variability to which species are
subject. How were Darwin and Wallace able to adopt this novel way of
thinking? Population thinking is an analogy that applies Malthus’ theory
of human population dynamics to organisms in general. In brief, Thomas
Malthus (1826) in his Essay on the principle of population reasoned that
food resources increased more slowly than population growth. Gener-
alizing this observation to organisms, Darwin and Wallace realized that
animals and plants too have greater reproductive potential than avail-
able resources allow. As a result, organisms will compete for the same
resources, and hence heritable traits that are advantageous will spread in
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the population, because their bearers will outcompete those that do not
possess them. In the introduction to the Origin of species, Darwin (1859,
5) made his use of this analogy explicit. Likewise, in his autobiography,
Wallace, co-discoverer of the principle of natural selection, stated explic-
itly that he would never have hit upon his theory were it not for reading
Malthus (Wallace, 1905, 240, 360). This distant analogy has as its source
domain human populations and as its target domain animal populations.
The intuitive human–nonhuman distinction discussed in section 6.6 can
probably explain why this analogy arose late in biological theorizing.

Prior to these authors, biologists did not notice populations but fo-
cused on individuals. Linnaeus and others made standard idealized de-
scriptions of species of animals and plants, such as “the daisy”, “the hon-
eybee”. It seems remarkable that taxonomists should have overlooked
the individual variation within species, given that they studied dozens of
specimens before making a detailed description of a given species. Yet
virtually all taxonomists prior to Darwin were species essentialists and
despite their expanding taxonomical knowledge, they made little con-
ceptual progress (Stamos, 2005). This led pre-Darwinian taxonomists
to ignore or downplay the natural variability that species exhibit, or to
understand that species can evolve into new species. Our intuitive essen-
tialism privileges the underlying hidden essence of an organism, not its
outward appearance. The skillful use of distant analogies enabled Darwin
and Wallace to overcome these intuitive ontological assumptions.

Darwin struggled to understand how this Malthusian population pres-
sure could result in evolutionary change (Millman & Smith, 1997). At
first, he found it hard to envisage how “a multiplication of little means”
could bring about the great e↵ect of evolutionary change. To get a better
grasp, he used the mechanical analogy of the wedge:

One may say there is a force like a hundred thousand wedges
trying to force every kind of adapted structure into the gaps
in the œconomy of nature, or rather forming gaps by thrusting
out weaker ones. The final cause of all this wedgings, must
be to sort out proper structure & adapt it to change (Darwin,
1838, 135e).

The wedge analogy also appears in the first edition of the Origin of
Species:
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The face of Nature may be compared to a yielding surface,
with ten thousand sharp wedges packed close together and
driven inwards by incessant blows, sometimes one wedge being
struck, and then another with greater force (Darwin, 1859,
67).

Interestingly, Darwin dropped this analogy in subsequent editions; per-
haps because by then he had developed a nearer analogy, namely between
natural and sexual selection4. This editing process also reveals an inter-
esting interplay between analogies as epistemic and as explanatory tools:
whereas in the notebook (not intended for publication), Darwin used the
wedge analogy in an epistemic context, he later adopted it as an explana-
tory device, which was subsequently dropped in favor of a near analogy.

7.4.3 The evolution of the human mind

Once the target domain becomes better understood, distant analogies
lose much of their epistemic usefulness and near analogies predominate.
Indeed, an analysis of historical case studies on multiple analogies in
evolutionary biology (Shelley, 1999) reveals that near analogies, such as
inferences from extant species to extinct ones (e.g., from ungulates to
horned dinosaurs) are more common than distant analogies. As we have
seen in the case of Darwin, the latter are largely restricted to the early
stages of scientific creativity. Therefore, we expect that distant analogies
in contemporary scientific practice are mainly restricted to areas of re-
search that possess an as yet underexplored conceptual structure. One
candidate for such a domain is the evolution of the human mind. De-
spite important advances in our understanding of how the human brain
evolved, its evolutionary origins remain as yet poorly understood. Thus,
we can expect that authors who propose models for this domain will re-
sort to distant analogies. The evolutionary psychologists Leda Cosmides
and John Tooby’s analogy of the Swiss army knife is a well-known distant
analogy for human cognition that maps the artifactual onto the psycho-
logical domain:

The mind is probably more like a Swiss army knife than an
all-purpose blade: competent in so many situations because it

4In sexual selection, the selective pressures are performed by potential mates rather
than the external environment.
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has a large number of components—bottle opener, cork-screw,
knife, toothpick, scissors—each of which is well designed for
solving a di↵erent problem (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994a, 60).

According to them, there are sound evolutionary reasons to expect the hu-
man mind to be made up of several dedicated domain-specific cognitive
systems as specialized systems are better at solving distinct problems
than a single processor: “We have both cork-screws and cups because
each solves a particular problem better than the other. It would be ex-
tremely di�cult to open a bottle of wine with a cup or to drink from
a cork-screw” (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994a, 58). It remains to be seen
whether these analogies were epistemic rather than merely explanatory
in nature—or if, as Lipton (2004) would have it, both. Nevertheless, al-
though they were aware of nearer analogies, such as multiple specialized
cognitive systems in birds and primates proposed by Sherry and Schac-
ter (1987) (see subsection 3.2.1), they continued to draw analogies from
the artifactual domain, such as cognitive modules like “elegant machines”
(Tooby & Cosmides, 1995, xiv).

The cognitive archeologist Steven Mithen’s Prehistory of the mind
(1996) provides a further illustration of the use of distant analogies for
epistemic purposes in the study of the evolution of the human mind.
Mithen develops two elegant analogies. One conceptualizes human evo-
lution as a play, divided into di↵erent acts (reminiscent of Shakespeare’s
analogy of human life as a play in As you like it); it is mainly explanatory
and organizational in nature. As Dunbar (1997) already noted, distant
analogies often serve purely explanatory purposes, and this seems to be
the case here: “Six million years [the period of human evolution since the
split between the human and chimpanzee lineages] is a vast span of time.
In order to begin comprehend it, to grasp its salient pattern of events,
it helps to think of those events as constituting a play, the drama of our
past” (Mithen, 1996, 17). Accordingly, the book’s chapters are organized
into four acts, beginning with a dimly lit empty stage, representing the as
yet unknown last common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees, and end-
ing with a dramatic act representing the last 100,000 years, which sees the
evolution of Homo sapiens, its expansion out of Africa, the appearance
of art and, finally, the emergence of agriculture.

More interesting for the present discussion is the second distant anal-
ogy Mithen develops, that of medieval church and cathedral architecture
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to understand how, according to him, human cognition changed from
domain-specific to domain-general. This second analogy is much more
crucial for Mithen’s understanding, as, by his own account (1996, 61), it
played an important role in the development of his theory of human evo-
lution, which briefly stated claims that specialized domains of intuitive
knowledge (in this dissertation referred to as intuitive ontologies) merged
in the course of human evolution. Mithen uses the di↵erent phases in me-
dieval architecture, with which he is familiar, as source domain to explain
features of the evolved human mind, an unfamiliar target domain.

During my summer vacations when a student I worked on the
excavation of the medieval Benedictine Abbey of San Vin-
cenzo in Molise, Italy. I supervised the investigation of a
particularly complex building, known as the “South Church”.
[. . . ] We deduced that there had been five phases in all, span-
ning the first 1,000 years AD and culminating in an elaborate
multistory building housing many of the precious relics of the
Abbey. [. . . ] When I look at the evidence about the mod-
ern mind provided by the psychologists, I am reminded of our
work at the South Church of San Vincenzo—or indeed any
modern church or cathedral (Mithen, 1996, 61).

Mithen discerns three phases in the evolution of the human mind which
closely correspond to three phases that are distinguished in the history
of church architecture. In the first phase, the mind is like a central nave
(as in the simple one-room churches in late classical and early medieval
times), without any specialized cognitive capacities. A second phase wit-
nesses the building of multiple “chapels” of specialized cognitive capaci-
ties around this nave, in close analogy to the building of chapels in Ro-
manesque churches. These include domain-specific capacities for reason-
ing about social life, artifacts and natural history. Pursuing this distant
analogy, Mithen argues that these domains do not influence each other:

A critical design feature of these chapels is that their walls are
thick and almost impenetrable to sound from elsewhere in the
cathedral. There is no access between the chapels. In other
words, knowledge about distinct behavioral domains cannot
be combined together (Mithen, 1996, 69).

Hominids from this phase, such as Homo ergaster, cannot reason across
domains, which would explain why they did not make specialized tools,
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but rather general-purpose tools such as handaxes. In other words, since
the artifactual and biological domains could not communicate, these ho-
minids could not develop specialized hunting tools. The third phase is
marked by a partial demolition of the separating walls between the dis-
tinct cognitive domains, so that information from one domain can flow
to others. Here, the analogy draws on the transition from Romanesque
to Gothic architecture, where the thick, heavy walls between the chapels
were replaced by thinner columns. The di↵erences between the minds
of the second and the third phase are analogous to those between Ro-
manesque and the succeeding Gothic cathedrals.

In Gothic architecture sound and light emanating from di↵er-
ent parts of the cathedral can flow freely around the building
unimpeded by the thick heavy walls and low vaults one finds
in Romanesque architecture. [. . . ] Similarly, in the Phase
3 mental architecture, thoughts and knowledge generated by
specialized intelligences can now flow freely around the mind
[. . . ] [T]he result is an almost limitless capacity for imagina-
tion. So we should refer to these Phase 3 minds as having a
‘cognitive fluidity’ (Mithen, 1996, 71).

Cognitive fluidity is exemplified in animism (endowing inanimate objects
with a belief–desire psychology), totemism (merging social and biological
domains by making animals ancestors to current human groups), and an-
thropomorphism (endowing animals with human properties). According
to Mithen, this third phase started about 60,000 BP, when we see the
first material evidence for across-domain reasoning, including specialized
hunting tools which reveal a cross-fertilization of natural history knowl-
edge and technology (e.g., harpoons for specialized fish capturing), and
the emergence of therianthropes in art (half-human, half-animal creatures
such as the 33,000 year old “lion man” from Hohlenstein Stadel, Germany)
which reveals a crosstalk between the social and biological realms. In The
prehistory of the mind the medieval cathedral analogy seeks to unify two
hitherto unrelated facts about human cognition in a single explanatory
framework: the fact that earlier hominids did not possess specialized,
standardized tools, and the propensity of cognitively modern humans to
frequently cross ontological boundaries in their reasoning. In both evo-
lutionary psychology and cognitive archeology, authors have probed the
evolutionary origins of the mind using distant analogies for epistemic
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purposes. Interestingly, none of these models apply analogies from psy-
chology; rather they draw from heterogeneous domains, notably artifacts
and architectural history.

7.5 Concluding reflections

We have argued that scientific creativity draws on the same cognitive
resources as other types of creativity: existing conceptual structures con-
strain scientists in their creative process. As a consequence, scientific
creativity mostly works with small incremental steps, rather than rev-
olutionary leaps. An important class of conceptual structures are intu-
itive ontologies, which guide our thinking about physical, psychological
and biological phenomena. As experimental studies and the history of
science reveal, they sometimes impede scientific progress. To overcome
these cognitive limitations, scientists can apply distant analogies in which
the ontologies of source and target domains di↵er widely. By presenting
problems in terms of a di↵erent ontological category (e.g., the phrasing
of organic functions in mechanical rather than biological terms), scien-
tists can overcome their intuitive assumptions (e.g., vitalism) and o↵er
solutions that are not possible in the original conceptual space. This is
especially useful in the early stages of scientific creativity, when intuitive
ontologies still play an important part, and in poorly understood fields of
inquiry.

Note that such explorations of conceptual space are not always suc-
cessful: Richard Dawkins (1989) coined the term “meme” in analogy with
gene as a means to study cultural transmission. However, current models
of cultural evolution (e.g., Richerson & Boyd, 2005) have not taken up
this notion of replicating autonomous units of culture. There has been
some scholarly interest and debate about memes, as for instance collected
in the volume edited by Robert Aunger (2000). However, at present, in-
terest for memetics has dwindled, as is evident by the fact that the only
scholarly journal devoted to it, Journal of Memetics—Evolutionary Mod-
els of Information Transmission has been discontinued due to a lack of
quality submissions5. By contrast, models of cultural evolution relying
on epidemiology—another distant analogy, this time between a biological
phenomenon, viz., the epidemiology of diseases and the poorly understood

5Francis Heylighen, one of the editors of the journal, personal communication.
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target domain of cultural evolution—have been more successful (see sub-
section 3.2.2 and section 3.4 for a discussion of this research program).



CHAPTER 8

EVOLVED COGNITIVE BIASES AND THE
EPISTEMIC STATUS OF SCIENTIFIC BELIEFS

This chapter is adapted from De Cruz, H., & De Smedt, J. (in press a).
Evolved cognitive biases and the epistemic status of scientific beliefs.
Philosophical Studies.

Abstract

Our ability for scientific reasoning is a byproduct of cognitive faculties
that evolved in response to problems related to survival and reproduc-
tion. Does this observation increase the epistemic standing of science,
or should we treat scientific knowledge with suspicion? The conclusions
one draws from applying evolutionary theory to scientific beliefs depend
to an important extent on the validity of evolutionary arguments (EAs)
or evolutionary debunking arguments (EDAs). In this chapter we show
through an analytical model that cultural transmission of scientific knowl-
edge can lead toward representations that are more truth-approximating
or more e�cient at solving science-related problems under a broad range
of circumstances, even under conditions where human cognitive faculties
would be further o↵ the mark than they actually are.
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8.1 Introduction

What is the relationship between the evolved structure of the human
brain and scientific knowledge? A growing body of empirical evidence
from developmental psychology, neuroscience and cognitive psychology
indicates that the way humans perceive and conceptualize the world is
shaped by evolved cognitive inference mechanisms. These findings can be
incorporated in naturalistic theories of mental content that propose that
the proper function of our cognitive processes is to promote survival and
reproduction (e.g., Millikan, 1984; Rowlands, 1997). The implications of
this evolutionary picture for the epistemic status of scientific and other
forms of beliefs remains a matter of debate. Does the fact that our cogni-
tive apparatus has an evolutionary origin provide us with a justification
for scientifically informed beliefs, or are we to treat them with suspi-
cion? To address these questions, we look at two types of arguments that
connect evolution and beliefs: evolutionary arguments (EAs) and evolu-
tionary debunking arguments (EDAs). Both types of argument agree that
evolutionary considerations have implications for the epistemic standing
of beliefs. Both are also committed to evolutionary psychology in the
broad sense, i.e., they hold that evolutionary pressures, in particular nat-
ural selection, are important forces in shaping cognition1. They reach
contradictory conclusions about the implications of evolutionary psychol-
ogy for the epistemic justification of beliefs. EAs state that evolution will
tend to select for belief-formation mechanisms that are reliable, whereas
EDAs imply that evolution is not a truth-tracking, but a fitness-enhancing
process.

This chapter examines the implications of the evolutionary origins
of our cognitive faculties for the epistemic standing of science. First, it
briefly outlines the role of cognitive biases in human cognition (section
8.2)—as was argued in the previous chapter, these biases also play a
role in scientific practice. Next, we discuss evolutionary arguments and
evolutionary debunking arguments in relationship to scientific practice
(sections 8.3 and 8.4). We show that for any belief that can be plausibly
thought to be influenced by evolved cognitive predispositions it is possible
to construct both an EA and an EDA. This indicates that evolutionary bi-

1This broad position is not to be confused with evolutionary psychology in the
narrow sense as developed by the “Santa Barbara school”, in particular by John Tooby
and Leda Cosmides (see subsection 3.2.1 for a brief discussion of this research program).
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ological considerations may not be decisive for the epistemic justification
of scientific beliefs. We therefore shift our focus to the cultural dynam-
ics of scientific practice, by presenting an analytical model (sections 8.5
and 8.6) that suggests that cultural transmission of scientific knowledge
can lead toward representations that are more truth-approximating un-
der a broad range of circumstances, even if human cognitive faculties were
further o↵ the mark than they actually are.

Before proceeding, we make explicit two basic assumptions that un-
derlie this chapter. First, evolutionary considerations are only relevant
for the justification of beliefs from an externalist perspective. For exter-
nalists who favor a causal account, beliefs are only justified if there is a
proper causal relationship between a belief and the external world. As
we shall see, both EAs and EDAs rely on an externalist, causal account
of knowledge acquisition. Second, we assume a form of basic or ontologi-
cal realism; in other words, we will assume that there is an external and
observer-independent reality.

8.2 Cognitive biases and the perception of real-
ity

Is there a limit to what humans can know? Some authors (e.g., Dennett,
1991) are convinced that our cognitive faculties are in principle able to
tackle all aspects of nature, whereas others (e.g., Sullivan, 2009) argue
that some parts of reality will always remain outside the reach of our
cognitive faculties. This skepticism is often motivated by an appeal to
the evolved nature of the human brain (e.g., Plantinga, 1993). Several
philosophers of mind (e.g., Millikan, 1984; Akins, 1996; Rowlands, 1997)
propose that mental content can be understood as a product of natural
selection: the proper function of some mechanism, trait, or process in
evolved organisms is ultimately relative to fitness, and the brain has as
proper function the production of beliefs that are fitness-enhancing.

Faced with a rich environment, and with limitations in time and cog-
nitive resources, animal brains need to be highly selective about the infor-
mation they process. Information that has potentially large consequences
for an animal’s fitness needs to be prioritized, whereas cues that are ir-
relevant for fitness are often ignored. For example, animal visual systems
typically pick up only a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum. In
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contrast to humans and other mammals, pollinating insects can see ultra-
violet light. In the co-evolution of flowers and pollinators, many flowers
have developed ultraviolet cues that help insects find nectar, such as
concentrations of ultraviolet streaks that guide bees into the centre of a
flower, thereby promoting pollination (Miller, Owens, & Rørslett, 2011),
as shown in Fig. 8.1. The human visual system ignores ultraviolet light
because it did not play a role in our evolutionary history (e.g., in terms
of food or sexual selection). There is little reason to assume that the lim-
ited part of reality we perceive represents an objective translation of that
reality—animals, including humans, produce simplified approximations
of reality that tend to be adaptively useful within their ordinary world.
Philip Sullivan (2009) considers deerflies: they conceptualize sources of
food like deer, cattle or humans of which they suck the blood as middle-
sized objects that are in motion. A deerfly has no cognitive resources that
enable it to di↵erentiate between a truck and a large mammal. Human
cognitive faculties, too, are not aimed at the disinterested representation
of facts, but at representations that are relevant for the organism’s fitness.
As we will see in more detail in section 9.4, our sensation of temperature,
for instance, is closely related to the skin’s starting temperature; rather
than detachedly reporting a change in temperature, an already hot skin
will register a warm impulse as hotter and more discomforting than a
cooler skin (Akins, 1996).

The impact of evolutionary pressures on human mental content can
be weak or strong, depending on the model one develops. A weak version
(e.g., Rowlands, 1997) restricts the impact to fairly basic representational
mechanisms, mainly perception, such as the spectral–frequency band in
which the human ear can receive acoustic signals. A stronger version
would extend the impact to our conceptual knowledge as well. One reason
to adopt this latter version is that it is di�cult to make a clear distinction
between purely perceptual and conceptual mental content. Higher-order
cognitive capacities are almost always involved in simple cases of per-
ception. Even the belief that one has hands is informed by higher-order
processes, such as an internally generated body schema (see also subsec-
tion 4.4.2). When damaged, this leads to finger agnosia, the inability to
recognize one’s own hands or fingers in spite of intact visual and tactile
perceptual input (Osawa & Maeshima, 2009). Moreover, a burgeoning
field of experimental evidence from developmental psychology and cog-
nitive neuroscience indicates that the human mind imposes a variety of
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Figure 8.1: A common yellow wood-sorrel (Oxalis stricta) under normal
lighting conditions (left) and photographed using an ultraviolet-sensitive
camera (right). Note that the concentrations of ultraviolet light that
guide bees to the center of the flower are only visible under UV light.
From Miller et al. (2011), Fig. 11, p. 288.

conceptual structures onto the sensations it receives. Human cognition is
characterized by a host of higher-level specialized inference mechanisms,
which we term intuitive ontologies (see subsection 6.2.1). In order to in-
terpret the world around us, we make inductive inferences about objects,
and categorize them into a relatively small set of classes that are mean-
ingful from an evolutionary point of view, such as “artifact”, “animal”
and “person”. Categorization is vital for survival and reproduction, be-
cause it enables animals to make fast decisions based on limited sensory
information—it is therefore unsurprising that even organisms with very
small brains, such as insects, perceive the world in terms of high-level
concepts and categories (Chittka & Niven, 2009).

From an evolutionary perspective, science is a recent development in
our species. Thus, scientists have to draw on the same cognitive resources
as other people, and they are subject to the same cognitive limitations2.
If humans conceptualize and reason about the world in terms of a limited
number of intuitive ontologies, one could expect that intuitive ontologies
play a role in scientific understanding, as was argued in chapter 6. Sci-

2By ‘cognitive limitations’, we refer to the evolved human cognitive architecture.
This is not to deny individual di↵erences or the substantial role of external resources
in scientific practice (see chapters 4, 5 and 9.)
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entists exhibit the same cognitive biases and limitations as other human
beings. The influence of cognitive biases not only applies to the content of
their scientific beliefs, but also to their most fundamental metatheoretical
assumptions. Take, for example, the intuition that all contingent states
of a↵airs have a cause for their existence. Scientists rely on this principle,
though they cannot demonstrate its reliability. From an early age onward,
humans seek causal explanations in every sphere of their lives, such as
why water expands upon freezing or why a relationship has failed. We
have an intuitive feel for whether or not an explanation is satisfying. Sat-
isfying explanations are often those that invoke generative causes (Ahn
et al., 1995). To put it in a di↵erent way: our intuitive understanding
of causation is not only in terms of events that covary or that are con-
tiguous, but is also in terms of causes that can be plausibly thought to
generate their e↵ects (Shultz, 1982b). People tend to infer causes sponta-
neously, without conscious deliberation and in the absence of instructions
to do so (Hassin, Bargh, & Uleman, 2002). To explain states of a↵airs,
we frequently invoke unobservable causes such as internal mental states,
or invisible forces and properties like gravity or metal fatigue (De Smedt
& De Cruz, 2011a). This preference for unobservable, nonobvious causes
is already present in young children. Preschoolers invoke unobservable
mental states to explain the behavior of agents: they spontaneously at-
tribute beliefs, desires and intentions to them, and realize that mental
states can di↵er from the actual state of the world (Callaghan et al.,
2005). Young children posit unobservable physical forces and properties
to account for the motion of inanimate objects. They have, for instance,
the intuition that unsupported objects fall downward due to gravity, and
that one object can set another in motion when in direct contact (Shultz,
1982a). From about three years of age, children posit invisible biological
properties to account for the growth and behavior of biological organisms.
Such hidden properties are invoked to explain why apple seeds, planted in
a flower pot, will still grow out to be apple trees, or why caterpillars turn
into butterflies (Gelman & Wellman, 1991). Looking time experiments
(Saxe, Tenenbaum, & Carey, 2005) indicate that this search for causes
is already present in 12-month-olds, who expect a human hand, rather
than a toy animal, to be the cause of an object falling on a stage. The
propensity to infer causes probably has a long evolutionary history, as it
has been demonstrated in apes as well (Bräuer, Kaminski, Riedel, Call,
& Tomasello, 2006). The continuity in causal cognition between young
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children and adults has led some psychologists (e.g., Brewer et al., 2000)
to liken children to scientists, engaged in theory formation and hypoth-
esis testing. As we have seen in subsection 1.3.2, others have reversed
this analogy, arguing that in fact scientists are like children: Gopnik and
Meltzo↵ (1997), for instance, see science as a byproduct of our universal
search for causal explanations, emerging in early childhood. This intu-
ition of causality illustrates the continuity between everyday and scientific
reasoning.

8.3 Evolutionary arguments

Evolutionary arguments (EAs) contend that natural selection will form
animal brains that tend to produce true beliefs, because true beliefs are
essential for adaptive decision making. Cognitive faculties that are widely
o↵ the mark would seriously compromise a creature’s ability to survive
and reproduce. As Quine (1969b, 126) put it: “Creatures inveterately
wrong in their inductions have a pathetic but praiseworthy tendency to
die before reproducing their kind.” This position goes back at least to
the 18th-century commonsense philosopher Thomas Reid, who considered
the consequences of rejecting those beliefs that our cognitive faculties
naturally produce:

I resolve not to believe my senses. I break my nose against
a post that comes in my way; I step into a dirty kennel; and
after twenty such wise and rational actions, I am taken up
and clapt into a mad-house [. . . ] I gave implicit belief to
the informations of Nature by my senses [. . . ] I find, that
without it I must have perished by a thousand accidents [. . . ]
I consider this instinctive belief as one of the best gifts of
Nature (Reid, 1764, 413–415).

A detailed defense of EAs comes from the philosopher Stephen Boulter
(2007), who argues for an updated form of commonsense philosophy.
Commonsense beliefs are noninferential, basic beliefs that do not have
to be justified by reasoning or by reference to other beliefs, like our belief
in the past, in the existence of other minds, or our reliance on memory.
As we have seen in section 6.2, intuitive ontologies furnish us with a wide
variety of commonsense beliefs, such as the belief that an unsupported
object will fall downward (intuitive physics), that other agents act on
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the basis of their internal mental states (intuitive psychology), and that
tadpoles grow into frogs even though they do not look alike (intuitive
biology). To Boulter (2007), these basic beliefs derive their epistemic
justification from their adaptive value. His EA can be summarized as
follows:

1. Animals that can successfully interact with the world have a higher
chance of passing on their genes than animals that do not success-
fully interact with the world.

2. Beliefs about the world that accurately track those states of a↵airs
in the world are, on the whole, better guides to action than are false
beliefs.

3. Therefore, natural selection will favor those animals with reliable
sensory and belief formation systems insofar as those sensory sys-
tems and beliefs have a bearing on the animals’ fitness.

4. Commonsense beliefs have direct bearing on human fitness.

5. Therefore, human commonsense beliefs will tend to be correct.

Similar EAs can be found in Fodor (1981) and Stewart-Williams
(2005). A detailed discussion of the merits of EAs for commonsense
beliefs will be presented in chapter 9. In the present chapter, we will
only consider whether EAs can be used to justify scientific beliefs. As
can be seen in premise 3, EAs have the important qualification that the
beliefs will only be reliable to the extent that they have a bearing on
an organism’s fitness. Defenders of EAs argue that they only hold un-
der conditions that resemble the ones in which our cognitive faculties
evolved. The philosopher and evolutionary psychologist Steve Stewart-
Williams (2005), for example, argues that causal cognition only yields
reliable intuitions in our everyday understanding of the world, but that
it may be unreliable in circumstances outside this narrow range, such as
when it produces philosophical or scientific beliefs—for instance, we can-
not rely on causal intuitions to explain events at the quantum level where
the commonsense belief that every event must have a cause has proven
unreliable. Most scientific knowledge falls outside of ecologically relevant
conditions. Intuitive ontologies may be e↵ective for everyday understand-
ing, but they can go awry in such domains as probability theory, cognitive
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neuroscience or evolutionary theory. Scientific practice itself cannot have
exerted any selective influence on our cognitive systems. The fact that
scientific practice as we know it is only a few hundred years old makes it
very unlikely that such selective pressures, if any, would have perceptible
e↵ects. If the reproductive success of fundamentalists who reject evolu-
tionary theory in favor of creationism is any guide (Kaufmann, 2010),
holding wrong scientific beliefs does not seem to have any negative e↵ects
on one’s fitness.

8.4 Evolutionary debunking arguments

Does natural selection promote the formation of true beliefs? Evolution-
ary theorists and philosophers have o↵ered at least four types of situations
where it does not. First, many false beliefs, including systematic falla-
cies, do not compromise fitness, and thus cannot be honed by natural
selection. As Steven Pinker (2005) puts it:

Members of our species commonly believe, among other things,
that objects are naturally at rest unless pushed, that a sev-
ered tetherball will fly o↵ in a spiral trajectory, that a bright
young activist is more likely to be a feminist bankteller than
a bankteller [. . . ] The idea that our minds are designed for
truth does not sit well with such facts (Pinker, 2005, 18).

More generally, we can expect that beliefs that have no bearing on an
animal’s fitness are not subject to natural selection.

Second, natural selection can favor cognitive faculties that are more
often incorrect than correct under specific circumstances. This scenario
is explored by the “better safe than sorry argument” (a term coined by
Stephens, 2001), which states that cognitive processes may sometimes
err on the side of safety. If the costs or payo↵s of false positives and
false negatives are asymmetric, natural selection will tend to promote
beliefs that yield the highest payo↵s or incur the least costs. Take agency
detection: it is less costly to discern an agent when none is present (a
false positive) than it is to fail to detect an agent that is present (a false
negative)—the first results in a small waste of time and energy, whereas
the second may lead one to miss out on a meal or to become one. It
is a kind of wager that is similar to Pascal’s wager, and it can easily be
explained in game theoretical terms, as follows: as long as c

1

< c
2

, and b >
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0, we can expect hyperactive agency detection to occur (table 8.1). For
the same reasons, creatures are expected to be excessively cautious when
deciding whether a potential mate is a member of the same or of a di↵erent
species. In this case, the cost of a false positive (mistaking a member of
another species for a member of one’s own) can be disproportionately
high for females, as it might result in investing time and resources in
inviable or sterile o↵spring, c

1

> c
2

; b > 0. Using a mathematical model,
Peter Godfrey-Smith (1991) indeed found that cognitive systems that
generate an excess of false positives or false negatives can evolve if the
costs or payo↵s of false positives (detecting a signal in the environment
where there is none) and false negatives (failing to detect a signal that
is present in the environment) are asymmetric. In those cases, natural
selection will tend to promote beliefs that yield the highest payo↵s or
incur the least costs.

agent present agent absent

detect benefit b false positive c
1

do not detect false negative c
2

no cost or benefit 0

Table 8.1: Costs and benefits of agency detection, from De Smedt, 2011,
236.

Third, cognitive processes can deviate from the truth due to a fit-
ness trade-o↵ between accuracy and e�ciency: given that animals have
limited time and resources, they will sometimes be better o↵ with fast
heuristics that may occasionally or even often misfire. There is little point
in carefully and elaborately choosing the best escape route when faced
with a hungry predator. As the world is too complex to be understood in
its entirety by organisms limited in space, time and cognitive resources,
animals must resort to heuristics that make the world more tractable.
This usually enables them to act adaptively under uncertainty, but it
sometimes leads to characteristic biases. Such heuristics and biases have
been experimentally observed in humans, as we saw in subsection 1.1.2,
but they have also been found in a variety of nonhuman animals (see e.g.,
Real, 1991, for characteristic biases in foraging bumble bees).

Fourth, and more tentatively, some misbeliefs might confer an adap-
tive advantage because of their misalignment with reality. McKay and
Dennett (2009) cite the “above average” e↵ect as a case in which it is
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adaptive to be wrong. This is a well-established tendency in neurolog-
ically normal people to overestimate their own (and their spouse’s and
children’s) positive qualities, and to underestimate their negative qualities
compared to others. The belief of devoted parents that their own children
are more beautiful, smarter and kinder than average is clearly unjustified
as not every child can be above average, but it may contribute to the time
and energy parents are willing to invest in their progeny, thereby enhanc-
ing their inclusive fitness. Interestingly, Wenger and Fowers (2008) found
that the majority of a sample of randomly selected biological parents of
young children holds unrealistically positive views about their o↵spring.
The parents in whom this illusion was most pronounced reported the
highest degrees of parental satisfaction.

Given that natural selection does not reliably preserve or promote true
beliefs, the evolutionary origins of our cognitive faculties can cast doubt
on their epistemic justification. The moral philosopher Guy Kahane
(2011, 111) o↵ers a general schema for such evolutionary debunking ar-
guments (EDAs):

1. We believe that p, because we have an intuition that p, and there
is an evolutionary explanation of our intuition that p.

2. Evolution is not a truth-tracking process.

3. Therefore, we are not justified in believing that p.3.

To take a simple example: Thelma believes her children are more beautiful
and smarter than average, and there is a good evolutionary explanation
for this belief. Her belief is not properly causally connected to facts in
the world, namely the objective qualities of her children (in particular,
Thelma would have had this belief regardless of the objective qualities of
her children). Therefore, Thelma’s belief is unjustified.

Is science vulnerable to EDAs? As Kahane (2011) has observed, once
one allows EDAs, it is di�cult to see where they would not apply. In

3Traditionally, epistemologists and philosophers of mind draw a distinction between
the space of causes and the space of reasons, following Sellars (1956). If such a dis-
tinction is maintained, one can be justified in believing that p if one has good reasons
for such beliefs, regardless of what caused those beliefs. However, naturalistic philoso-
phers do not endorse such an unbridgeable gap between causes and reasons, but rather,
propose a fundamental continuity in the causal natural order: human minds and the
thoughts they form do not stand outside this natural order (e.g., Blackburn, 2001;
Hurley, 2003; De Smedt & De Cruz, 2011a).
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the case of moral beliefs, for instance, EDAs call into question not just a
subset of moral judgments (e.g., prioritizing the well-being of one’s own
children over that of strangers in the developing world) but all moral
judgments (e.g., caring about the well-being of other people). If we were
solitary animals like tigers, we wouldn’t care about our conspecifics at
all. Humans have altruistic feelings because such feelings confer an adap-
tive advantage to animals that live in complex, structured social groups.
EDAs that are leveled against religious belief may similarly overshoot
their purpose. Studies on the cognitive science of religion indicate that
religious beliefs are byproducts of everyday cognitive capacities, such as
agency detection or attribution of design (e.g., Guthrie, 1993; Boyer,
2002; Barrett, 2004). To some authors the fact that religion is a byprod-
uct of evolved cognitive faculties undermines its epistemic standing. To
quote Richard Dawkins (2006, 184): “The irrationality of religion is a
byproduct of a particular built-in irrationality mechanism in the brain.”
But if being a byproduct undermines religious beliefs, one could argue
that science, which is also a byproduct of the evolved structure of human
cognition, is likewise undermined:

1. We can hold scientific beliefs due to our evolved capacities for un-
derstanding the physical, biological, and mental world.

2. Natural selection is not a truth-tracking process.

3. Therefore, scientific beliefs are unjustified.

Note that it does not help much to say that one does not endorse adapta-
tionism, since scientific beliefs formed through cognitive skills that have
arisen through drift or other nonadaptive processes would presumably be
even less reliable than those formed through natural selection (we will
return to this in subsection 9.2.2).

Interestingly, it seems that for any belief that is plausibly influenced
by human cognitive predispositions, one can construct both an EA and an
EDA, suggesting that we cannot draw straightforward conclusions from
evolutionary origins to epistemic justification. This is because EAs and
EDAs each come with general assumptions about the ability of evolution-
ary processes, in particular natural selection, to track truths. (In the next
chapter, we will see a more generalized form of EA and EDAs in which
these assumptions are made explicit.) Take theistic beliefs. The philoso-
pher of religion Michael Murray (2008) speculates that God has instilled
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cognitive predispositions in humans through natural selection which elicit
religious beliefs in a broad variety of circumstances. By contrast, Dawkins
(2006) and Dennett (2006) claim that the evolutionary origin of religious
beliefs provides prima facie evidence against the existence of God. Or
take scientific knowledge. David Papineau (2000) asserts that evolution
promotes truth-approximating beliefs in scientific practice because of se-
lective pressures that have enhanced human capacities for rational rea-
soning in the domains of folk psychology and means–end reasoning. On
the other hand, Kathleen Akins (1996) argues that our cognitive faculties
are not aimed at a disinterested and objective representation of reality,
but rather at forming beliefs that benefit the organism. It seems that evo-
lutionary biological considerations will remain indecisive for the epistemic
justification or debunking of scientific beliefs. A single brain cannot test
its own reliability without being subject to either circularity (justifying its
own working) or debunking (undermining its own reliability). However, if
the dynamics of knowledge acquisition in institutionalized environments
are very di↵erent from those in individual agents, it may be possible for
interacting brains to do so. In what follows, we consider a pessimistic
scenario in which cognitive biases are very influential in science. We will
present an analytical model of cultural transmission that shows that in-
teracting scientists are able to overcome these cognitive biases in a broad
range of circumstances. Note that, since this is an externalist justifica-
tion of scientific beliefs, we need not worry about the radically skeptical
possibility that our model, like other types of beliefs, might in its turn
be subject to cognitive biases. The only thing that is required, from an
externalist point of view, is that there are mechanisms in the external
world that promote the growth of scientific knowledge; scientists need
not be aware of these mechanisms.

8.5 The cultural transmission of scientific knowl-
edge: A model

To examine the cultural transmission of scientific knowledge, we develop
an analytical model, based on Joseph Henrich and Robert Boyd’s (2002)
work on biased cultural transmission. Cultural transmission takes place in
human minds. It is biased by prior beliefs and expectations. In particular,
our model focuses on the role of intuitive ontologies in scientific practice.
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It does not require high-fidelity copying of cultural traits, nor that these
traits are discrete. It does rely on the assumption that scientific models
can be more or less truth-approximating. There are well-known objections
to this assumption, but a discussion of this falls beyond the scope of
this dissertation. However, given that most defenses of scientific realism
seem to require some form of truth-approximation, the assumption seems
quite reasonable. As we shall see, the dynamics of cultural transmission
are such that science can evolve progressively even when starting out
with very low levels of empirical accuracy; even if initial theories are
mostly wrong, they can converge toward more accurate representations
over time given a large enough population of scientists and a su�cient
level of diversity of inferences.

We start out with a range of scientific ideas that attempt to represent
some aspect of reality or that attempt to solve a particular science-related
problem. It does not matter whether we talk about the evolution of crus-
taceans, the structure of the atom, or reasons for the fall of the Roman
empire. Assuming ontological realism, not all scientific solutions will cap-
ture observer-independent reality equally well. Each scientific model has
a z value, a positive real number. Higher z values denote better scien-
tific models, i.e., they are more truth-approximating. �z is the average
change in z across the community of scientists, denoted by N , that is con-
cerned with a particular problem. For example, suppose that z stands for
the representational adequacy of models of the structure of the atom that
were in the running in the early 20th century. N would then be the pool
of scientists who investigated the structure of the atom in that period. Of
the models of the atom that were circulating then, Dalton’s early 19th-
century model of atoms as hard billiard balls had a lower z value than
Thomson’s plum pudding model of electrons floating in a soup of positive
charge which in turn had a lower z value than Rutherford’s model of the
atom as a miniature solar system. Even though Rutherford’s analogy is
no longer used in contemporary physics, it still had the highest z value
of the aforementioned models, since it made a distinction between the
positive nucleus and the negative electrons. �z is the shift in representa-
tional accuracy from the early 19th to the early 20th century. Since the
average representational accuracy of models of the atom improved, �z
was positive. If there had been scientific stasis (no improvement in these
models), �z = 0; if there had been a decline in scientific accuracy (for
instance, if scientists during this period had reverted to a form of ancient
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Greek atomism), �z would have been negative.
To model the transmission of scientific practice, we use the Price equa-

tion (Price, 1972), which describes changes in the frequency of traits that
are transmitted. This equation is widely used in disparate scientific do-
mains, including biology, economics, and anthropology. It models the
extent to which transmittable characteristics covary with the e↵ects of
selection (first term of equation 8.1), and the rate at which these charac-
teristics change over time (second term). Henrich and Boyd (2002) and
Henrich (2004) have adapted it to study the transmission of culturally ac-
quired skills; here it will be used to examine the transmission of scientific
knowledge. In a general form the Price equation states:

�z = Cov(f, z)| {z }
selective transmission

+ E(f�z)| {z }
noisy inference

(8.1)

Equation (8.1) describes how the average value of any transmittable trait
z changes in a population from one generation to the next. To predict
the value of �z, we need to take into account on the one hand its selec-
tive transmission—in this case, the adoption of a specific scientific model
based on its perceived empirical adequacy and instrumental e↵ectiveness
by scientific peers—and on the other hand distorting influences of cog-
nitive biases. The former is modeled as Cov(f, z) (covariation of z with
its cultural success) and the latter as E(f�z) (expected cultural success
of z as it changes over time). f gives the relative likelihood that a given
scientific model z will be chosen. We will here assume that scientists are
able to assess the merits of scientific models. This model is agnostic as
to how people assess competing scientific theories; this can be through
epistemic values, intuition, experiment, evaluation of empirical adequacy
or a combination of these factors. We also suppose for simplicity’s sake
that members of the scientific community want to adopt the best sci-
entific model, denoted by zh. Assuming that members of the scientific
community attempt to incorporate the most successful representations of
reality zh, we can see that fh = 1 and f¬h = 0. This reduces equation
(8.1) to

�z = zh � z + �zh (8.2)

Due to errors inherent in cultural transmission and the e↵ects of cogni-
tive biases, most scientists of N will end up with lower z values than
zh. Henrich and Boyd (2002) model the newly obtained z value as ran-
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domly drawn from a Gumbel distribution4. This provides us with a rather
pessimistic assumption: there is a greater probability that a scientist
who adopts a model will get it wrong, and will end up with a lower z
value, typically by an amount ↵, which represents the systematic biases
of our evolved cognitive faculties. However, as in other forms of cultural
learning, there are stochastic processes involved, so that some individuals
might end up with a higher z value, due to individual learning or even
lucky errors. If the new most successful model zh0 is accepted by the
scientific community, the average z value can exceed the previous mean
(�z is positive). One could also imagine that members of the scientific
community will not end up with a higher z value, or alternatively, that
they do not adopt a new model with a high z value. Recall that �z
can be 0 (scientific stasis), or can even become negative (decline of sci-
entific knowledge). Under what conditions can we expect these scenarios
to occur?

Henrich (2004) derived the following equation (see his Appendix A for
technical details on the derivation), which will here be applied to calculate
�z, i.e., the change in z value across time in the population of scientists
working on the same problem:

�z = �↵ + �(� + Ln(N))| {z }
always positive

(8.3)

To assess whether scientific progress will be positive, 0 or negative, one
needs to take the following variables into account: ↵, the di↵erence be-
tween average z value (z) and zh; �, the variability of the Gumbel dis-
tribution which represents the degree to which scientists will make dif-
ferent inferences; N , the size of the scientific community. � is the Euler–
Mascheroni constant (⇡ 0.577), which is the mean of a standard Gumbel
distribution (with µ = 0 and � = 1). One can see that the first term
of equation (8.3) acts against cultural transmission: ↵ represents the ef-
fects of low-fidelity transmission due to cognitive biases. Therefore, it
is negative and lowers the value of �z, except in cases where scientists
take over a model without modifying it, in which case ↵ = 0. The sec-
ond term promotes scientific progress. Ln(N) is the natural logarithm
of N . We presupposed interaction among the scientific community, so N

4This is a type of extreme probability distribution that models long (finite) se-
quences of random variables.
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is the population of interacting scientists. � is a mathematical measure
of the tendency of people to make di↵erent inferences, in this case, di-
verging scientific models of the same aspect of reality. For instance, in
the early 20th century, there were several competing models of the struc-
ture of the atom, yielding a high � value. Interestingly, the larger �, the
higher the chance that models will be invented that exceed the mean of
previous z values. In other words, the more scientists make di↵erent in-
ferences, the more likely scientific progress becomes. In contrast to what
some Bayesian philosophers of science contend (see Sha↵er, 2008, for an
overview), this model suggests that disagreement among scientists is not
undesirable—quite on the contrary, it is essential for scientific progress.

To obtain a positive �z value, one needs a large number of scientists
N when cognitive biases ↵ are substantial, or when the tendency to make
di↵erent inferences � is small. In other words, even if ↵ is dispropor-
tionately large, i.e., if human cognitive biases were even more outspoken
than they actually are, it is still possible to have scientific progress if sci-
entists make many di↵erent inferences and if the scientific community is
su�ciently large. The critical value for N , i.e., the minimal number of
interacting scientists within a community that is necessary to maintain
a given level of scientific knowledge is shown for di↵erent values of ↵/�
in the supplementary movie S1, which can be consulted online5. Larger
values of ↵ make scientific progress more di�cult. As can be seen, larger
values of ↵/� require larger critical values for N . Also, the model predicts
that, since the natural logarithm of N plays a role in the value of �z,
disproportionate increases of N are required to maintain the same levels
of scientific growth once N gets substantially large. Quantitative stud-
ies that link the size of the scientific community and scientific discovery
in diverse disciplines are in line with this prediction, including genetics
(Glass, 1979) and physics (Wagner-Döbler & Berg, 1999). In this latter
study, one can see, for example, a concurrence between a steep increase
in the number of authors working on electricity and magnetism in the
mid 19th century with important discoveries in that field, such as James
Clerk Maxwell’s unification of electricity, magnetism and light into a sin-
gle theory of the electromagnetic field in the 1860s (Wagner-Döbler &
Berg, 1999, 256).

5as supplementary material with the online first version of the paper on which this
chapter is based on the Springer website http://www.springerlink.com/content/

t2443r31h7057093/.

http://www.springerlink.com/content/t2443r31h7057093/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/t2443r31h7057093/
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It should be noted that this model is highly idealized to enhance its
conceptual clarity. One of the factors that it does not take into account
is luck, i.e., single individuals working in relatively small research com-
munities (e.g., Newton or van Helmont) can produce large improvements
by happening to make the right guess. Translated into this model, this
would correspond to an initial high zh value within a small N . The model
is not designed to predict the future history of science, but rather to ex-
plain factors that mediate scientific progress, including in actual historical
case studies. In the future, it could be combined with other approaches,
such as work that conceptualizes science as an epistemic landscape (e.g.,
Weisberg & Muldoon, 2009).

8.6 An illustration: 18th- and 19th-century trans-
mutation theories

There is no prescribed methodology to assign concrete values to ↵/� in
the growth of scientific knowledge, although it is often possible to get
estimations of N . In order to get a qualitative feeling for the predic-
tions of the model, we will apply it to the development of theories on
the transmutation6 of species in biology in the period from 1760 to 1860.
Since Antiquity, most naturalistic theories on the origin of species tended
to be overwhelmingly (though not exclusively) essentialist. As argued
in section 6.5, this may be due to the fact that human reasoning about
species is biased toward essentialism. Next to this, psychological evi-
dence (e.g., Kelemen, 2004) indicates that humans also possess a natural
propensity for teleological reasoning. Across cultures (Barrett, 2004),
humans have the intuition that animals and plants possess adaptations
that are self-beneficial and well-adapted to their environment, such as
claws for defense or thorns for protection against being eaten. As we saw
in subsection 1.3.3, children and adults with little schooling also have an
overwhelming preference for teleological rather than mechanistic or evolu-
tionary explanations. Teleological explanations are at odds with a correct

6Transmutation is a historical term for what is now denoted by biological evolu-
tion which avoids the anachronism of “pre-Darwinian evolutionary theory”. The term
“evolution” was not routinely used to denote the natural development of life on Earth
until Herbert Spencer popularized this sense of the term in the second half of the
19th century. Darwin, for example, in his Origin of species (1859), only once used the
derivative “evolved” (it is actually the last word of the book).
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understanding of the evolution of species, because in such accounts the
function of a trait provides a necessary and su�cient explanation for its
existence (e.g., a gira↵e has a long neck in order to reach high foliage)
which does not leave room for mechanistic, evolutionary accounts. Addi-
tionally, biological evolutionary changes cannot be directly observed, but
must be indirectly inferred. In the case of transmutation theories, there
is thus a substantial cognitive bias ↵. To o↵set the e↵ects of ↵, natu-
ral historians and natural philosophers (terms that denote what are now
called biologists) needed a large � and a sizable population of interacting
biologists N . The extent to which biological theories on speciation are
truth-approximating will be taken as an indicator of their z-value.

Although transmutation theories go back at least to Antiquity, with
authors like Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Democritos and Lucretius, it was
only from the middle of the 18th century onward that such theories were
systematically considered and explored. Contrary to common opinion,
Lamarck’s and Darwin’s were only two among many such ideas (Mayr,
1982; Bowler, 2003). In Germany at the end of the 18th century, mem-
bers of the so-called Göttingen school, such as Blumenbach, Kielmeyer
and Reil, stipulated forces that acted on biological entities, in analogy to
physical forces that act on physical entities. French naturalists were the
first to propose detailed theories of how species can transmute (change)
into other species. An early example is Benôıt de Maillet’s Telliamed, Ou
entretiens d’un philosophe indien avec un missionnaire françois (1748),
which proposed that life-forms had spontaneously emerged on Earth, and
that their adaptation to diverse circumstances gave rise to distinct species.
In his Histoire naturelle générale et particulière (1766) Bu↵on argued that
closely related species, such as horses and donkeys might have a shared
common ancestor; evolutionary changes occurred mainly through degen-
eration. Jean-Baptiste Lamarck delineated a tree-like structure of the ori-
gin of species; he thought that transmutation of species occurred through
the transmission of acquired characteristics, an idea developed in detail
in his Philosophie zoologique (1809). These ideas enjoyed wide currency
across Europe, being translated within a few years of publication in sev-
eral European languages, and were further developed by authors in Italy,
Belgium, and the United Kingdom (Corsi, 2005). Examples include the
Belgian geologist Jean d’Omalius d’Halloy’s Note sur la succession des
êtres vivants (1846) and Robert Chambers’ progressive notion of trans-
mutation (originally anonymously published) in Vestiges of the natural
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history of creation (1844). Thus, from the mid 18th century onward,
there is a burgeoning � value for transmutation theories.

None of these theories would be endorsed by biologists today. Even
though they have elements that are correct, they have a lot of assump-
tions that are now considered to be mistaken. For example, the notion
of an inbuilt capacity for striving toward perfection, as marshaled by
Lamarck and Chambers, is now uniformly rejected, as are other forms of
teleological reasoning in biology. From the perspective of biased cultural
transmission, the initial correctness of theories is not important; rather,
it is the diversity of the inferences and the size of the scientific community
that increase the probability that some of these theories will become more
truth-approximating than earlier ones. When more truth-approximating
models are adopted by other members of the community, the quality of
transmutational theories ratchets upward. This is in accordance with
quantitative data on the size of the scientific community at the time.
Shelishch (1982) has made estimates of the community size of active bi-
ologists (natural historians and natural philosophers) from 1760 to 1860.
His numbers are an underestimation of the true size of the scientific com-
munity that was involved, as he only included prolific authors, and did
not incorporate authors from related disciplines, like the geologist Charles
Lyell, who were important for the development of transmutation theories.
First, there is a slow linear growth in the community of biologists from
1760 to 1790, followed by a steeper growth in almost all biological fields
from 1790 to 1860: in 1760, the number of active biologists was about 60,
by 1820, it had increased to 160, and in 1860, it had reached 240.

The e↵ects of N on the ability of a scientific community to maintain
complex theories is shown in Fig. 8.2. Here, the Y -axis represents �z; the
X-axis shows the number of interacting biologists N . The logarithmic
curves indicate the scientific progress or decline with di↵erent values of
↵/�. The dashed line represents a simpler level of biological theorizing,
↵/� ⇡ 4.5; the full line shows a more advanced level, ↵/� ⇡ 6. The
intersections of these curves with the X-axis indicate the critical value of
N to maintain particular levels of biological theorizing. As can be seen, a
group of 240 interacting naturalists can maintain a more advanced level
of scientific knowledge than one of 60.

The model predicts that, given a larger N and a large �, scientific
knowledge is likely to be more truth-approximating over time. Is this the
case for theories on the transmutation of species? The z value of concepts
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Figure 8.2: Relationship between values of N and the complexity of bi-
ological theory that can be maintained. A community size of 240 active
biologists can maintain more complex theories (↵/� ⇡ 6), compared to a
population of 60 biologists (↵/� ⇡ 4.5).

of the transmutation of species increased during the late 18th to the mid
19th century, as more and more naturalists accepted transmutation and
common descent, and started to elaborate on these theories. Even schol-
ars originally opposed to the idea came to make active contributions to
them. Richard Owen, for example, initially denied transmutation, but in
his On the nature of limbs (1849) he argued that humans evolved from
fish. In the course of the 19th century, these theories also became more
accurate than their predecessors. For example, at the turn of the 19th
century, the issue of extinction was still hotly debated. Some authors, like
Lamarck (1809), thought that species do not go extinct but merely evolve
into di↵erent species. By the 1830s, due to the work of paleontologists
like, for instance, Georges Cuvier and Louis Agassiz, the factuality of
extinction was no more in question (Herbert, 2005). Similarly, the persis-
tence of some types of animals over several geological periods, such as the
brachiopod Lingula, casted doubt on saltationist and catastrophist mod-
els of species origination that were common in the 18th century (Mayr,
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1982).
Historical studies (e.g., Herbert, 2005) indicate that Darwin relied ex-

tensively on earlier transmutationist theories when conceiving his theory
of natural selection. These sources included his own grandfather Eras-
mus Darwin, Lamarck (likely through the Lamarckian anatomist Robert
Grant, who taught him at Edinburgh), Chambers (whose Vestiges was
immensely popular at the time), and Karl Ernst von Baer’s embryology,
while he also extensively studied critiques of earlier transmutationist mod-
els. The increasing recognition of the influence of earlier transmutationist
theories in Darwin’s work supports the importance of scientific commu-
nity size in scientific practice and discovery. More speculatively, Peter
Bowler (2008) has argued that even if Darwin had never written On the
origin of species, we would likely still have ended up with something like
evolutionary theory today. Indeed, transmutation was widely accepted
by the mid 19th century, and several authors, also building on contempo-
rary literature, came up with elements of natural selection independently
from Darwin. The physician William Wells proposed a mechanism akin
to natural selection operating across human populations to account for
variation in skin color and disease resistance in his posthumously pub-
lished An account of a female of the white race of mankind, part of whose
skin resembles that of a negro; with some observations on the causes of the
di↵erences in colour and form between the white and negro races of men
(1818). Patrick Matthew (1831), a timber-merchant who saw the role
of random variation in evolutionary change, published this idea almost
as an afterthought in Note B (364–365) and in the final appendix (383–
385) of his On naval timber and arboriculture. In a series of papers, the
zoologist and animal trader Edward Blyth (e.g., An attempt to classify
the “varieties” of animals, with observations on the marked seasonal and
other changes which naturally take place in various British species, and
which do not constitute varieties, 1835) discerned variation as a causal
mechanism to explain why domesticates could revert to their wild types.
And, as is well known, Wallace developed his own transmutation theory
based on natural selection in two related papers (On the law which has
regulated the introduction of new species, 1855, and On the tendency of
varieties to depart indefinitely from the original type, 1858).

The case of the transmutation of species indicates that a large inter-
acting scientific community, combined with an ability to draw many dif-
ferent kinds of inferences, can lead to more truth-approximating theories,
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even when constrained by cognitive biases, and starting with an initial
low accuracy. The analytic model does not guarantee that our current
scientific models would be correct. It also allows for the possibility that
scientific knowledge declines, for example in the case of a strict orthodoxy
that would prevent the generation of many di↵erent inferences, or if there
were a severe decline in the community size of interacting scientists.





CHAPTER 9

EVOLUTIONARY APPROACHES TO EPISTEMIC
JUSTIFICATION

This chapter is adapted from De Cruz, H., Boudry, M., De Smedt, J., and
Blancke, S. (in press). Evolutionary approaches to epistemic justification.
Dialectica.

Abstract

What are the consequences of evolutionary theory for the epistemic stand-
ing of our beliefs? Evolutionary considerations can be used to either jus-
tify or debunk a variety of beliefs. This chapter argues that evolutionary
approaches to human cognition must at least allow for approximately reli-
able cognitive capacities. Approaches that portray human cognition as so
deeply biased and deficient that no knowledge is possible are internally in-
coherent and self-defeating. As evolutionary theory o↵ers the current best
hope for a naturalistic epistemology, evolutionary approaches to epistemic
justification seem to be committed to the view that our sensory systems
and belief-formation processes are at least approximately accurate. How-
ever, for that reason they are vulnerable to the charge of circularity, and
their success seems to be limited to commonsense beliefs. This chapter
o↵ers an extension of evolutionary arguments by considering the use of
external media in human cognitive processes: we suggest that the way
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humans supplement their evolved cognitive capacities with external tools
may provide an e↵ective way to increase the reliability of their beliefs and
to counter evolved cognitive biases.

9.1 The evolved mind and epistemic justification

Daniel Dennett (1995) has famously compared evolutionary theory to a
universal acid—a corrosive substance that eats its way through anything
it touches, transforming every field it is applied to. Darwin’s idea of
natural selection has the power to a↵ect ideas far outside its original do-
main, including economics, culture, language and epistemology. Since
evolutionary theory presents our current best hope to explain design and
adaptation from a naturalistic point of view, it is perhaps not surpris-
ing that a growing number of philosophers (e.g., Quine, 1969b; Fales,
1996; Stewart-Williams, 2005; Boulter, 2007) incorporate evolutionary
arguments in their naturalistic theories of mental content.

The aim of this chapter is to examine the implications of evolutionary
epistemology for the epistemic justification of beliefs. The term “evolu-
tionary epistemology” will be used in a broad sense, namely to denote
the position that biological evolutionary forces, in particular natural se-
lection, are important in shaping cognition. As we shall see in section 9.2,
evolutionary considerations are being used to either justify or debunk a
wide variety of beliefs, including commonsense beliefs, religious ideas,
moral judgments and scientific hypotheses. However, as general strate-
gies both justification and debunking are problematic. The former might
be subject to circular reasoning, e.g., using induction to justify induction.
The latter is potentially self-undermining—if our cognitive faculties are
deeply unreliable, why should we buy into evolutionary theory, which is
after all a product of those same cognitive faculties? Section 9.3 reviews
and extends strategies to counter the circularity charge leveled against
evolutionary arguments. In section 9.4, we propose that incorporating
the extended mind thesis in evolutionary arguments can provide a means
to justify beliefs, especially those outside the scope of common sense. The
example of temperature will illustrate how using external media allows
humans to reach beyond their evolved cognitive biases.
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9.2 Cartesian God or Cartesian demon: Evolu-
tion’s double-edged sword

There are at present two extreme, mutually incompatible positions on the
relationship between evolution and human cognition. The first position,
supported by evolutionary arguments (EAs), contends that natural selec-
tion tends to pick out and propagate those types of beliefs and judgments
that correspond with the state of the world. The second stance relies
on evolutionary debunking arguments (EDAs). An EDA is constructed
by negating at least one of the crucial EA premises, in particular about
the relative importance of natural selection, and about its truth-tracking
ability. Although EAs and EDAs share several premises, they reach con-
tradictory conclusions. To see how they di↵er, let us examine the general
structure of both arguments (table 9.1)1. Note that 4* and 6* are log-
ically independent defeaters of EAs, and, as we shall see, several EDAs
only make use of one of these premises. An EDA on the basis of 4* em-
phasizes that natural selection is primarily concerned with fitness2, not
with tracking truths. According to EAs, true beliefs are better guides to
action than false beliefs, whereas EDAs that make use of premise 4* (e.g.,
Plantinga, 1993) see no reason why true beliefs would be privileged. By
contrast, an EDA based on 6* argues that natural selection is just one
among many evolutionary forces, and that there are lots of factors that
may interfere with it, giving rise to nonadaptive traits. EDAs that make
use of premise 6* (e.g., Stich, 1990) typically grant that natural selec-
tion can sometimes be truth-tracking, but are skeptical of its prominence
in shaping cognition. They argue that alternative evolutionary explana-
tions, if anything, are more detrimental to truth-value than explanations

1This formulation of EAs and EDAs is general, in order to capture the similarities
and di↵erences in the premises of both arguments. For an alternative formulation of
EA, see Boulter (2007); for an alternative formulation of EDA, see Kahane (2011).
Both of these versions are discussed in detail in chapter 8.

2Several concepts of fitness are used in biology and in philosophy of biology (see
e.g., Ramsey, 2006). Realized fitness tracks the actual reproductive success (number
of o↵spring) of individuals within a population. Propensity fitness conceptualizes fit-
ness as the propensity of an individual organism to produce a number of o↵spring.
There can be a discrepancy between an organism’s propensity fitness and its realized
fitness. For example, an animal can have beliefs that increase its propensity fitness
(e.g., be properly cautious of predators) and yet fail to realize this high propensity
fitness because it is struck by lightning before reaching maturity. For the purposes of
this chapter, we will use “fitness” to mean propensity fitness.
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Table 9.1: Generalized forms of EA and EDA.

that invoke natural selection. Thus, an EDA is an argument where one
or both of the crucial premises of EAs are negated. In order to assess
the plausibility of these positions, we will now look in more detail at the
generalized cases for EAs and EDAs, examining their scope and potential
problems.
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9.2.1 Evolutionary arguments generalized

The wide applicability of EAs is potentially problematic, as it can lead one
to replace the Cartesian God with natural selection. Even if we assume
that there is some link between the truth of a belief and its adaptive value
(premise 4), that beliefs are partly though indirectly under genetic con-
trol, and that natural selection is the primary drive of evolution (premise
6), the scope of EAs should be fairly restricted. EAs have been put for-
ward to justify a wide range of beliefs and belief-producing mechanisms,
such as the ability to make inductions (e.g., Quine, 1969b), and to draw
inferences to the best explanation (Goldman, 1990). The most successful
EAs o↵ered to date are in the domain of commonsense beliefs. As we
have seen in section 8.3, “common sense” refers to those types of beliefs
that are obvious and self-evident to the subject, such as the existence of
other minds, the occurrence of past events, and the reliability of percep-
tion. Stephen Boulter (2007) argues that these are the kinds of beliefs
that are most likely to have a bearing on an individual’s fitness. Echoing
Thomas Reid (1764), he insists that commonsense beliefs are crucial for
our ability to act adaptively in the world. Their adaptive value provides
evidence for their validity.

Steve Stewart-Williams (2005) focuses on one particular commonsense
belief, our robust metaphysical belief in an observer-independent world.
People are typically not swayed by skeptical arguments that cast doubt
on this belief, and even if they proclaim to be skeptical, in practice they
still intuitively take the existence of the world to be self-evident. He
argues that this deep metaphysical conviction has an innate basis, and
that the best explanation for this is that the observer-independent world
actually exists. In this way, EAs provide an answer to the radical skeptic
or solipsist, who denies the existence of the external world:

The fact that any normal mind automatically assumes an ob-
jective and mind-independent external world may count as
proof that such a world does exist. We evolved a mind/brain
that creates a sense of an objective, mind-independent ex-
ternal world because this tendency generally contributed to
the persistence of the genetic material that gave rise to the
tendency. In what kind of world would this tendency be bio-
logically advantageous? It would be advantageous in a world
that genuinely exists beyond our fleeting sensory impressions.
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The fact that this tendency evolved indicates that it was use-
ful, and the simplest explanation for its usefulness is that it
is accurate (Stewart-Williams, 2005, 794).

Critics have often complained that EAs are inherently circular, be-
cause such arguments rely on a theory that is the product of human
rationality to justify the rationality of our beliefs. Thus, a naturalistic
epistemology based on evolutionary theory is an inherently unstable po-
sition (Plantinga, 1993). We will examine two possible responses against
this criticism in section 9.3. A second potential problem for EAs is that
they posit that successful (fitness enhancing) action requires accurate be-
liefs. As we shall see in the next subsection, EDAs cast doubt on this
premise.

9.2.2 Evolutionary debunking arguments generalized

As argued above, EDAs attempt to undermine EAs by relying on one
of two possible strategies (or both): they attempt to disconnect the link
between the truth of a belief and its e�cacy (4*), or they try to cast
doubt on the shaping role of natural selection in belief formation (6*).
We will examine both strategies in turn. Evolutionary theories of mental
content propose that the “proper” function of our cognitive processes is
to promote survival and reproduction (e.g., Millikan, 1984). In analogy
to the proper function of organs, such as the heart’s function of pumping
blood, our cognitive apparatus guides us to perform those kinds of actions
that enhance fitness. According to EDAs based on 4*, this should lead us
to doubt the accuracy of our beliefs. Natural selection may, for instance,
produce risk-aversive and thus error-prone cognitive mechanisms, as in
the detection of predators (see below). Natural selection is concerned
with fitness, i.e., a propensity to produce a greater number of surviv-
ing o↵spring, not with truth (premise 4*). Alvin Plantinga (1993), for
instance, writes:

If our cognitive faculties have originated as Dawkins thinks
[i.e., through natural selection], then their ultimate purpose
or function [. . . ] will be something like survival (of individual,
species, gene or genotype); but then it seems initially doubtful
that among their functions—ultimate, proximate or otherwise
—would be the production of true beliefs (Plantinga, 1993,
218).
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Interestingly, Charles Darwin3, in a letter to William Graham, also
expressed doubts about the justification of our beliefs based on premise
4*:

With me the horrid doubt arises whether the convictions of
man’s mind, which have been developed from the mind of the
lower animals, are of any value or at all trustworthy. Would
anyone trust in the convictions of a monkey’s mind, if indeed
there are any convictions in such a mind (Darwin, 1881)?

But even if premise 4 of EAs is secured, establishing a connection be-
tween fitness and truth-value, EDA proponents may try to undermine
premise 6. Stephen Stich (1990, 56) points out several reasons for why
the powers of natural selection are limited (premise 6*), so that evolu-
tion does not always produce “good approximations to optimally well-
designed systems”: the fitting mutations may fail to arise at the right
time, or pleiotropic e↵ects4 and drift5 may result in cognitive mecha-
nisms that are not fitness-enhancing. Even if the right mutations do
occur, it is possible that natural selection gets stuck on a local peak in
a fitness landscape6 without being able to reach a better optimum. In

3In his Descent of man, and selection in relation to sex (1871), Darwin argued that
human mental faculties are a product of natural selection, so that his doubt must have
arisen from premise 4* rather than 6*.

4Pleiotropy occurs when one gene influences more than one trait. This may be
problematic for selection, because the selection for one trait might favor one specific
version of the gene, whereas selection for another trait might favor another version of
the gene. As a result, neither trait will be optimal.

5 As in the case of fitness, the concept of drift has many connotations. It includes
indiscriminate sampling, e.g., large-scale events like floods that do not discriminate
between fitter and less fit individuals, as both types are equally likely to drown. In
such a case, fitness di↵erences cannot explain why a particular part of the population
dies in an inundation, whereas the other survives; it is a matter of being at the wrong
spot at the wrong time. Another case of drift is the founder e↵ect, where part of
a population gets isolated, leading to the spread of an originally rare and nonfitness
related trait in that subpopulation (see Walsh, Lewens, & Ariew, 2002, for an overview).

6Fitness landscapes provide a visualization of the relationship between specific geno-
types and reproductive success; peaks represent states where genotypes achieve a high
realized fitness. Rugged fitness landscapes have multiple peaks separated by valleys.
In that situation, it is di�cult for a particular genotype to move away from one peak
to reach another, higher peak, because this move (crossing a valley) leads to temporary
fitness costs. Organisms with a particular cognitive architecture may be stuck on a
local, lower peak, as the costs involved in neural reorganization may prevent them from
evolving a more e�cient brain.
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addition, trade-o↵s may occur between utility on the one hand and ex-
penses in time and resources on the other, resulting in cognitive systems
that are less than reliable. Additionally, cognitive mechanisms may also
have come about through sexual selection, i.e., through the interaction of
phenotypes not with the environment, but with the fancy of the opposite
sex (Miller, 2000).

Taking into account all these scenarios in which either premise 4 or
premise 6 (or both) of EA fail to obtain, it seems that evolution has
become more of a latter day Cartesian demon. Plantinga (1993) is per-
haps best known for his radical claim that a naturalistic point of view is
self-defeating, since evolution through natural selection is not concerned
with tracking truths, but with increasing fitness (4*). He argues that
only a supernaturalist ontology—where beliefs derive their warrant from
the fact that cognitive capacities have been designed by God in such a
way that they successfully aim at the truth—can provide an externalist
justification for our beliefs. However, most EDAs are less wide in scope
than Plantinga’s.

Take EDAs that are leveled against religious beliefs. Empirical evi-
dence from developmental psychology and cognitive science indicates that
many elements of religious beliefs arise early in development, and are sta-
bly present across cultures, such as an overattribution of agency (we all
see faces in the clouds, Guthrie, 1993), the belief that minds persist after
death (Bering, 2006), and the intuition that natural objects are designed
for particular purposes (Kelemen, 2004). What does this mean for the
epistemic justification of religious beliefs? Researchers in the cognitive
science of religion have argued that religious beliefs are byproducts of
cognitive functions, such as agency detection and theory of mind (the
ability to infer mental states). In his attack on religion, Richard Dawkins
(2006) uses the cognitive science of religion literature to explain away
religion as an accidental byproduct of our cognition:

Religion can be seen as a by-product of the misfiring of several
of these modules, for example the modules for forming the-
ories of other minds, for forming coalitions, and for discrim-
inating in favour of in-group members and against strangers
(Dawkins, 2006, 179).

But does being a byproduct by itself undermine religious beliefs? As we
saw in section 8.4, if that were so, one could argue that science, which is
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also a byproduct of the evolved structure of human cognition, is likewise
undermined. In both cases, the trait in question would be an accidental
byproduct of selection, not a direct product of it (premise 6*). One can
formulate a byproduct account of religion in a more refined way so that re-
ligion, but not other byproducts, would be debunked. Paul Bloom (2009),
for example, acknowledges that the evolutionary origins of religious be-
liefs do not provide a straightforward refutation of such beliefs. After all,
cognitive scientists also explore why people believe that 5 + 5 = 10,
and none of them come to doubt the validity of this outcome as a re-
sult. Nevertheless, Bloom thinks that the cognitive science of religion
can challenge the rationality of holding on to religious beliefs. Given
that religion is an “evolutionary accident” (to use Bloom’s terminology),
and that a plethora of mutually incompatible religious concepts exists
across the world, theists may not be justified in holding the beliefs they
do. Thus, it is not the evolutionary origin of religion itself, but the fact
that evolved cognitive biases give rise to many incompatible beliefs, that
provides a debunking argument against religious beliefs. Similarly, Jesse
Bering (2011) argues that, while evolutionary theory does not disprove
the existence of God, it nevertheless makes it improbable. In principle, a
theist could argue that God instilled religious belief in humans indirectly,
through natural selection, but “if scientific parsimony prevails [. . . ] such
philosophical positioning [i.e., theistic evolution] becomes embarrassingly
like grasping at straws” (Bering, 2011, 196). Again here, it is not the evo-
lutionary origin of religious belief in itself, but its conjunction with the
principle of parsimony that is used in a debunking argument. The case
of religion indicates that evolutionary origins of a belief do not always
constitute su�cient grounds to dispel it.

Nonetheless, under specific circumstances, the evolutionary origins of
a claim may negatively a↵ect its epistemic status. Thus, EDAs might
work if they provide fine-grained reasons for why the evolutionary origins
of a particular belief might a↵ect its epistemic justification. We here
briefly reiterate four specific types of EDAs, spelled out in detail in section
8.4:

i. Cognitive processes may sometimes err on the side of caution. If
the costs or payo↵s of false positives (detecting a signal in the envi-
ronment where there is none) and false negatives (failing to detect a
signal that is present in the environment) are asymmetric, natural
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selection will tend to promote beliefs that yield the highest payo↵s
or incur the least costs (Stephens, 2001).

ii. Animals are bounded in time and space which leads to trade-o↵s
between accuracy and e�ciency.

iii. Some cognitive illusions may be adaptive, such as the above average
illusion (McKay & Dennett, 2009).

iv. Intuitive beliefs that have no bearing whatsoever on fitness are not
subject to natural selection, and are thus unreliable. After all, nat-
ural selection is the only candidate for a truth-tracking evolutionary
mechanism, but it is of limited importance in shaping cognitive ca-
pacities. Next to this, we can expect that evolutionary mechanisms
such as drift (in the meaning of stochastic processes) are even less
truth-tracking. Steven Pinker (2005, 18) speculates that this may
account for the pervasiveness of cognitive biases and illusions, such
as the well-known conjunction fallacy.

EDAs of types i–iii rely on premise 4*, as they emphasize the discon-
nection between truth and fitness. By contrast, EDAs of type iv rely
on premise 6*. Such EDAs typically do allow for some connection be-
tween the fitness and truth-value of a belief, but they are pessimistic
about the extent to which natural selection shapes our belief-formation
processes. Let us focus on the former type first. EDAs that primarily
rely on premise 4* do not give us good reasons to believe in the cogency
of scientific reasoning, since they do not guarantee any link between fit-
ness and the truth-value of specific beliefs. This line of reasoning is self-
defeating. Evolutionary accounts according to which human cognitive
capacities are so deeply biased and defective that knowledge is ruled out
are self-undermining. There would be no good reason to assume that sci-
entific theories are justified, or that philosophical reflection and argumen-
tation (such as an EDA) provides us with sound conceptual knowledge.
Also, there would be no reason to accept the soundness of psychological
studies that indicate cognitive biases and heuristics. The very fact that
cognitive psychologists are able to recognize the frailties of human reason-
ing, and that subjects in psychological experiments perform better when
their errors have been pointed out to them (e.g., Moutier & Houdé, 2003),
suggests that biases and heuristics are not so pervasive as to cloud our
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reasoning completely, and that faulty reasoning is often corrigible with
some mental e↵ort.

In the same vein, EDAs that rely on premise 6* cast doubt on any type
of belief that has no bearing on fitness. What kinds of beliefs would we be
left with? The relatively high reproductive success of people who are not
scientifically literate (like the Amish), or who actively oppose some forms
of scientific knowledge (such as fundamentalist Christians) suggests that
scientific beliefs do not have much impact on fitness (Kaufmann, 2010).
Likewise, there is little reason to expect that our ability for philosophical
reflection is directly subject to natural selection. But if scientific and
philosophical beliefs belong to the type of beliefs that have no bearing on
fitness, and if EDAs indeed a↵ect any such beliefs, then even fine-grained
EDAs that rely on premise 6* are potentially self-defeating. After all,
these EDAs themselves are based on scientific theories, notably evolu-
tionary theory, and philosophical reflection.

Thus, if we accept that everything that is not directly adaptive or
fitness-enhancing will be a↵ected by an EDA, then EDAs of this type
will inevitably bloat out to a lot of other beliefs as well, undermining
their own coherence and leading one to doubt the cogency of scientific
theories and philosophical argumentation. How do we avoid this self-
defeat? One plausible solution is to point out that, although higher-
order theories as proposed in scientific and philosophical practice may
be fitness-neutral, the cognitive skills they are based on need not be.
As David Papineau (2000) has suggested, selective pressures may have
enhanced human capacities for rational reasoning in the domains of folk
psychology and means–end reasoning, for example in our ability to discern
causes and to make inductive inferences. An EDA that casts doubt on
the adaptive value of these basic cognitive capacities (premise 6*) is much
less plausible. Indeed, as Evan Fales (1996) has argued, the probability
that such elaborate neural structures as are needed for these cognitive
capacities would have evolved without conferring any adaptive value is
prima facie quite low, given their high biological costs7:

7A rough estimate (Aiello & Wheeler, 1995) holds that the adult human brain
consumes about 20% of the total energy intake of the body at rest. Other fitness costs
include an increased risk of complications during birth (Rosenberg & Trevathan, 2002),
and a heightened risk of pre-eclampsia, an abnormal rise in blood pressure during
pregnancy, a↵ecting about 10% of human pregnancies, which is sometimes fatal for
mother or child (Robillard, Dekker, & Hulsey, 2002).
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Homo sapiens has, more than any other species, specialized
in intelligence as a survival strategy. [. . . ] Our heavy invest-
ment in big brains and otherwise mediocre bodies makes it all
the more unlikely that resources would be wasted on elabo-
rate belief-forming and processing mechanisms that have no
practical utility (Fales, 1996, 440).

If evolutionary approaches to the human mind are to be coherent, they
should allow at the very least for cognitive capacities that are capable
of generating truth-tracking theories, such as evolutionary theory. If we
accept internal coherence as an important epistemic virtue, it seems that
EAs are more promising than EDAs in the formulation of a naturalis-
tic theory of mental content, since the former are not self-undermining.
Therefore, the circularity charge, an important challenge faced by EAs,
should be addressed. In the following section, we analyze two types of
EA that attempt to avoid this circularity problem.

9.3 Responses to the circularity charge

9.3.1 Dodging the bullet

One possible way out of the circularity problem is simply to grant the
reliability of our inductive capacities as given. This is an externalist
position: we need not know that beliefs are justified, it su�ces that our
cognitive processes are reliable to make them justified. Quine is perhaps
the best-known proponent of this naturalistic position:

I am not appealing to Darwinian biology to justify induction.
This would be circular, since biological knowledge depends on
induction. Rather, I am granting the e�cacy of induction, and
then observing that Darwinian biology, if true, helps explain
why induction is as e�cacious as it is (Quine, 1975, 70).

In this strategy, the epistemologist simply refuses to address the second-
order question of whether our cognitive faculties are indeed reliable. This
position is committed to scientific naturalism, which argues that epis-
temological questions should be approached through empirical science
rather than through a priori philosophy. A weakness of this strategy is
the problem of cheap knowledge, which is common to externalist positions
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in epistemology. Recall Alvin Plantinga’s (1993) argument: if theism is
true, we can expect that God has designed the human mind in such a way
that our cognitive capacities successfully represent true states of a↵airs.
Obviously, naturalists would object to this line of reasoning, but there
seems to be little to distinguish between the naturalistic explanation (by
appeal to evolutionary theory) and the theistic explanation (by appeal to
Christian revelation).

However, the naturalist can appeal to the primacy of natural science.
Since evolutionary theory is a scientific theory, it is—according to the nat-
uralist—more trustworthy than skeptical philosophical arguments. Thus,
naturalistic epistemologists can take evolutionary theory to be correct,
and use this theory to explain why our inductions are reliable. Similarly,
the theist can appeal to the primacy of God as first cause. However,
this problem of cheap knowledge might be circumvented if we consider
naturalism not only to be an a priori philosophical position, but also a
historical, well-established, though provisional, result of scientific inquiry.
With the e�cacy of induction taken for granted, and bearing in mind the
success of the naturalistic program in science, the naturalist can argue
that evolution by natural selection indeed explains induction better than a
theistic first cause (Forrest, 2000; Boudry, Blancke, & Braeckman, 2010).

9.3.2 Biting the bullet

Instead of simply refusing to address the problem of justifying our most
basic principles of reasoning, some authors have bitten the bullet and
proposed ways out of the circularity charge. F. John Clendinnen (1989)
has argued that this part of the project of evolutionary epistemology will
be inevitably circular, but it need not be viciously so: interdependence by
itself is not su�cient to establish vicious circularity. Consider the triplet
of propositions “If P then Q”, “If Q then R”, “If R then P”. Although
this form of interdependence should make us wary, the accusation of vi-
cious circularity holds only when the circle is completely closed, i.e., when
we have no other reasons at all to accept any of the propositions involved.
In a deductive model of justification, it is often incorrectly assumed that
each step is either completely justified or not justified at all. However, it
is possible to have an interdependence of justifications (P,Q, R) in which
we start out by an initially very weak confidence in P , which is grad-
ually raised as evidence accumulates through Q and R. In particular,
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Clendinnen (1989) believes that there are two reasons, independent from
natural facts, for accepting the principle of induction as minimally ratio-
nal: the criterion of nonarbitrariness and the principle of simplicity. He
does not believe that we can justify the whole of the scientific method a
priori. Rather, he argues that, by starting from a minimally rational prin-
ciple of induction, we may accumulate evidence (including evolutionary
theory) that itself lends support to the e�cacy of induction: “[i]nduction
itself, once accepted as a minimal principle, may be used to interpret the
available evidence for or against the thesis that the world is the kind of
place in which induction is likely to succeed” (Clendinnen, 1989, 468).
Thus, by bootstrapping her way out of the circularity, the evolutionary
epistemologist is able to justify the inferences on which her own belief in
evolutionary theory hinges.

The Bayesian epistemologist Tomoji Shogenji (2000) proposes another
way out of the circularity problem. He argues that many forms of self-
dependent justification are in fact not circular—rather, they are unprob-
lematic forms of Bayesian confirmation. Standard Bayesian confirmation
is a procedure that strengthens the subjective belief in a hypothesis H
by observation O relative to background belief B if

1. The probability of H&B is strictly positive.

2. The probability of O given H&B is higher than the probability of
O given B alone.

In this general form of Bayesian confirmation, we compare Pr(O|H&B)
and Pr(O|B). If the former is higher than the latter, we say that O
confirms H. Consider as an example empirical evidence for a scientific
theory: empirical evidence supports a theory if the evidence is more likely
to occur under the assumptions of the theory combined with one’s back-
ground beliefs than it would be under one’s background beliefs alone.
For example, the unusually slow precession of Mercury’s orbit around
the Sun (O) is in conflict with standard Newtonian mechanics (N) and
our background beliefs about the physical universe (B), but this obser-
vation is predicted under the theory of general relativity (H). Thus, this
observation disconfirms N , Pr(O|N&B) < Pr(O|B), and confirms H as
Pr(O|H&B) > Pr(O|B).

Self-dependent justification di↵ers from this general form in that H
plays a peculiar role, as it is both the hypothesis that is being tested
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and a part of the background beliefs. If there is more to background
beliefs than H, one can filter H out of B to obtain B⇤. Thus, in such
cases, the hypothesis is contained within the set of background beliefs
but it is not identical to the background beliefs. To apply Bayesian con-
firmation to those cases, we need to replace B with B⇤&H. The first
of the two conditional probabilities then becomes Pr(O|H&B⇤&H). As
Pr(O|H&B⇤&H) = Pr(O|H&B⇤), the first conditional probability can
be simplified as Pr(O|H&B⇤). In this construal, H no longer plays the
split role of hypothesis and background belief, but rather, it plays the role
of hypothesis twice in predicting the probability of O. As H is no longer
part of the background beliefs under this construal, the proper second
conditional probability becomes Pr(O|B⇤).

Shogenji (2000, 294) applies this model to evolutionary epistemology.
Here H stands for “perceptual process P is reliable”; O represents “S
believes that P is reliable”, and B⇤ stands for “When it is used in an
empirical investigation, perceptual process P generates a belief in the
perceiver, to which she has an introspective access to form a metabelief;
her introspection, memory, etc., which do not depend on her perception,
are reliable.” In this case, O (S’s belief in the reliability of her perceptual
processes) does confirm H, because there is no compelling reason from
B⇤ alone to assume that S’s perceptual processes would be reliable; her
perceptual processes could generate any kind of belief, and it seems very
unlikely that among those beliefs would be her conviction that P is reli-
able. On the other hand, H confers a high probability on those beliefs.
In this way, the reliability of perceptual processes can be tested by simple
Bayesian confirmation.

Shogenji’s (2000) case for evolutionary epistemology could be strength-
ened. The case as he presents it relies on a theory-dependent observation
O. But current evolutionary approaches to the human mind frequently
appeal to observations that are not dependent on evolutionary theory it-
self—of course, they are dependent on other theories, but crucially, the
latter do not depend on the specific evolutionary hypotheses they set out
to test. Such observations, which are neutral with respect to the the-
ory that is being tested, are denoted with O⇤ (a term borrowed from
Adam, 2004). Over the past decades, evolutionary psychologists have
used findings from neuroscience and cognitive, comparative and develop-
mental psychology to test evolutionary hypotheses (see e.g., Dunbar &
Barrett, 2007). Such O⇤ types of observation do not assume that evolu-
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tionary theory is true, and therefore can confirm evolutionary hypotheses
about cognition without circularity. Take, for example, the observation
in comparative psychology that humans and monkeys are fast and accu-
rate in their categorization of various kinds of stimuli. Rhesus monkeys
can reliably sort pictures into food and nonfood categories, even if the
pictures show items they are unfamiliar with (Fabre-Thorpe, Richard, &
Thorpe, 1998). Moreover, they can do this in a very brief period (pictures
are flashed for a duration of only 80 ms), and they are correct in approx-
imately 90% of the trials. Next to this, a wealth of experimental data
from developmental psychology (e.g., Farroni et al., 2005) shows that hu-
man newborns have a visual preference for face-like stimuli. Moreover,
neonates can recognize their own mothers from other women with similar
clothes and hairstyle within a few hours after birth (Bushnell, 2001).

These observations do not rely on the supposition that evolutionary
theory is correct, but they nevertheless strengthen evolutionary argu-
ments for the reliability of our beliefs. The categorization studies indi-
cate that monkeys are capable of correctly categorizing stimuli. Their
proficiency given the hypothesis that natural selection has endowed them
with cognitive capacities that are at least truth-conducive under some
conditions is more likely than their proficiency given everything else we
know about the physical world: the complexity of visual scenes, to-
gether with the lack of previous experience with the test items leads
to the expectation that the monkeys would perform at chance level,
Pr(O⇤

|H&B⇤) > Pr(O⇤
|B⇤). Pace Darwin’s (1881) earlier-mentioned

skepticism about monkeys’ minds, there are indeed good reasons to trust
a monkey’s convictions, at least when it comes to discriminating food
from nonfood. Likewise, the studies with face-recognition in human new-
borns provide us with an observation that seems vastly improbable given
our background knowledge about their lack of experience (having spent
their existence up to then in the dark environment of the womb) and their
poor visual acuity. By contrast, the observation is more likely if we ac-
cept an evolutionary hypothesis that proposes that humans are equipped
with an evolved, unlearned capacity to recognize faces. Such an ability
would have been adaptive for primates living in social groups in order to
recognize each other, especially given that diurnal primates like ourselves
have less-developed olfaction compared to most other mammals8. In sum,

8Indeed, Gilad, Wiebe, Przeworski, Lancet, and Pääbo (2004) have shown that pri-
mates with full trichromatic vision, such as the great apes, have less olfactory receptor
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circularity can be avoided by a careful rephrasing of EAs, and by reliance
on observations outside of the domain of evolutionary theory. Neverthe-
less, it remains to be seen whether noncircular EAs could be constructed
for other cognitive processes, such as inductive inferences. After all, neu-
roscience and other scientific disciplines do not deliver brute facts, but
require interpreting, cognizing minds. If these inferential processes are at
stake, it is hard to see how one can construct a noncircular EA.

9.4 Extended cognition and evolved cognitive bi-
ases

As we have seen, EAs are most successful for commonsense beliefs. What
justification can we get for other types of beliefs, like scientific knowl-
edge, mathematical results, or philosophical argumentation, which may
be outside the grasp of natural selection—in other words, how can we
counter premise 6* of EDAs? Additionally, how can we counter premise
4* for cognitive capacities where we may expect that natural selection
has shaped cognitive capacities that do not track truth? In subsection
9.2.2, we suggested that although scientific and philosophical beliefs may
be fitness-neutral, this does not imply that the cognitive skills on which
they are based would be fitness-neutral. A capacity like induction is useful
in a wide variety of settings, not just in the context of academic reflection.
Additionally, in section 9.3.2 we outlined several strategies that allow for
self-dependent justification in EAs, and that avoid the circularity charge.

In what follows, we explore a further strategy to argue that humans
can have reliable beliefs despite cognitive biases. We will argue that
the way humans naturally supplement their evolved cognitive capacities
with external tools may provide an e↵ective way to increase the reliabil-
ity of their beliefs and to counter evolved cognitive biases. Outsourcing
cognitive tasks to the external environment enhances cognition in sev-
eral ways. First, it improves conceptual stability. Thinking sometimes
involves complex manipulations of conceptual structures, as in logical
reasoning or carrying out large calculations. The stability of these ma-
nipulations (e.g., substituting a constant by another in a logical proof) is
greatly enhanced by writing down each step. Second, extending the mind
may provide a way around evolved cognitive biases. For example, a large

genes, leading to a decreased ability for smell compared to most other mammals.
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experimental literature (see Loftus, 2003, for a review) indicates that peo-
ple’s episodic memory (i.e., biographical memory of personal experienced
events) is highly constructive and liable to distortion. For instance, people
typically remember their worst train-missing experience when simulat-
ing how painful and inconvenient a next train-missing experience will be
(Morewedge, Gilbert, & Wilson, 2005). This puzzling feature of episodic
memory can be explained by the hypothesis that its function is not one of
disinterested representation of true events, but one of building simulations
that guide our actions in adaptive ways (Suddendorf, Addis, & Corballis,
2009). Overestimating the discomfort of an unpleasant experience may
help us to avoid that situation in the future. Adaptive as this may be, it
poses severe limitations on the reliability of our long-term episodic mem-
ories, which typically get distorted over time. Artifacts, such as books,
journals, electronic storage devices, measuring instruments, calendars, or
even simple tallies, allow us to store information that is cognitively chal-
lenging to memorize, and to protect it from memory distortion. In this
way, an EDA that would call the reliability of human memory (a common-
sense belief) into question could be countered as follows: human episodic
recall is biased, but humans can mitigate this by using external memory
systems.

The use of external media is not limited to contemporary societies,
but seems to be a pervasive element of human cognition since at least
30,000 BP and perhaps earlier, as we saw in subsection 4.4.3. From
this period onward, archeologists find shell beads, representational art,
and notched pieces of ochre and bone, demonstrating that humans con-
veyed ideas externally in symbolic media (De Smedt & De Cruz, 2011b).
Kim Sterelny (2003) incorporates theories of niche construction in hu-
man cognitive evolution, arguing that, just as termites build their own
environment, humans construct their own cognitive niche using artifacts
to suit epistemic purposes. Niche construction is the process in which
organisms change their own selective environments, thereby influencing
their evolutionary history. Common examples include termites, beavers
and ants. Members of these species build complex artifacts to ameliorate
their environment in terms of temperature and humidity, and to provide
an optimal nursery setting for o↵spring (Laland & Brown, 2006). Simi-
larly, humans improve their environment by building houses, boats and
other artifacts; they also improve their epistemic environment by design-
ing tools to suit their cognitive purposes. This is what Sterelny (2004)
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has termed epistemic engineering, or the use of epistemic artifacts. There
are intriguing instances of epistemic engineering in nonhuman animals,
including those with simple nervous systems, like ants, which mark paths
from food sources to their nest with pheromone trails (Jackson, Holcombe,
& Ratnieks, 2004). The first observed tool use in gorillas was epistemic:
a female used a stick to probe the depth of a pond before deciding to
cross it (Breuer, Ndoundou-Hockembal, & Fishlock, 2005). In a recent
controlled experiment, Wimpenny, Weir, and Kachelnik (2011) presented
New Caledonian crows with a variety of unfamiliar objects, some of which
elicit fear reactions, such as (dummy) snakes and spiders. The authors
witnessed eight occasions in which first contact with these novel objects
was with a stick. However, to our knowledge, no nonhuman animal has
ever been observed to intentionally modify objects primarily for epistemic
purposes. It seems therefore sensible to suppose that epistemic engineer-
ing is a human cognitive specialization.

If the extended mind is indeed a key feature of human cognitive evo-
lution, it might be possible to justify non-commonsense beliefs through
EAs, namely as those beliefs that reliably arise through the judicious
use of external media which can counter cognitive biases. Of course, the
use of external tools does not guarantee that the information acquired or
stored in this way will always be reliable. It does, however, provide an
evolutionary explanation for why humans can have reliable beliefs that
go beyond their commonsense intuitions.

Temperature provides an interesting case study of the biases of ex-
ternal perception, and the use of external media in surmounting these.
Peripheral thermoreception is the system that reacts to surface skin tem-
perature. As Kathleen Akins (1996) compellingly argues, this system
does not provide us with a reliable representation of the external world.
Rather, it tends to produce representations that are especially conducive
to an organism’s fitness. There are four kinds of thermoreceptors in the
skin: “warm spots”, “cold spots” and two types of pain receptors that
fire under conditions of extreme heat or cold. The ratio between warm
spots and cold spots is not evenly distributed across the body. For ex-
ample, the lips are almost exclusively sensitive to warmth, and the scalp
is mainly sensitive to cold. Also, the sensitivity of these receptors is not
a linear function, and their response critically depends upon the starting
temperature. The change from tepid to warm water, for example, elicits
less response than that from warm to hot water. These curious prop-
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erties of thermoreception can be explained in evolutionary terms—what
is important to warm-blooded creatures like us is that our perception of
temperature helps us to act adaptively in the world, to avoid injury, over-
heating and hypothermia. Thus, it makes sense that the human scalp
is sensitive to cold, since excessive cooling of the brain is potentially
life-threatening. The fact that thermoreception is concerned with an or-
ganism’s fitness, rather than with an accurate, disinterested rendition of
temperature, makes it vulnerable to various biases. For example, if you
place your left hand in hot water and your right hand in cold water, they
will register di↵erent temperatures when put in the same lukewarm water.
Seen from the perspective of an organism that has evolved mechanisms
to maintain a constant body temperature, such illusions make sense.

Humans, being used to rely on external media, have come up with
an elegant solution to the inherent biases of thermoreception: find fixed
points outside of our own thermoreceptive experience and use these as a
scale of reference for external devices that register temperature. Already
since the 1600s, scientists who attempted to make reliable thermometers
had a preference for observer-independent points, such as the melting
point of butter, the boiling point of wine or the first night of frost. Ha-
sok Chang (2004) provides a detailed account of the human quest for
standardized temperature measurement and of the establishment of the
(to some extent idealized) fixed points of freezing and boiling water on
the Celsius scale. To be sure, the fact that we place epistemic trust in
such external devices does require the reliability of other intuitions and
cognitive faculties, such as transitivity (if x is warmer than y, and y is
warmer than z, then x is warmer than z), and a trust in the uniformity
of nature. Nevertheless, relying on external measuring devices provides
a solution for at least one set of cognitive biases, namely those of human
thermoreception.

Once humans were able to outsource their measurement of tempera-
ture to the outside world, they were not only able to measure temperature
in a more objective way, but also in a much more precise fashion than if
they relied on their evolved capacities alone. Interestingly, the practical
advances in thermometry also contributed to the conceptual understand-
ing of thermodynamics, such as the understanding that cold is not on an
ontological par with heat, and the formulation of an absolute zero point.
The folk intuition that cold and heat are both equally real phenomena
may be derived from our tactile perception of temperature (the occur-
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rence of cold spots and warm spots), an intuition that was countered by
experiments that indicated that cold is just the absence of heat. The fact
that current thermodynamics flies in the face of our evolved capacities for
thermoreception provides at least prima facie evidence against a sweeping
applicability of EDAs. Humans are able to surmount the biases of their
evolved thermoreception through external tools. To put it di↵erently: we
have an intuition that cold really exists and there is a good evolutionary
rationale for this. In spite of this, we can come to believe that cold is
merely absence of heat—for this too, there is a good evolutionary ex-
planation, namely our evolved ability to use external media in epistemic
contexts.

9.5 Conclusion: A defeasible evolutionary ac-
count

What are the consequences of evolutionary theory for the epistemic stand-
ing of our beliefs? The development of EAs is faced with several chal-
lenges. Advocates of EDAs point out that there is no connection between
fitness and truth-value (premise 4*) or that the force and scope of natural
selection may be constrained for several reasons (premise 6*). In addition,
EAs are open to the charge of circularity. We have explored venues for
setting up EAs: the externalist solution, which uses bootstrapping by way
of benign as opposed to vicious circularity, and the use of observations
that are independent from evolutionary hypotheses.

Next to this, we have proposed that incorporating external media
in human cognition provides us with a defeasible EA that indicates that
knowledge outside of the domain of common sense is at least a prima facie
possibility. Truth-approximating or instrumentally useful knowledge can
be attained by reliance on external tools that are independent of human
cognitive biases. Of course, emphasizing the role of external media in hu-
man cognition does not provide us with a universal, all-encompassing epis-
temic justification for human knowledge. What it does provide us with
is a plausible reason, from an evolutionary perspective, of why humans
can have knowledge outside of domains where accurate beliefs matters
for survival and reproduction, like, for example, in scientific inquiry and
philosophical reflection. As we have seen, EAs that do not appeal to the
extended mind seem limited to the domain of common sense. The role of
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external media in human cognition can provide an epistemic justification
for some non-commonsense beliefs that humans entertain.



CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION: PROSPECTS FOR A
NATURALISTIC PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

10.1 General conclusion

The main aim of this dissertation was to contribute to a naturalistic
philosophy of science by examining the evolutionary cognitive origins of
systematic knowledge acquisition. One key finding is that the distinc-
tion between ordinary reasoning on the one hand and mathematical and
scientific practice on the other is not as sharp as often proposed. Math-
ematics and scientific practice are not arcane, highly unnatural forms of
reasoning, as McCauley (2000) supposed. To be sure, both require spe-
cific institutionalized environments in order to flourish, including ready
access to epistemic artifacts that enhance our perceptual or computa-
tional capacities like tallies and tokens (chapter 4), measuring devices
(chapter 9), symbolic notation systems that help us to circumvent cog-
nitively intractable operations (chapter 5), and the minds of those who
work on related issues (chapter 8). But these features are not unique
to mathematics and science; they underlie many forms of what Hutchins
(1995) has termed “cognition in the wild” (see subsection 1.3.4). Without
much exaggeration, formalized mathematical and scientific practice can
be seen as exemplars of this form of cognition.

As we saw in chapters 4 and 5, there are several versions of the ex-
tended mind thesis. The best-known version is undoubtedly Clark and
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Chalmers’ (1998) active externalism, which regards cognition as a cou-
pled cognitive system where, crucially, there is an isomorphism between
internal and external cognitive processes (the parity argument). A more
radical version, o↵ered by authors like Mithen (2000) and Menary (2007),
regards internal and external components of mathematical and scientific
practice as complementary parts of an integrated whole. There is no par-
ity required between internal and external cognitive processes, indeed,
both can be quite distinct. We have seen that scientific and mathemati-
cal practices critically depend and build on cognitive biases that emerge
in early development, including an ability to discriminate numerosities
in the environment and to make elementary calculations (chapters 2 and
3), a capacity to detect causal relationships (chapter 8), and an intu-
itive way to parse objects into ontological categories, each with their own
inductive inferences (chapter 6). Our evolved human cognitive architec-
ture constrains and guides intuitions and creative processes that underlie
scientific practice. As we saw in chapters 8 and 9, acknowledging these
cognitive constraints does not compel us to adopt a radically skeptical
position that threatens to undermine the naturalistic project. This is
because externalized cognitive processes allow us to overcome constraints
in human working memory, limits to computational abilities, and even
limits in creativity, as in the use of symbols to represent mathematical
concepts that are di�cult to conceive (chapter 5) and the use of analo-
gies in scientific discovery to overcome the e↵ects of intuitive ontologies
in scientific understanding (chapter 7).

10.2 Normative implications

Can we draw normative implications of this research for epistemology
and philosophy of science? When Quine (1969a) outlined his “Epistemol-
ogy naturalized”, he primarily saw epistemology as an annex or a part of
science, i.e., epistemological statements as a subset of scientific (psycho-
logical) statements. However, several authors (e.g., Kim, 1988; Goldman,
1999) have expressed their dissatisfaction with this description of natural-
istic epistemology, because no branch of empirical science (including psy-
chology) specifies normative criteria for justification or knowledge1. These

1However, many psychological studies, especially those on reasoning, are conducted
with an implicit normative framework in mind (Elqayam & Evans, in press).
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authors argue that naturalistic philosophy should not shirk from draw-
ing normative epistemic implications. Indeed, given that knowledge is an
intrinsically normative notion2, taking away all considerations of norma-
tivity makes that we can no longer speak about scientific or mathematical
knowledge, but rather have to limit ourselves to talk about scientific or
mathematical beliefs (Kim, 1988). There are several ways in which nat-
uralistic philosophers can consider normative issues. In his classic essay,
Jaegwon Kim (1988) argued that normative epistemic properties, such as
justification and reliability supervene on natural properties. For example,
from the perspective of evolutionary epistemology (as we saw in subsec-
tion 9.3.2), we can expect that some belief-producing mental mechanisms
yield reliable beliefs, because in those domains true beliefs are ecologically
relevant, for instance, the distinction between what is edible and inedible
can be gauged in less than a second by monkeys (Fabre-Thorpe et al.,
1998).

Alvin Goldman (1999, 3) argues that all “epistemic warrant or justi-
fication is a function of the psychological (perhaps computational) pro-
cesses that produce or preserve belief” and that the “epistemological en-
terprise needs appropriate help from science, especially the sciences of the
mind.” In a similar vein, Lorraine Code (1996) writes:

Taking the findings of such [psychological] research seriously
enables epistemologists to tailor their normative demands to
what people can achieve epistemically, to how they tend to
process evidence and respond to incongruities. Thus, for ex-
ample, exhortations about how knowers should go about jus-
tifying their probabilistic conclusions [. . . ] may be tempered
by readings of Kahneman and Tversky’s experiments [. . . ]
(Code, 1996, 3).

To Code (1996, 3), consideration of Kahneman and Tversky’s research
should not lead us to tolerate violations of probability calculus, but rather,
to o↵er guidelines for manageable and realistic improvements in ordinary
people’s probability reasoning. As we saw in subsection 1.1.2, not all

2It is intrinsically normative, because most philosophical conceptions of knowledge
are still tied to the concept of justification. Although Gettier cases no longer allow us
to equate knowledge with justified true belief, the characterization is still a reasonable
one that holds in most cases. For a critical recent assessment of this problem, see
Gutting (2009, chapter 3).
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cognitive scientists agree with Kahneman and Tversky’s (1996) position
that human reasoning is fundamentally flawed. Indeed, as we saw in
chapter 9, such a position would ultimately be self-undermining. Nev-
ertheless, in chapters 3 and 5, we surveyed evidence from the cognitive
science of mathematics that indicates that not all mathematical concepts
are equally easy to acquire, and that some di�cult-to-grasp concepts need
an extensive amount of cognitive sca↵olding.

My normative conclusions thus go further than Code’s plea to tem-
per our expectations of ordinary cognition to what can be realistically
achieved. Rather, a picture of cognition that is broader than what sub-
jects are capable of in the context of a psychological experiment (in
vitro cognition) should also incorporate information on what humans can
achieve epistemically when they make use of various cognitive tools, in-
cluding symbolic notation and epistemic artifacts (in vivo cognition). If
we value scientific and mathematical knowledge acquisition, then peo-
ple should have access to epistemic artifacts and distributed knowledge
whenever they engage in these activities, and learn how to work with
them. This is especially the case for knowledge that is counterintuitive
or cognitively demanding.

Goldman’s (1999, 3) moderate naturalism holds that epistemic jus-
tification is a function of the psychological processes that produce or
preserve beliefs. As we saw in this dissertation (in particular in chapter
6), there are several psychological mechanisms that produce and preserve
beliefs, each of which have their own peculiarities and biases. For exam-
ple, we saw that intuitive numerical cognition is better suited to smaller
cardinalities than to larger ones (chapters 2 and 3), and that intuitive
biological cognition is better suited to an understanding of animal de-
velopment (by postulating invariant species-typical essences) than it is
to an understanding of evolution (chapters 6 and 8). However, in order
to derive a full picture of epistemic justification, we need not only focus
on internal psychological processes—as some naturalistic epistemologists,
like Goldman (1999) seem to do—but also on our active engagement with
the external environment3. For example, when I confidently state that

3Goldman (1999) is an externalist with regard to epistemic justification. Never-
theless, his position is what Clark and Chalmers (1998) term “passive externalism”,
i.e., the justification of a belief depends on its having the right relationship with the
external world. Active externalism, as we saw earlier, not only requires the right rela-
tionship between internal cognitive processes and the external world, but also an active
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the temperature in this room is 20 � C, the justification of my claim does
not come from internal processes, but rather from my ability to read o↵
the temperature correctly from the thermometer. To be sure, my internal
thermoreceptive capacity is not unimportant: for example, a room with
a thermometer that shows only 20 � C but that feels like it is well over
30 � C can lead one to doubt the reliability of the instrument (given that
one has not just exercised, does not run a fever, etc.). The justification
for my belief that 4⇥7 = 28 stems from both my intuitive representation
of numerosity and my immersion in external numerical representations
such as number words and arabic digits. As argued at length in chapters
4 and 5, without these external representations we would not be able to
make such calculations, or indeed, of representing the natural number
28 accurately. However, intuitive numerical representations continue to
play a role in mathematical practice. For example, as surveyed in sec-
tion 2.4, children with structural abnormalities in their intraparietal sulci,
implicated in the intuitive representation of numerical magnitudes, have
persistent di�culties in solving mathematical tasks (acalculia) (Molko et
al., 2004).

Stephen Downes (1993) has observed that much naturalistic philoso-
phy of science still conceptualizes scientific cognition as af process that
goes on inside the heads of individual scientists. Although this is less the
case today (see e.g., Giere, 2004), most work that examines normative
implications for justification still focuses on individual rather than col-
lective cognition, for example, on biases and heuristics that are typically
displayed by individuals in psychological tests. Yet there is substantial
evidence that groups of interacting reasoners are less susceptible to such
biases and errors (see e.g., Mercier, 2010; Mercier & Sperber, 2011, for
reviews). Interestingly, this view of science as a social practice that im-
proves epistemic standards and increases reliability of results has not been
widely recognized in philosophy of science. Quite to the contrary, some
authors, undoubtedly motivated by social constructivist critiques on sci-
entific realism, hold that social factors have a corrupting influence on
science. According to Churchland (1989), for example, if social factors
were an influence conceptual change, this would lead to a global skep-
ticism about scientific claims. His concern is rooted in the belief that
social factors are somehow extrinsic to scientific practice, and that these

engagement with external media.
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can easily be disentangled from the scientific process. As a result, most
naturalistic philosophers of science have not yet drawn normative impli-
cations that take the social nature of scientific practice into account.

In chapter 8, we saw how disagreement and interaction between sci-
entists is an important ingredient of scientific progress. The analytic
model speaks against some claims in epistemology that hold that dis-
agreement between epistemic peers is undesirable, or even unjustified. In
recent years, epistemologists like Feldman (2007) and Elga (2007) have
argued against epistemic peer disagreement. Using simple and clear-cut
cases, where the relevant evidence is surveyable and static, they argue
that one cannot reasonably disagree with one’s epistemic peers. Rather,
they claim that any given body of evidence E allows at most one ratio-
nally justified attitude towards a proposition p. Scientific practice is of
high relevance to the debate on uniqueness, since it is an area of human
reasoning where the notion of epistemic peers has practical applicability,
as, for example, in the notion of peer review, or open peer commentary.
In scientific practice, disagreement is the norm rather than the excep-
tion. Some philosophers of science, like Okasha (2010) have criticized the
extent to which scientists disagree. To him, a plurality of approaches is
permitted, as long as scientists reach the same conclusions. If they do
not, so Okasha (2010, 653) argues, they damage the field: “In allowing
a plurality of approaches—a healthy thing in science—to descend into
tribalism, biologists risk causing serious damage to the field of social evo-
lution, and potentially to evolutionary biology in general.” Yet, as Kuhn
(1962) and Kitcher (1990) already observed, disagreement in science can
and does often play a positive role. As we saw in section 8.5, disagree-
ment between scientists is an important element of scientific progress:
pace Okasha (2010), it is important that scientists not only use di↵erent
methods, but also draw di↵erent inferences. Indeed, we found that both
the number of active scientists working in a field (N), and the degree
to which these scholars come up with di↵erent inferences (�) contribute
to scientific progresss. However, since the model takes the natural loga-
rithm of the total number of scientists into account, increases in N only
have a significant e↵ect if the initial number of scientists working in the
field is small. By contrast, we can expect that even small increases in �
have a marked e↵ect, regardless of population size. In other words, di↵er-
ences in inferences can allow for a quick increase in scientific knowledge
acquisition.
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10.3 Metaphysical implications

James Ladyman (2007) points out that the general acceptance of sci-
entific realism in philosophy4 has kindled something of a renaissance of
metaphysics. Scientific realism is committed to the existence of unob-
servable entities, such as subatomic particles or fields. Ladyman makes
the case for physics, but the claim can be easily extended to cognitive sci-
ence. Cognitive scientists clearly go beyond the observable data of brain
scans and behavioral responses when they posit cognitive modules (see
subsection 3.2.1) or innate knowledge (see chapter 2). Given that most
scientific theories use at least some unobservable entities, it seems that
metaphysical questions can be addressed through scientific methods. Of
course, since metaphysics does not make empirical predictions, we can-
not use scientific results to directly test and rule out some metaphysical
claims. Although some metaphysical assumptions are more compatible
with specific scientific theories than others, there is a general problem
that scientific theories underdetermine philosophical positions. Take the
question of innate knowledge, surveyed in chapter 2. As we have seen,
a number of developmental cognitive scientists (e.g., Spelke & Kinzler,
2007) argue for the view that some human knowledge is innate. To sup-
port this claim, they rely on carefully controlled experimental procedures
that attempt to eliminate empiricist alternative accounts, and they infer
to the best explanation that nativism is the most reasonable position,
given the current experimental evidence. However, empiricist accounts
(e.g., Haith, 1998) cannot be rejected in principle, and we have pointed
out that even for the persuasive case of infant arithmetic, it is always
possible to come up with new empiricist accounts. As a result, we cannot
directly make the philosophical case for nativism based on empirical ev-
idence. A similar problem can be identified for researchers who propose
that the human mind is composed of several domain-specific computa-
tional modules (see section 3.2.1). Although some form of modularity
seems reasonable in the light of current cognitive psychological and neu-
roscientific evidence, it remains unclear whether the mind is composed

4Despite influential arguments against scientific realism in its classic form,
such as the pessimistic meta-induction (Laudan, 1981) or constructive empiricism
(van Fraassen, 1980), most philosophers today are scientific realists. In a recent
PhilPaper survey, 75% of respondents accept or lean toward scientific realism, see
http://philpapers.org/surveys/results.pl for the results of this survey.

http://philpapers.org/surveys/results.pl
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of many di↵erent modules or rather of a limited set of core knowledge
domains.

Another problem that Ladyman (2007) identifies is that in many sci-
entific disciplines there are several competing scientific research programs,
each with distinct metaphysical commitments. In examining the cogni-
tive basis of mathematical and scientific knowledge acquisition, I have
relied mainly on adaptationist and nativist research programs. However,
cognitive science is a broad field with many other possible frameworks.
To mention but one example, neo-empiricism is a successful research pro-
gram that has as its main metaphysical commitment the idea that all
knowledge is ultimately derived from sensory experience (see e.g., Mach-
ery, 2006; Prinz, 2002, for reviews). Neo-empiricists, unlike nativists, do
not allow for innate knowledge, only for (fairly low-level) innate learn-
ing mechanisms. A picture of human knowledge acquisition based on
neo-empiricism would consequently look quite di↵erent from one based
on developmental psychological nativism. For example, one can compare
my account of the cognitive basis of arithmetic, outlined in chapters 2,
to 5, to George Lako↵ and Rafael Núñez’ (2000), which relies extensively
on neo-empiricist views of embodied cognition and places decidedly less
emphasis on innate mental content. The fact that current cognitive sci-
ence allows for such widely diverging naturalistic philosophical accounts
is intriguing, and may lead to a re-evaluation of the relationship between
philosophy and scientific practice, as will be discussed in the next section.

10.4 Naturalism as philosophy of the gaps?

This dissertation started with a discussion of Quine’s (1969a) naturalized
epistemology. Quine argued that the best way to make sense of the sci-
entific worldview is to use the best resources provided by the scientific
worldview itself: “we seek no further basis for science than science itself,
so we are free to use the very fruits of science in investigating its roots”
(Quine, 1995, 16). The ultimate goals of philosophy and science are, to
Quine, the same: we need to get an understanding of what there is and of
how it is possible that we get to know what there is. Most recent charac-
terizations of naturalistic philosophy follow Quine. For example, Devitt
(1996, 49) characterizes naturalistic philosophy as a form of empiricism:
“there is only one way of knowing, the empirical way that is the basis
of science”, and Papineau (1993, 5) characterizes it as the view that we
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should “set philosophy within science.” The use of scientific data to adju-
dicate between competing philosophical programs, or to assess the truth
value of particular philosophical propositions is not new. The historian
of philosophy Eric Schliesser (2011) terms views that use the authority of
science to settle debates within philosophy “Newton’s Challenge”5.

Unsurprisingly, several philosophers have expressed discomfort with
Newton’s challenge. For example, John McDowell (1996) terms natural-
istic attempts to understand the origins of our ability for (normative)
reasoning “bald naturalism”, and Daniel Hutto (2011) denotes naturalis-
tic investigations of the mechanisms underlying folk psychology as “pre-
sumptuous naturalism.” Both critiques see (some species of) natural-
ism in philosophy as overtly scientistic, i.e., as programs where science
is used in an inappropriate fashion to approach inherently philosophical
questions. I think that such critiques, as well as some versions of the
naturalistic program itself, may be subject to a mistaken view on the
relationship between philosophy and science which one could label the
“philosophy of the gaps” view. In analogy with the “God of the gaps”
view, where God can only be invoked in those cases where scientific expla-
nations are not (yet) available, the “philosophy of the gaps” view sees the
role of philosophy as describing or uncovering truths about propositions
on which scientific knowledge is not (yet) available. Consequently, the
domain about which philosophical statements can be expressed, shrinks
as scientific knowledge grows. A stronger version of this view is that a
naturalistic philosophy cannot rely on specifically philosophical resources
and tools. In the words of Paul Roth (2007):

Philosophy as a naturalist conceives of it shares with more
conventional philosophical approaches a concern to conduct a
type of meta-level examination of particular sciences. That is,
a philosopher qua naturalist examines, systematizes and gen-
erally seeks to make explicit the rules by which the first order
endeavor proceeds [. . . ] But a key di↵erence between natural-
ists and others in formulating and articulating such matters
arises from naturalism’s commitment to the view that in do-

5When Newton published his Principia in 1678, philosophy and science were not
truly separate domains. The terminology “Newton’s challenge” is useful, given New-
ton’s successes in outlining a mechanistic natural philosophy, but the ideas underlying
Newton’s challenge are much older; as Schliesser (2011) himself acknowledges, many
of them can be traced back to Francis Bacon.
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ing this, philosophy has no special methods or resources other
than those which belong to the sciences collectively examined
(Roth, 2007, 684).

This seems on the face of it a very unattractive form of the naturalistic
project, since it demotes philosophy of science to the position of shadow-
ing scientific practice itself6. Undoubtedly, this metaphilosophical picture
underlies Hawking and Mlodinow’s (2010, 5) declaration that philosophy,
in the wake of modern science, is dead. The problem with this view
is that it presents an inaccurate picture of how science and philosophy
interrelate. As Watson and Arp (2008) note, there is a certain irony
in claims like this, given that they are explicitly philosophically moti-
vated. For instance, the model-dependent realism Hawking and Mlodi-
now (2010) advocate throughout their book is a distinctly metaphysical
position that cannot be vindicated through scientific practice. Moreover,
scientific practice often helps itself to philosophical concepts and tools,
as we saw in the discussion on nativism in cognitive science in chapter 2.
As we will see below, philosophical arguments and thought-experiments
have also frequently served as inspirations for experimental designs. Next
to this, some key metaphysical assumptions of scientific practice cannot
be resolved by scientific study. As Douven and van Brakel (1995) argued,
scientific realism by itself is not an empirically testable hypothesis. Scien-
tists (and most philosophers of science) are committed to a metaphysical
picture of the nature of science.

The philosophy of the gaps view is also popular in some domains
of cognitive science. Two recent examples illustrate this. Held et al.
(2011) investigated Molyneux’ problem, an until recently unsolved (and
some would perhaps argue still unsolved) problem in the philosophy of
perception. Molyneux (17th c.) was an Irish natural philosopher who was
interested in vision and optics. He asked Locke whether or not a blind
man who regained sight would be able to immediately visually recognize
an object previously known only by touch. Locke (1689), in keeping with
his empiricist philosophy, thought that the man would not be able to
do so. Held et al. (2011) studied teenagers from India who had been
blind from birth or early infancy. The subjects were o↵ered free surgical
treatment that restored their vision. Prior to this surgery, they were

6I owe this metaphor to Hasok Chang, during a comment at the Biannual Meeting
of the Society for the Philosophy of Science in Practice, Exeter, 23 June 2011.
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given objects in di↵erent shapes. After the operation, they were asked
to identify which objects they had previously held. The results indicate
that “the answer to Molyneux’s question is likely negative. The newly
sighted subjects did not exhibit an immediate transfer of their tactile
shape knowledge to the visual domain” (Held et al., 2011, 552).

Another recent study, conducted by Izard, Pica, Spelke, and Dehaene
(2011) probed geometrical intuitions in Mundurukú and US subjects, ask-
ing questions like “Can a [straight] line be drawn through 3 unaligned
points?”, “Do these (nonparallel) lines cross each other at the small-angle
side?” The authors investigated whether or not the Mundurukú, who, as
mentioned earlier, are members of a small-scale illiterate South American
culture, have geometrical intuitions that are in line with Euclidean ge-
ometry. Indigenous South Americans and people from the United States
have very di↵erent geometrical experiences: Mundurukú have much more
challenging navigational tasks (e.g., during foraging in a dense jungle)
compared to Americans, but they do not have any formal geometrical
instruction. Yet, the authors found that both Mundurukú and American
participants have intuitions that are closely in line with Euclidean geom-
etry. They argued that “Although Kant’s argument for the existence of
an a priori intuition of space is philosophical in nature, it implies that
the human mind is spontaneously endowed with Euclidean intuitions, an
empirically testable proposal that belongs to cognitive science” (9782, my
emphasis). Further on in their discussion they state:

In line with our previous research on intuitive arithmetic and
geometry in the Mundurucú and with Plato’s views on ed-
ucation as developed in the Meno, the present results indi-
cate that sophisticated protomathematical intuitions for both
arithmetic and geometry can be revealed in all humans pro-
vided that the relevant abstract concepts are exemplified by
concrete situations (Izard et al., 2011, 9786).

These remarks lead to the impression that we can easily adjudicate be-
tween philosophical theses on the basis of cognitive psychological re-
search, and that some philosophical problems are more properly regarded
as belonging to the domain of cognitive science7. Similar claims (e.g.,
Schwitzgebel & Gordon, 2000) have been made for the unsolved “Mary’s

7Note however, that Izard et al. (2011) entirely sidestep the fact that Plato’s and
Kant’s notion of innate knowledge was quite di↵erent from our present-day understand-
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room” thought experiment, and for Nagel’s (1974) critique of physical-
ism based on the supposedly unique phenomenological qualities of sonar
perception in bats.

The central question of this concluding chapter thus becomes: can
one be a naturalist and yet endorse the autonomy of philosophy, or is
the naturalistic philosopher committed to a philosophy of the gaps or to
a philosophy as a shadow of science? I submit, pace Quine (1969a) and
Roth (2007), that a naturalist does not need to be committed to either
view. After all, empirical studies like the ones outlined above typically
elicit a host of new philosophical questions as well as answering some of
them, for example, regarding the notion of innateness in current cognitive
science. In the Held et al. (2011) study, the subjects who initially failed
in the cross-modal task of visually identifying objects they had previously
only felt, did succeed with novel objects after only five days since their
first testing. While they initially were not able to cross-modally map hap-
tic and visual stimuli, they learned to do so in a remarkably short space
of time, just like other sighted people are able to make such cross-modal
mappings. The authors conclude that this unusual rapidity of acquisi-
tion “suggests that the neuronal substrates responsible for cross-modal
interaction might already be in place before they become behaviorally
manifest” (Held et al., 2011, 552). This view is compatible with some
forms of nativism (see e.g., Marcus, 2004), namely that, given a normally
developing organism, the capacity for cross-modal mapping is in place
prior to experience. The neural wiring responsible for this capacity needs
some minimal environmental input to work properly, but it does not come
into being solely as a result of this environmental input. Studies on the
imitation of facial gestures (e.g., tongue protrusion) in newborns (Meltzo↵
& Moore, 1977) indicate that some forms of cross-modal mapping (in this
case, mapping between visual input and motor actions) do not need any
empirical input at all, given that the neonates never received visual feed-
back on their facial expressions. Rather than settling the debate between
empiricism and nativism in any definite way, studies like these prompt
us to re-evaluate philosophical concepts of nativism and empiricism, and
to call into question the view that nativism and empiricism are diamet-
rically opposed and mutually incompatible8. Such philosophical notions

ing of innateness. For one thing, it did not have any connection to biological notions
as it has today.

8This incompatibilist position is widely shared by philosophers and cognitive sci-
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of nativism that take empirical evidence into account can then provide a
conceptual toolbox to design new procedures and interpret new empirical
findings. As Watson and Arp (2008, 18) put it, the interrelations between
science and philosophy provide “checks and balances on their respective
investigations into reality.” To be sure, the case of nativism illustrates
that naturalistic philosophy and scientific investigations can be closely
interrelated and interdependent. But the dependence relationship is not
unidirectional from science to philosophy9.

Some authors (e.g., Kitcher, 1992; van Inwagen, 2006; Hutto, 2011)
have observed that many contemporary analytic philosophers regard them-
selves as naturalists. Still, explicitly naturalistic work occupies only a
relatively small place in analytic philosophy. Most work in contemporary
analytic philosophy is simply neutral with respect to a naturalistic or non-
naturalistic picture of the world, or, to put it di↵erently, it is compatible
with a naturalistic as well as an anti-naturalistic ontology (van Inwagen,
2006). A reasonably broad conception of analytic philosophy regards it
as a discipline that searches for philosophical truth through a critical
analysis of arguments. Analytic philosophers draw on various nonphilo-
sophical methods and sources to help them in this task, including formal
logic, mathematics, the physical and biological sciences, linguistics and
various branches of cognitive science10. Incorporating these sources says
nothing intrinsic about their relationship to philosophy. The use of formal
mathematical techniques to arrive at philosophical insights by no means
implies that analytic philosophy is a descriptive activity that can only
be invoked when we cannot rely on mathematical proofs. In a similar
vein, an analytic philosopher is justified in drawing on empirical results
from the sciences to complement or even assess the truth-value of philo-
sophical statements. History of philosophy can serve as a useful model

entists. For example, although Prinz (2002) regards some innate mental content as
unavoidable, he goes at great length to attack nativist alternative explanations for his
neo-empiricist approach to concepts.

9In this, I agree with Friedman (1997), who also incorporates mathematics into the
interdependence relationship. According to him, science, philosophy and mathematics
are autonomous, yet interdependent fields of inquiry.

10Most analytic philosophers do not make use of the humanities, such as anthro-
pology, archeology or history. In chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 I have also incorporated
findings from the humanities in order to get a fuller picture of mathematical cognition
than one would get through an account solely based on the cognitive psychological
study of western subjects, but such approaches are rare.
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here. Peter van Inwagen (2006) provides us with the following thought
experiment11: imagine an analytic philosopher, who is making an exten-
sive study of Kant’s concept of free will. She does not do this because
she is particularly interested in Kant’s philosophy, or in the history of the
concept of free will in modern philosophy. Rather, this analytic philoso-
pher is interested in learning more about free will, and she hopes that
Kant may have something useful to say about this. She would like to
assess whether Kant’s theory of free will is true or not, and in order to
do so, she needs to study Kant’s writing in detail. Similarly, results from
cognitive psychology can be used to assess questions in various branches
of philosophy, including epistemology, ethics, metaphysics, philosophy of
language and philosophy of mind that are not accessible through con-
ceptual analysis alone. Statements like “humans have an innate sense of
number” (see e.g., chapter 2) or “natural selection promotes the evolution
of truth-conducive belief-producing mechanisms” (see e.g., chapter 9) can
only be sensibly answered by considering relevant cognitive psychological
and anthropological literature. Of course, this evidence needs to be inter-
preted through conceptual analysis, in casu on the notion of innateness
and the relationship between reliability and natural selection.

This dissertation has sought to shed some light on the question of how
humans are able to obtain systematic knowledge, in particular mathemat-
ical and scientific knowledge, in view of their inherent cognitive limita-
tions. In order to answer this question, I provided both an empirically-
informed account of which cognitive capacities underlie these types of
knowledge acquisition, and suggestions of which external cognitive tools
might play a role in extending cognition. It is my hope that the empirically-
informed conclusions outlined in this dissertation can elucidate more gen-
eral philosophical questions.

11Nichols (2006) develops a similar argument.



SUMMARY

Given that human cognition is biased and limited, how can we explain the
successes in mathematics and the sciences over the last few centuries? In
other words: if we see through a glass darkly, why is it that mathemati-
cians and scientists seem to be able to surmount their cognitive limita-
tions to some extent? This dissertation provides a naturalistic philosoph-
ical study of the relationship between evolved human cognitive biases
and formal modes of knowledge acquisition. It presents an analysis of
key notions from cognitive science that have been the focus of recent
debates in empirically-informed epistemology, philosophy of science, and
philosophy of mind, including innateness, mental modularity, extended
cognition, epistemic action, and evolutionary (debunking) arguments for
the reliability of beliefs. One key finding is that a naturalistic picture of
formal knowledge acquisition should not only take into account evolved
cognitive biases, but also the way humans routinely supplement their in-
ternal cognitive resources with external support. Using examples from
the domain of arithmetic and the life sciences, the thesis indicates that
humans draw on a variety of epistemic tools, including artifacts, symbols,
metaphors and other minds. Nevertheless, my second key claim is that
evolved cognitive biases play a significant role in scientific and mathe-
matical practice. Case studies from arithmetic, paleoanthropology and
evolutionary biology indicate that what people regard as intelligible is
influenced by their evolved cognitive architecture. The thesis ends by
outlining some normative, epistemic and metaphysical perspectives that
a naturalistic philosophy of science can o↵er.
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SAMENVATTING

Menselijke cognitie is beperkt en gelimiteerd, en het resultaat van een
evolutionair proces dat enkel rekening houdt met overleving en voortplan-
ting. Hoe kunnen we het succes in de voorbije eeuwen van wiskunde en
de wetenschappen verklaren, gegeven dat de menselijke geest hier eigen-
lijk niet voor is toegerust? Met andere woorden, indien we, om het met
Paulus te zeggen, “door een spiegel in een duistere rede zien,” hoe kun-
nen wiskundigen en wetenschappers dan in zekere mate hun cognitieve
beperkingen overstijgen? Dit proefschrift biedt een naturalistische wijs-
gerige studie van de relatie tussen geëvolueerde menselijke cognitieve ca-
paciteiten en formele vormen van kennisverwerving. Het biedt een analyse
van kernbegrippen uit de cognitieve wetenschappen die veel ter sprake
komen in recente naturalistische epistemologie, wetenschapsfilosofie, en
geesteswetenschap, waaronder aangeboren kennis, mentale modulariteit,
cognitie die deels buiten het brein plaatsheeft, epistemische acties, en evo-
lutionaire argumenten voor de betrouwbaarheid van onze overtuigingen.

Een van de voornaamste resultaten van onderhavige analyse is dat
een naturalistisch beeld van formele kennisverwerving niet enkel reke-
ning moet houden met aangeboren menselijke cognitieve vermogens, maar
ook met de manier waarop mensen hun interne cognitieve vermogens
aanvullen met externe hulpmiddelen. Aan de hand van voorbeelden
uit wiskunde en de levenswetenschappen toont dit proefschrift aan dat
mensen zich beroepen op diverse epistemische hulpmiddelen, waaronder
artefacten, symbolen, metaforen, en de kennis die zich bevindt in het
brein van anderen. Deze externe objecten zijn dermate belangrijk in ons
denken dat zij een integraal deel uitmaken van onze formele kennisver-
werving.
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Desalniettemin (en dit is het tweede voornaamste resultaat van dit
onderzoek) blijkt dat geëvolueerde cognitieve vooroordelen een signifi-
cante rol blijven spelen in de wiskundige en wetenschappelijke praktijk.
Gevalsstudies uit wiskunde, paleoantropologie, anatomie en evolutiebiolo-
gie tonen aan dat onze bevatting van wetenschappelijke begrippen wordt
ingeperkt en gestuurd door onze geëvolueerde menselijke geest. Dit proef-
schrift sluit af met enkele normatieve en metafysische conclusies.

De inleiding (hoofdstuk 1) bakent de vraagstelling af, vertrekkend
vanuit twee observaties. Ten eerste blijkt dat de wiskundige en weten-
schappelijke praktijk veel e�ciënter en complexer zijn dan we zouden
kunnen verwachten op basis van cognitief en evolutionair psychologisch
onderzoek. Hoe zijn wiskundigen en wetenschappers in staat de cognitieve
beperkingen waaraan mensen normaliter onderhevig zijn te overstijgen?
Ten tweede, wiskundige en wetenschappelijke praktijk strookt niet met de
normen voor redeneren die wetenschapsfilosofen en epistemologen tradi-
tioneel vooropstellen. Teneinde deze observaties beter te begrijpen wordt
de relatie tussen cognitie en wiskundige en wetenschappelijke praktijk
nader onderzocht.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel (hoofdstukken
2, 3, 4 en 5) behandelt de cognitieve basis van de rekenkunde. Hoofd-
stuk 2 onderzoekt of rekenkundige kennis aangeboren is. Hoofdstuk 3
bestudeert de relatie tussen onze intüıtieve getalsconcepten en de cul-
turele evolutie van getallen. Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 onderzoeken de rol van
externe representaties in de ontwikkeling van formele getalsconcepten,
waaronder natuurlijke en negatieve getallen, en de rol van symbolen in
de historische ontwikkeling van de algebra.

In het tweede deel (hoofdstukken 6, 7, 8 en 9) wordt een aantal cogni-
tieve processen onderzocht die aan de basis liggen van wetenschappelijke
praktijk, met een nadruk op de levenswetenschappen. Hoofdstuk 6 stelt
de vraag of intüıtieve ontologische assumpties die we gebruiken in onze
dagdagelijkse interacties met onze omgeving en onze soortgenoten een
blijvende rol spelen in de wetenschappelijke praktijk. Gevalsstudies in
de paleoantropologie en de vergelijkende psychologie tonen aan dat dit
inderdaad zo is. Hoofdstuk 7 illustreert aan de hand van anatomie, evo-
lutiebiologie en evolutionaire psychologie dat analogieën een belangrijke
rol spelen in het overstijgen van deze intüıtieve ontologische assumpties.
Hoofdstuk 8 toont aan de hand van een speltheoretisch model aan dat de
groei van wetenschappelijke kennis enkel mogelijk is dankzij haar collec-
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tieve dimensie. Hoofdstuk 9 onderzoekt of het gerechtvaardigd is weten-
schappelijke kennis in vraag te stellen op basis van het feit dat evolutie
niet specifiek gericht is op het verwerven van waarheid, maar eerder op
voortplanting en overleving. Dit proefschrift sluit af met reflecties over
de rol van naturalisme in de wetenschapsfilosofie (hoofdstuk 10).
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